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TH.' INFLUENCE OF SUBCATEGORICAL MISMATCHES ON LEXICAL ACCESS.

D. H. Whalen

Abstract. When the noise portion of an [s] or [5] is combined with
vocalic formant transitions appropriate to the other fricative, the
risulting consonantal percept is almost always that of the noise.
W aien (1982) has shown that the mismatch of transitions nonetheless
slows the identification of that fricative. This result was extend-
ed to a lexical decision paradigm to answer two questions: Does the
inappropriate transition slow down access of a word, or is the delay
limited to tasks involving specifically ptonetic judgments? Second,
what could such a delay tell us about how the lexicon is searched?
The stimuli were 48 English words and 48 phdnotactically legal
nonwords, each conaining, either [s] or [5]. Two versions of each
stimulus occurred, one with the,original vocalic portion, and one in
which the vocalic formant transitions were inappropriate to the
fricative. In a speeded lexical decision task, word judgments were
slower when the transitions were inappropriate. A nonsignificant
delay occuxred in nonwords (as in a similar experiment by Streeter &
Nigro, 1979). The implications for the logogen and cohort theories
of lexical access are discussed. Lexical access is shown to be
sensitive tofine phonetic detail.

INTRODUCTION

The noise portion of the alveolar and palatal voiceless fricatives in

English is a powerful enough cue for place of articulation to override eny
place information in the vocalicxformant transitions of accompanying vowels.
Thus, if the vocalic segment from [sa] is excised and combined with the noise
portion from [5a], the resulting percept is the syllable [a]: The transi-
tions seem to be ignored. Such an artificial mismatch, in which a cue is put
in a new environment where its value is not sufSicient to produce the

appropriate percept, will be called a subcategorical phonetic mismatch; the
cue that is overridden will be called a mismatched cue. The present
experiment will determine whether such mismatched transitions affect decision
time within a lexical decision task. The results will help us decide whether
listeners make phonetic decisions based on isolated time slices of the

acoustic stream, or rather integrate all the inforMation they receive.

Acknowledgment. I would like to thank Lpuis Goldstein, Alvin M. Liberman,
and Michael Studdert-Kennedy for helpful comments on this paper. This
research formed part of a Yale University Ph.D. dissertation entitled
Perleptual effects of phonetic mismatches. Support was provided by NICHD
Grant HD-01994.

[HASKINS LABORATORIES: Status Report on Speech Research SR-73 (1983)]
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I.

Earlier'experiments (Martin & Bunnell, 1982; Whalen, 1982) have shown
that subcategorical mismatches, wbile not changing the phonetic percept slow

phonetic identification. When *the transitions of fricative-vowel syl11±s
are mismatched, phonetic identification oT both the fricative and the vowel is

slowed.- Whalen (1982) argued that AistenerS- attempt to integrate all cues
available, even if the result of 'diet attempt is net,,noticeable in the fi,a1

phonetic judgment. Since those experiments elicitedfihonetic judgments, it is
possible that the effect is limited to such rather unnatural tasks. The

lexical deasion.task is more natural.

Subcategorical mismatches have been examined previously in a lexical

flecision task. Mismatched transitions into a medial stop resulted in slower
times in a speeded lexical decision task (Streeter & Nigro, 1979), The effect

only appreared for word judgmentsi'but not for nonword judgments. 'Streeter and

Nigro interpret this result in2terms of an exhaustive leiical search, in which
the physical nature of the ponword stimulus has no effect. *There are Other

interpretations possible (one of which is given below in the Discussion

section), and the effect itself needs replication. The present study uses the

same lexical decision paradigm, and extends it. .

One drawback to the Streeter and Nigro study was that the mismatched cue
always preceded the overriding cue. Thus their 'results cannot distinguish

between two inherently plausible explanations. One account would Say that the

subjects were slowed because they made a phonetic decision as the closure
transitions were perceived and had to reverse that decision when the opening

transitions were perceived. This account can be called "disposing," since
each cue is dealt with in strict temporal order (cf. Whalen, 1982). The other

account would assume that the subjects tried to integrate the information of

each pet of transitions and were slowed by the mismatch in its own right.:

This account can be called "integrating," since every cue over a (yet to be

determined) time frame is examined in conjunction with the other cues. Only

whenl the overriding cue comes first do these two accounts differ. The

disposing account would then say that the mismatched cues should simply be

ignored and thus not slow phonetic identification. The integrating account

would say that the mismatched cues provide phonetic information, but if that

information is to be overridden, the integration will take extra time no

datter where the mismatch occurs. The present study will examine this

question directly, by having the mismatched cue preceding the overriding cue

in some cases, and following in others.

The phonetic experiments,of Whalen (1982 ' have shown that mismatched cues

that follow the overriding 'Tme--do slow judgments. This provided evidence

against 'disposing theories (cf. Blumstein & Stevens, 1980; Cole & Scott, 1974;

Klatt, 1979; Stevens, 1975). In a disposing theory, every time-slice of the

acoustic stream is examined, without regard for context, for its phonetic

contribution. Once this information is extracted, that time-slice is not

considered further. The alternative, "integrating," theory (cf. Liberman,

1979; Liberman & Studdert-Kennedy, 1978; and Repp, 1982) was better able to

.account for the data of Whalen (1982).--Thtsacnount assumes that listeners
deal with all phonetic information over a fairly large stretch of time, taking

the overall acoustic context into account. Thus the mismatched cues that

followed the overriding cues were just as disruptive as ones that preceded.

2
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tr.

Whi?:e the evidence.from the phonetic experiments supported the integrat-
ing account, that account vould lead us to' expect mismatched cues in both
words and nonwords to slow lexical decision. However, as already noted,
Streeter and Nigro ,(1979) did not find an effect of mismatches in nonwords.
Ixf their finding is 'Feplicatad, we would have to conclude either that the
Aismatch effect is-limited to the strange combination of successful lexical
access on the one hand and purely phonetic judgments On the other, or that the
lack of an effect with the nonwords is an artifaot of the'lexical decision
Athodology. Finally, if we find no interaction between cue appropriateness
and cue position, them the integrating account of speech perception will be
further supported.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Materials

The test stimult were 48 monosyllabic English'words and 48 phonotactical-
ly possible, monosyllabic' nonword.Lisee Appendix). Eacii-contained either 6]
or Lg], in either initial or final position. All.were chosen to be of
relatively low frequency (less than 50 occurrences in the Ku6era and Prancis,
1967, corpus). For each word or nonword, there was another word,9r monword
that diffared from it only in containing the cr4htl':friatil-e: Thia matching
made it possible to change only the transttions, leaving thd 4,wel quality in
the friction the same. -Thus, for exaMple, "soak" was matched with ';.shoak,"

.

'mess" with "mesh," and "sipe" with "shipe." The mean duation of test items
was 569 msec. S.brds were slfghtly longer overall than nonwords,(575 vs. 564 -

msec).

To avoid having fricatives in eyery word, two filler items were con-
structed for each test item. The fillers were all monosyllabic words.or
phonologically legal nonwords. The words were matChed with.the test words for
frequency, and the distribution of phonemes in the nonwords approximated that
of English words. The mean duration of filler items was 525 mete. Again,
words were slightly longer than nonwords (532 vs. 518 msec).

A male native speaker of English' recorded hree tokens of Rach_of the
test and filler items. The stimuli were reae\in randomized.order duringA.
single recording session. Materials were low-pass filtered at 10 kHz and
digitized at a sampling rate of 2C kHz. One token of eaCh item was chErsen for
the experiment. Fillqr items were chosen for naturalness and clarity. Test
items were chosen 36.'"that the, friction and vocalic segment of the two
corresponding items (such as "soak" and "shoak") were of equal duration. 'In
this way. the two versions of each item (matched or mismatched ,transitiont)
were of equal duration.

. )

Once fhe tokens ad been selected, friction of each test item was
combined with its corresponding vocalic segment. The resulting 'atimulf fell
into four categories of interest: 1) The stimulus was a word containing
vocalic formant transitions that matched the fricative percept generatei by
the noise ("appropriate transitlons"); 2) The stimulus was a word, bat the
transitions were inappropriate ; 3) The stimulus was a nonword, and the
transitions were appropriate; and 4) The stimulus was a nonword, and the
transitions were inappropriate. Note that every test item occurred with both

3
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-appf'opriate and inappropriate transitions, and that, since friction always

overrode transitions, both the matched and the,mismatched versions of, for

example, "soak" were identified as "soak."

' The stimuli also varied.systematically along other aines. There was an

equal number of items with initial fricatives and items with final fricatives.
This was varied to test the effect of mismatched cue position. In addition,

there was,iln equal number of items whose lexical status changed from word to
snonword.or vice versa with the change of fricative (e.g., "soak," a word, and
Pshoak," a nonword) and items whose status remained the same with either
fricative (e.g., the words "mess" and "mesh," and the nonwords "froose" and
"froosh"), Thus in half the test items, the change from [s] to [g] would

change'the correct answer, and in halfvit would not.

subjects

Tlio groups of subjects were tested, expert and naive. The expert

listeners were 18 researchers at Haskins Laboratories, all of whom were
phonetically trained and/or.had extensive experience in phonetic research.
Two were left-handed. The naive subjects were 18 volunteers, all native

speakers of English, who were paid for their participation. One was left-
,

handed.

Apparatus

Subjects were seated in 'a quiet room and heard the stimuli over

Telephonics TDH-39 headphones. They responded by pressing one of two buttons

on a panel in front of them. The "yes" response Was on the left and the "no"

response on the right. During the test, if the answer was correct and within
the stated time limit (longer than 100 msec and shorter than two seconds), a

small light on the control box tnefront of them lit up. Their response time,

answer, and the correctness of that answer went intv'a computer file after

each trial.

Procedure

The subjects' task was to judge whether each item was an English word or

not. They were told to chit the ,"yes" button if the item was e word and "no"

if it was not. Examples of words and nonwords were given to the 'subjects.

They were then instructed to judge the status;! of;the 'item as'quIckly as

possible. Subjects were lold ;$ro *pest a few iiiip*es, both because they

Could misperceive itemp and becgnae they could press a button by acCident.

They,. were instructed co slow down if they made too many of the latter

mistakes. It was explained that these'were careful pronunciations, so
"toas" and "bline" were to be taken as nonwordg, even if these pronunciations

might occur instead of "tbase'and "blind." Any-word that was known only as a

slang word was to be counted as a nonword. The feedback light was explained.

1 There were two conditions for the experiment. In.the first, the subject

heard all test items, half with api)ropriate transitions, half with inappropri-

ate. Since there yere two versions of each test item, only one could be

presented to a subject in a standard lexical decision task ( I hich requires

each item to occur only once, in order to avoid priming effects). This forced

1 zi
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,

the first analysis of the transition effect to be cross subject. In the
second condition, the subject heard every test item again, but in its other
version. The second condition thus resembled a lexical decision test in which
each item has been primed by a repetition. The combination of the two
conditions, while having the complication of speeded decisions on second
presentation (cf. Dannenbring & Briand, 1982; Scarborough, Cortese, & Scarbor-
ough, 1977), allows the transition effect to be examined withkiel subjects.

Two random sequences containing all the test and filler items were made.
One version (with appropriate or inappropriate transitions) of each test item
occurred in one sequenqe, with the other version occurring in the other. The
assignment of subjects to one sequence or the Other for the first condition
was counterbalanced within groups.

A practice block, containing twenty words and twenty nonwords that did
not occur in the test, was run to familiarize the sutjects with the equipment
and the task. After it was determined that no questions remained, the two
test blocks of the first condition were run. A thirty second, pause ocurred
between blocks. Each block contained 144 trials, plus four "warm-up" stimuli
at the beginning (which were not tallied in the results). After a short
break, the two blocks of the second condition were run.

The stimuli were recorded on one channel of an audiotape while, on the........

other channel, a timing tone was recorded simultaneously with the onset of the
stimulus. The inter-stimulus interval was three and a half seconds.

RESULTS

The results of the two conditions (first presentation of the test items
vs. second presentation) and the two conditions together were analyzed simi-
larly. An analysis.of variance was performed on the mean reaction time with
the following factors: Expert vs. naive subjects ("group"); vocalic formant
transitions were appropriate to the fricative or not ("appropriate transi-
tions"); word vs. nonword; and initial vs. final fricatives. A separate
analysis was done for each condition, then a combined analysis with the added
faetor of condition.

Results for Condition 1

Only correct responses within the specified time limits (longer than 100
msec, shoi-Lar than 2 sec) were included in the analysis of the results. This
gave an overall error rate of 8.6%. The rate was 10.7% for words and 6.4% for
nonwords. One item _effect showed up strongly in the errors: The word
"deuce/douce" accounted for one out of seven errors on words. Errors occurred
at approximately the same rate in the two versions of each word (8.7% for the
original versions, 8.4% for the mismatched versions).

As can be seen from Figure 1, inappropriate transitions slowed lexical
decisior, F(1,54) = 6.04, J < .02. Subjects'were 18 msec faster in their
decisions when the transition was appropriate (means of 932 and 950 msec,
respectively). It is also evident that nonwords took longer than words,
F(1,54) = 6.41, 2. < .02. While inappropriate transitions delayed response for
both words and nonwords, the effect was larger with the words, F(1,34) = 4.16,

5 3:
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2 < .05. A separate analysis of variance of just the nonwords shows that the
transition effect did not reach significance, F(1,34) = 0.84, n.s.

960

94017;
a)

1 920i
cc
c
ci
a) 900
M

880

Ili Matched Transitions

E2:3 Mismatched Transitions

WORDS NONWORDS

Figure 1. Lexical decision times for the first presentation of each item

(Condition 1).

When the results were analyzed by item rather than subject, the transi-

tion effect did not reach significance, F(1,92) = 2.17, n.s. Since transition

was a between-subject factor for the item analysis, and since the effect was

of small magnitude, this outcome is not too surprising. However, it does mean

that the results for the first presentation of an item alone do not allow us

to conclude that the transition effect will holdsfor any word or nonword of

English.

Items with initial fricatives (overriding cue preceding) took longer to

identify than those with final fricatives (overriding cue following), F(1,34)

= 33.05, 2 < .001 for the subject analysis, F(1,92) = 6.06, 2 < .025 For the

item analysis. This occurred despite the greater average duration of the

fricative-final items (383 ms6b (:)x. the final fricative items vs. 555 msec).

This factor is not of great in:ierest in itself. These groups necessarily

contained different'items. Thus the effect simply indicates that some items

were reliably identified faster than others. However, there are many possible

causes for such item effects, and we do not have the evidence for distinguish-

ing among them. For present purposes, the initial/final factor is of inte-resk

6
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only if it interacts with the appropriateness of transition factor, and this
it did not do: The delay caused by inappropriate transitions was the same
whether the friction came before the transitions or after: F(1,34) = 1.56,
n.s., for the subject analysis, F(1,92) = 1.57, n.s., for the item anPlysis.
Thus the effect was the same whether the overriding cue came first or not.

The experts were significantly faster than the naive subjects, F(1,34) =
10.21, < .01. The means were 886 and 996 msec, respectively. One
interaction involving this factor was significant. The inappropriate tsinsi7
tions slowed reaction times for both words and nonwords for both groups, but
the difference for the word responses of the naive subjects was much larger
than their nonword responses or the experts' response to either words or
nonwords, F(1,54) = 6.73, 2 < .02. This could he a proportional effect due to
the greater magnitude of their reaction times, since the transition effect vas
not significant for the nonwords for either group.

Results for Condition 2

The overall error rate for Condition 2 was 6.7%. The rate was 7.6% for
words and 5.9% for nonwords. Errors occurred at roughly the same rate in the
two versions of each word (7.2% for the original versions, 6.3% for the
mismatched versions).

The results for this condition, as can be seen from Figure 2, are quite
similar to those of the first condition. The effect of the appropriaieness of

11111 Matched Transitions

EZ3 Mismatched Transitions
960-

940-

900- I I
920-

880 II
WORDS NONWORICA

t

Figure 2. Lexical decision times for the second presentation of each item
(Condition 2).
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the tranrtion was again significant, F(1,34) = 5.64, 2 < .05. Subjects were

14 msec faster in their decision when the transitions were appropriate. In

the anaRsis by item, the transition effect again failed to reach signifi-
cance, F(1,92) = 2.28, n.s., so that it still cannot, on these data, be

reliably generalized to other items:

Decisions about words remained faster than about nonwords, F(1,34) =

5.23, 2 < .05. On average, subjects were 25'msec faster in their decision
when the stimulus was a word (means of 908 msec vs. 933). In the analysis by

item, this difference was not significant, F(1,92) = 3.87, n.s. Together, the

analyses indicate chat the word/nonword effect disappeared on the second

presenimtion of these items (min F'(1,112) = 2.22, n.s.; cf. Clark, 1973).

This occurred despite the larger difference in overlll response time in

comparison to the first condition (18 msec for Con,..tion 1, 25 msec for

Condition 2).

The interaction of word/nonword and appropriateness of transition did not
reach significance, F(1,34) = 3.28, n.s., for the subject analysis, F(1,92) =
1.38, n.s., for the item analysis. However, since the first condition did

have such an interaction, a separate analysis by subject of the nonword

judgments was made. It showed that the transition effect was again not

present for these subjects in the nonword judgments, F(1,34) = 0.25, n.s.

Items with initial fricatives were still identified more slowly than
those with final fricatives, F(1,34) = 31.16, 2 < .001 for the subject
analysis, P(1,92) = 8.87, 2 < .05 for the item analysis. The interaction of

position of the fricative and appropriateness of transition was also not

significant, F(1,34) = 0.34, n.s., for the subject analysis, F(1,92) = 0.05,

n,s., for the item analysis. On second presentation of an item, then,

inappropriate transitions again slowed the judgment whether they preceded or

followed the friction.

The experts were again significantly faster than the naive subjects,

F(1,34) = 5.98A < .02. The means were 872 and 970 msec, respectively. No

interactions with this factor were signifidant. Thu ... the effects of interest

seem to be independent of linguistic sophistication.

Results for Conditions 1 and 2 Combined

When the results for first and second presentation of an item are

considered together, the effect of the appropriateness of the transition was

significant for the subject analysis, F(1,34) = 15.26, < .001. The

transition effect did not reach significance in the item analysis, F(1,92) =

3.81, = .054, but the min F' did (min F'(1,17) = 6.2, 2 < .025). Tecisions

were 17 msec faster when the transition was appropriate (means of 922 msec for

the appropriate and 959 for the inappropriate transitions). Since each

subject's data now contain responses to both versions of each test item,
intersubject variability is much reduced for the subject analysis. In the

item analysis, each subject gave a response to each version of the item, so
that the subject variability is much reduced there as well. The lack of an

interaction between condition (i.e., first presentation vs. second presenta-

tion of each item) and appropriateness of transition, F(1,34) = 0.08, n.s.,

for the subject analysis, F(1,92) = 0.36, n.s., for the item analysis,
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indicates that the slowing effect of inappropriate transitions is the same for
initial access of a word and for the second access.

Across the two conditions, the word/nonword factor interacted with the
appropriateness of transition in the subject analysis. F(1,34) = 6.68, 2 <
.02. The item analysis showed no interaction, F(1,92) = 0.62, n.s. While the
decisions were slower to both words and nonwords when the transitions were
inappropriate, the effect was much larger with words (28 msec vs. 8 msec). A
separate analysis on just the nonwords showed that the delay with nonwords was
again not significant in the subject analysis, F(1,34) = 1.10, n.s. The item
analysis alone shows a significant transition effect for the nonwords, F(1,92)
= 4.46, 2 < .05, but the two analyses together are not significant, min
F'(1,5) =

Decisions about words remained faster than about nonwords, F(1,34) =
7.10, 2 < .025 for the subject analysis, F(1,92) = 5.59, < .025 for the item
analysis. On average, subjects were 21 mSec faster in their decision when the
stimulus was a word (means of 920 msec vs. 941).

The initial/final factor was still extremely significant, F(1,34) =
68.09, < .001 for the subject analysis, F(1,92) = 24.31, 2 < .001 for the
item analysis. The items with initial fricatives took longer to decide upon
(931 msec) than those with final fricatives (910 msec). However, in these
combined results, there was still no interaction between initial vs. final
fricative and the appropriateness of transition, F(1,34) = 2.63, n.s., for the
subject analysis, F(1,92) = 0.62, n.s., for the.item analysis.

The effect of hearing the item for the second time was one of shortening
the decision time by an average of 20 msec, F(1,34) = 4.70, 2 < .05 for the
subject analysis, F(1,92) = 76.7e, < .001 for the item analysis. This
factor did not interact with either the word/nonword or the appropriateness of
transitions factor, together or singly (the F value was less than 1 in most
cases). That the speeding effect of repetition was present in the nonwords as
well as the words is confirmed in the separate analysis of the nonword
results. Responses to the second presentation of a_nonword were, on average,
18 msec faster than to the first, F(1,34) = 4.19, y < .05 for the subject
analysis, F(1,92) = 42.90, 2 < .001 for the item almlysis.

The experts were significantly faster than the naive subjects, F(1,34) =
8.25, j < .01. The means were 879 and 983 msec, respectively. This factor
was involved in three interactions. One involvad only the location of the
fricative (initial or final), which is not relevant to the present discussion
except in its lack of an interaction wt.th the transition factor. The two
remaining interactions involved three and four other factors; no natural
explanation for the interactions was apparent.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The delay caused by inappropriate transition previously found in phonetic
identification was found again in a more natural paradigm. A mismatch of
fricative and transitions caused a delay in lexical access on both the first
presentation 'and the second. Even when subjects are not paying attention
specifically to the segmental phonetic structure of an item, a subcategorical
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phonetic mismatch slcws the judgment. The effect failed to hold up in the
nonword decisions. Since this result was obtained previously (Streeter &
Nigro, 1979), it is not unexpected. Hqwfver, the explanation given by those

authors is not appealing. An alternatiVe; that the lexical decision process
itself is responsible for the disappearance of the effect, will be discussed
below.

In the previous paragraph and in the discussion below, there is a benign

ambiguity about the origin of the mismatch effect: We have assumed that
mismatches slow phonetic analysis, but it is possible that the slower times
simply reflect the subjects' lessened confidence in their judgments. In

either event, the implications for the integration vs. disposal issue are

equivalent. Experiments could be devised to choose between these alterna-
tives, but the present study does not do so. The remainder of the discussion
will argue the first interpretation only, although arguments for the second
could be constructed with equal ease.

The lack of an interaction between the position\ of the transitions

(whether the fricative was initial or final) and the appropriateness of
transitions shows that listeners were attending to the mismatched transitions
whether the overriding cue came before or after them. If the noise cue of

fricative-initial stimuli were dealt with and disposed, then the place

information of the transitions would not cause a delay even if it conflicted
with the place information of the noise. Listeners do not "dispose" of each
piece of the phonetic stream as it comes, but rather integrate over a larger

stretch. The present stimuli do not help us decide just how large a stretch
this integration covers.

Other considerations can be mentioned here (cf. Whalen, 1982). If each

slice of the signal were treated as a cue to one or more phones independent of

the rest of the signal, the phonetic construct would get out of hand. Each

slice would give information about one particular phone, but there are often

ten or more 25-msec slices in one fricative noise. Even if each slice is
sufficient to identify the fricative, the phonetic construct does nut have ten

fricatives for each noisP. In addition, some parts of the signal have a

separate significance in isolation that would be misleading if each time slice

were considered alone. For example, the transitions of the vczalic segment.
if presented in isolation, give rise to a stop percept (cf. Whalen, 1982).

There must be some way of telling that, with no silent closure, the

transitions are not to be taken as constituting a stop. That is, the signal

must be integrated over a larger piece of the signal. Thus, even a disposing

account must make some use of integration.

Results similar to those obtained in this study were interpreted by
Streeter and Nigro (1979) to support the notion that the mismatched cues are
not dealt with in the construction of the phonetic percept, but rather are
carried along in a "degraded" representation. Their claim relies on lack of a

delaying effect.of mismatches in nonwords. They assumed that the construction

of the phonetic representation of an item's two versions would take the same

amount of time but that the representation of the mismatched version would not

be as well-constructed as that of the matched,version. This difference was

equated with the differende between a stimulus presented with and without

added noise. The lack of an effect of mismatched cues in the nonwords would
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thus depend on there not being any entry in the lexicon to match, so that the
quality of the stimulus would not affect the decision time. While no studies
of lexical decision have used both auditory presentation and added noise,
there have been visual analogs. Stanners, Jastrzembski, and Westbrook (1975),
for example, found that a random dot pattern partially obscuring the words and
nonwobis slowed reaction times for both categories and in fact more so for the
nonwords. Streeter and Nigro predict the opposite for auditory presentation.N
If they are wrong and nonwords in noise are classified as nonwords more slowly \
than those without added noise, t:ten their proposal would be less than
convincing. It seems more plausible that something in the nonword decision
itself is responsible for the reduction in the mismatched cue effect.

One possible explanation attributes the reduced effect to .an added step
in the nonword decision. The extra time spent on nonword decisions may
reflect phonetic reanalysis, in which even matched cues are treated as
suspect: When a string is found to lack an entry in the lexicon, it may be
rechecked for previously undetected phonetic ambiguities that might make it a
word. If the original analysis is retained, the nonword decision is then
made, but the process will have reduced the difference in response time
between items with matched and mismatched transitions. If this account is
correct, the delays found here and in Streeter and Nigro (1979) are inherent
in the phonetic analysis; their disappearance in the nonwords is an artifact
of the lexical decision methodology.

Some support for the added-step interpretation of the ponword data is
contained in the data from the second condition. Previous results of repeated
presentation are relevant here. Scarborough et al. (1977) demonstrated that
repetition of items decreases reaction times even after a lag of 31 items.
More importantly, they found that the effect of repetition on a well-known
factor in lexical decision times (in this case, frequency of occurrence)
varied across experiments. In some cases, the frequency effect disappeared,
while in others it persisted:

With the present experiment, the effect of inappropriate transitions was
the same on the first presentation as on the second. If anything, we might
have expected the transition effect to weaken when die words were being heard
for the second time, since the criterial levels for recognition would
presumably be lowered. That did not happen. Thus the effect found seems to
occur in both the initial access of a lexical item and on the second. The
second presentation of words reduced the time required to respond to them, as
would be eipected (Forbach, Stanners, & Hochhaus, 1974). But repetition was
equally effective in reducing the time required to judge nonwords
(cf. Dannenbring & Briand, 1982). We would perhaps expect that all times
would be reduced by practice, but that words, since they prime themselves
(Scarborough et al., 1977), should show greater effects than nonwords. This
was not the case. Streeter and Nigro (1979) and others assume that nonwords
do not have an entry an the lexicon. An item without an entry in at least a
temporary lexicon could not be self-priming. Any time gained in the nonword
decisions, then, would be due to a faster search. This could be accomplished
either through familiarity 'wdth the task ar by searching a subset of the
lexicon. Even if a subset of the lexicon is searched on the second
presentation, the words should still have an added advantage from the priming.
The evidence leads us to say that nonwords have lexical representations, at
least within a test session.,

10
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Lexical decision judgments, then, are affected by subcategorical mis-
matches that do not result in overt ambiguities. Since most theories of
lexical access are vague about the properties of the phonetic input, they can
accommodate almost any result from experiments of the present sort. I will
briefly discuss the treatment of the present results in two of them, the

logogen theory (Morton, 1969, 1979) and the cohort theory (Marslen-Wilson,
Vote 1; Marslen-Wilson & Welsh, 1978).

The logogen theory assumes that words (or morphemes) are collections of
phonetic, semantic, and other properties with an associated threshhold. If

that threshhold is met, that word is accessed, Priming is a temporary
lowering of the threshhold, while greater frequency within the language lower:9
the threshhold permanently. Logogens are completely passive.

The cohort theory asserts that words are organized by their initial
sounds into groupS or "cohorts." Once the initial sounds (probably a half
syllable) are identified, all words in that cohort become canuidates. These
candidates ,are eliminated by further incoming data until only one word

remains, or until none remains. Cohorts, then, are partially active.

One common feature of these two theories is a distinction between
phonetic analysis and lexical access. Neither theory has much to say about
the phonetic analysis, except that, if it occurs, it does so either before
input to the legogens, or in step with cohort activity. The mismatches
introduced into the present stimuli could have affected either process. If

the phonetic analysis was slowed, the decision would be slowed for both-words
and nonwords. If the search was conducted on a_degraded stimulus (as proposed
by Streeter & Nigro, 1979), the decision for words Would be slowed while that
for nonwords might not be (see th_ discussion above). The two theories of
lexical access are compatible with either interpretation.

The logogen theory is more easily made compatible with the delay in the
phonetic analysis. In that event, the activation of logogens would be delayed
until the phonetic analysis was completed, so the theory would not need to be
modified to take account of these results. If the degraded stimulus version
were correct, then a degraded stimulus would add less to the correct logogen's
activation. Then the threshhold must be lowered over time or the activation
increased for the word decision to be-initiated.

The cohort theory is also compatible with both versions. The two

versions look much more similar to each other with this theory. In both

versions, early mismatches would slow the cohort's self-activation. If the

selection of a cohort is delayed a few milliseconds because of a miematched
cue, then the final output of that cohort will be delayed. Later mismatches,

occurring after the cohorts are active, would either be available to the
cohort later, or would be more slowly utilized by the cohort. Since the

lexical lookup stage in the cohort theory is interleaved with the phonetic
decisions, the choice between the two explanations is of limited interest.

The two main theories of lexical access are thus unaffected by the choice
between assigning the effect of the mismatched cues to the phonetic analysis
or to the use of a degraded anelysis in the search of the lexicon.

20
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Note that both the logogen theory and the cohort theory are disposing.
The logogen the ry is obviously disposing, since each time-slice adds a
certain amount to the relevant logogens' activation. Conflicting information
would not lower that activation, but simply add to another logogen's activa-
tion. Thus the logogen theory has the same problem of explaining why it is
that the transition cues for fricatives are not also treated as cues for
stops. The cohort theory behaves similarly.

The proposal that nonword judgments require phonetic reanalysis would
allow the cohort model to explain something it has had trouble explaining
before, namely, the consistent finding that nonword decisions take longer than
word decisions. When all words in a cohort are contradicted by the phonetic
input, the nonword decision should be possible, thus giving faster reaction
times for nonwords. If the cancellation of a cohort instead called for a
phonetic reanalyEA and check that the proper cohorts had been active, another
step would be introduced and the effect would be explained. Shorter nonword
decisions could be expected for items that eliminate all possibilities very
early in the word. Since the present items were monosyllabic, they do not
provide the best evidence for the cohort theory.

The phonetic reinterpretation proposal gives us an alternative proposal
for another set of results as well. Phoneme monitoring has been shown to be
speeded when the phoneme-bearing stimulus is a word as compared with a
phonetically similar nonword (Rubin, Turvey, & Van Gelder, 1976). If subcons-
cious lexical access is taking place, then subconscious failure of lexical
access must be taking place as well. The theory -proposed-by Rubin-et-al. is
that the phonological representation available to the words makes the phonemic
judgment easier. It could also be that a phonetic reanalysis occurred with
the nonwords (even though lexical status was not explicitly at issue), thus
slowing the(equally well-supported) phoneme response.

The current results demonstrate that even in the paradigm of judging
lexical status, subjects are sensitive to subcategorical phonetic mismatches.
Since this effect occars whether the mismatched cue precedes the overriding
cue or follows it, we can conclude that listeners are attampting to attribute
the proper value to every cue they receive, even if it seems redundant.

REFERENCE NOTE

1. Marslen-Wilson, W. D. Sequential decision processes during spoken word
recognition. Paper presented at a meeting of the Psychonomic Society, San
Antonio, Texas, November, 1978.
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Appendix--Stimuli for Lexical Decision Task

Numbers in parenthet2es are the frequencies from Kutera and Francis (1967).

-

s/g s 1.

change 2.

caused
.change in

3.

word/ 4.

nonword 5.

status 6.

t 1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

's/5 1.

change

caused
no 2.

change
in

word/ 3.

nonword
status 4.

5.

6.

Initial s/5

word nonword

soak (7) shoak
sap (1) shap
soup (16) shoup'

/

soap (22) shoap
soy (1) shoy
silk (12) shilk
shade (28) sade
shaft (11) saft
shout (9) sout

shut (46) sut

shove (2) suv

chef (9) sef
shoot (27) shuke

[shuts (1) -chute (2)]

suit (48) suke
sift (0) sipe

[sifted (3), sifting (1)]
%hift (41) shipe
sack (8) sek

sh'ack (1) shek
self (40) sofe

shelf (12) shofe

sock (4) seeg
shock (31) sheeg
sake (41) sud

. shake*(17) shud

-
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Final s/5

word nonword

goose (4) goosh
moss (9) mosh

bus

f34) buhsh'
buss (1)]

toss (9) tosh
fleece (0) fleesh

Juss (4) fush'

trash (2)
cash (36)
gauche (1)

bush (14)
'rash (1)

wash (37)
mess (22)

trass

kass
gods'S

boos '

rass
woss
giss

mesh (4) gish
brass (19). pless

brash (1)
crass (2)
crash (20)
lass (2)
lash (6)
lease (10)
leash (3)
douce (1)
douche (0)

,

plesh

duss
dush
koos
koosh
woas
woash
froose
froosh .

,
:

0...
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THE SERBO-CROATIAN ORTHOGRAFHY CONSTRAINS THE READER TO A FHONOLOGICALLY
ANALYTIC STRATEGY*

M.T. TUrvey,+ Laurie B. Feldman ,4-1- and G. Lukatela+++

Abstract. The Serbo-Crbatian language is written in two alphabets
and its orthography is phonologically shallow: The grapheme to
phoneme correspondences are simple and direct in both the Roman and
Cyrillic alphabets. Results of a series of experiments that exploit
the special properties of the Serbo-Croatian Kiting system indicate
-that in word recognition, skilled readers access the lexicon in a
manner that must include an analysis of phonological components.
This evidence for a phonological recognition strategy in Serbo-
Croatian is not subject to the same Criticisms as the evidence in
English: 1) More consistent phonological effects have ,been denon-
strated with words than with pseudowords; 2) The Cyrillic form of a
word and the Roman form of that same uord form the basis for
comparison and these forms are necessarily equivalent both in terms
of orthographic regularity and the reliability of grapheme-phoneme
correspondences. In summary, interrretation of the data suggest
that a phonological recognition strategy in Serbo-Croatian is not
o ptional .

Among the Southern Slavic languages, there are two groups: an Eastern
group from which Church Slavonic, Macedonian, and aagarian merged, and a

Western group from which Serbo-Croatian. and Slovenian emerged. Old Church
Slavonic was the literary language of Serbia ( a republic of Yugoslavia) Intil
the eighteenth century when it was replaced by Serbo-Croatian. Today, the
Serbo-Croatian language includes three main dialects: a) Uokavski, b)
kajkav ski , and c) dakavski. Within gtokavski there are again three dialects
and many of' these variations (including some of a phonetic nature) are
captured by the Kitten language, for exanple, mliko, mleko, mlijeko (milk).

From the vaNtage point of the student of reading, the Serbo-Croatian
orthography is of interest in two major respects. First, it bears a simple
relation to the phonemics (as classically defined) of the language and
introduces no special, rule-governed adjustments to preserve morphological

*To appear in L. Henderson (Ed.), Orthographies and readina. London:
Lawrence Er1baum, in press.

+Also University of Connecticut.
++A1so Dartmouth College.
+++Univ,ersity of Belgrade.
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relatedness. Moreover, it is a highly-inflected language. Indeed., the
orthographic form of,a root morpheme is sometimes varied in order to preserve
a tight correspondence with the phondmes of the spoken language. For example,
SNAH+A and SNAS+I are forms (nominative singular and dative singular, respec-
tively) of the same word (daughter-in-law).1 That the Serbo-Croatian orthogra-
phy directly and consistently transcribes the phonemes of the'language is due
in )arge part to the deliberate alphabet reforms of the last century. The old
Slavonic alphabet contained about 45 letters, some of which were not essential
to Slavonic-Serbian, that is, the Serbo-Croatian language in use in Serbia in
the second half of the eighteenth century. Although others preceded him, Jt
was Vuk KaradLC (popularly referred to as Vuk) who systematically-applied the
principle of a strictly phonemic alphabet by deleting some characters and
introducing new characters in place of compound letters. KaradZi adopted a
simple principle: "Write as you speak and read as it ip written." (Conse-
quently, all written letters are pronounced and none are made silent by

--context.) KaradEe's work was controversial at.the time, mainly because it
reduded the similarity of Serbian and RuSsian Cyrillic script--it 'Latinized'
the Serbian alphabet.

The second interesting aspect of the Serbo-Croatian orthography is that
there are two alphabet versions--a Roman version and a Cyrillic version--as
shown in Table 1 and Figure 1. Facility with both alphabets is commonplace
among Yugoslavians although actual usage tends increasingly toward the Roman.
Inspection of Figure 1 readily reveals that whereas there are letters unique
to one or the othgr alphabet, some letters .pre shared. Of these shared
letters, some (A, E, 0, M, K, T,',J) have a common phonemic interpretation;
some (H, P, C, B) are ambiguous, receiving different phonemic interpretations
depending on whether they are treated as Roman or as Cyrillic. From the
perspective of the experimen:111 investigation of.processes underlying word
recognition, this latter feature is ewpecially useful as will be evident
below.

There has been much debate about whether fluent reading proceeds with
reference to phonology.2 Negative arguments usUally predominate when the
departure point-is a,consideration of the English orthography, which repre-
sents the phonology'of the language in a complex fashion. It is felt that the
internal probessing costs of referencing the phonology are ,prohibitive and the
benefits nonexistent. Not surprisingly the argument is more positive when the
point of departure is a consideration of the Serbo-Croatiar writing system.
Experimentally, the debate has come to ground as the issue of phonological
influences on lexical decision: Do phonological variables affect the speed of
distinguishing letter strings that are words from letter strings that are not
words? The research reviewed here has shown that for native Serbo-Croatian
readers and written Serbo-Croatian material the answer is "Yes." On tne basis
of this research it can be argued that visual word-recognition in Serbo-
Croatian prOceeds with reference to the phonology.

When discussing phonological involvement in word recognition, it is

important to distinguish between the notions of (i) a phonologically analytic
strategy that precedes lexical access and (ii) a phonological representation
that is arrived at only zubsequent td lexical access. Continuous with the
latter notion is the often made .plaim that, in reading, the lexicon is
accessed via visual aspects of the printed word. A phonologically analytic
strategy, on the other hand, is continuous with the claim that in reading, the
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1
TABLE 1

SERBO" CROATIAN
;R0MAN CYRILL1C

- i
LOWER CASE

PRINTED,
LOWER

LETTER
NAME

IN 1.11.A.
PRINTED'

UPPER CASE
r---

UPPER CASE CASE

A
B

C

a,
a
D

0

E

F

G

H

I

K

L
LJ
M

N

NJ
0
P

R

s
§
T

U

V

Z

a
b
c

6
6

d
d

e

f

9
h

i

k
I

Ij
m

n

.nj
o

P

r

s

§

t

u

v

z

A
.6

11

(4

Ti

A
b
U
E

cb

r
X

11

K

A

A)

M

H

I-b

0
n
P

C

di
T

Y

B.

3

.

,

a
6

Lt

4

rt

A

b

U.

e

(I)

r

x

H

I

-K

A

to

m

H

Ha

o

n

P

C

LIJ

.1.

Y

a

3

:

a
be

. t s a

tie ,

the
da

d3je
,d3e
'. e

to
. -ga,

xe

, i

ie
ka
Ie
rj a

me
na
njo

Pa

ra
SO >

.to
to
u

ye

Ze
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Serbo-Croatiari Alphabet

Cyrillic

Uppercase

"Common
letters"

Roman

vig ,

CCDDF

ljcPrXWJ1Jb AEO GILINRS

1-bilWYDK JKM UVZ

HPC T HP6 \

Uni4uely

Cyrillic letters
Ambiguous

letters
Uniquely.

Roman letters,

Figire 1. Letters of the Roman and Cyrillic alphabets.
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lexicon is accessed via phonological aspects. of the printed word that are
specified in the details of the orthographic structure. In recognizing a
word, the word's morphophonological structure must be determined and lexical
access is a process that arrives at the morphophonological representation of
the word from the details of its orthographic specification. The argument
that lexical decision proceeds by reference to the phonology is intended to be
an argunent for a phonologically analytic access strategy. Given the nature
of the Serbo-Croatian orthography (i.e., morphophonemes map relatively simply
to classical phonemes as well as to orthography), a phonologically analytic
strategy is the most simple and the nt st efficient.3

Before reviewing the Serbo-Croatian experiments we should note two kinds
of data from lexical decision research that are interpreted as evidence for
phonological involvement in the accessing of English lexical items. First,
rejecting a pseudoword (e.g, BRANE) that sounds exactly like a real word (e.g,
BRAIN) is more difficult (that is, associated with slower latencies) than
rejecting a pseudoword that does not sound like any word (Coltheart, Davelaar,
Jonasson, & eesner, 1977). An analogous observation on homophonous words is
tenuous, holding only when the pseudoword foils do not sol.md identical to
lexical items (Davelaar, Coltheart, Bestier, & Jonasson, 1978).

We cannot take too seriously an argument for phonological involvement in
lexical .access that is based solely on the results obtained with pseudowords
homophonous with words. Ignoring discussion as to tthether or not the
pseudoword homophone effect can be attributed to visual similarity (-contrast-
Martin, 1982, with McQuade, 1980), the argurnent rests on the truth of the
assertion that a pseudowrd like BRANE is responded to comparatively slowly
because it is phonologically identical to BRAIN. But letter strings that
sound alike %hen spoken alot4 may not be identical in terms of the phonologi-
cal description that governs lexical decision; formally it is appreciated that
the phonetic representation of an English word is distinct from its morphopho-
nological representation. In sum,'the comparative slowess of BRANE cannot be
attributed unequivocally to phonological factors, viz., a morphophonological
representatiop in common with that of an actual word.

Second, English words that are "regular," in the sense of complying with
grapheme-phoneme correspondence rules such as Venezky's (Venezky, 1970) are
acceifted faster than English words that are "exceptione' to these rules.
Results are inconsistent, hot...ever (compare Coltheart, Besner, Jonasson, &
Davelaar, 1979, with Bauer & Stanovich, '1980, and Parkin, 1982). In part, the
controversy may reflect a difficulty in defining regular and irregul_ar
correspondences for graphemic units of Engfish (see Parkin, 1982); the
difficulty may be with respect to regularity (Bauer & Stanovich, 1980;
Glushko , 1979) or with respect to letters which comprise a wit (Venezky,
1970).

The preceding discussion of the situation in English is intended to
highlight the fact that hard evidence for a phonologically based lexical
decision process is difficult to come by with English. As we will attempt to
show, such evidence is easy to come by with Serbo-Croatian.

Roughly, the basic experimental procethre has been to compare the lexical
decision time to a letter string that is written in a mix of unique and common
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letters with the lexical decision time to a letter string written in a mix of
ambiguous and common letters. A letter string of the former kind can be read
in only,. one way and has 'a single morphophonological representation. In
contrast, a letter string of the latter kind can be read in twa ways because
it is written in the letters shared by the two alphabets, some of which are
phonemically equivocal; a letter string of this -kind has twa distinct
morphophonological representations. If lexical decision proceeds mith refer-
ence to the phonology, then a morphophonologically ambigtous letter string
raight be expected to extend decision time relative to a letter string that
receives a unique morphophonological representation. This hypothesis has been
evaluated in two ways: via a comparison of different letter strings (Lukate-
la, Fbpadid, OgnjenoviS, & Thrvey, 1980; Lukatela, Savid, Gligorijevic',
Ognjenovid, & Thrvey, 1978) and via a comparison of different versions (Roman
and Cyrillic) of 'the same letter string (Feldman, 1981; Feldman,' Kostid,
bikatela, & Thrvey; 1981).

Consider the experiment by bakatela et al. (1 980). Me participants in
this experiment (and the other experiments) were students from the thiversity
of Belgrade wtto were facile with both alphabets. They were presented with UN
letter strings, one half of uttich uere wards and one half of which ;ere
pseuclovords. Of the word stimuli, 36 could be read in only one way and 3 6
could be read in two ways.4 Of the pseudowards, 54 were associated __-
single reading and 1 8 with a_d_cuble r-ead-irig7,----The-task-o-f-aparticipant in the

siriply to identify, by a key press, whether or no,t a letter
string, be it Cyrillic or %man, represented a ward in the Serbo-Croatian
language, and to do sa as quickly as possible. Me results were straightfor-
ward: Lexical decision times were significantly sloyer for letter strings
that were phonologically ambiguous and the decision time difference, betteen
phonologically ambiguous and phonologically univocal letter strings, was more
pronotriced for words than for pseudowards. Fhonological anbiguity is more
detrimental to wards than to pseudowards.

When different wards are compared in a lexical decision experiment for
the purpose of evaluating phonological factors, problems arise of matching the
words on frequency of occurrence in the language, richness of meaning, length,
ntrnber of zyllables, etc. Mese problems can be virtually eliminated by
taldng advantage of the fact that some wards can be transcribed in the Roman
and Cyrillic alphabets such that in one alphabet the reading is phonologically
ambiguous vhereas in the other alphabet the reading is phonologically unique.
To evaluate the phonological contridution to lexical access, the bi-
alphabetical nature of Serbo-Croatian permits a comparison of a written ward
with itself. Table 2 gives several exanples of wards and pseudowards that are
phonologically ambiguous or not depending on the alphabet in which they are
transcribed.

In an experiment by Feldman (1 981), bi-alphabeticui readers made rapid
lexical decl.sions about wards and pseudowards including tokens of the types
shotc in Table 2. Consider the Serbo-Cribatian ward meaning savanna. This
ward is phonologically ambiguous ;then transcribed in Cyrillic (CASABA) and
phonologically unequivocal when transcribed in Roman- (SAVANA). A number of
wards and pseudowords exhibiting the contrast exemplified by CASABA and SAVANA
were among the items presented to the subjects. Me principal expectation was
that, decisions on letter strings like CABAHA would be significantly slower
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Coinposition of
Letter String

Tabl e 2

Type s o f Letter Strings and Their Lex ic al Status

Phonemic Interpretation

AMBIGUOUS and CO MON

CABAHA*

KOBAC

HE PETAC*

COMMON

JAJE

TA KA

Meaning

Cyr illic / sav ana/ sav ann a

Roman / tsabax a/ - nonsense

Cyrillic /kov as/ nonsense

Roman / kobats/ hawk

Cyrillic / kasa/ safe

Roman--/-katsa/ po t

Cyrillic / neretas/ nonsense

Roman / xepetats/ nonsense

Cyr ill ic /jaj e/, egg

Roman / jaj e/ egg

Cyr ill ic / taka/ nonsense

Roman / taka/ nonsense

UNIQUE and COMMON
Cyr ill ic impo ssibl e

SA VA NA*

Roman / say ana/ sav ann a

Cyr ill ic impo ssibl e
NER ETAS 41 '

Roman /.ner etas/ nonsense

Cyr ill ic /kobats/ hawk
KOBAU

Roman impo ssib 1 e

Cyr ill ic / pud al / nonsense
nvivo

Roman impo ssible

(*ind ic ates tho se 1 etter str ing type s includ ed in the present ex per im ent)

4.
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than decisions on letter strings like SAVANA. Undersooring again the fact
that the letter strings exemplified by CABAHA and SAVANA are the same word
and, therefore, are identical in all respects but one, viz., the number of
morphophonological representations, it is a noteworthy smpirical observation
that their associated decision times differed by more than 300 msec. (Similar
magnitudes of difference were observed by Feldman et al., 1981.)

Clearly, with native Serbo-Croatian readers and written Serbo-Croatian
material, lexical decision is intimately connected with the phonological level
of the language. It is sometimes said that for native English readers and
written English material, phonological access is an option that is taken or
not depending on the conditions of the lexical decision task (Davelaar et al.',
1978) and, further, that the more general preference of English readers is for
a faster, visual strategy. In sharp contrast, referencing the phonology
appears to be mandatory and not optional for the Serbo-Croatian reader. And
if there is, in addition, a visual strategy at the disposal of the Serbo-
Croatian reader, it is,neither preferred nor faster. The impact of these
results lies with the observation that phonological ambiguity retards lexical
decision even when_experimental_ conditions_ and_instructionsdiscourage- the

--partibii5int from making reference to the phonology. In one' experiment

(Lukatela et al,, 1978) both the design of the experiments and the

instructions to the subject attempted to constrain the reader to a Roman
reading. Nevertheless, subjects were not able to eliminate the Cyrillic
interpretation. With regard to a potentially preferred visual strategy that
takes advantage of familiar visual form it should be noted that there is
evidence that mixed alphabet letter strings (that do not include

phonologically ambiguous characters) do not yield consistently slower lexical
decision times than letter strings appearing in their natural visual format
(Katz & Feldman, 1981). Also, the naming of mixed alphabet letter strings
(with no ambiguous characters) is not slowed in domparison to naming the same
letter strings in their strictly Roman transcription (Feldman & Kostic, 1981).

It remains for us to make a few remarks highlighting the analytic nature
of the processes underlying lexical decision in Serbo-Croatian. Feldman
(1981) and Feldman and Turvey (1983) showed that; with the number of syLlables
containing ambiguous characters held constant, the greater the number of
ambiguous characters in a letter string the slower the lexical decision time.
Further, Feldman (1981) observed that with the number of ambiguous characters
controlled, clustering two ambiguous characters within one syllable retarded
lexictil decision more than having the two ambiguous characters appearing in
different syllables. Most evidently, in the process of deciding on the 0

lexical status of a letter string the native reader of Serbo-Croatian pays
close heed to its internal phonologic structure.

To conclude, the Serbo-Croatian orthography is phonologically very
regular (permitting a valid prediction of how a word is spoken solely on the
basis Of the letters comprising the word) and as such encourages neither the
development of options for accessing the lexicon nor, relatedly, a sensitivity
to the linguistic situations in which one option fares better than another.
In this important respect it is very different from the phonologically deep
English orthography that encourages (and, perhaps, demands) flexibility. For

the beginning reader and for the fluent reader of Serbo-Croatian there are few

enticements to try any strategy other than one that is phonologically
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analytic. Such a strategy is efficient, economical, and most befitting the
Serbo-Croatian orthography.
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FOOTNOTES

: 1The + designates the boundary between base morpheme and inflectional
affix. The alternation is representative of a class of lawful

variations.

2There is some ambiguity about the term "phonology" according to whether
one assumes a descriptive linguistic or a Chomskyan perspective. By the

former, "phonological" usually means classical phonemic as distinct from

morphophonemic. By the latter, "phonological" refers to systematic phonemic
and thus, is closer to morphophonological in the terminology of descriptive
linguistics. Our meaning of "with reference to phonology" can be interpreted
as lexical access, mediated by a phonetic/surface phonemic reading.

'3As.a consequence of its inflectional morphology, the skilled reader of
Serbo-Croatian is also analytic at the level of constituent morphemes. Wo see

phonologiml analysis_and -morpholegical analysis as-two-aspects cif-tM.-§- bade-
skill in that they focus on the internal structure of the word.

40f the phonologically ambiguous words, one third were different words by

their Roman and Cyrillic alphabet readings, e.g., KACA. One third were words

by their Roman reading and nonsense by their Cyrillic reading, e.g., KOBAC.

Finally, one third were words by their Cyrillic reading and nonsense by their

Roman reading, e.g., CABAHA. (The examples come from Table 2 and do not

necessarily represent words that were actually presented in this

experiment.) Results for the three kinds of ambiguous words were not

significantly different.
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GRAMMATICAL PRIMING EFFECTS BETWEEN PRONOUNS AND INFLECTED VERB FORMS

G. Lukatela,+ Jelena Moraca,+ D. Stojnov,+ M. D. Savid,+ L Katz,++
and M. T. Turvey++

Abstract. It is well known that deciding on the lexical status of a
ward cam be, facilitated by a preceding, semantically related ward.
Three experiments are reported denonstrating a different kind of
facilitation due to the grammatical relation between ft:notion words
and content words ita. ,Serbo-Croatian. A 'pronoun facilitated or
inhibited the lexicaldecision made to a following verb depending On*
whether the person of the verb, as represented by its inflected /
ending, agreed with the person o_f _the_pronoun.-11:so, verbs primed I.

dUbSequent pronotns, but the pattern of results for priming of \

pronouns -by verbs was markedly different from that for priming of
verbs by pronouns. The results suggest that the organization of the
internal lexicoh is sensitive to grammatical as well as semantical
relations between words.

The facilitation of the perception of one word by the perception of
another has been the subject of much recent experimental inquiry.
Facilitation effects have been demonstrated largely, but not exclusively, in
the context of word lists and primarily, but not exclusively, with wrds that
are either associatively or semantically related. Almost without exception,
however, these effects have been deaonstrated in the lexical decision task
where the subject is asked to decide, as rapidlY as possible, whether or not a
given letter string is a word. Thus, the standard demonstration of facilita-
tion effectS is of the following form: Given two words, simultaneously or
successively, the lexical decision latency for the pair (are they both words?)
or just to the second of the two can be shown to depend on the semantic
relation that° exi4s between them (e.g., Fischler, 1977; Meyer, Schvnaveldt,
& Ruddy, 1975; Neely, 1977).

Recently, evidence was provided of a different facilitation effect, one
that would appear to deserve the epithet "grammatical" rather than "semantic"
(Lukatela, Kostid, Feldman, & Thrvey, 1983) because the formal relation
between prime and target wyrds depends on the target's grammatical inflection.
Inflection is the major grammatical device of Serbo-Croatian, Yugoslavia's
principal language. Nouns are declined with the individual grammatical cases
formed by adding a suffix to a (quasi) root morpheme. In normal linguistic
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++Also lhiversity of Connecticut.
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usage, a notri is often preceded by a governing preposition that requires the
notn to be in a particular grammatical case (or, for some prepositions, one of
two grammatical cases). This redundancy makes clear the nom' s function
the sentence. The lexical decision task was adapted to the question of
cghether the processing of an inflected noun is facilitated by the prior
presentation of a grammatically consistent preposition. The answer was
positive: I.axical decision times to noms were faster when the preceding
preposition was appropriate to the c-ase of thee notn than when it was either
inappropriate or simply a nonsense syllable. The present paper pursues a
further potential instance of grammatical facilitation, one that is defined
over the relation of pronoun to verb. The person of a SerboCroatian verb is
specified by the suffix of the verb and by a preceding or .following pronow
(or now) that is the subject of the verb. Insofar as a given pronom and a
given inflected form of the verb cooccur consistently in normal linguistic
usage, the perception of the one may facilitate the perception of the other.
In particular, a prior pronom might facilitate lexical decision on a
subsequent verb with vinich it is grammatically consistent, and vice versa.

The types of facilitatiOn under consideration here--that of notn by
preposition and of verb by pronom--may not be open to the kind of interpreta
tion applied to the more familiar instarices of facilitation between semanti
cally similar items. The notion of an automatic spread of activation,
originally described by Qui llian (1969) and elaborated recently (for example,
Anderson, 1976; Collins & Loftus, 1975; Neely, 1977; Posrer & Snyder, 1975),
refers ultimately to a specific linkage between particular representations of
particular words. The idea that ther.e is a specific linkage between (certain)
internal wordrepresentations, -so that the direct stimulation of one represen
tation mechanically leads to the (indirect) stimulation of others, identifies
a medium for the automatic accessing of word meaning in longterm memory.
Such automaticity is useful--it primes degrees of freedom in the search
process. Thus, glass leads mechanically and eventually to ice, cave to mine,
nurse to wife, and so on (from the appendix of Fischler, 1977).

There is, therefore, a certain intuitive appeal to the notion of
automatic spreading, activation. However, the relation of preposition to
inflected now in &rboCroatian cannot be sensibly portrayed as a linkage
between/. particular internal wordrepresentations. English is sufficient to
make ttis point: What 'could possibly motivate or rationalize specific
linkages between the lexical representationkof in and wall, from and chalk,
below and jogger? A .potentially more sensible portrayal follows from the
suggestion that morphetnes rather than words are specifically linked. Thus,
spreading activation might be defined over; -Connections between the small set
of SerboCroatian prepositions and the small set of inflected endings of
SerboCroatian nouns. The prepositional priming of lexical decision on an
inflected notn could 'then be said to rest on the partial activation of the
notn, namely, of its inflected ending (compare with Stanners, Neiser, Hernon,
& Hall, 1979). Against this interpretation, however, is (i) evidence that the
inflected SerboCroatian nouns are represented in 'the internal lexicon as
singular units rather than as morphological concatenates. (Lukatela, Gligori
jevid, Kostid, & TurveY, 1980); (ii) evideRce that priming or facilitation
does not occur between two semantically unrelated noms that are in the same
grammatical case (Lukatela & Popadid, Note 1); and (iii) the argunent that the
evidence for morphological decomposition reported for English materials (e.g.,
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Stanners, Neiser, & painton, 1979; Taft & Forster, 1975) may be an artifact of
overrepresenting Multimorphemic stimuli in the experimental design (Rubin,
Becker, & Freeman, 1979).

We have belabored the problem of applying an interpretation of .semantic
facilitation to grammatical facilitation in order to underscore that an
explanation that addresses relations among some word types may not address
relations among all word types. For exanple, how relations are effected anong
cords of the open class (e.g ,, adjectives, verbs, and nouns) may not be how
relations are effected amoog words' of the closed class (e.g., pronouns,
prepositions., determiners, auxiliaries), nor how relations are effected across
the two classes--such as the facilitation of an inflected now by a grammati-
cally consistent preposition. The distinction of open and closed classes is
not just a formal distinctionreaders of aigliSh relate to the two vocabulary
types in qualitatively different ways suggesting, among other things, largely
distinct recognition procedures (a*adley, 1978; Friederici & Schoenle, 1980;
Garrett, 1978; Zurif, 1980). This division of the lexicon into two categories
not only militates against a single accoult of facilitation effect's, but also
argues, more generally and most obviously, against a unitary via of the
lexicon; on a pluralistic view, words would be expected to differ widely
the manner of their lexical organization and the means by which they are,
accessed. For exanple, it seems unlikely that, within the' open class, nouns
and verbs should be organized and retrieved along identical lines. The
characterization of nouns as clusters of correlated attributes in a hierarchil-
cal organization contrasts with the characterization of verbs'as clusters of
uncorrelated attributes in a matrix-like organization (Huttenlocher & Lui,
1979; Kintsch, 1972; Miller & Johnson-Laird, 1976). With regard the
inflected nouis of Serbo-Croatian, it appears that the grammatical c ,es of
any given nom comprise a system of words with the more frequent nominative
singular form as the nucleus around which the oblique case forms cluster
uniformly (Lukatela et al., 1980). Preliminary work on now the various forms
of inflected Serbo-Croatian verbs relate among' themselves.suggests, hohever,
no prominent member in the verb system that is comparable to the nominative
singular in a now system even though there are large differences among the
verb forms in their individual frequencies of usage (Mandid & Ognjenovid, Ibte
2).

The upshot of the foregoing is that semantic facilitation and grammatical
facilitation are probably .best understood not as expressions of a single
mechanism, but rather as expres'sions of different mechanisms that stand in a
complementary relation; it should \not be surprising to find different species
of facilitation if, as can be suppbsed, the organization of the lexicon is
pluralistic rather than witary.

EXPERT VENT, 1

In Serbo-Croatian the inflectional forths of the verb identify voice
(active or passive), mood, tense, number, arkd person; a pronoun subject
agrees--in normal usage--with the inflectional prm in nunber and person.
When , a pronoun occurs, it most often precedes \the inflected verb form;
sometimes the verb precedes the pronoun. The first\ experiment examined the
effect of a preceding appropriate, inappropriate,, or ,nonsense pronom on a
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subsequent lexical decision made to a Serbo-Croatian verb. tio inflectional
forms were used:i the fir,st person singular present and second person singular
present. Our expectation was that wklen the pronoun agreed with the inflepted
verb form, lexiCal decision time for the verb WI) tad be shorter than when the
pronotm did not agree with the inflected form, or when the 'pronoun' was, in
fact, a nonsense syllable.

Method

1Subjects. ;Sixty-fotr students from the
sity of Belgradie, received academic credit
ment. 'A qubject was assigned to one of four
subjects per subgroup.

Materials.
letters, were t

Department of Psychology, Univer-
for participation in the experi-
subgroups, for a total of sixteen

letter strings, each consisting of five or six upper-case
ed and used ,to prepare black-on-white slides.

'Aro kindt, f slides were constructed. In one kind, the letter string was
arranged horizontally in the upper half of,a 35 m slide and, in ,the 'other,
the letter striiog was arranged horizontally in the lower half of a 35 m
slide. Letterl strings in the first type. of slide were always pronows (or
their pseudowo'd analogues) and letter strings in the second type of slide
were always in ected verbs (or pseudowoi-d analogues). Altogether, there were
640 slides; 3 0 "cronotri" slides and 320 "verb" slides with each set evenly
divided into 60 words and 160 pseudowords. 'the 160 verb slides that were
real words con isted of two sets'of 80, representing the same-80 verbs in the
first person, ngular present tense, and in the second person singular present
tense. These 80. verbs were selected from the middle frequency range of a
corpus of one million Serbo-Croatian words (Kostid, Note 3). A different set
of 80 verbs of the same frequency and in the same person- and the same tense
was used to enetate the pseudowords. This was done b'y simply changing one
letter in t e root morpheme of the verb, leaving the inflected ending
Luc hang ed . The replacement was an orthotactically and phonotactically legal
letter. The , a second set Of 80 pseudowords was created where the words
differed fror4 those in the first set in their inflections for person, that is,
first person jbecane second person, and vice versa.

As an lustration of how the verb and psetxloverb slides were prepared,
consider a typical mini-list of Serbo-Croatian verlbs presented in Table 1.
All t ese erbs are from the mid-frequency range and display the three
possibl en ings in the first person (-IM, -AM, -EM) and in the second person
(-IS, -A -ES)Qf the present tense. From the list of 160 verbs ekenplified
by the m -list in Table 1, )one half were used to produne the verb slides.
The other jlf were transformed into pseudoverbs by changing the initial or
the seconç nsonant. In this manner., the letter strings in Table 2 were
obtained om the miiii-list of Table 1 although, as stated, a tmique set of
real ver s was actively used to generate the pseudowords. To reiterate, in
deriving a pseudoverb from a verb, thp final syllable was never changed, and
the fin syllables (-IM, -AM, -EM, -IS, -AS, -ES). were balanced across all
verbs aa psetxtoverbs.
__
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Table 1

Exanples of Serbo-Croatian Verbsl

First person Second person
Infinitive form present tense present tense

'
RADI-TI (to work) RADI-M RADI-g
6ITA-TI (to read) ITA-M d ITA-g
PISA-TI (to write) PISE-M PISE-g
PUgI-TI (to anoke)' PUgI-41 PUI-,1
PEVA-TI (to sing) PEVA-M PEVA-g
PI-TI (to drink) PIJE-M PIJE-g

1The hyphens have been added to emphasize.the inflections.

The slides were grouped into pronotn-verb pairs such thac 1 ) the
inflected verb slides contained a word in one ha? I of the pairs and a

pseuzioword in the other halt, and (2) the pronoun slides contained the first-
person singular pronoun JA, or the second person singular pronotm .TI, or a
monosyllabic pseuthnord (a psemlopronoixi). Six monosyllabic psemlowords-40,
VA, DA, TR, ZI, KIwere derived from the pronouns JA and TI by changing the
initial or final letter. Forty monosyllabic , pseudovord slides were prepared
with the letter string JO, twenty slides with VA, twenty slides with DA, forty
slides with TR (R can function as a vowel in the languagO, twenty slides with
ZI, and twenty slides with KI.

Table 2

Pseudoverbs Derived froth the Verbs in Table 1

F irst person Second person
'Infinitive form preser.'.; tense present tense

KUSI-TI KUSI-M KUSIZ
JE VA -TI JEVA-M JEVA4
DI-TI JE-41 DIJE-g

1The hyphens have been added to emphasize the inflections.

In total, 'there were 640 different pairs of slides of which a given
subject saw 160 pairs. Forty other different pains of slides wre used for
the rliminay training of subjects.
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Design., As remarked, each verb and pseudoverb appeared in two persons.
A constraint on the design of the experiment was that a given subject never
saw a given verb or pseudoverb--in either inflected form--more than once. Tn
one half of the 160 trials the second stimulus in a pair was a verb and in the
other half the second stimulus was a pseudoverb. The set of 80 verbs that was
presented to a subject consisted of 40 verbs in first person, singular and 40
other verbs in second person singular. Similarly, the set of 80 pseudoverbs
that was presented to a given subject-consisted of 40 pseudoverbs in the first
person singular and 40 other pseudoverbs in the second peron singular..

The two groups of verbs and the two groups of pseudoverbs :sere each
further, divided 'into four subgroups of teh. Items in these four subgroups,
two of verb's and two olpreudoverbs, were preceded by the nominative first
person pronoul JA. Four other subgroups, two of verbs and two of pseudoverbs,
were preceded by the nominative second person pronow TI. With respect to the
pseudopronows, two groups of verbs and,) WI) -groups of pseudoverbs were
preceded by the pseudopronows JO, 14, Or DA. The other two groups of verbs
and pseudoverbs t..ere preceded by the pseudopronows TR, ZI, or Kt.

There -were four groups lf 16 subjects each." All received the same
experimental manipulation and differed only with regard to tbe particurl.ar
stimuli they were presented. Each Subject in each group of 16 subjects saw
each pronoulverb, pseudopronotnverb, pronowpseudoverb, and pseudopronorm
pseudoverb combination. FUt Offerently, each subject saw the .same verbs and
pseudoverbs as every other suoject, but not necessarily in the same person nor
necessarily preceded by the same pronoun or pseuropronoui 'type.

Procedure. Co each trial, two slides t..ere preaented. Each slide was
exposed in one channel of a threechannel tachistoscope (Scientific Prototype,
Model (B) illuninated at 10.3 cd/m2. 'We subject's task was to decide as
rapidly as possible rhether the letter string contained in a slide was a word.;
Both hands were used in responding to the stimuli. Both thurnbs were placed on
a telegraph key button close to the subject and both forefingers on another
telegraph key button two inches further away. The closer button was depressed
for a "No" response (the string of letters was not a word), and the Nrther
button was depressed for a "Yes" response (the string of letters was a word).

Latency was measured from the onset of a slide. The subject's response
to the first slide terminated its presentation and initiated the second slide,
unless the latency exceeded 1300 msec, in vhich case the second slide was
initiated automatically. The presentation of the second slide, unlike that of
the first, was fixed at 1300 mseo.

Results

Analyses were performed only on those latencies to the second slide for
which responses t..ere correct and which were less than 1300 msec. Total error
rate was 1.3 percent. Mean lexical! decision reaction times for verb and
pseudoverb trials are presented in Table 3.

An analysis 01' variance was performed on each subject's mean reaction
times in each combination of prime lexicality (pronoul vs. pseudopronoui),
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target lexicality (verb vs. pseudoverb), and person (first vs. second).
Because, for this and for subsequent analyses, results were / essentially
similar for both persons, the presentation and interpretation of the resultshave been simplified. When the person of the prime and target were the same,'
the combination has been labeled "appropriate"; when different7 the combina-
tion has been labeled "inappropriate." Thus, for Table 3, data for both the
first and second persons have been combined to give a mean for "appropriate"
priming of real verbs of 652 msec. Similarly, the mean of the "inappropriate"
cell, 780 msec, is a coMbination of data. for tut conditions: first perso.n
pronouns preceding second person verbs and second person pronouns precedingfirst person verbs.

Table 3

Experiment 1: Mean reaction time in milliseconds to verbs lnd
pseudoverbs when primed by grammatically appropriate or

inappropriate pronouns or by pseudopronouns.
N.,

Target

Verbs P seudoverbs

Prime

Appropriate pronoun 652 758'
Inappropriate pronoun 780 731
Pseudopronotri , 726 794

The analysis of word data showed that there ,were no significant difrerr
ences between groups of subjebts, F(3,60) = .93, MSe = 34418, > .50% taw,the average latency of a verb preceded by a pronoun did not differ -from the
average latency of a verb preceded bji a pseudopronoun, F(1,6b) = 2.91, MSe =
4026., > .10. However, the interaction of verb ending with pronoun personwas significant, F(1,60) = 118.91, MSe = 4086, 2 < .001, accounting for the
nonsignificant main effect of pronpui versus pseudopronow. Further, inflect-ed verb ending, pronoun person, and pronow lexical status (real or pseudo)
formed a three-way interaction: F(1,60) 137.79, MSe = 3 993,-12 < .001. Thisis to say that latencies to inflected verb forMs varied as a function of
whether (i) the prime was a pronoun or a pseudopronoun; and the pronom
was appropriate or inappropriate. Inspection of Table 3 revals that the
decisien time for verbs was shorter when the pronoun was gramatically
appropriate.

The analysis of variance on pseudoverb data showed no*main effect due to
subject group, F(3,60) = .44, MSe = 47985, 2 > .50... However, there -mas a
significant maiin effect of the pronoun's lexical statlis, F(1, 60) .1 514. 48, MSe.
= 5267, < .001, such that pronouns (-relative to ,psaopronows) reduced
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reaction times to pseuioverbs. There was a significant two-way interaction of
v'erb ending with pronout person, F(1-.60) = 13.42, MSc = 1168, .2 < .001, which
must be interireted relative to a three-way interaction of verb ending,
pronoul person, and pronoun vs. pseudopronoul, F(1,60) r. 21.14, MSe = 1061,
.2 < .001. This suggests that it ;es more.difficult to reject pseucloverbs that
were preceded by an appropriate pronotruthep to reject the same inflected
pseucioverbs preceded, by an inappropriate protiotri. Finally, when a pseudoverb
was preceded by a psetriopronoun, there were no significant differences among
the inflected forms of the pseudoverb. In sum. pseudoverb rejection latencies
were faster when the preceding item was a pronbun than a pseudopronoun but,
for these faster latencies, an appropriate pronoun slowed pseudoverb rejection
more '.han an inappropriate pronotri.

Discussion

Facilitation of lexical decision by a preceding item is generally said to
Occur either by means of a process that is automatic or by a process that is
conscious and attentional (Neely, -1977; Posner & Snyder, 1975). As an exanple
of the latter, lexical decision on inflected verbs that were preceded by a
grammatically approiriate pronotp may have been facilitated by thee subjects'
consoiciUsly expecting to see the inflected ending specific to the pronoun
before the verb was displayed. If such ws the case--that the facilitation we
observed was due entirely to tne allocation of selective attention--then there
wuld be little reason to believe that the observed facilitation is charac-
teristic ef the process of lexical access dtring natural discotrse. It is
well know that attentional priming is slow relative tb automatic priming
(e.g., Stanovich & West, 1981) and it is unlikely that attentional priming
could play a useful role in the lexical access of verbs, given the normally
close temporal contiguity between pronoun and verb.

First consider the pseudoVerb results, which are consistent with the
notion of automatic processing. To begin with, there was no general inhibi-
tion-effect. Compared to pseudorronoms, inappropriate as tell as appropriate
pronouls expedited negative decisions on pseUdover63.. The overall reduction
in rejection latencies induced by a preceding pro i ow suggests that- pronows
iland verbs may stand in a special relation. Cne peculation is that pronouns
trigger a verb processing mechanism that operates on the morphological
structure of verbs. The pseudoverb data are ctsistent with the notion that
verb processing begins with a decomposition of he verb into stem and suffix
and that a preceding pronotri primes the mechaniism that performs this morpho-
logical! parsing. /

Assuming, therefore, that a pronoun qbickened the decomposition of a
following verb, argunent can be given that this effect occurred automatically.
Consider the contrary possibility, that the effect was due to an attentional
mechanism. If the pseudopronoun-pseudoverb Sequence is regarded .as an in--
stance of neutral, priming, then the pronoun-pseudoverb sequence can be
regarded as an instance of negatfve priming, misleading the subject to
consciously expect a verb. Became of 3, pronoun, an attentional expectation
of a verb is formed directing processing capacity to the verb region of the
lexicon and reducing the processing capaCity for the pseudoverb that follow.

?
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If the latter were the case, then pseudoverb decision times should have been
slowed by a pronom relative to the pseudóverb decision times associated with
a pseudopronom. The fact that the opposite outcome was observed suggests
that the grammatical relation between pronom and verb facilitated rejection
of the pseudoverb automatically rather than attentionally.

A further obsefvation on pseudoverbs suggests the involvenent of post
lexical processes. Reaction time to a pseudoverb preceded by a pronomappropriate to its inflected ending was slower than reaction time to apseudoverb preceded by a pronom inappropriate to its inflected ending (seeTable 3). The congruency between a morpheme currently, being processed .(theinflected ending of the pseudoverb) and a recently processed pronoun mayretard the decision to reject the rest of the target item--the pseudoverbstem--as nonsense.

In contrast to the pseudoverb data, the verb data are not consistent with
the notion of automatic processing. The latencies to verbs preceded by
inappropriate pronoms were slower than the latencies to verbs preceded by
pseudopronouns. This fact is easy to mderstand in terms of attentional
facilitation and difficult to Luderstand. in terms of automatic facilitation.
Selective attention (but not automatic priming) uses conscious processing
capacity and when it is directed to the wrong target (for exanple, by an
inappropriate pronom), the subject has fewer resources to use in processing
the actual target that is displayed.

Attentive rather than automatic processinis is said to dominate at longer
temporal 'separations between the priming stimulus and the target stimulus.With short temporal separations, inhibition effects are negligible, becoming
increasingly more substantial as the separation is lengthened (Neely, 1977).
If the effects of pronoms on verbs are mediated by attentive processing , 'thenthe latency of accepting as a word a verb that follows an inappropriate
pronom should be greater when the verb is separated fl'om the pronom by a
long interval than when the separation interval is short. This hypothesis is
evaluated iri the second experiment, which, in addition, seeks to replicate the
pattern of results obtained in the first experiment.

EXPERIMENT 2

The design of Experiment 2 permitted a systematic exanination of the
automaticity hypothesis by studying the effect of the length of time permitted
for_ pronom processing before the appearance of the verb. TWo stimulus onset
asynchronies were used, 300 msec and 800 msec. These intervals bracket the
average intervals subjects produced themselves in Experiment 1. In contrast
to, the first experiment, subjects in Experiment 2 were required' to make a
lexical decision only to the second stimulus (the verb or pseudoverb target).
In further contrast., the first stimuli in the second experiment were always
pronoms; there wre no pseudopronoms. In all other respects the design and
the stimuli were the same as Experiment 1. Verb and pseudoverb targets were
preceded by pronouns that were either appropriately or inappropriately matched
to the targets' inflectional suffixes.
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Subjects. Eighty students from the Department of Psychology, Iniversity
of Belgrade, received academic :::redit for participation in the experiment.
None of tin. subjecUlireviously took part in Experiment 1.

Materials. The stimuli were the same as in Experikent 1 with the
exception of the pseudopronotn stimuli, which were not used. In total there
were 160 different pronounverb pairs and 160 pronotnpseudoverb pairs.

Design. A subject was assigned to one of eight groups, with ten subjects
per group. Each subject saw 80 pairs of stimuli. Me first stimulus in each
pair was a pronotn. In half of the 80 trials, the second stimulus in a pair
was a verb and in the other half, the second stimulus was a pseudoverb. Each
subject in each oddnunbered group of 10 subjects (i.e., in G-oups 1, 3, 5, 7)
saw 40 different stimulus pairs in the pronotnverb combinatiOn and 40 other
different stimulus pairs in the pronotnpseudoverb combination. Within each
combination, the pronotn, verb, or pseucloverb appeared equally often in the
first and the second person. The onsetonset interval between prime and
target in these groups 'was 300 msec. Similarly, each subject in each even
numbered group of 10 subjects (i.e., in (koups 2, 4, 6, and 8) saw the same
stimuli pairs as his/her cotriterpart in the oddnunbered groups. Me onset
onset interval, for these groups was 800 msec.

Procedure. The procedure was similar to that in Experiment 1 except that
the subject gave a response only to the second stimulus in each trial. Me
first stimulus in each trial was always presented for 300 msec; the second
stimulus was presented with no delay (for half the subjects) or with delay of
500 msec (to the Other half).

Latency was measured from the onset of the second slide. Display of the
second slide was terminated by a key press.

Results and Discussion N

An analysis of variance was performed on each subject' s mean reaction
time computed on all correct responses out of the ten trials in each
experimental situation. All latencies shorter than 300 msec and longer than
1300 msec were considered as errors. The total error rate was 1.7%.

Table 4 presents the mean reaction time data for verb targets primed by
appropriate or inappropriate pronotns at stimulus onset asynchronies of 300
msec or 800 msec. Inspection of the results for real verbs suggests that
appropriate pronoins facilitated verb recognition relative to inappropriate
pronotns. There is also the suggestion that the relative priming facilitation
increased as the interval between prime and target onsets increased.
Inspection of the pseudoverb results suggests that the four pseudoverb
conditions that were preceded by pronotns did riot differ.

4 3
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Table 4

Experiment 2: Reaction time in milliseconds to verbs and pseudoverbs
when primed by appropriate or inappropriate pronouns at 300 or 800

millisecond stimulus onset asynchronies.

SOA

Prime

Appropriate pronoun
Inappropriate pronoun

arget
Verbs P seudoverbs

300 800 300 800
Insec msec meec msec

666 643 731 722
729 739 717 714

Analyses supported these suggestions. First, an analysis of variance was
performed on the average verb and pseudoverb latencies in each experimental
condition for each subject. There were several interactions that reflected
effects due to counterbalancing the assignment of specific verbs and pseudo
verbs to the various conditions. For exanple, the fiveway intera&tion for
comterbalanced subject groups with stimulus onset asynchrony, verb/pseudo,
verb, first person/second person pronoun, and appropriate/inappropriate suffixwas significant, F(3,72) = 3.39, MSe = 1259.9, .2 < .03. Inspection of this
and other interactions involving groups indicated that the trends in the data
were similar for all groups; the ordinal relationships in the data discussed
below were true for all groups although the sizes of the differencs changed.

The interaction of verb/pseudoverb by appropriate/inappropriate inflec
tion by stimulus onset asynchrony was significint, F(1,72) = 6.01, M& =
1777.4, .2 < .02. This threeway interaction was stitdied further by performing
twc analyses of variance, separately, on verbs andXpseudoverbs. As Table Li
suggests, the two .4ay interaction between appropriate inappropriate inflection
and stimulus onset asynchrony was significant, F(1,7 =10.45, MSe = 1915.1,p < .002. Inspection of the table show that ,the la ge difference between
appropriately and inappropriately primed verbs at the sh rt 300 msec asynchro
ny (666 and 729 msec, respectively) is somewhat larger at the 800 msec
asynchrony (643 and 739 msec, respectively). Thus, the increasing onset
asynchrony between prime and target was effective in increasing the differen
tial between appropriate and inappropriate primes. It is Clear that there is
a strong main effeCt for appropriateness over and above its interaction with
onset asynchrony; the latency difference between verbs with inflected endings
appropriate to the pronoun and verbs with inflected endings inappropriate to
the pronoun was highly significant, F(1,72) = 262.6, MSe = 1915. 1, .2 < .001.
Ibis main effect of appropriateness was the most striking result of the verb
analysis, confirming the large effect that was found in Experiment 1. There
were also reliable effects due to the person of' the pronoun (not shown in
Table 4); verb reaction times were faster following a first person pronoun

4 4
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prime than a second person pronom prime, F(1,72) = 1601, MSe 9149.8,
< .001.

A different picture emerged ft'om the analysis of pseudoverbs. There, the
two-way interaction between appropriate/inappropqate inflection and onset
asynchrony was not significant and, in fact, its mean square was small,
F(1,72) = .76, MSe = 507.7. However, the main effect of appropriateness,
-a-lthotbgh small, was very reliable, F(1,72) = 1 6.1, MSe = 655.9, 2 < .001. As

Table 4 indicates, the pseudoverbs with inflected endings that %ere appropri-
ate to the preceding pronoun here rejected -as wards more ,slowly than
inappropriate pseudoverbs. Finally, although not indicated in Table 4, the
person of the preceding pronow was again significant. The first person
pronow cilitated subsequent lexical decisions more than the second, F(1,72)
= 15.3, MSe = 101 7.6, < .001.

Thus, the pattern that was observed in Experiment 1 was replicated under
the conditions of aperiment 2. Verb lexical decision was faster and
pseudoverb lexical decision was sloher in the presence of a grammatically
appropriate pronow relative to .an inappropriate pronow. Additional results
from the present experiment suggested that the relati?e facilitation of verbs
and inhibition of pseudoverbs was largely completed within the 3 00 msec onset
asynctrony; only small increases occurred when the pronbm was displayed for
8 00 msec before the verb cane on.

Although the significant interaction between appropriateness and temporal
separation for the verbs is in accordance with the attentional hypothesis, the
fact that the effect of appropriateness was largely established by the 300
msec interval implies that the pronominal influence is principally automatic.'
and not attentional. And, as in ExPeriment 1, the data for pseudoverbs lend
no support to an attentional source of the priming effect. When the latter
result :Ls considered together with the granmatical influence on verbs at a 300
msec separation of pronow and verb, an automatic view of .the pronominal
influence on verbs emerges as the most parsimonious.

EXPERIWNT 3

Verbs and pronoms are open and closed ward classes, respectively. There
is evidence, as noted in the Introduction, that wards of an open class and
wards of a closed class may not be processed in the same manner. It might
also be the case that the effects on the processing of items of one class
induced by items of the other class are not symmetrical.- In particular,
pronominal influences on verbs may not be identical to verbal influences on
pronows. A third experiment was conducted that was similar to the first
experiment in all respects except for a reversal of the order of stimuli
within each pair--the prime was a verb (or pseudovei7b) and the target was a
pronoul (or pseudoironotn).

Wenty-five students from the repakment of Psychology, lkiiversity of
Belgrade, participated in the experiment. tiane of them had participated in
the first or second experiments.
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Results and Discussion

Mean decision times for the pronow and pseudopronotri targets arepresented in Table 5. Mean acceptance latency for pronotris was faster when
preceded by grammatically appropriate verbs than by inappropriate verbs.
Slouest were pronouns preceded by pseudoverbs, In contrast, mean rejection

Table 5

Experiment 3: Reaction time in milliseconds to pronows and-
pseudopronouns when primed by appropriate and inappropriate verbs.

Target

Pronouns Pseudopronouns

P rime

Appropriate verb 550 6145
Inapprop-iote verb 575 6145
Pselidoverb 613 656'

latencies for pseudopronouns were approximately equal whether preceded by
appropriate verbs, inappropriate verbs, or pseudoverbs. With regard to the
verb and pseudoverb targets that appeared as first stimuli in each trial, the
average acceptance latencies for verbs in first and second person in the
present tense were 735 rnsec, and 752 msec, respectively, whereas the mean
rejection latencies for pseudoverbs in first and second person were 771 rnsec,
and 7714 msec, respectively. The total error rate (wrong responses and slow
responses) on first and second stimuli was 1.8% and 2.0%, respectively.

The suggestions that the decision time to a pronoun was shorter when the
pronoun was preceded by a verb as opposed to a pseudoverb and that the latency
to an appropriately printed pronow was shorter than to an inappropriately
primed pronoun t.ere substantiated by the statistical analyses. An analysis of
variance revealed that the legality of the prime (verb vs. pseudoverb) was
significant, F(1,24) = 48.33, MSc = 1925, 2 < .001. Grammatical person of the
pronoun target (first vs. second) es not significant, but a three-way
interaction among legality of prime (verb or pseudoverb), inflected ending of
prime (appropriate or inappropriate), and the person of the pronow was
significant, F(1,24) = 5.514, MSe = 6314, .2 < .05. This significant interaction
means that grammatical consistency between the inflected ending of the
preceding verb or pseudoverb and the pronntri was an important factor onlj when
the preceding item was a verb. With regard to pseudopronouns, inspection of
Table 5 suggests that in all combinations, the rejection latencies were about
the same, a suggestion that was supported by the analysis of variance.

The average acceptance latency for a pronoun was shorter when it was
preceded by a verb than v.tten it was preceded by a pseudoverb. Importantly,
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this reduction occirred whether or not the ending of a priming verb was
grammatically appropriate to the person of the pronotn. Clearly, the obtained
data cannot be explained in terms of priming theiipronoun by the verb ending,
since all the pseuzloverbs that were used in this experiment had the same
endings as the verbs (m, s) yet the lexical decision on pronotris was
indifferent to the pseu-doverbs that preceded them. The acceptance latencies
to pronotris in the grammatical and nongrammatical pseirloverbpronotri combina
tions were virtually identical.

A closer exanination of verbpronom combinations reveals that the
average decision latency for pronotris was statistically faster when the verb
ending was appropriate to the pronoun than uten it was not appropriate. This
observation suggests that an appropriate inflected ending was able to enhance
lexical decision on a pronow over and above the enhancement produced by a
preceding verb. Importantly, a differential effect of the appropriateness of
the inflected ending to the pronow was not fotand with psetxioverbs.

An interpretation of these data is that a verb preceding a pronotri primes
the (small) set of pronotris, a pseudoverb does not. In addition, the verb
primes the particular member in the pronotri set that is congruent with the
verb's inflected ending. This priming would appear to be automatic.
Inhibition effects were absent and the presence of a verb significantly
affected the latencies for accepting pronows as words even though throughout
the experiment subjects could rely on the fact that only pronotris and pronotri"
analogues would appear as secohd stimuli:-

, In summary, the most noticeable commonality between the first two
experiments and the third is that the shortest :acceptance latency for a word
target was in the condition in utich the utsrd pair was grammatical. In short,
pronouns and verbs are mutually facilitating. The mc.st noticeable difference
between the first two experiments and the third is that the data of the third
experiment display no inhibition effect (pronows preceded by grammatically
inappropriate verbs were responded to faster, not slower, than pronows
preceded by pseirloverbs) and exhibit no differentiation within the group of
decision latencies on pseuzlopronotris. In short, verbs affect the pronows
they precede differently from the way that pronows affect the verbs that
follow them.

Taken together, the results of the three experiments suggest that
pronows can automatically facilitate verbs and that verbs can automatically
facilitate pronouns, but that the mechanism of facilitation is not the same in
the two cases.
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MISREADINGS BY BEGINNING READERS OF SERBO-CROATIAN*

Vesna OgnjenoviC+, G. Lukatela,+ Laurie B. Feldman,++ end 14- T. Turvey+++

Abstract. Errors in reading aloud by the beginning reader have been
interpreted as reflecting the difficulty and the importance of
phonemic segmentation for the acquisition of reading skills.
Results from previous studies on English words patterned as conso-
nant-vowel-consonants showed: 1) more errors on vowels than on
consonants; 2) more errors on word final consonants than on word
ipitial consonants; and suggested that 3) consonant errors were
based on phonetic confusions while vowel errors were not. In
contrast to their English counterparts, the beginning readers of
SSilbo-Croatian tested in the present study committed proportionally
fewer errors on their reading of vowels than of consonants but in
common with their English counterparts, their reading of final
consonants was more vulnerable to error than their reading of
initial consonants. This pattern of errors was found for both word
and pseudoword consonant-vowel-consonant structures and the pattern
of vowel confusions, like the pattern of Consonant oonfusions, was
rationalized by speech-related factors. The differences between the
patterns of confusions for Serbo-Croatian and for English could be
due to the difference between the two orthographies in the precision
with which they represent the phonology or to the.fact that the
vowels of English are qualitatively, less distinct phonologically.
than the vowels of Serbo-Croatian.

For any alphabetic orthography the highly encoded nature of phonemes in
the spoken language bears-Aignificantly on the task of learning to read
analyticallythaft je, learncng t6 relate to letter strings in a way that
efficiently exploits the specification of a letter string's pronunciation by
its spelling. The significance of speech encodedness to reading has been
extensively discussed by -Gleitman and Rozin (1977) and it has shaped the
orientation of the Haskins Laboratories group to the task that befalls the

*Also Quarterly Journal of Experimental Psychology, 1983, 35A, 1-13.
+University of Belgrade.
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+++Also University of Connecticut.
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beginning reader (Liberman, I. Y., Note 1; Liberman, I, Y., Shankweiler,

Orlando, Harris, & Bell-Berti, 1971; FOwler, Liberman, & Shankweiler, 1977;
Mattingly, 1972; Shankweiler & Liberman, 1972; Shankweiler, Liberman, Mark,

Fo*ler, & Fischer, 1979). To read analytically the child must explicitly '

realize that continuous speech is divisible into phonemes and that each Word .
is deeomposable into a specific number of phonemes ordered in a specific way.
This explicit realization--"linguistic awareness" (Mettingly, 1972)--is made
difficult, it is argued, by the fact that the phonemes are not represented in;
the speech stream as discrete, isolable entities but rather they are encoded
irito the structure of the syllable (Liberman, A. M., Cooper, Shankweiler, &
Studdert-Kennedy, 1967; Liberman, A. M., Mattingly, & Turvey, 1972). In

contrast to speech perception, reading entails a more deliberate appreciation
of component structure: The ,word "bat" is comprised of three phonetic

segments, yet acoustically there are no distinct segments. The child's

putative difficulty, it should be emphasized, is not with differentiating
minimally contrastive word pairs--such as bad and bat--but rather with

appreciating that each word is decomposable into three segments, the first two
of which are shared by the two words and the,third of which distinguishes them
(Liberman, I. Y., Shankweiler, Liberman, A. M., Fowler, & Fischer, 1977).

There is considerable evidence that young children have difficulty

segmenting the spoken word (see Gleitman & Rozin, 1977; and Liberman &
hankweiler, 1979, for a review). It has been proposed that this difficufty

i reflected in the pattern of errors a child Produces in reading.

Sh nkweiler and Liberman (1972) had third grade American children read aloud
\

cons nant-vowel-consonant letter strings, all of which were words. They

obser ed that errors on the final consonants were far more numerous than
errors\on the initial consonants; in addition, they observed that errors on

the medial vowels far exceeded those on consonants in loth final and initial
positioni.\ Similar error patterns had been noted in earlier reports (Daniels &

Diack, 1956; Venezky, 1968; Wheeler, 1970). Shankweiler and Liberman (1972)

proposed iire interpretations. According to the first interpretation, the

error pattern reflcots the beginning reader's differential difficulty segment-

ing sounds Occurring in the initial, medial, and final positions in the

syllable. That\ is to say, the error difference between the initial conso-

nalits, medial Vowels, and final consonants is attributea to the relative

positions within \the syllable occupied by the different types of sound and not

to differences arrong the sound-types themselves. According to this first

interpretation, the\ higher, error rate for the medial vowels than for the

initial and final ' onsonants is because the individual vowel is spread

throughout the sylla le. Other speech-related arguments for the greater

susceptibility of me ial vowels to be read incorrectly can be cited.

Generally, there is reef:ion to suppose that the properties of vowels in speech

as distinguished from Ihe properties of, consonants may have perceptual
consequences (Liberman, A\ M. et al.,. 1967; Liberman, A. M. et al., 1972).

The categorical perception \that marks the (stop) consonants i's less obviously

characteristicl of vowel perception. In addition, the contribution of the
consonants to the phonologicill message is not matched by the vowais. On the

other hand, the vowels as the nuclei of syllables support prosodic charac-

teristics and provide the major, medium for individual and regional variations

in the spoken language.
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Ih sum, the.higher error on vowels might be related to the embedded and.7a.n
context-sensitive "status of vowels in speech. Let us refer to this as the
"universal" interpretation, for it emphasizes aspects common to all languages. '

This universa interpretation can be contrasted with one that might be termed
u particdiar," so-called because it emphasizes the particularities of the
4;bglkahithography." On this second interpretation of Shankweiler and Liber-
man's '(1972), Ple higher error rate for medial vowels might be due to the fact
that many of thel complexities of English spelling are concentrated on the
vowels--there re;many possible pronunciations for most of the vowel grapheTes
and. each vowel : phoneme can be transcribed by one of several graphemes (Dewey,
1970). (For elaMple, /u/ is represented by a number of different letters or
digraphs: u, c, co, ew, etc.) Relevant tO the ferticular interpretation of
the magnitude of vowel errors is Shankweiler and Liberman's (1972) report that
the error rate\on the individual medial vowels was related to their ortho-
graphic complex ty, that is, to the number of graphemes and digraphs by which
they are represe ted in the orthography. .

Evidence bearing on the foregoing interpretations of the differential
1

rate of errors on medial vowels and initial and final consonants is to be
foUnd in a furtht study (Fowler et al., 1977) that was motivated in part by a
concern for the ifference between the consonant sets used for the syllable-
initial and syllable-final consonants of the original experiment. This
difference in consonant sets raised the question of whether the attern of
.errors might; jail fact be due to the difference in the phonologic (or
orthographic)' properties of the consonants occupying the final and initial__
positions rather

1

than to the positions themselves. With the consonant sets
equated, the latIr experiment (Fowler et al.i 1977) replicated the 'position-
dependency of consonant errors. As before, final consonant errors exceeded
the errors on initial consonants by a margin of 2:1. Moreover it was.shown
that many phonetic features of the presented consonant were shared by the

. nature of the inborrect consonant that was given in its place. _With regard to
, vowels, howeveri Fowler et al. reported that whether theyldaced vowels in

initial, mediaTbr final syllabic positions, errors did not vary systemati-
cally with posi ions in the word. Further, the substituted (incorrect) vowels

. were not phone4Cally related to target words. Finally, there is evidence
(Fowler, Shankweiler, & Liberman, 1979) that learning to read entails a
progressive appreciation of the different phonemic values that a vowel
grapheme can apsume and the orthographic contexts in which particular spelling-
sound correspondences can apply.

,

i'

i

.

,It can bp claimed, therefore, that the errors on vowels and consonants by
beginning reaeders of English differ in nontrivial ways and mimic, ip reading,
an opposition between these phonemic categories that is universal in speech.
It can also/be claimed, however, that with respect to thq vowels, the child's
misreadings/do not primarily reflect difficulties in phonological segmenta-
tion. The tpeech-related factors that account for contonant errors do not
account for vowe3, errors. Fowler et al. (1979) and Liberman, I. Y. et

i

al. (1977) /suggest', therefore, that the vowel errors are probably due to the
complexity/and variability of the spelling-to-sound correspondences in En-

.,glith. In/brief, they suggest the language-particular interpretation of vowel
errors rather than the universal interpretation. In the experiment reported

/

here (whiCh replicates with YugoslaV readers the conditions of the Shankweiler
and Liber1 man et al. experiments) it is also the particular interpretation that
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is favored although the dissociation in reading, of vowels and consonants, is
not strictly upheld. For beginning readers of Serbo-Croatian vowel errors
like consonant errors are owing largely and equally to speech-related factors.

THE SERBO-CROATIAN WRITING SYSTEM

The English and Serbo-Croatian languages differ in the depth of their
alphabetic orthographies. As a consequiince, the simple letter-sound corres-
pondences of English are significantly more variable than the correspondences
o.f Serbo-Croatian. Where the English writing system is both morphemic and
phonemic in its reference, the Sorbo-Croatian alphabet demonstrates a clear
priority for the phonemic.

This simple correspondence between letter and sound reflects the deliber-
ate alphabet reforms introduced into Serbo-Croatian by Vuk Stefanovi6 KaradliC
and by Ljudevit Gaj in the 19th century. In this respect, the Serbo-Croatian
orthographywhich takes two forms, the Cyrillic and the Roman (see Lukatela,
SaviC, OgnjenoviC, & Turvey, 1978)--might be regarded as a nearly ideal medium
of instruction by advocates of a purely phonetic writing system for the

initial teaching of reading: Each phoneme is trarwcribed by only one letter
or letter pair and each letter or letter pair is always pronounced.1 (In the
Cyrillic version there are only single letters.)

Poes the fact that the grapheme-phoneme correspondencies of Serbo-
Croatian arF direct and consistent facilitate their acquisition? If it does,

then the beginning readers of Serbo-Croatian may be less subject to errors in
their reading of vowels and consonants. It is our intention to compare the
two classes of phonemes within and between the orthographies of English\ and
Serbo-Croatian. To this end we give due consideration, in what immediately
follows, to the different accents that the five vowels of Serbo-Croatian may
assume, suggestive as they are of a violation of the claimed-for spelling-to-
sound regularity.

There are fou4 r variants of accent that can appear in syllables of Serbo-
Croatian (see Figure 1). There is both a falling and a:rising voice, each of
which can occur ,in both a short and in a long form. These variations in
accent ,can uniquely distinguish among different words (e.g., SEDI, see

Footnote2) but they are not specified by the script. The possible accents
for any particular vowel are constrained by the position of the syllable
within the word: Polysyllabic words may have any of the four accents on thka
penultimate syllable but the last syllable is usually unaccentea. For

monosyllabic words--the kind used in the present experiment--ualy long or
short (falling) accents are possible.

As mentioned above, the Serbo-Croatian vowel set contains only five

members. In terms of the F1-F2 vowel space, these vowels are qualitatively
distinct as no region is shared by two different identities. One could claim

that the four accents for each vowel introduce complexity into the simple and
systematic relation between grapheme and Phoneme as there are sometiies four
possible interpretations for a particular Serbo-Croatian vowel grapheme. An

inspection of.acoustic parametera, however, suggests that the determiners of
accent are basically independent of the particular vowel--that vowel identity,
at leart as it is defined by formant structure in some restricted phonemic
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Figure 1. Acoustic vowel diagram of accented syllable nuclei occurring in
approximately 400 Serbo-Croatian words produced by one speaker.
Filled dots represent syllable nuclei bearing the short falling
accent; Circles represent syllable nuclei with the long falling
accent. (Modified from Lehiste & Ivi6, 1963, p. 84.)
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environments (KaliC, 1964), is not distupped by variation; in accent. These

accent options for Serbo-Croatian vowelt are to be contrested with the

complexities that characterize.the pronunciation and the acoustics of English
vowels. Of potential significance 1,,s the claim (Magner & Matejka, 1971) that
the ideal accentual system as presenttd.in Serbo-Croatian grammars "has little
or no relationship with the accentual system(s) employed in many urban areas'
[p. 189]. Speakers in the Magner and Matejka. (1971) study could not always
differentiate the four accentual variants. Discrimination between short

rising and short falling forms was particularly vulnerable to error although
contrasts between long rising and long falling accents were also commonly

missed.

The implication of the foregoing is .that the accent imposed on a

particular vowel does not seem to influence its identification relative to
other vowel options. So, for the child learning to read in Serbo:-Croatian,
the orthography will respect a simple, relatively context-free mapping between
grapheme and phoneme for both vowels and consonants relative to the English
orthography where the relationship for vowels is substantially more complex
than the relationship for consonants. It is important to underscore that the
orthographically distinct vowels of Serbo-Croatian are also _phonetically

distinct, in terms of the formant defined vowel space. It will not be

possible, therefore, to distinguish orthographic from phonetic effects among
Serbo-Croatian vowels.

METHOD

Subjects

Sixty-five first grade students at an elementary school in Belgrade

participated in this study. Their ages ranged from 6.5 to 7.5 years and all
had I.Q.'s within the normal range. At the time of testing, they had
completed diair first semester of school and had an active knowledge of the
Cyrillic alphabet.

Materials and Design

Two hundred monosyllabic letter strings patterned as consonant-vowel-

consonant (CVC) were constructed. One half of these CVCs were words and one
half were pseudowords. All words were familiar to first graders as determined
by Luki6 (1970) and by consultation with the childrens' teachers. Following

Fowlor et al. (1977), in both the word and pseudoword lists, thp twenty-five
Serbo-Croatian consonant phoneiles (which can occur in both the initial and in

the final positions of a word) appeared twice in each position. In the
majority of the trigrams, the medial letter was one of the five'Serbo-Croatian

vowels (/i/, /e/, /a/,' /o/, /u/). In some trigrams, however, the medial

letter was the semi-vowel /r/. In Serbo-Croatian, monosyllabic words of this
typeT-consonant-/r/-consonant--occur relatively frequently. Of tht one hun-
dred words, twenty-five could be reversed to produce other words.,./For example
the word "BOR" (pine) if read from right to left becomes "ROB" (slave).

Each string of three upperctse Cyrillic characters was arranged horizon-
tally Eff the center of a 3" x 5" white card. These stimuli were printed in
Cyrillic such that individual letter shapes were similar to the form generally
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used by the classroom teacher. The cards were placed face down in front of
the child and were turned over one by one by the examiner. Each child was
asked to read each leiter string aloud as it was presented. Responses were
Written down by the examiner and.were recorded simultaneously on magnetic
tape.

Each child participated in two sessions. As in the procedure adopted by
Fow25 et al. (1979) words and pseudowords were blocked into separate lists
and one list was presented in each session. Children who read the word list
in the first session read the pseudowords list in the second and vice versa.
The order of Iresentation was balanced acrms child'ren.

sults

The responses to the stimuli revealed several types of errors: (a)
reversal of sequence in which a letter string or a part of it was read from
right to left, (b) omission, (c) addition, (d) substitution. Single letter
orientation eirors did not occur because the Cyrillic upper case letters did
not provide opportunity for reversing letter orientation. ,43

Sequence reversals. The Analysis of errors showed that sequence rever-
sals accounted for only a small proportionrof the total" of misread letters
even though the lists were constructed to pfovide ample opportunity.) for the
complete reveisal of the sequences. (As noted, 25 percent of the imrds were
reversible;" and 13 percent of the pseudowords were wards if read from right

to left, for example the iieudoword NIS would become SIN, meaning "son").

The complete sequence reversals are distinguished from the partial and
the total reversal scores for words and pseudowords and given in Table 1.
Proportions of opportunity for error (in percentages) are presented within
brackets. Sequence reversals were rare.

Table 1

Errors of sequence reversals (and proportion of opportunities,
'based on number of reversible letter strings)

CoMplete Partial
-.sequence sequence
reversal reversal Total

Words

Pseudowords

17 6 23
(1.1%) (0.0%)

21 13 54
(2.5%) (1.5%)

Omissions. Single letter omission errors were also quite rare. Their
distribution on initial and final consonants and on medial vowel/semivowel is
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presented in Table 2. Omissions of the final consonant in words seem to be
more frequent than in pseudowords, but the respective proportions of opportun-
ity are tab() small to allow any reliable conclusion on their distribution.

-

Table 2

Omission errors

Words

:deudowords

Initial
consonant

1

4

Medial
vowel

4

3

Final
consonant

11

(0.2%)

3
()

Total

16,

10

Additions.
(see Table-7).
final consonant
additions being

Errors of addition wer,e distributed in a nonrandom manner
Additions of /i'single'phoneme were more frequent before the
(FC1) than after the final consonant (FC2), other types of
relatively infrequent.

Words

Pseudowords

Table 3

Errors of addition of a single phoneme

Initial Medial

consonant vowel

6 10

9

Before final
consonant

FC1' \

52

Af%er final
consonant

12

52 25

Total

80

87

In words and pseudowords where the medial letter was R (.the semivowel

/r/), additions of a single phoneme in front of the final consonant and after

the semi-vowel were the most frequent. For example, the word GRB was often

misread as /grab/, /grub/, or /grob/. In four is..ds (GRB, VRH, TRG, TRN)

there were 45.single vowel additions and in four pseudowords (BRS, DRN, KRP,

PRK) there were 47 single vowel additions of FC1 type. (Although ail letter

strings were printed in Cyrillic script, the Roman equivalents are presented

here.) The proportion of opportunity for this particular error expressed as a
percentage was 17 in the four words and 18 in the four pseudowords. This is a
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notable result. Apparently, in order to facilitate the phonetic representa-
tion of the letter string the child inserted a vowel between the medial
semivowel 3nd final consonant.

Substitutions. Substitutions of single phonemes were the major sources
of error. The distribution of substitution errors on the initial and final
consonant and on the medial vowel/semivowel for both words and pseudowords is
presented in Table 4, which gives the raw error scores and the respective
percentage (within brackets).

Table 4

Single phoneme substitution errors

Initial Medial Final
consonant vowel consonant Total

Words 172 93 . 264 529
(2.6%) (1.4%) (4.1%)

Pseudowords 213 113 368 693
(3.3%) (1.7%) (5.7%)

a0

An analysis of varianceson total errors revealed that the word-pseudoword
or lexicality contrast was not a significant source of varianCe,
F(1,198) = 3.51, MSe = 43.74, p < .10; neither was the interaction between
lexicality and position withip the syllable, F(2,396) = .93, MSe = 10.69,
p > 1. On the other hand, the position of a letter in a syllable was a highly
significant contributor to the overall variance, F(2,198) = 21.5, MSe = 10.69,

< .001. A protected t-test confirmed the previously-reported inferiority of
performance on the final consonant relative to performance on the initial
consonant in the present data, t(99) = 268, p < .001. However, it is plainly
the case that performance on the vowels was inferior to performance on neither
the, initial or final consonants'. In fact, protected t-tests reveal that
performance on vowels was superior to performance on both initial and final
consonants, t(99) = 196, < .001 and t(99) = 463, p < .001, respectively.
This is contrary to the findings in English.

Closer inspection of the children's response protocols revealed that
syllables that included the character q,U, T1, or b symbolizing, respectively,
the affricates ItS/, /d3/, /tfj/, /d3j/ were disproportionately subject to
error. The affricates are notoriously more difficult to distinguish by ear
and to produce distinctively than other sounds of Serbo-Croatian. Excluding
those syllables (seventeen words and seventeen pseudowords) in which affri-
cates occurred in either initial or final position substantially reduced the
overall errors and eliminated the absolute difference between the initial
consonant errors and, the medial vowel errors'as can be seen in Table 5.
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Table 5

Errors when the affricates

(4, 1.1,T1, andli) were excluded*

Initial Medial Final

consonant vowel consonant

Words 44 51 124

Pseudowords 104 97 258 \

*Total errors with 17 word stimuli and 17 pseudoword stimuli excluded.

Relation between errors and target consonants. A matrix of confusiona
between stimulus letter and substituted response was constructed Aeparateli,

for initial position and for final position errors. A correlation of the two\

matrices yielded a value of r = .73; which means that 53 percent of the

variance in the patterns of errors for initial and final consonants was

common.

A correlation was then computed between the number of shared phonetic
features and the frequency of error. (Only those target-error combinations

were included in which a subject actually produced an error.) Usina

Jakobson's (1962) feature matrix for Serbo-Croatian and including the feature
values for those features that need not be specified in order to capture only
the minimal distinctive contrasts of the Serbo-Croatian phonology, 'two new

matrices of shared features were created--one for target -vowels (including

/r/) with error vowels and one for consonants (including /r/) with consonants.
Here, shared features can assume seven values. For word-initial consonants,

the relation between common features and frequency of errors among presented-

substituted letter pairs was r = .23 N = 200, p < .01. For word-final conso-

nants, the relation was r = .30 N = 200, p < .01. In both cases, the

frequency of confusions and number of shared phonetic features do correlate.
We can interpret this to mean that phonetic,similarity does account signifi-

cantly for some portion of the variance in \the pattern of confusions among

presented and substituted consonant pairs. This finding is consistent with

the pattern of errors derived from studies of' English consonants (Fowler st

al., 1977).

Relation between errors and target vowels. Unlike the English vowel

findings, however, the vowel confusions in Serbo-Croatian can also be related

to .the degree of phonetic contrast. The proportion of error confusions is

given in Table 6. The correlation between number of shared features and

frequency of each presented-substituted letter pair confusion was r = .52

N = 30, p < .001. This value of r is particularly high given the restricted
range (vowels share between 3 and 6 features) and the relatively small N'
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(there are 30 possible confusions). It suggests that the vowel substitutions\
of Serbo-Croatian, like the consonant substitutions of Serbo-Croatian and
unlike the vowel substitations of English are, at least in part, phonetically
governed.

Table 6

Percent of total errors. Rows represent presented vowel.
Columns represent incorrect substitution.

(r was never substituted for another vowel.)

a

a e

9

i

2

o

10

u

3

e 9 5 2 1

i 2 5 1 4

o 10 4 1 3

u 2 1 1 8

r

Discussion

The two major contrasts between the present data for beginning readers of
Serbo-Croatian and those previously reported for beginning readers of English
are that: (1) vowels in the medial position of a written consonant-vowel-
consonant syllable are no more likely to be read incorrectly--indeed are less
likely to be given an incorrect reading--than the initial and final
consonants; and (2) vowel errors are no less likely to be rationalized by
phonetic feature considerations than are consonant errors. Let us consider
each contrast in turn.

As noted above, the Serbo-Croatian vowel set is numerically smaller than
its English counterpart (the Serbo-Croatian vowels are only five in number)
and qualitatively better defined (the Serbo-Croatian vowels are non-
overlapping in the F1-P2 sphce regardless of accent). Is the fact that the
Serbo-Croatian vowel set is smaller--and, therefore, that the likelihood of
correctly reading a member of the set by chance is greater--reason enough for
the proportionately smaller number of errors on Serbo-Croatian vowels? A
guessing explanation is worthy of consideration if there is a good reason to
believe that a random guessing strategy was being used. There were, in all,
13,000 opportunities for vowel errors in the present experiment (200
syllables, 65 subjects). As is evident from Table 4, the number of actual
vowel errors totaled 205, which is far below the number of errors to be
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expected if the children were merely guessing at the vowels. (Since the

guessing rrobability for consonants is trivially low, it would not alter the

actual error rate and is not discussed.) Clearly a general guessing strategy
has to be ruled out, which does noi, of course, rule out guessing as a back-up
strategy when all else fails. The 205 errors, therefore, might be interpreted
as representing those occasions on which the children were forced to guess and

guessed wrongly. Which is-to say that 205 represents four-fifths of all those
occasions when the children guessed because on one-fifth of these occasions
they guessed correctly. By-thie-Teasoning, therefore, the number of times the

children -4ere forced to guess amounted to about 256 so that even disallowing
correct guessing would not elevate the vowel errors above the consonant errors
(see Table 7). In short, the fact that the vowels were not the major source
of errors for beginning readefs of Serbo-Croatian, as they were for beginning
readers of English, is probably not attributable--at least, not in full--to

die smaller size of the Serbo-Croatian vowel set; that it might be

attributable, in larger part, to the greater distinctiveness of members of
Serbo-Croatian vowel set is considered below.

Words

Pseudowords

Table 7

Total number of errors including all CVO strings

(i.e 100 word stimuli, and 100 pseudcWord stimuli)

Initial Medial Final

consonant vowel consonant

172 93 264,

213 112 368

Let us now turn to the observation that beginning readers of Serbo-
Croatian produced vowel errors that were, like consonant error's, rationalized

by the degree of phonetic contrast. Recall that the observation for beginning

readers of English was that vowel errors, unlike consonant errors, did not

bear a feature-based relation to their target sounds (Fowler et al., 1979).

This contrast might index a significant difference between the two orthogra-
phies and the challenge they pose to the neophyte reader. However, attempts

to cash this promissory note must be prefaced ty a necessary caveat: That the

aforementioned contrast could be illusory, a trivial consequence of whether

one has hit upon the propriety feature set for defining vowels. Possibly, a

feature matrix for English vowels other than that used by Fowler et al. (1979),\

would capture a more pronounced phonemic basis for the vowel errors of their

beginning readers.

Assuming that this possibility is not correct, we can raise two questions

concerning the contrast currently under consideration: (0 Why should the

errors in reading Serbo-Croatian vowels be speech-related when the errors in
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reading English vowels are not?; (2) What are the consequences for (beginning)
yeading of this conformity of vowels and consonants in Serbo-Croatian and this
dissociation of vowels and consonants in English?, As noted in the introduc-
tion, the Serbo-Croatian orthography is phonographic in a way that the English
orthography is not, viz., that totally reliable guides to the pronunciation of
a word occur even at the orthographic grain-size of the single letter.
English orthography, being simultaneously but complexly a representation of
morphology and phonology--where these representations are mixed fairly incon-
sistently from word to word (Gleitman & Rozin, 1977)--mandates that often the
only reliable guides to pronunciation are to be found at an orthographic grain
size that sometimes encompasses several letters and very often encompasses
entire words. Put differently, English orthography is partly morphemic.
Thus, the beginning reader of Serbo-Croatian can relate to the orthography as
simply a phonological representation and derive the pronunciations of the
'consonantal' and 'vocalic' constituents of a word,purely on phonological
grounds. In comparison, the beginning reader of English must relate to the
orthography as both a phonological representation and,a morphological repre-
sentation and may not necessarily be able to derive the pronunciations of the
'consonantal' and 'vocalic' constituents of a word in precisely the same way
as the beginning reader of Serbo-Croatian.

Consider now a theory of inial reading acquisition that follows from
the notions of linguistic 61warenefis and encodedness (Mattingly, 1972). A,
fairly standard scenario is one in which the visual form of a word seen by the'
child co-occurs with tbk acoustic form produced by the 'teacher.' Now it must
be assuMed that the child's internal lexicon already represents familiar words
in a way sufficient for the purposes of saying them and recognizing them when
heard. These representations have been established largely on tacit grounds
as the inevitable consequence of a decoding device that condenses out discrete
phonemes from the continuous speech stream. In learning to, read analytically,
however, that which is normally done tacitly must now be done explicitly: The
heard word produced by the 'teacher' must be explicitly decomposed into its
constituents in order to effect a mapping betwrJen its structure and the
constituent structure of the seen symbol string.

Somehow, the child must actively fashion either a special lexicon, one to
which visually encountered words can be referred, or a new (orthographic) way
of accessing the already-existing (phonologically accessible) lexicon. In
either case, the facility with which the child can internally represent
written words as ordered linguistic segments abstractly conSonant with the
ordered visual segments depends on the child's linguistic awareness, the
awareness that speech is divisible into those phonological segments that the
letters represent (Liberman, I. Y., Liberman, A. M., Mattingly0 Shankweiler,
1980). If a special-lexicon is fashioned, then it should be referred to as an
explicit, lexicon (to distinguish it from the lexicon fashioned on mainly tacit
grounds that supports speech perception and speech production). \This explicit
lexicon will be fallible and, similarly, the fashioning of a new mode of
lexical access will be difficult, to the degree that the encodedness of speech
obscures for the individual listener the phonemic composition of heard words.

We return at this juncture to a focal question: Is an appeal to
encodedness sufficient to account for the difference in the relative magni-
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tudes of vowel errors between beginning readers of English and beginning
readers of Serbo-Croatian? It would seem not. The degree to which words
resist explicit.decomposition into their constituent phonemes should be more
or less the same for both languages. However, the non-overlapping nature of
the Serbo-Croatian vowel space would guarantee greater consistency in the

assignment of internal descriptors to the ,vowels- in the formation of an
internal representation. And-# this regard the fact that, for spoken Serbo-
Croatian, any one point in the F1-F2 space is associated, with only one vowel
(or no vowel at all) is buttressed by the fact that, for written Serbo-
Croatian, any one vowel character in the alphabet is associated with only one
vowel phoneme. It can be argued, therefore, on two counts, that the

pronunciation of a Serbo-Croatian vowel (by a beginning reader) is more likely
to be correct, ceteris paribus, than theopronunciation of an English vowel (by

a beginning reErde7i:).--However, it remains equivocal whether the truth of this
,argument is grounded in the orthography or the phonology of Serbo-Croatian
vowels.

REFERENCE NOTE
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FOOTNOTES

1There are exceptions to this characterization: For example, the first
"d" in "predsednik" is generally interpreted as /t/. The number of violations
is small, however.

2"Sedi," with differing accents,- can -mean grey as an adjective, a man
with grey hair, the third person singular of the verb "to grey" or the third
person singular of the verb "to sit."
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BI-ALPHABETISM AND WORD RECOGNITION*

Laurie B. Feldman+

THE LINGUISTIC ENVIRONMENT OF YUGOSLAVIA

/

The linguistic environment in Yugoslavia allows investigation of the
interrelation among various symbolic systems. Several Slavic languages are
spoken within the boundaries of one relatively small country. This contact
among languages permits a variety of bilingual environments to/develop and
allows for the study of the symmetric and nonsymmetric influ nces in the
acquisition and mastery of two languages. In addition, and mor to the focus
,of the present work, among people whose first spoken language is Serbo-
Croatian, which is the official languaga_of Yugoslavia, a large

/

portion learns
to read and write that language completely in two different a phabete--Roman
and Cyrillic. This reflects, in part, an educational requirement that both
alphabets be taught within the first two grades. (The jlothan_alp4q44,4A
taupt first in the western part of Yugoslavia and the Cyrillic alphabet is -

taught first in the eastern part of thhe country.), This bi-alphabetic environ-
ment invites study of the cognitive relation between two ,alOhabetic symbol'
systems. In my report, I summarize results of a series of' experiments that
explored how visually presented letter strings are recogni/zed by readers who
command two alphabetic systems. Then I discuss implications of these findings'
with respect to the interrelation between the two visual alphabetic systems.of
Serbo-Croatian. Before I review these results, however, some special proper-
ties of Serbo-Croatian and its writing systems need to be/described.

The Serbo-Croatian language is written in two different alphabets, Roman
and Cyrillic. The two alphabets transcribe one languaie and their graphemes
map simply and directly onto the same set of phonemes. These two sets of
graphemes are, with certain exceptions, mutually exclusive (see Table 1).
Most of the Roman and Cyrillic letters are unique to their respective
alphabets. There are, however, certain letters that the two alphabets have in
common. In some cases, the phonemic interpretation of a shared-letter is the
same whether it is read as Cyrillic or as Roman; these are referred to as

*A portion of this paper was presented at the NATO Conference on the
Acquisition of Symbolic Skills, University of Keele, England, July 1982.

+Also Dartmouth College.
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Laboratories, and in part by NSF dissertation fellowship BNS 7924409 to
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Philosophy ahd Electrical Engineering at the University of Belgrade and by
the University of Connecticut.
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TABLE 1

SERBO- CROATIAN
ROMAN CYRILLIC

PRINTED
LETTER
NAME

IN I.P.A.UPPER CASE
,ri

LOWER CASE
PRINTED

UPPER CASE LOWER CASE

'

A
B

C

a
a
ID

0
D2
E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

LJ

N

NJ

0
P

R

S

T

u

V

Z

,

a

b

c
6

6

d

a
#
e

f '

9
h

i

4i
k

I
/

lj
_

m

n ;

.nj
o i

P

r 1

s

t

U

V

z

A
6
LI.

Ti

II
b
1.I

E

a)

r
X

ki

J

K

A

/%0

M

H

1-13

0
n
P

C

LIJ

T

y

B

3

a

6

U.

4

h

A

r)

V

e

. ci)

r

X

H

j

K

A

tb

to

H

vt,

o

n

ID

C

w

T

.y

13

3

a

ba

tsa
tfa
tfja
da

d3ja
d3a

e

fa
ga
Xe

i

je
ka
la
lja

rTle

na
nja

o
,

Oa

ra
Se

fa
te
U

ya
Ze

36
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common letters. In other cases, a shared letter has two phonemic interpreta-
tions, dne in the Roman reading and one in the Cyrillic reading; these are
referred to ps ambiguous letters (see Figure 1).

Whatever their category, the individual letters of the two alphabets have
phonemic interpretations (classically defined) that are virtually invariant
over letter contexts. (This reflects the phonologically shallow nature of,the
Serbo-Croatian orthography.) Moreover, all the individual letters in a string
of letters, be i1 a word or nonsense, are pronouncedthere are no letters
made silent byy context. Finally, Serbo-Croatian is a highly inflected
language. Many aspects of- the syntax are marked by aPpending 'a suffix,
commonly composedsof a vowel, or a vowel and a consonant, to some base form.

Given the relation between the two Serbo-Croatian alphabets', it is
possible to construct a variety of types of letter strings. A letter string
composed of uniquely Roman and common letters (e.g.,. FABRIKA) or of uniquely

..Cyrillic and common letters (e.g.,0014KA) would b'e read in only one way and
..lbould be either a real word or a nonsense word. A letter string composed
entirely of the common and ambiguous letters (e.1., EMEP) is bivalent. That
is, it could be pronounced in one way if read as Roman and.pronounced in a
distinctly different way if read as Cyrillic; moreover, it could be a word in
one alphabet .and nonsense in the other or it could represent two different
words, one in one alphabet and one in the other, or finally, it could be
nonsense in both alphabets (see Table 2).

The pr'esent research focused on the' detriment to performance incurred
with phonologically bivalent letter strings in both skilled and beginning
reers. These effects are interpreted as evidence of the influence of
phonological decoding on visual word recognition (i.e., lexical decision and
naming). To anticipate, results of the adult studies indicate that the effect
of phonological bivalence is evidence of a mindatory plpnological analysis in
word recognition among skilled readers, an analysis that would not be
predicted by any conventional (visual) lexical account. Results 'of the
children's study show that reltance on -a phonological recognition strategy
varies with reading skill and suggest that the successive acquisition of two
alphabetic systems by the beginning reader may jincrease the demands of
decoding phonology.

LEXICAL DECISION AND NAMING PERFORMANCE IN BI-AIJPHABETIC ADULT READERS

When bi-alphabetic adult readers of Serbo-Cr atian performed a lexical
decision task, letter strings composed of ambig ous and comon characters
(i.e., those letter 'strings that could be assigned both a Roman and a Cyrillic
alphabet reading, e.g., CABAHA) incurred longer latencies than the unique
alphabet transcription of the same word (e.g., SAVANA) (Feldman, 1981). This
effect of phonological ambiguity was significant iboth for ambiguous words and
pseudowords, but it was more consistent for words (see Figure 2)., In an
analogous naming task where subjects were instructed to read each letter
string by its word reading when that option existed (Feldman, 1981), the same
basic pattern of results occurredh(see Figure 3).111 Correlations between tasks
were computed by taking the mean reaction time for individual words and
pseudowords in the lexical decision and naming tasks. When the ambiguous and
unique alphabet transcriptions were considered separately, both correlations

s)
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4

- Serbo-Croatian Alphabet

Cyrillic.

Uppercase

"Common
letters"

.vprxwmfb
1

AEO

1-br1WY3K JKM

B

7 Uniquely

Cyrillic letters

t..

\

4

Roman

66DOF

GILNRS§

u v z 2

HPC ..,

B
.

Ambiguous
: letters

.,

./.

Uniquely
Roinan letters

1 Figure 1. Letters of the Roman and Cyrillic alphabets,

, Z..
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Table 2

Types of LetterStrings and Their Lexical StatuS

Phonemic InterpretaticnComposition of
Letter String

AMBIGUOUS and COMMON

EKCEP*

PATAK*

KACA

HABOT*

COMMON

JAJE

TAKA

UNIQUE and COMMON

EKSER*

NAVOT*

IIATAK*

AABOT*

-

Meaning

,

Cyrillic /ekser/ nail
_-

Roman /ektsep/ nonsense

Cyrillic /ratak/ nonsense

Roman /patak/ duck

Cyrillic /kasa/ safe

Roman /katsa/ pot

Cyrillic /navot/ nonsense

Roman /hbot/ nonsense

Cyrillic /jaje/ egg

Roman /jaje/ egg

Cyrillic /taka/ nonsense

Roman /taka/ nonsense
\

Cyrillic impossible

Roman /ekser/ nail

Cyrillic impossible

Roman /nal/et/ nonsense

Cyrillic /patak/ duck

Roman impossible

Cyrillic /habot/ nonsense

Roman impossible

i
(lindicates those letter string types included in the children's experiment)
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Figure 2. Mean reaction time for lexical decision on AMBIGUOUS (CABAHA) and

UNAMBIGUOUS (FABRIKA, MUZIKO words and pseudowords (in their Roman

and Cyrillic transcriptions).\
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between tasks,were significant: For ambiguous letter strings, ,r = .48; for
the unique alphabet transcriptions, r = .34. When means for all word and

pseudoword forms within a condition were included (and the correlation between
tasks was averaged over experimental conditions), the overall correlation
between lexical decision and naming was even stronger, r = .66. This correla
tion, supported by the similarity of the figures for lexical decision and

naming, implicates similar Processes in both tasks. In the adult experiments,
words were selected so as to include a varied distribution in the number and
position of the ambiguous characters within the letter string (see Table 3).
Results indicated that all letter strings thatcould be assigned both a Roman
and a Cyrillic reading incurred longer latencies than the unique alphabet
transcription of the same word and that the magnitude of the difference

between the ambiguous form of a word and its unique alphabet control depended
on the number and distribution of ambiguouscharacters in the ambiguous letter
string (see Tables 4 and 5). These results with phonologically bivalent
letter strings were interpreted as evidence that both.lexical decision and
naming in SerboCroatian necessarily involve an analysis that is sensitive to
phonology and component orthographic structure. Moreover, skilled readers

were not able to suppress the phonological analysis even though it was

detrimental to performance.

In those experiments, all phonologically ambiguous letter strings that
were words, were words by their Cyrillic interpretation. But the unique
alphabet words and pseudoword strings included both Roman letter strings and
Cyrillic letter strings. That is, by the design of the experiment, in

performing the lexical'decision or naming task, skilled readers were obliged
to switch between alphabets in order to consider both a Roman and Cyrillic
interpretation.

Results. of earlier lexical decision experiments (Lukatela, Popadid.,

Ognjenovid, & Turvey, 1980; Lukatela, Savid, Gligorijevid, Ognjenovi, &
Turvey, 1978) have shown that the large decrement to performance incurredvhen
SerboCroatian letter strings are associated with two phonological interpreta
tions is not (lsily explained in terms of an account based on problems of
letter identification due to interference between alphabets, however. In the

earlier bialphabetic lexical decision experiments by Lukatela and his colle
agues (Lukatela et al., 1978), both the design of the experiment and the
instructions to the subject were intended to restrict subjects to the Roman
reading: There were no uniquely Cyrillic characters presented anywhere during
the experimental session and subjects were asked to interp ' letter strings

by their Roman reading. Nevertheless, in a pure Roman coatext, positive

decision times to ambiguous Roman words were -significantly slowed and more
prone to error relative to decision times to (other) unambiguous Roman words.

An unpublished study by the present author (Feldman, Note 1) supports this

finding. In that experiment, all letter strings composed 'oi ambiguous and

common characters that were words, were words by their Roman interpretation

and all other letter strings contained unique Roman and common characters (but

no unique Cyrillic characters). Performance on ambiguous letter strings was

again significantly more prone to error than on the unique alphabet transcrip

tion of the same .letter strings (and a trend in the reaction time data,
although it missed significance, suggested the same results). To summarize,

lexical decision latencies to lettfr strings composed of ambiguous and common
letters were slowed relative to their appropriate controls, both in a mixed
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Table 3

Distribution of Ambiguous Letters and Pronunciation for AMBIGUOUS
Cyrillic Letter Strings.

Three Syllable
Letter Strings-

Possible
Pronunciations Meaning

Number of
Ambiguous
Letters

Number of
Ambiguous
Syllables

Cyrillic /savana/ savanna 3 3
CABAHA

Roman /tsabaxa/ nonsense

Cyrillic /karavan/ caravan 3 2
KAPABAH

Roman /kapabax/ nonsense

Cyrillic /ostavka/ resignation 2 2
OCTABKA_

Roman /8tstabka/ nonsense

Two Syllable
Letter Strings

OPMAH

CAHTA

KOTBA

Cyrillic /orman/

Roman
/opmax/

Cyrillic /santa/

Roman /tsaxta/

Cyrillic /kotva/

Roman /kotba/

cabinet 2 2

nonsense

iceburg 2 1

nonsense

anchor 1 1

nonsense
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Table 4

Mean Reaction Time for Lexical Decision on AMBIGUOUS
Cyrillic/Unique Roman Words.

Three Syllable
Letter Sti.ings

Number of
Ambiguous
Letters

Number of
Ambiguous
Syllables

Cyrillic
Reaction
Time

Roman

Reaction
Time

Difference
between
Cyrillic
andRoman

CABAHA 3 960 676 284

WABAH 3 2 1038 646 392

OCTABKW_ _ 2 2 894 710 184

Two Syllable
Letter Strings

OPMAH 2 2 927 655 272

CAHTK 2 1 1001 617 384

KOTBA 1 1 880 625 255

MS.000

Table 5

Mean Reaction Time to Name AMBIGOUS Cyrillic/Unique
Roman Words.

Three Syllable
Letter Strings

Number of
Ambiguous

Letters

Number of
Ambiguous
Syllables

Cyrillic
Reaction
Time

Roman

React.ion

Time

Difference
between
Cyrillic
and Roman

CABAHA 3 3 1049 661 388

WABAH 3 2 1047 609 438

OCTiffKA 2 2 933 594 339

'Two Syllable
Letter Strings

OPMAH 2 2 1125 703 422

CAHTA 2 1 1201 687 514

ROTBA 1 1 1071 667 404

'74
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alphabet and in a pure alphabet / context. Together, these results invalidate
an account of bivalence that depends exclusively on a strategybased conflict
or interference between the two alphabet modes.

Other variations of the bialphabetic lexical decision task invalidate a
decision process aocount of the detriment due to bivalence that posits (post
lexical) interference between conflicting lexical judgments. Lexical decision
latencies to letter strings composed entirely of ambiguous and common letters
were always slowed, whether 1) both the Cyrillic interpretation and the Roman
interpretation yielded a positive response (Lukatela et al., 1980; Feldmanr
Note 1); 2) both the Cyrillic interpretation and the Roman interpretation
yielded a negative response (Feldman, 1981; Lukatela et al., 1978, 1980); or
3) the Cyrillic interpretation and the Raman interpretation yielded one
positive response and one negative response (Feldman, 1981;. Lukatela et al.,
1978, 1980). Although methodological considerations make it impossible to
compare these three results directly, it is evident that the effect of
bivalence is not confined to instances in which the Roman and Cyrillic
interpretation produce conflicting lexicality judgments.

Two other aspects of bialphabetic lexical decision need to be remarked'
upon. First, words composed-entirely of common letters (with no ambiguous or
unique Jetters), e.g., JAJE, were accepted (as words) no more slowly than
letter strings that included common and unique letters. Likewise, pseudowords
composed entirely of common letters, e.g., TAKA were rejected (as words) no
more slowly than letter strings that includPd common and u.ique letters.
Because the distinction between common letters and ambiguous letters is based
on their phonemic interpretation, this result suggests that it is phonological
bivalence rather than a visuallybased alphabetic bivalence that governs the
effect (see Lukatela et al., 1978, 1980, for a complete discussion).

Finally, .the effects of bivalence did not occur if a letter string
composed predominantly of ambiguous and common characters contained even one
unique character. Specifically, thed presence of one unique letter that occurs
as an inflectional suffix on a singular noun, is sufficient to cancel any
effect of bivalence in lexical decision (Feldman, Kostid, Lukatela, & Turvey,
1981). It seems that while the presence ofambiguousand common letters is a
necessary condition for phonological bivalence and the size of the effect
depends on the number of such ambiguous letters, nevertheless any effect can
be cancelled by the presence of even a single character that uniquely
specifies alphabet.

At this point it is tempting to conclude that skilled readers of Serbo
Croatian, when performing the lexical decision (and naming) task, are always
sensitive to the presence of ambiguous and unique characters. liwever,
results of two experiments suggest that there is need for further qualifica
tion. Given the availability of two alphabets for SerbvCroatian, it is
possible to create a novel but interpretable string by mixing characters from
the Raman and Cyrillic alphabets. When words were selected so as not to
include any potentially ambiguous characters in their mixed alphabet form,
lexical decision judgment times for words (Katz & Feldman, 1981) and naming
times for words (Feldman & KostiC, 1981) were no slower for mixed alphabet
forms (e.g., OLAWA) than for pure alphabet forms of the same letter strings
(e.g., FLAh). Evidently, skilled readers can perform both lexical decision

7,5
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and naming in a phonologically analytic manner that is indifferent to mixed
alphabet distortions to visual form. In conclusion, under the special

conditions of bi-alphabetically induced phonological ambiguity, attention to
some visual characteristics of letter strings is manifest only when it serves
to disambiguate alphabet.

NAMING PERFORMANCE FOR BI-ALPHABETIC BEGINNING READERS

When beginning readers of Serbo-Croatian performed a naming task, letter
strings composed of ambiguous and common characters were named more slowly
than the unique alphabet transcription of the same word (Feldman, Note 2). In

that experiment, half the letter strings were ambiguous and half were unique
to one alphabet. hmong the ambiguous letter strings, half were words by their
Cyrillic reading (and pseudowords by their Roman reading) and half were words
by their Roman reading (and pseudowords by their Cyrillic reading). Further,
among those letter strings that contained unique and common letters, half were
unequivocally Cyrillic and half were unequivocally Roman. Finally, within
both ambiguous and unique letter strings, half were words by one of their
readings and half were always pseudowords. Subsequent to the bi-alphabetic
naming task, each subject named a list of pseudowords, all of which were
written in an unequivocally Cyrillic transcription. Third- and fifth-grade

students, all of whom had learned Cyrillic print in first gr.& and Roman
print in second grade, served as subjects.

Results indicated that overall, naming was slower for third-graders than
for fifth-graders and that both third and fifth graders were slowed more when
naming phonologically bivalent letter strings than when naming unique alphabet
controls. This result occurred with ambiguous words (both Roman and Cyrillic)
and with ambiguous pseudowords. Thus, the effect of bivalence is conaistent
with the naming data in adults reported above. The design of this experiment
also permitted a comparison of bivalence across alphabets. For third-graders,
the degree of impairment was greater when the ambiguous letter string is a
word by its Roman reading (and a pseudoword by its Cyrillic reading),

e.g., BATAK, than when,it is.a word by its Cyrillic reading (and a pseudoword
by its Roman reading), e.g., EKCEP. For fifth-graders, however, there was no
such interaction (see Figure 4), The asymmetric interference of first-learned
and.second-learned alphabrA in naming ambiguous letter strings for younger
readers but not for Older readers suggests that the asymmetry is only

temporary and that it may be equalized through experience.

In subsequent analyses, mean pseudoword naming time was used as a measure
of reading skill for each child; the difference between each subject's latency
to name all unique words and his or her latency to name all ambiguous words
served as a measure of the impairment due to phonological bivalence. The

correlation computed between pseudoword naming time and impairment due to

phonological bivalence was significant and negative, r = -.33, t = 2.80

p < .05. That is, those readers who were fastest at decoding pseudoworas were
most slowed with bivalent letter strings.

In summary, results for naming ambiguous letter strings in both skilled
and less-skilled beginning readers revealed a significant effect of phonologi-

cal ambiguity on,naming time. In addition, the phonological analysis required
to recognize a phonologically bivalent letter string may be more vulnerable to
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1300

THIRP GRADE

1100

1000

AMBIGUOUS BATAK EKCEP
UNAMBIGUOUS 5ATAK EKSER

ESI AMBIGUOUS ROMANCi AMBIGUOUS CYRLUCCI UNAMBIGUOUS
CONTROL

i

FIFTH GRADE

BATAK EKCEP
5ATAK EKSER

Figure 4 Mean reaction time for third- and fifth-graders to name AMBIGUOUS
(Roman and Cyrillic) words and the UNAMBIGUOUS alphabet
transcription of the same words.
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disruption when that letter string is a mord by the secondlearned _alphabet

reading than when ,it is a word by the --firstlearned alphabet

reading.2 Finally, using pseudoword naming speed as an index of reading
skill, the detriment to performance caused by reliance on a phonologically
analytic recognition strategy when naming ambiguous ldtter strings was greater
in skilled beginning readers than in lessskilled beginning readers.

- THE COMMAND OF T140 SYMBOL SYSTEMS

The above results provide the following characterization of bi
alphabetism: la) When confronted with a letter string coMposed entirely of
ambiguous and common letters, readers are slowed relative to their performance

on an alternative transcription of the same word that is comprised of

characters that are unique to one alphabet. However, with a letter string
composed exclusively of common letters, readers are no slower than with a
letter string that includes at least one unique letter. lb) The magnitude of
the difference between the ambiguous transcription of a letter string and the
unique alphabet transcription of that same letter string- increases as the

number of ambiguous characters increases. 2) The presence of a single unique

letter is sufficient to neutralize any effect of ambiguous letters. 3) When

one word contains a mix of unique letters from both the Roman and Cyrillic

alphabets, readers are not slowed relative to the performance ,on the same
letter string transcribed in purely Roman or purely Cyrillic script. 4) .

Appreciation of bivalent phonology with a subsequent impairment to performance

is enhanced as the efficacy of phonological decoding skill increases.

In summary, the findings on phonological ambiguity imply that in the act
of reading, full command of the alphabets of SerboCroatian does not entail
two functionally independent symbol systems. There are experimental

circumstances in which violations to alphabetic integrity have no detrimental

effect. These include: 1) distortions of surface orthographic form in the
case where unique characters from both alphabets are merged together in one

letter string or 2) mixed contexts in which some words are printed in Roman

and other words are printed in Cyrillic. In other cases, inability to
differentiate between alphabets impairs performance. Skilled readers are not

able to restrict themlves deliberately to the Roman alphabet when the
alphabetic context of the experiment and/or the instructions to the subject

would invite an exclusively Roman mode. Moreover, readers of SerboCroatian

proceed in a phonologically analytic manner: The extent of the detriment
produced by ambiguous letter strings depends on the number and distribution of

characters that occur in both alphabets, provided that those characters

engender a different phonemic interpretation in each. It is also the case,

however, that command of two alphabetic symbol systemd allows the skilled

reader to designate which alphabetic interpretation to apply by scanning the

entire letter string for a unique character, a process that, occurs'

independently of performing a phonological analysis. That is, in a fully

ambiguous bi=alphabetic context, skilled readers are not indifferent to

components of orthographic structure: The presence of a unique character may

constrain the reader by specifiying one particular alphabet. Collectively,

the results of experiments on the two alphabetic systems of SerboCroatian

suggest that skilled readers typically do not separate these two symbol

systems: Command of the two symbol systems of SerboCroatian does not mean /

two autonomous alphabetic systems. ,
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FOOTNOTES

lIn the naming task, a correct reading of an ambiguous pseudoword
permitted two options. In analyzing the pseudoword data, either
interpretation was- accepted. For the word data, there was only one correct
interpretation.

2In this interpretation, I am assuming that there is no intrinSic
difference between alphabet and that analogous results would be obtained in a
Roman first, Cyrillic second'environment. This outcome has not been tested,
however,
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ORTHOGRAPHIC AND PHONEMIC CODING FOR WORD IDENTIFICATION: EVIDENCE FROM
HEBREW

Shlorno Eentin,+ Neta Bargai,+ Amirani Carmon,+ and Leonard Katz++

_ -
Abstract. In Hebrew script, vowels are represented by small dots
that are added to the consonants. In most printed material the dots
are omitted, so that the reader sees only consonant strings.
Because several different words (with different vowel structures)
can share the same consonant string, a mique pronmciation for such
a string is Lltermined by the syntactic and semantic contexts. Thepurpose of this study was to investigate the influence of this
phonemically ambiguous script on the reader's use of phonemic
information for printed word recognition. In the first experiment,
subjects were asked to name, as fast as possible, isolated words
presented as consonant strings 'without vowels.' Naming was faster
utien a single lexically valid trontmciation was possible than rtren
the stimulus could be pronowced in several ways. In contrast; in
the second experiment, the same phonemic ambiguity did not interfere
with lexical decision, suggesting that phonemic codes were not used
for printed ward recognition. ,This suggestion was further investi-
gated in a subsequent lexical decision \task in thich all consonant

\, strings (words and normords) were presented with the vowel dots.
There were three groups of nonwords: (1) the nonwords were homo-
phonic to real words but, because of one different connant, looked
different; (2) the nonwords were mazle up of the same consonants as

I real words (orthographically similar) but, because of different
vowels, sormded different; (3), the notmords were neither phonemical-
ly nor orthographically similar to real W3 rds. Response time was
fastest for the totally disSimilar nonwords and longest for the

\ orthographically similar nonWords. Presumably, graphemic informa-
tion provided by the print wa4 more important than phonemic informa-
tion in partially activating real, hord lexical entries and, thereby,
slowing rejection of the orthographically similar nonwords. In
bontrast,_those real uords that had been primpd by phonemically or
orthographically similar nonwords were facilitated equally by both.
This equality-suggests that -the priming effect had been-med-lated by
those same real words that had been activated in the lexicon by the
similar nonword primes. Sevjeral implications for models of printed
word recognition are discussed.

+Aranne Laboratory of ibman Psychology, Hadassah Hospital, and Depar.tmerit of
Psyctology, Hebrew Irriversity, Jerusalem.

-++Also thiversity of Connecticut.
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,
The , present study was concerned lith the. irocess of printed word

recognition and with the way in which print is related to the representation
of words in the internal lexicon. A.olose relationship should exist bet en
the nature of the,,phonological informition provided by an orthography and 1the
way the print maps onto the internalzlexicon. For extiaple, the Serbo:-Croa ian

spelling system keeps an isomorphic relationship between letters and phon es;

letter-to-phoneme translation is therefore straightforward and requires mini-
mal contextual linguistic information. It.might seem reasonable to s y ggest,

therefore, that phonemic codes mediate between print and the lexical tem it
represents. Ct: the other hand, English sp6lling most often recces nts the
morphophonemic Ilevel rather than the phonemic; the 'inyariance in/ meaning
between yords is represented by an invariant spelling in spite of changes in
phonemics (as in "heal-hcalth" and "decagraa-decimal"). This makes the rules
for letter-to-phoneme translation,more complex and indirect, suggesting that .
phonemic codes may be less often used by the skilled English reader. It seems
plausible that skilled reading in English and Serbo-Croatian are efficient
processes becaUse the behavior is a well-exercised one. Helwever, what is
efficient for one orthography is not necessarily efficient for the other.

'Differences in the reading processibetween Serbo-Croatian and English may
be particularly strong in the subproces3 that is involved in word identifica-
tion, because it is here that the two orthographies differ most. Word
identification is, most often studied in the laboratory by. means of the lexical
decision task. It has been suggested that the major faotor determining a

skilled reader's use of phonemic recoding in making a lexical decision is the
directness with utlich the reader's orthography maps onto the phonemic space. of
his/her language (Feldman & Thrvey, in press; Katz & Feldman, 1982). Indeed,
the evidence presented by,Feldman and Thrvey (in press), strongly supports the
notion that printed .sord identification in Serbo..-Croatian, depends heavily on a
phonemically derived code, while in English, most evidence p'esented so far

suggests that phonemic codes ;are less often used (Coltheart, Davelaar,
Jonasson, & Eesner, 1977; Forster & Qmrabers, 1973; Frederiksen & Kroll,
1976). Katz and Feldman (1983) support this suggestion wi`h data that
directly compare Serbo-Croatian and English readers.

The present study extends
\
'tkhe consideration of the relation between

orthography and the process of pqnted word identification to Hebrew. The

Hebrew orthography offers a unique opportunity for studying a' reader's
dependence on phonemic codes, because it allows manipulation of the phonologi-
cal information carried by a single string of letters. Hebrew hat an unusual
--system---for-- -representing -vowels in print: small graphic symbols (dots) that
are appended to the consonants, but cannot stand by themselves. The full
vriting system (consonants and dots) is initially taught in the first grades
of elementary schpol, but the adult reader sees it only infrequently outside
of prayer books and poetry. 'In all Jother printed material the vowel dots are
omitted. Ibis produces a situation 4:ere many (but not all) Hebrew words with
the same sequence of consonant characters can be pronounced in several ways,
each one a different legal Hebrew word (Figtre 1). In order to rtorb):21ce the

word, the reader Must assign one of these alternatives to the character string
on the basis of the context.

The Hebrew orthography can be considered, therefore, to represent phonem-
ic informatiorr even more indirectly than English. While, in English, vowel

Si
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symbols are always present but may represent alternative phonemic representa-
tions, such vowel symbols are totally absent in normally printed Hebrew, and
the phonemiC representation of a string of letters becomes correspondingly
more anbigUous. Imporiantly, the missing information is vowel information, sothat no articulation of the remaining consonants is specified in the print;
only ab'stract consonantal phonemic information remains. Given this lack ofspecificity in the phonemic realization of% the word, it would seem to be
likely that printed w3r51s in fiebrew map directlyito more abstract morphophono-
logical representations.

Examples of single and multiple pronuricable Habrew consonant strings

The word as soon in print lip
The dlgerent pronunciations (with vowel dole)

Hebrew wads no: wit:T .... 1st
,

nig:
T
ltit:: 'IV INV

Phonetic rePrellentation 4ket e r saps r siper *afar epor super Gapers ,.......
English translation book barber (he) told

(No cuts he counted count
,n_.,,,,.

;sass Zu tell

The word as seen in print

The single pronounciation keg*/
,.

English translation money

Figure 1. Exemples of single and multiple pronounciation Hebrew words.

The present study was designed, to test this hypothesis, that is, ,to
determine the extent to which phonemic information is relied on for word
iderafication in Hebrew. tIf the relation between the directness of an
orthography and photrmic cbding that we have described above is true, then we
should find little dependence on phonemic coding. Lexical decision in Hebrew
should be less dependent ,on phonemic translation of the print. Nevertheless,
the suggestion has been made (NaVon & Shimron, 1981) that the skilled Hebrew
reader uses phonemic information- in general and vowel information in particti-
lar in accessing the mental lexicon, that is, that printed word identification
depends1 on a phonemic code. . Nevon and aiimron base this proposal on,
experiments in which subjects named Hebrew words that had been printed either
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with- or Without vowels. Naming was fotrid to be faster for W3 rds with vowels.
Furthermore, substituting a graphemically different ba allophonically identi-
.cal vowel for the-correctly spelled, one did not slow the response, that is,
graphemic dissimilarity did not disrupt naming. But the authors' proposal
that lexical access is dependent on a phonemic code was an extrapolation from
thein naming experiments; no lexical decision experiments had been run. In
naming, both prelexical and postlexical factors inn-In-nee the performance. Cn

the other hand, beCause naming necessarily invol,es the use of phonemic codes,
it is a task in wtich their possible effect on performance can be investigat-
ed. The experiments reported here use 'both naming and lexical decision
paradigms in a complementing manner to study the use oT phonemic coding of
print.

In our first two experiments, subjects ere presented with strings of
consonants without the vowel dots. Response times to two types of strings
were compared: strings that represent one and only one WO rd uniquely (single-
wora strings) and strings that represent more than one WO rd depending on the
vow' , (multiple-wol-d strings) (Figure 1 gives an exanple of each type)..
in the exanple, ea,.:11 multiple-word consonant string represents sevePal real
words, each of wilich W3 uld display a different set of vowels if the vowels
were printed. Thus, nkultiple-word letter strings are phonemically F. nd morpho-
phonologically more ambigizus than those strings that can be related to only
one lexically valid phonemic representation. An initial experiment was
required in...order to demonstrate that, in performing a task in which phonemic:
codes are used, multiple pront.nciations interfere with the response. A word
naming task was used for this purpose. Although a naming response cas, in
theory, be generated lexically, without a letter-level grapheme-tophoneme
process, it appears that the phonemIc code is, in fact, characteristically
used for naming printed words (Navon & alimron, 1981). A phonemic ambiguity
effect was, in fact, obtained in our naming experiment; the same stimuli were
then used to assess the use of a phonemic code in lexical decision. If indeed
a Complete phonemic code (consonants plus vowels) is necessary for a lexical
decision, response time should be delayed for multiple WO rd strings relative
to miquely pronomceable letter strings. RI the other hand, if no retards-
tion is fotrid, it could be becailSe no phonemic analysis occurred, or only a
partial analysis occurred that took only,conSonants into account. The process
of word recognition was further investigated in a third experiment in which
all st:kmuli were ',resented with vowel dot: so that each had a unique
pronunciation. 4 use of phonemic coding was 'assessed by comparing the
response times to nonwords that were either phonemically or orthographically
similar to real WO rds, vnd to the real vrds that had been primed by these
similar nonwords. It was expected that phonemic similarity would be less
effective-than orthographic similarity.

EXPERIMENT 1

Before multiple-word and stagle-word consonant strings could be compared
in a lexical decision paradigm, we had to establish the validity of the
manipulation. Mat is, we had to determine first that multiple-word strings
were in fact more ambiguous than single-word strings when a complete phonemic
code had to be utilized by the subject. Therefore, a naming Paradigm was
chosen; the revirement to pronounce the stimulus consonant string ensured
that the correct vowels as well as .the consonants would be coded at some point,

8 0-*
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in the process. If multiple-word strings failed to be pronounced more slowly
than single-word strings, the same comparison would be of no value in a
lexical decision paradigm. en the other hand, a positive result would allow
further exploration of this ambiguity effect.

Method

Sub 'ects. Eight male and eight female: undergraduate students participat-
ed as part of the requirements of an intk)ductory psychology course. They
were all native speakers of Hebrew with normal or corrected-to-normal. vision,
and were naive with rege"d to the experimental hypothesis.

Stimuli and apparatus. Three-hundred ,words, printed as consonant strings
without vowels, were presented to 1 5 judges who classified each as high,
mediun, or low frequency. All words consisted of three letters and were two

, syllables in length., Since some of the characters in Hebrew may be given a
vowel sould in addition to their customary consonant reading, only words that

, ape spelled with pure consonants were selected. Those words that were
classified by at least 13 of the 15 judges in one of the two extreme frecpency

__groups were considered for inclusion in the set of experimental words. From
each of the two frequency groups, 12 nouis with only -,ne legal pronunciation
each and 1 2 words with at least three legal pronmciations each (one of which
was a nom) were selected, making a total of 48 stimuli in all.

All of the stimuli were generated by a computer to appear in the center
of a cathode ray tube. The size of each letter was 1 cm x 1 cm and the length
of the whole word was 5 cm, subtending a visu-' angle of approximately 4.1
degrees.

The subject's verbal response was recorded by a Mura DX-1 1 8 microphone,
which was connected to a voice key. The reaction time was measured by the
computer from stimulus onset.

Procedure. The experiment took place in a semi-darkened soundproof room.
albjects sat approximately 70 cm from the screen. They were instructed to
name, a's fast as possible, individual words that appeared on the scren at a
rate of one every two seconds. Stimulus duration was terminated by the
subject's response. (There were no failures to respond within two seconds.)
The verbal response given by the subject was recorded by the experimenter in
order to detect reading errors and pronunciation preferences, if any. All 4 8
words were presented in one session that was preceded by 5 training trials.

Results

Reaction times were averaged for each subject over the 12 words in each
combination of frequency (high/low) and number of pronunciations
(single/multiple). The reliability of these means was assessed by calculating
a coefficient of variation (the ratio of standard deviation over mean) . All
the coeffictents were lower than 0.2, suggesting that the means were reliable
estimates for the individual distributions.

Inspection of Figure ,2 suggests that there wexe effects of both frequency
and phonemic ambiguity. 'This was supported by an analysis of variance that
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revealed that both the frequency and phonemic ambiguity-factors were signifi-
cant: Response times to high frequency words were faster than to low
frequency words, F(1,15) = 48.99, MSe = 2543, 2 < .001. With both high and
low frequency words, the response to strings that were phonemically ambiguous
was delayed relative to those strings that had only one legal prontriciation,
F(1,15) = 31.94, MSe = 572 8, 2 < .001. The interaction was not significant.

RT

(msec)

900-

860-

800-

750-

700-

650-

600

NAMING TASK

SINGLE PRONUNCIATION
_

MULTIPLE PRONUNCIATION

HIGH LOW

WORD FREOUENCY

Figure 2. Naming time for single and multiple pronounciation, low and high
frequency words.

Analyses of the specific pronunciations produced
by each subject showed that all words were given
However, there was variability in- the specific word
assign to a given consonant string. For the set of
the range of the nunber of subjects giving identical
(out of a total of 16 subjects) with a median nunber o

for multiple-word items
a legal pronunciation.
that subjects chose to
24 mul tipl e-word items ,

responses was 5 to 15
f 7.

Discussion

Matiple-word consonant strings were named more slowly than single-word
strings. It is clear, therefore, that in naming, subjects could not ignore
the multiple phonemic (or semantic) representations of the ambiguous string.
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However, the results were equivocal, with regard to the locus oi' the effect;
both prelexical and postlexical explanations remained vi,sble for the naming
task. Nevertheless, the outcome of this experiment placed constra.`.nts on the
interpretations of possible outcomes for a lexical decision experthent. The
absence of an ambiguity effect in a lexical decision experiment cluld only
indicate that the source of the effect in Experiment 1 was postlexical in
nature and that phonemic anbiguity (and, therefore, a phonemic code) has no
effect on lexical access.

EXPERItENT 2

Multiple-word and single-word consonant strings without vowels were
presented in a lexical decision paradigm. If multiple-word strings are
recognized by means of a pho'nemic code, then the ambiguity in the transform
from print to phonemics should delay the decision to those- strings relative to
single-word strings. Cn the other hand, if no effect of ambiguity is found,
this result, together with the outcome of Experiment 1, will suggest that a
phonemic transform of print does not play an important role in word recogni-
tion in Hebrew.

Method

Subjects. Eight male and eight female undergraduate students participat-
ed as part of the requirements for an introductory psychology cotrse. They
were native Hebrew speakers and were about the same age as the subjects in
Experiment 1.

Stimuli and apparatus. The same 48 words used for naming in Experiment 1

were used for lexical decisions in this experiment: 24 high frequency and 24
low frequency words. In each frequency group, half of the consonant strings
could take only one regal pronunciation, while the others could be pronounced
in at least three different ways. Forty-eight nonwords were added; they were
formed by permuting-the order of the consonants of the real words so that the
result had no possible pronunciation that would form a legal word. Since the
vowels were not printed, all the nonw)rds could be pronounced by arbitrarily
assigning vowels. All 96 stimuli were presented with a different randomiza-
tion for each subject.

Procedure. The conditions of Experiment 1 Were repeated in this experi-
ment. In addition, the subj;ects were instructed to press one of tto
alternative microswitch buttonS, according to whether the stimulus on the
screen was or was not a legal Hebrew word. The dominant hand was always used
for "Yes" (i.e.,, "word") responses and the contralateral hand for the "No"
responses.

Following the instructions, tea training trials (5 words and 5 nonwords)
were presented. Then, 96 test trials were given in two blociPq of 48 trials
each. A ready signal preceded each 'block. The subject started the test
stimulus sequence in each block by pressing a start button that cleared the
screen. The interstimulus interval was 2 sec. The interblock time interval
was between 3 and 5 minutes.

:31.
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Results

The reaction times for correct "Yes" (i.e., "word") responses were
averaged for each subject over the twelve words,in each combination of high
and low frequency and single and multiple pronmciation. These averages were
tested for reliability by computing a coefficient of variation. All coeffi-
cients of variation were smaller than 0.2.

Responses to high frequency words were significantly faster than
responses to low frequency words, F(1,15) = 57.21, MSe = 3171, 2 < .001. In
addition, a significant interaction was found between frequency and phonemic
ambiguity, F(1,15) = 10.37, MSe = 1204, < .001. F.xanination of the means
revealed an unexpected result. Although Fisher's protected t-tests indicated
that reaction times to single-wird and multiple-word stimulus strings were not
different for high frequency words, there were differences for low frequency
words. In contrast to the delayed response to multipleword strings that was
fould in Experiment 1, the lexical decisions for low frbquency, multiple-word
strings wre faster than for low frequency, single-word strings, t(15) = 3.18,
_2 < .01. These results are presented in Figure 3.

RT

(msec) :0**::.

LEXICAL DECISION TASK

SINGLE PRONUNCIATION

800
MULTIPLE PRONUNCIATION

750

700

650

550

500
HIGH LOW

WORD FREQUENCY

Figure 3. Lexical decisiton time for single and multiple pronounciation low
and high frequency words.
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Error percentages are presented in Table 1. An analysis of variance on
the percentage of errors in each group revealed that there were significantly
more errors for low frequency words than for high frequency words, F(1,15) =
114.99, 2 < .001. No other effects were found.

Comparison of the response times in Experiments 1 and 2 revealed that it
took significantly longer to name the words than to recognize them in the
lexical decision task, t(28) = 3.11, 2 < 0.0014.

Table 1

Percentage of Incorrect Responses .to Single and Multiple Pronunciation High
and I.DV1 Frequency Words in a Lexical_ Decision Task.

Discussion

4.

Pronunciation

Single

Frequency

High 7.29%

Low 1.56%

Multiple

5.21%

1.56%

In contrast to the effects found for naming, lexical decision time was
not slower for multiple-word strings. Cn the contrary, multiple-word strings
were recognized even faster than single-word strings, for low frequency words
(but not for high frequency words). There are tv.0 alternative explanations
for these results.

The first explanation is based on the assumption that in Hebrew the
phonemic code plays only a minor role in lexical access. Consequently,
phonemic ambiguity should have no effect on the response time when overt
naming is not required. The delayed response for multiple word strings in
naming tould be, then, the result of a postlexical interference 3uch as the
requirement for response selection..

This hypothesis lOuld predict no phonemic ambiguity effects for both high
and low frequency words. However, if the frequency of the letter strings is
considered (by a cunulative frequency of all the possible phonological
realizations of the same consonant str,ing), the response facilitation for low
frequency multiple %lord strings might be the result of an artifact of the
procedure used to select high and low frequency word stimuli for the
experiment. Frequency was determined by means of ratings obtained from
juJges, but the judges may have systematically underestimated the true

8 6
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frequency of the multiple wrd consonant strings,. This would have happened if
the judges considered only one (probably the. most frequent) meaning, of the
s'everal belonging to eaeh string, ignoring the additional phonological reali-
zations that were possible. Cur introspectionS suggest that this certainly
could have happened. The underestimation would affect the low frequency
strings more, since the frequency added to a given string by each phonologic
alternative is relatively higher. Thus, the apparent facilitation of the low

frequency multiple-word strings would be accounted for as a simple frequency
effect; the multiple-word strings we used may have been more frequent than the
single word strings. Unfortunately there is no reliable, source of word
frequenty data in Hebrew; therefore, this hypothesis could not be verified.

A second way of accounting for the absence of an interference effect due
to phonemic ambiguity is based on the assumption that. a multiple-word string
activates its several different phonemic codes, which activate different
entries in the lexicon simultaneously. The facilitation might be accounted
for as an interaction among phonemic representations. Then, the interference
effect 5r. naming associated with phonemic ambiguity must be -ccoixited for as

the net result of a tradeoff between a process of rapid parallel lexical
access and interference among the resultant phonemically coded words that
compete for articulation. However, this hypothesis does not explain the

interaction between the frequency and the nunber of phonemic realizations.

We favor the first explanation, in which a direct mapping of the print to
abstract morphophonological repres&ntations is suggested. Support for this
explanation is provided by other data that indicate that, when multiple
phoneme codes are used for lexical access, the reault is an inhibitition,
rather than a facilitation, of word recognition. The data are from experi-
ments in the Serbo-Croatian language. As we stated above, printed words in
Serbo-Croatian have unique pronunciations. lbwever, printed material can be
produced in either of two different alphabets, the Cyrillic and the lbman.
Although the two alphabets consist of distinct graphemes, for the most part,
there are some graphemes common to both alphabets, and some of these have
different pronunciations in the two alphabets. That is, there are some

letters that look identical but sound different. A string that is made up of

these phonemically ambiguous lettez s will have two pronunciptiorm, one in each
alphabet, either or both of which may be a real word. Both alphabets are

taught to all children in elementary school and native spea;cers typically

become facile at reading in either. Experiments by Feldman and Thrvey (1982),

and by Lukatel a , Po pad id , Ognej enov id , and Thrvey (1980 ) hav e d emon strafed

that subjects are slower in recognizing phonemically ambiguous words in

lexical. decision and naming tasks and that the inhibition is due ".,o the

ambiguity of the phonemics and not to the duality of meaning. In contrast, in

English; it has been shown that. multiple meanings speed lexical decisions

rather than inhibit them (Forster & Bednall, 1973; Jastrzembski & Stanners,

1975). Therefore, in the present experiment, it seems unlikely that the'

phonemic ambiguity of the Hebrew multiple-word strings would be the source of
facilitation in lexical decision, a result that would.be inconsistent with the
findings in Serbo-Croatian. Rather, consistent with the findings for English,
the facilitating effect on multiple-word strings is more likely to be due to
causes unrelated to phonemic coding.

8:"J
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EXPERIMENT 3

Although the evidence in Experiment 2 suggests that full phonemic codingdoes not precede lexical access, the results were not :unequivocal. Therefore,a third experiment was run. A lexical decision priming paradigm was used inwhich all stimuli, both targets and primes, were printed with full notation,that is, including vowels. The critical target words were preceded bynonwords that were either orthographically similar to the target or werephonemically similar. The two menbers of an orthographically similar prime'target pair were spelled with identical consonants but with different vowels,so that the pronunciation of the prime resulted in a nonword. A phonemicallysimilar pair contained members that were pronounced identically but werespelled differently, by using one different, but allophonic, consonant betweenthe two strings. Exanples are given in Figure 4.

Examples of phonetic and orthographic priming

FREQUENCY
TYPE OF
PRIMING PRIMES (nonwords) TARGETS (words)

HIGH

ORTHO-
GRAPHIC

STIMULUS PHONEME STIMULUS PHONEME ENGUSH
i; . . ,

4 MI J
1ff ".

even 1: N even stone

PHONETIC tm 0 t
1%. 1%.

kesef till; kesef money

LOW

ORTHO-
GRAPHIC

all anik et
am ie.! nekiv Z 1,.k2... ,keV hole

PHONETIC 1.14 ri N
T T

atav = bot-
T T

stay clothe, pin

Figure IL Exanples of orthographically and phonemically similar nonwords.

The implications of this manipulation are straightforward: If one type
of priming facilitates and the other does not, the dominant code type is the
one that is important for word recognition.

A second effect is to be expected ,_one that does not involve priming but
concern-a nOiltsfOrds alone. The critical (similar) nowsords, due to their
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construction, either look like real wards (because of their consonant pattern)
but do not sould like real words (because of their vowel pattern) or,

conversely, solnd like real words but do not look like them. Therefore,
correct responses to these nonwords should bp delayed if a search of the
lexicon discovers real words that are similar. Again, the implication is

clear: Either phonemically similar or orthographically similar nonwords will
be slower, whichever is closer to the primary lexical code.

Method

, Subjects. Eight male and eight female students vino had not participated
in any of the previous experiments took part _in this experiment as a

c-r-equir.enent of an introductory psychology course. -

Stimuli and design. The stimuli were 148 words and 148 nonwords, all

rinted with the vowel dots, giving each stimulus a mique pronunciation.
entyfour high frequency and VI low .frequency words were selected from the
00 threeconsonant words as described in Experiment 1. Welve out of the 214

words in:bach frequency group were selected to be targets to priming and

preceded by a trial in which a nonword was presented. Drelve out of these 214
nonward primes (six for each word frequency group) were designed to produce a
primarily phonemic facilitation in recognizing the following wards by being
identical homophones. The substitution of one letter with an allophone male
them orthographically nonwords (Figure 14). The other 12 nonword primes (six
in each word frequency category) had consonant strings identical to their

following words, but different vowel dots male them sound like nonwords. They

were expected to have a primarily orthographic priming effect (Figure 14). The

other VI words were not specifirtally primed.

The 214 nonwords that were not ue.ad for priming (ponsimilar nonwards),
were strings of 3 consonant characters plus vowels that were obtained by
recombining the consonant characters in the 214 unprimed words. TWelve

additional nonwards were presented but were not considered for analysis:

These nonwards were similar to wards (six orthographically and six phonemical
ly), but they were not followed by any real ward counterparts. These 12 words

were presented in order to discourage the subjects from predicting the

occurrence of a word on the trial following a nonword that was similar to a
real ward. Different quasirandomizations were used for each. subject. The

only'constraint on the randomization was to keep together the pairs of priming
nonwords and priming wards. All stimuli were generated on a CRT in the same

way as for Experiments 1 and 2.

Procedure. The procedure was similar to that followed in Experiment 2.

The subjects were instructed to press the appropriate but.ton as fast as

possible. They were told that both the spelling and the sound of a stimulus
cointed for the decision. Ten training trials (5 words and 5 nonwords)

preceded the first experimental trial block.

Results

Both reaction times and error percentages were averaged over the wards
within conditions for each subject. Errors were few (from zero to a maximum
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\
of three errors per condition). Analyses of va(ri-rar:ce on errors produced nosignificant results.

Inspection of Figure 5 shows that for reaction times, both graphemic and
phonemic similarity interfered with correct nonward responses. tbwever,graphemic similarity delayed the correct "It" responses significantly morethan tivAphonemical similarity. This suggestion was supported by a onewayanalysis o.f variance on the correct "NO" 'responses, which revealed thatnonwords that were not similar to words were the easiest for the subject toreject as words. Response time was fastest for the dissimilar nonwords andlongest for those that were similar graphemically, F(2,30) = 9.87, MSe = 3421;2 < 0.001. *Noway analysis of variance on the correct responses for onlythose critical nonwords that were similar to dards revealed that it tooksignificantly longer to reject the nonwords that were graphemically similar towords than the :nonwords whose similarity was mainly phonemic, F(1,15) = 5.45,
MSe = 1 8136, .2 < .04. Also, it was found that nohwords that were similar tohigh frequency words were rejected faster than those nonwards that weresimilar to low frequency words, F(1,15) = 11.44, MSe = 2632, 2 < .004. Therewas no significant interaction.

QWords that were preceded by similar nonwords were responded to fasterthan words that were preceded by unrelated nonwords or by unrelated words(Figure 6). Fbwever, the facilitation effect of both graphemic and phonemic
similarity did not differ significantly. An analysis of Frequency (High/Low)
by Priming (Primed/Unprimed) for reaction times on correct ward responsesrevealed that primed words were, in fact, responded to faster than unprimed
wards, F(1,15) = 58.7, MSe = 6057, 2 < .001. Also the reaction times to high
frequency words were faster than to low frequency words, F(1,15) = 2 7.72, MSe= 561 3, 2 < .001. A second analysis of variance of Frequency (High/Low) by
Priming Made (Graphemic/Phonemic) on the reaction times to primed W3 rdsrevealed that' even within the group of ,primed wards, the high frequency words
were responded to faster than the low frequency words, F(1,15) = 8.06, MSe =9 630, 2 < .01. The reaction times to the graphemically primed W3 rds appearedto be faater than to phonemically primed wards, but this difference failed toreach statistical significance. iaso,; the Frequency ar.e.:. Priming Made factors
did not interact significantly.

The response time to the unprimed W3 rds and the nonsimilar nonwords in
Experiment 3 was compared with the response time to words with single
pronunciation and nonwords in Experiment 2. 114o factors analysis of variance
revealed that the response times were faster in Experiment 2, F(1,30) = 4 1.95;
MSe = 242 92, 2 < 0.0001. Also, the response time to words was faSter Wlan tononwords in Experiment 3, but slower in Experiment 2. This interaction wassupported by the analysis of variance, F(1,30) = 11.07, MSe = 4430, 2 < 0.002.

Discussion

Mose nonwords that were misspelled but 'phonemically similar to words
were rejected faster than those that were similar in print but differently
pronounced. In addition, the responses to bc.th of these groups of nonwords
were delayed relative to responses to regular nonwrrds (i.e., nonwords that
neither look nor sound like real words).
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NO RESPONSElf TO NON-WORDS IN

RT A LEXICAL DECISION TASK
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Figure 5. The reaction, time to nonwords that were similar or nonsimilar to
real words in a lexical decision task.
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Figure 6. , The reaction time to primcd and unpr /imed %lords in a lexical
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Other investigators 'have/ also denonstrated that certain classes ofnonwords are harder to reject as real hords. For ,exanple, it has beenreported that nonlegal nonwords here responded to faster than legal nonwords(Stanners & Forbach, 1973). In a different study, Coltheart et al. (1 977)assigned nonhords an index "N," where "N" was the nunber, of different Englishwards that could be produced by changing just one of the;letters in the stringto another letter, preserving letter positions. Nonwords with higher "Nnswere responded to slower than nonwords with lower "N"s. These results suggestthat the more similar a nonword is to a real W3 rd, the longer is the lexicaldecision time required to reject it. It seems, therefore, that in the presentstudy the orthographically similar nonwords hie/re associated with the realwords more closely than were the phonemically similar nonhords. Of cowse,both groups of similar nonwords shared both phonemic and orthographic information with real %cords. It was reported, however, that the rejection ofpseWohomophones is interfered with by their visual rather than phonemicsimilarity to words (Martin, 1982).
/A correct "No" response to the orthographically similar nonhords Musthave been based on reading the vowel dots in addition to the consonants. Incontrast, correct rejectionof the phonemically similar nonhords could be maleby considering only the cohsonantal letters alone. Since the adult/Hebrewreader does not habitually read the vowels, it could be argued that thismight, by itselt, explain the ..pr.ecedence given to -con'sonants- and, thus, thedifference Observed between the tut- nonword categories. This explanationassumes that identification of printed words in Hebrew is peimarly based onthe consonant configuration that contains only pa tial information about aW3rd' s phonemics. Thus, this implication is in co plete agreement with thehypothesis raised in this study, that the process of printed hord recognition

in Hebrew is based mainly on the orthographic information provided 'by theconsonant letters. ,
1

/
The interference with correct "No" responses found in this/stgy can be

explained within the context of the logogen theory suggested iniitially by
Morton .(1969, 1970), and later expanded to explain nonhord responses, byColtheart et al. (1 977). According to this model, lexical memory inqlupc aset of evidencecollecting devices--the logogens. These logogens svve as aninterface between the sensory System and the cognitive lexical memory. Eachword in memory has its own logogen'. Logogens are activated by stimuli thatare physically similar to the Viords to which the specific logogens arerelated. There is a positive correlation between the amqunt of similarity and
the level of the logogen excitation. Logogens have thresholds that are
inversely related to word frequency. Whenever a logogen is excited beyond its
threshold, the access to the W3 rd in the cognitive lexicon, is acheived and the
"Yes" reaponse is-generated. , However, 'if no logogen was excited beyond its
threshold within a given time limit, a "lb" response is generated. This timeliMit is dynamically adjusted up and down during processing. Stimuli that are
similar. to W3rds represented in the lexicon tend to excite the logogen system
more rapidly. As a consequence, the probability that the stimulus is indeed a
word is high, and the time limit 'for a "No" response is increased. Within
this conceptual frame, the nonwords in this experiment that were similar in
print to real tords W3uld have excited the logogen system more. rapidly, and to
a greater extent tt;tan those whose similarity was mainly phonemical. We may

M.
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Conclude then that the orthographic analysis of the stimuli was completed
first, while the phonemic analysib was only secondary.

' Words are respon(ded ;:-.3 faster if they are repeated within an experiment
(Scarborough, Cortese, & Scarboroug-h, 1977), or Nwhen preceded by semantic
associates (Meyer, Schvaneveldt, & Ruddy, 1975). This effect is explained by
the logogen theory as a "temporal summation" effect: When a logogen is fired,
its threshold is reduced, and returns to baseline very slowly (Morton, 1979).
Although not specified by Morton, this effect may not need to depend on above
threshold preactivation of the logogen. Even limited arousal of a logogen
might increase its baseline arousal level for a limited time period. 'Within
this time period, less analysis wo ul d be requireci to fire this logogen,
therefore faster response times would be measured (compare' with the graded
posynaptic Potentials and temporal summation of newons). 7.1e priority of
thelletter analysis in the word identification irocess that was, indicated by
the correct I'No" responses to nonwords suggests that real words that immédi
atel y follovi orthographically similar nonwords should /6 e resPonded to faster
than those 'words that are preceded by the phonemiCally similar cOnwords..
kwever, the results failed to support this prediction. The facilitation
effectofh-dth the phonemically and the orthographically similar nonwords on
the following real words was _significant, but the amount of priming was not
significantly different for the two conditions. Cne way to explain% this
incongruity/ between. the similarity effects on "Yes" and "No" responses would
be to assurne that in the process of printed stimulus analysts, lexical
activation of related items occurs. In this experiment, although the correct
"No" response was\ generated by the logogen system in a nonword trial, the
lexical memory could have been accessed either by a post decision analysis or
through a !verification process., involved in the decision process itself
(Becker, 1979; Becker & Killion, 1977). If the lexical entry of a real word
that was sLiggested by the nonword was indeed accessed, the priming could be
explained by a feedback from the cognitive system to the logogens in the sate
way this model would explaln contextual priming effects (Besner & 3.4an, 1982).
In this acoult the similarity of the nonwords would not have affected the
thresholds of the real words directly" 'but rather, indirectly through an

.abstract, cbnceptual mediator, which once accessed, had lost the orthographic
or phonemici specificity.

The qu
of printed
resmlts sug
mediated by
naming of
(i.e., in
to reject a nonv.ord that looked like a real wo rd but sounded diff ently, than
to reject ~I, nonword that sounded like a real word but was orthographically
diffei'ent; rthographic L information appeared to fit more cloSelb to the code
used by thel reader for word identification than did phonemic infbrmation. Me
data suggest that, at least in Hebrew, a direct mapping exists 'from the print
to a reprefsentatton in the lexicon more abstract than the 'Phoneme. These
representationspay be morphophonological in nature, consisting, ,for exanple,
of the consonan al root from which the several inflectionally and* derivationa

GENERAL DISCUSSION

stion investigated in this study was to Ohat extent identification
words involves the use of phoneilic codes on the letters. The
ested that, in Hebrew, printed word recognition is not primarily
a phonemic .code. Phonemic ambiguitA, which did interfere with the
rds, did not interfere with their Silent identificati h as words
exical decisions). Furthermore, subjects found it mo e difficult
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lly related versions are eventually formed. However', there wei*e only a few
orthographically similar ,nohwards that. were mistaken Tor wards, indicating -.. .
that phonemic information (-as vowel infor,mation) must also have been used at
some point.% An alternatfve explanat'ibn is that the incorrect vowel dots

11altered the orthographic representation crt the. stimulus. This seems impl.ausi-
ble, because a reader's lexical trepresentationa aee unlikely to include
orthographically represented vowels (Nal/on & Shithron$ 1981). Therefore, the
printed vowel information wgiuld almost certainly be used las -tues for articula-
tion by producing' exp1icit phonemic rather than orthographic ?information.
This phonemic encoding may ave been" used to disambiguate the orthographiCally
similar nonwards; suc.'h a "veri,ficationn Process ts described belo)4.

(.
Several studies have s-.uggested . that the use of a phonemic code ..is

.

optio 'al and task dependent. Sub:jectst will employ this strategy depending on
,

the'l dvantages and the -disadvantages of itS u se in a particular, taskI
(coittleart, 1978; Davelaar, Col.theart,' Bespen; & Jonasson, 1978; Stanovich &
8a974, 1978). 'Cur results supOrt this hypothesis. As a rule, the response
timo: to comparable stimulus 'grotips wei-e, longer "in' Expei-iment 3 where the
vowit dots were added to,the consonant strings,, than iri'lxperinerit 2 where the
vowel dots were not included. The "response time to... unprimed wards in
Experiment 3 was longer than. the response time to theOiards in Experiment 2.
Similarly, the response time 'to regular non

/
wordS "in ,Experiment 3 was longer- .than the response time to nonwords,. in -Experiment, g. The presence of the'

adcl/itional phonemic information (i.e., inclusion of / .ostel- dots) in Experiment
3.W as not ignored by the subjects, who probably se it for furtherstimulus /verification. e need for phonerniO verification.m yshave 6een increased in,

.i,
Th

Experiment. 3 by the preience of the orthographicall'y'sfmilar' ward,s.s. ..In a
previous study .(Bentin & .Carmon, Nate 1), we have found that when'..1.brds were
presented with vowel dots, the nature of the nonwards determined the amouit of
phonemic verification. High and low frequency wor:ds' with similir consonants
were hot re'sponded to differently when the 'nonwaps were" meaningless permuta-
tions of the , same letters". In contrast,_ the -expected', frequency effect was
found when the ndnwards were the Same.consohAts with different vbwel dots.
We suggest that, ini Hebrew, phonemic translation -oethe priht is normally not
necessary for-lord identification,'and is.employed onll when the phonemic code,
is the single dRicriminative factor betweerLycirds and nonwoVds.

The nature of the code used by subTects _for ;Nord recogniticin does not
, .

depend ,onr:y on the nature of the task. Me complekity-of the. ;napping rules
frob the orthograpic to phonemic sets is probably a more, basic and important
.factori.. It has been deinonstrated that in languages in which the mapping
ihnctilon 'is a .simple isomorphism, such as in Serbo-Croatian, printed ward
recognition:, usually includes letter to .phoneme 'transformation (Feldman &

Thrvey, in. press). Me language factor probably' ex.plains also the longer
response times fould in -this study for exical decisions (in Experiment 2)
relative to nem ng; Forster and (bombe s (1 973) reported longer response
times for lexica

t
decisions than for naming .iii EngliSh. 'This relationship was

replicated ,in rbo-Crbatian,. but lot in English (Kat; & Feldman, in press).
In the latter study, it was report d that semantic priming facilitates lexical
decisions in b th languages, whereas naming is facilitated only in English.
It -was sugges ed that in the shallow orthography of Serbo-Croatian, naming
might be a di ect mapping of phonemic information extracted from the script;
to the articulatory system. In Hebrew, in contrast, print does not normally
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.prov id e sufficienbphoeinic information, and therefore, naming must be mediat-ed by the internal lexicon. This additional step slows Clown naming relative
to lexical decision.

The mediation of the internal lexicon probably explains the similar
priming effects of the orthographically and phonemically similar nonwords.
This mediation suggests that the lexicon had been accessed by the nonwrds
that were similar to words. Since correct "No" responses were given to those
nonwords, this lexical access could have happened either before a final
verification was performed, or following the correct "No" response. Both
alternatives have interesting implications for models of word recognition and
reading. Lexical access preceding final verification implies that lexical
access does not automatically elicit a "Yes" response in a lexical decision
task. Cn the other hand, access to the internal lexicon following the
response ;could imply that, for the literate adult, strings of letters trigger
an automatic process of hord recognition that is terminated only when a
complete exhaustive linguistic analysis is achieved. Further investigation is
necessary to determine vbether either of the t%.,o alternatives, or both, are
v al id .

REFERENCE NOTE

1. Bentin, S., & Carmon, A. Hebrew word recognition with and without vowels:
A lexical decision task. Manuscript in preparation.
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STRESS AND VOWEL DURATION EFFECTS ON SYLLABLE RECOGNITION*

Charles W. Marshall+ and Patrick W. Nye

Abstract. Systems designed to recognize continuous speech must be
able to adapt to many types of acoustic variation, including
variations in stress. A speaker-dependent recognition study was
conducted on a group of stressed and destressed syllables. These
syllables, some containing the short vowel /I/ and others the long
vowel /m/, were excised from continuous speech and transformed into
arrays of cepstral coefficients at two levels of precision. From
these data, four types of template dictionaries varying in size and
stress composition were formed by a time-warping procedure.
Recognition performance crate were gathered from listeners and from a
computer recognition, algorithm that also employed warping. It was
found that for a significant portion of the data base, stressed and
destressed versions of the same syllable are sufficiently different
from one another to justify the use of separate dictionary tem-
plates. Second, destressed syllables exhibit roughly the same
acoustic variance as their stressed counterparts. Third, long
vowels tend to be involved in proportionally fewer cross-vowel
errors, but tend to diminish the warping algorithm's ability to
discriminate consonantal information. Finally, the pattern of con-
sonant errors that listeners make as a function of vowel length
shows significant differences from that produCed by the computer.

INTRODUCTION

To keep the analysis task within practical bounds, some form of segmenta-
tion of the acoustic signal into analyzable units is an intrinsic feature of

*A revised version of an oral paper presented at the 102nd Meeting of the
Acoustical Society of hmerica, 30 November - 4 December 1981, Miami Beach,
Florida (Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, 1981, 70,

Suppl. 1, S61).
+Present address: Department of Computer Science, Yale University, New Haven,
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paper.
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all current computerbased speech recognition methods. The choice of segments

actually enployed in recognition algorithms and in recognition studies has
encompassed a wide variation in duration. This has ranged, for example, from
centisecond units (Bahl, Baker, Cohen, Cole, Jelinek, Lewis, & Mercer, 1978)

to phonemic segments (Klatt, 1978) to demisyllables (Dixon & Silverman, 1977
Rosenberg, Rabiner, Levinson & Wilpon, 1981) and beyond to syllables (Fujim

ra, 1975) and to words (Rabiner & Wilpon, 1979). Moreover, among the e

different choices, syllables and syllablesized units have been lately rece v
ing increasing attention.

There are several important features that qualify the syllable as a

recognition unit. First, one must acknowledge the evidence that both spe kers

and listeners are aware of the existence of syllables and that they are
usually in good agreement as to the number present in a given utteran e.
Second, syllables are the smallest units that can be uttered in isolation a d

for which, in many instances, it can be claimed that they are produced b
completely executed articulatory gestures (roughly defined as maneuvers in
volving a single opening and closing of the vocal tract that in turn, cause
transient increases in the acoustic energy contour). Third, further merit

stems from the fact that, especially for closed syllables (CVCs), the

coarticulation effects between the phones within the syllable can be assumed 1

(on average) to be stronger than they are across syllable boundaries. Hence, I

in principle, the selection of the syllable as a recognition unit should-.

present a simpler segmentation task because the boundaries are located in the
less strongly coarticulated regions of the signal (Fujimura; 1975).1 Fourth,
syllables may also be said to hold a strong claim to being the authentic
building blocks of speech because they constitute many common words in their

entirety and can, be combined in appropriate sequences to form all the

multisyllabic words as well. And finally, syllables provide the basis for an
important feature of word and senterce patterning whereby, through the

exercise of selective syllable emphasis (stressing) and lack of emphasis

(destressing), information about the syntactic structure and semantic content
of a sentence is encoded in the acoustic signal.

However, variations in syllable stress bring about significant changes in

the acoustic duration and spectral composition of most syllables. The

magnitude of these changes can vary considerably with speaking rate, syntactic

role and pnonetic context. Thus, the effects of stress variation are an
inherent feature of speech acoustics--a feature that must be accommodated by

all recognition systems. Included among these systems are, of course, those
that seek to identify linguistically relevant entities such as syllables,

usually by matching acoustic segments to a dictionary ,or tetplates. PropoSals

for countef.ing acoustic variation have generally taken one of two extreme

positions, which can be referred to as collection vepus'computation. These

positions 'tnld that the template dictionary should'either include (1) a

collection of all the allophonic variants of each syllable to be recognized,

or (2) only ccnonicel, nr qtraqqarl, a"Mples from which all the expected

variants are computed by an algorithm. The former approach carries the

requirement of a large memory capacity, while the latter one promises a

significantly lower memory cost that has to be traded against a somewhat
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increased computation cost and is consequently of practical as well as
theoretical interest.

In this paper, we report on a preliminary investigation into the problem
of linguistic variation and dictionary composition and describe data that have
a bearing on the collection versus computation issue. Using selected sets of
syllable-sized segments--some stressed and some destressed--taken from contin-
uously spoken speech, we examined the recognition performance of a computer
algorithm and compared it with that of human listeners. For computer
recognition purposes, we used a.syllable recognition algorithm prepared by
Mermelstein (1978). Because it was expected that the severity of stress
effects might vary as a function of phonological vowel length, two groups of
syllables were employed, one incorporating the short vowel /i/ and the other
the long vowel /w/. The study obtained empirical estimates of the error rates
that occur during the recognition of stressed and destressed syllables (1) as
a function of vowel length and (2) for dictionaries containing different
combinations of stressed and destressed syllables. A study of the cluster
structures produced by stressed and destressed syllables in a cepstral
distance space was also undertaken.

METHOD

Selection of Syllables

Twenty-*hree pairs of vocabulary .words were employed from a set of
twenty-four pairs that had been originally selected. (The twenty-fourth pair
was eliminated after a preliminary examination of the acoustic data.) Twelve
pairs contained CVC syllables with an /z/ vowel nucleus while the remainder
contained similar syllables incorporating the vowel /a/. One word of each
pair (e.g., tidbit) contained the target syllable Rid] in stressed form while
another word (e.g., wanted) contained its destressed counterpart. When
choosing the words containing destressed examples of each syllable, a deliber-
ate attempt was made to select only those in which, in the judgment of our
linguist colleagues, the color of the nuclear vowels, when spoke:, by eastern
American speakers, would not be likely to go to schwa when destressed.2 Table
1 contains the vocabulary items that were included in a total of 58 sentences.
The sentences were structured in such a way that the contrast between stressed
and destressed syllables was retained and the placement of any of the
vocabulary words in sentence-final, position was carefully avoided.3 For
example, one of the sentences we's "Old Bagdad on the Tigris offered an array
of fantastic delights," which contained the syllables [dad] and [fan]. The
,Oentences were composed in a" Ve'riety of syntactic forms to induce thP
production of different speaking rhythms and to offset any reader tendency to
adopt a sing-song or monotonous delivery. Each vocabulary word occupied at
least two different contexts in the sentence set. However, four syllables
were inadvertently included three times. They were the stressed syllables
[lam], [tid] and [man) and the destressed syllable [dig].
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Table 1

Syllables employed in recognition study.

Syllables containing /1/ Syllables containing /m/

Stressed Destressed Stressed Destressed

Riparole Outrigger Catalog Catastrophic

Dignification Indignation Tactics Tictactoe

Indigenous Indigestion Lambfaced Lambaste

Filtrate Infiltrate Fatuous Arafat

Simple Simplicity Tangent Tangerine.

Permissable Premise. Fantail Fantastic

Distant Distinguish Daddy Bagdad

Tidbit . Wanted Automatic Automat

Litmus Starlit Hapless Mishap

Bin Coal-bin Manic Bagman

History Historic Bagman Grab-b4
Sister Catharsis

Speaker Characteri'Stics

Two male speakers (DZ and LL) were employed a:. allow speaker-dependent

effects to emerge. Both were natives of the eastern United States, and had

accents typical of that region. Each speaker read the list of sentences under

instructions to imagine himself in circumstmIces in which each of the

sentences might have been spoken and to reproduce them in an extemporaneous

manner. During a preliminary examination of their speech data, it was found
that one of the originally selected syllables failed to retain its vowel color

when destressed and, therefore, it was eliminated from the study, leaving a

total of 23 syllables. Four recording sessions were scheduled for each

speaker at minimum intervals of about two weeks. Two recordings of the

sentences were made at each recording session. Thus, the speakers provided
erght different readings of each sentence and at least 16 examples of each

-.syllable-pair (the four syllables noted above each yielded 24 examples).

Therefore, in total, the data base contained 1,536 examples of the chosen

syllables. 44,

Parametric Conversion Procedures

After low-pass filtering at 4.9 kHz, the speech material was digitized at

a 10 kHz rate and stored. A phonetician then isolated the target syllables by

examining a display of the digitized waveform, adjusting a pair of cursors to

mark the head and tail of each syllable at a zero crossing point in the

waveform, and verifying the identity of the segment by listening to its output

reproduced through a digital-to-analog converter and loudspeaker. The

phonetician also made vowel duration measurements on a portion of the speech

data from both speakers. Segmentation by visuEl inspection was preferred over
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automatic segmentation in order to keep the number of segmentation errors to
an absolute minimum. Earlier work with an automatic segmentation algorithm
(Mermelstein, 1975) has revealed the types of segmentation errors that
automatic processing tends to introduce.4

Having isolated-ell of.the syllables by hand, their sampled representa
tions were converted into sequences of cepstral coefficient vectors at two
levels of precision. For the first precision level (PL1) spectral values were
obtained by FFT analysis of the digitized segments at a frame interval of fa--
samples; for the second precision level (PL2) the interval was set at the
higher resolution level of 64 samples per frame interval. In both cases, a
frame consisted of 256 samples weighted by a Hamming window. Then, to shape
the spectral energy content of the data so that it more closely resembled the
frequency response of the human ear, the logarithms of the spectral amplitudes
were weighted by a group of 20 triangular filters located at equal intervals
along the melscale of frequency. This was done to gain the enhanced
performance achieyed previously with this transform (Dav.is, 1979; Davis &
Mermelstein, 1980.). Next, vector arrays of six cepstral coefficiehts were
computed at PL1 and ten coefficients at PL2 for successive timeframe
intervals (the gaindependent zeroth coefficient was omitted from these
arrays). Therefore, for any given syllable, the number of PL2 coefficients
exceeded the number of PL1 coefficients by a factor of 3.3.

Template Construction and Distance Measurement

The procedure for creating syllable templates from the available tokens
employed a dynamic programming algorithm described by Mermelstein (1976,
1978). This algorithm was based on principles employed in earlier work
(Bridle & Brown, 1974: Itakura, 1975; Velichko & Zagoruyko, 1970), but
differed from that work in some important details.

Each syllable was represented by a temporal sequence of melscale
cepstral coefficient vectors. These vectors formed a matrix with the nth row
representing the feature vector for the nth time frame. The nonlinear
warping consisted of selectively repeating or deleting rows in pairs of
Matrices.

Before warping any pair of syllables together to form a template, an.-

ihitiaI optimum alignment was found by adding to each end of' the. shorter .

syllable an amount of silence equivalent to the difference in duration. Then
this 1-,yllable, plus its silent attachments, was'shifted with resOeCt to the
longer syllable until an interim minimum in the distance between the syllables
(i.e., a minimum in the summed ,squares of the cepstral differences of
corresponding time frames) had been found. At this point, the excess silence
at the edges of the shorter syllable was pruned away so that the two matrices
contained the same number of rows.

Following this length equalization and alignment, the nonlinear warping
algorithm was used to form the pattern of repetitions and deletions of rows
dynamically from each matrix that gave the best match between them. The
procedure involved the warping of both matrices onto a third time sequence
(Sakoe & Chiba, 1978) and the derivation of a symmetric distance measure based
on the sum of the squares of corresponding vector elements. The possible
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warp's were constrained in such a way that the ends of the matrices always
remained aligned together. Out of the warping procedure, the optimum path and

its associated minimum distance were obtained. The optimum path was usedlto

specify the corresponding time frames that were subsequently averaged together

during template construction and, during recognition, the inverse of the
computed distance was employed as a measure of the likelihood that a token
represented the same syllable as a given template.

Having averaged two tokens together to form the first interim version of

a=template, this template was then warped together with a new token and the
average of the resulting pair of matrices was computed by a procedure that

weighted the matrix representing the interim tempnte in.proportion to the
number of tokens it already contained. This process was repeated until the
supply of tokens was exhausted--usually after the fourth or eighth warp.

The tokens used to construct templates were warped together in a fixed

order but, to minimize possible order effects, four groups of dictionaries
(one from each of the four speaking sessions) were formed and distance

measurements were computed between each of these dictionaries and tokens drawn

from one or more of the other three sessions. Thus., tokens to be recognized

were never components of the temiplate sets (dictionaries) against which they

wece.,matched; they were, however, drawn from the same words and sentence

contexts as the templdtes, and they were spoken by the same speaker but at a

different session. The pattern of comparisons is shown in Table 2.

Table 2

The speaking sessions that served as tokens and templates.

Run No. Tokens Templates

1 Session 1 t,..!sted against Session 2

2 Session 1 tested against Session 3

3 Session 2 tested against Session 4

4 Session 2 tested against Session 3

5 Session 3 tested against Session 4

6 Session 4 tested against Session 1

Composition of the Dictionaries

The four groups of syllable tokens produced by each of the two speakers

(one group per speaking session) were converted into parametric form at both

levels of precision. Following conversion, the tokens of each group were

warped together by the dynamic programming technique (Mermelstein, 1978;

Rabiner, Rosenberg, & Levinson, 1978) to give three classes of templates from

which four dictionaries per speaker were derived (see the flowchart shown in

-Figure 1).
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5

FLOWCHART FOR TEMPLATE DICTIONARY FORMATION

STRESSED
TOKENS

DESTRESSED
TOKENS

STRESSED

TEMPLATES

STRESSED
DICTIONARY

COMBINt
TEMPLAT

C DMBINED
DICTIONARY

BOTH
DICTIONARY

intNOPI
DESTRESSED

TEMPLATES

DESTRESSED
DICTIONARY

D

2ge
Figure 1. Flowdhart illustrates the production of four types of dictionaries

labeled B, C, S and D. FOP each such dictionary, the source data
were stressed and Ciestresed tokens extracted from a single speak
ing session.

1 19 5
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The "stressed" (S).dictionaries contained templates formed by warping
together only stressed .tokens, while the "destressed" :(D) dictionaries

contained templates formed exclusively from destressed tokens. Consequently;

each of these dictionaries contained 23 entries. The Pcombined" (C)

dictionaries were formed by warping the stressed and de§tresse8 occurrences of
each syllable token together and, therefore, also numbered 23 entries. The

"both". (B) dictionaries contained the union of the stressed 'and destressed
templates formed from a given speaking session (i.ez, diCtionaries S lilusT);
hence, they were twice the size of the other dictionaries and contained a

total. of 46 templates. As already noted, one dictionary was formed from each

speaking session. ThJefore, the total number of dictionaries produced

amounted to 32 (four sessions x two speakers x four dictionary types).

During the recognition procedure, a warping was performed for each token
with each of the templates in the appropriate dictionary (see Table 2) and the

"recognized" syllable was identified as the top member of the list of

hypothesized candidate syllables ranked in order of increasing token-template
-distance. These lists were employed in later studies that examined, in cases
here the top candidate was in error, the frequency with which the correct
choice appeared later in the.list.

Collection of Data from Lsteners

To establish a baseline from which to-' assess and, perhaps, to

further insights into the performance of the computer recognition algorithm,
recognition test using the same isolated speech segmentsWas presented to a
group of 10 listeners. These listeners consisted of colleagues and their

graduate students. All had taken part in many previous experiments of a
similar nature and were fully familiar with the phonetic alphabet. They were

given a list of the 23 syllables in phonetic transcription, informed that each

presentation would be drawn from that list, and instructed to record eabh
identification (or guess if necessary) by placing a check in a column below

the appropriate entry in the list. The listeners were not asked to record

stress levels. The syllables were delivered to ,the listeners at 5-second

intervals via TDH-39 earphones from a tape recording of the computer output.
Five seconds between each stimulus provided sufficient time for the listeners

to make their responses. However, to ensure the detection and avoidance of
missed responses, an 8-second interval was inserted after each group of five

syllables and a 10-second interval after every twentieth syllable. The

listeners heard (in random order) all of the target syllables produced by both

speakers. Each one was repeated four times. Four of the syllables, as noted

earlier, were inadvertently repeated six times. Hence, each subject heard 192

syllable-presentations from each speakers The subjects' identification data

were then entered into the computer and &stimulus/response matrices for both

the stressed and desti'essed syllables of Ach.speaker were Cbrestructed.

RESULTS

Introduction

The results were examined from several points of view. To verify hat

our speech data did actually contain the expected durational variations, vowel
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duration itnd syllablie duration measurements were examined. Then, the computer
recognition errors'wer9 sorted and analyz d by precision level, vowel type,
dictionary type, and stress. The data gat ered from human listeners were,
where possible, sorted and analyzed in simil r fashion and compared with the-
computer results. Finally, the acoustic parameters were examined by means of

bultc-dimensional scaling technique to reveal the cldstering structures of
stressed and destressed syllables. -

Phonological vs. Physical Vowel Durations

.,

Phoneticians'have long believed that the vowel /m/ has a longer duration
in American English speech than the vowel'///. The classic experimental
support for this assertion was provided by.Peterson and Lehiste (1960), who
showed that the intrinsic durations of /a/ and /I/ as syllabic nuclei in

t
American English av raged 330 and 180 msec. However, tHey also observed that
the length of a sy labic nucleus varied according to /whether it was followed
by a voiced or voiceless consonant. Since the final consonants of the CVC
syllables employed in this study were drawn 'from both Voiced and voiceless
classes without regard'to ensuring equal representation, it was necessary to
verify empirically that a significant difference.in duration was retained for
the 'syllables we'had chosen. To do this, it was deemed sufficient to perform
vowel duration measurements on a representative portion of the data base and,
for this purpose, data from one session by each speaker were selected. In

contrast with the measureMent procedure adopted by Peterson and Lehiste, which
tended to include a large portion of the consonantal transition as a part of
the, vowel, the vowel durations measured in this study were confined to-so-
called steady-state regions of the syllables. These regions were defined as
those portions of the syllables, in which the cepstral frequencies did not
deviate by more than 10 percent.from their central values. Average overall
durations of the syllables containing /T/ and /I/ were computed from the total
numbers of samples stored per syllable.

The results of the vowel duration measurements are shown in. Figure 2.
The four distributions represent /m/ stressed, /m/ destressed, /// stressed
and /1/ destressed. It can be seen that, on average, the durations obtained
from speaker DZ were just a few percent shorter than those obtained from
speaker LL. (The difference between the speakers in overall syllable duration

was, however, considerably largerabout ,35_ percent.) The difference in

median duration between stressed and destressed productions of the vowel /1/
are shown in the figure to be 9 msec in,:the case of LL and 11 msec for DZ.
Smaller reductions are apparent for the vowel /m/. (A difference of, the same

sign was also evident.in the overall syllable'duations.) Thus, the syllables
incorporating long vowels tended to retpin the property of vowel length, while
those incorporating short vowels were found to exhibit even further shortening

in thei'r destressed forms. In addition, it was found that destressing .caused

the consonantal .regions of the syllables to be reduced in amplitude and

overall spectral definition.

Overall Errors in Computer Syllable Recognition'

The overall effects of stress on the performance of the recognition
algorithm are beSt _summarized in terms of-the average error per syllable.
Figure 3 shows the percentages of recognition errors made per syllable on. the

p
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STEADY STATE VOWEL DURATiON MEASUREWENTS.

12
SPEAKER:LL STRESSED

/se/

Medlin 67 mimic
/1/

Median 49 mime

DESTRESSED

Median 64 msec

40 55 70 85

12
SPEAKER: DZ

4

12

8

0

Mdian 40 msec

M71

25 40 56 70

VOWEL DURATION (maim)

STRESSED

tas/

Medlan 70 msec

IL

Medlar, 45 meec

:eel Jig e

40 65 70 66 26 40 55 70

VOWEL DURATION (maim)

Figure 2. Frequency distributions of vowel durations measured for speakers DZ
and LL from data collected at a single session. For speaker DZ,
stress reduction results in a median reduction of 6 msec for Ai/
and 11 msec for /:/. Corresponding reductions for speaker LL are 3

msec for /m/ and 9 msec for /I/.
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ERRORS AS A FUNCTION OF DICTIONARY TYPE

-- pt.
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Figure 3. The average error per syllable plotted against dictionary type for
two speakers (LL and DZ) and at two precision levels (PL1 and PL2).
At PL1 spectral values were computed at a frame interval of 128
samples and at PL2 the frame interval was set at 64 samples.
Window size remained fixed at 256 samples.
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,

speech of LL and DZ as a function of the dictionary type and precision level.

The data were obtained by averaging over six recognition runs. Each run was

"open" and speaker-dependent and compared all 192 tokens from one session with

each of the four dictionary types (containing twenty-three or Lorty-six

templates). The syllables obtained from each recording session were employed

once as the raw material for a group of dictionaries and one or more times as

the unknowns (see Table 2). The error data for dictionary B in Figure 3

neglected errors in stress assignment. .

I

The unknown tokens cOmprised equal numbers of stressed and destressed i

syllables whereas the dictionaries, except for B, contained only one template '

per syllable. Hence, recognition by the algorithm was considered correct when

the syllable identity of the token (without.regard to its stress) agreed with

that of the template. Only for dictionary B was it possible to get separate
estimates for errors of identity and of stress level. Confusion matrices for

each of the individual recognition runs were formed and these were later

summed together to create a single matrix from which were calcuLated the

average error for.dach dictionary type, precision level, and speaker.

Four principal findings emerge from these data. The first is that the B

dictionary gives the best overall performance. Second, the C dictionary is

superior to both the S and D dictionaries. Third, the performance for the

higher precision level (PL2) is significantly better than those for the lower

precision level (PL1). Finally, all these features are apparent in the data

of both speakers.

These results clearly show that the degree to which stress variation is

included in syllable template formation is reflected in subsequent perfor-

mance. For both speakers, the best recognition performance occurred when

using the B dictionaries that contained both stressed and destressed templates

and employed the higher precision spectral coefficients.

The next hest performance emerged when the C dictionaries were used.

Here the results show that, although occupying half of the storage space

employed by the B dictionaries and the same space as the S and D dictionaries,

the C dictionaries sucessfully embodied a high proportion of the variation due

to stress--sufficient indeed to outperform the S and D dictionaries easily.

Moreover, since the average error rate obtained with the C dictionaries was

less than twice that of the B dictionaries, this suggests that, in principle,

it should be possible to replace the least reliable C templates by separate

stressed and destressed templates. This procedure would thereby create hybrid

dictionaries that perform as well as B dictionaries but occupy less storage

space than B dictionaries demand.

Figure 3 also shows a systematic speaker difference, with the speech of

DZ yielding lower error rates than the speech of LL under the same conditions.

This difference is comparable to the difference introduced by variations in

dictionary type and is larger than" the difference brought about by a change in

precision level. It is of interest to note that the same speakers were

employed in an earlier study that compared the effects on recognition

performance arising from the use of different types of acoustic coefficients

(Davis & Mermelstein, 1980). In that study, a similar speaker difference was

found with each type of coefficient. -----_

I. l u
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Furthermore, Figure 3 indicates that between dictionaries B and C and for
a given error rate, there exists the opportunity to trade dictionary type
(structure) against coefficient resolution. However, sirce computational
complexity varies as the square of the number of coefficients,involved, it is
apparent that if the coefficient resolution were doubled for dictirnary C,

twice as Many computational operations would be necessary to recognize a token
using C as would be necessary to perform a recognition using dictionary B

following a doubling of the number of templates in'that dictionary. Hence, a
greater increase in recognition accuracy per datum (bit) can br achieved by
carefUlly increasing the number of templates than by using a leger number of
higher-resolutt6n coefficients per template. Also, once a lower bound has
been reached for errors through improvements achieved by increasing coeffi-
cient resolution, it is apparent that further improvements may still be
achieved by increasing the number of allophonic variants represented in
template form to a point where a balance is found between the benefits of
error reduction and an increasing computational cost.

Errors Classified.by Vowel Identity

The computer recognition errors classified as a function of dictionary
type and vowel identity are shown in the upper half of Table 3. In all four
types of dictionary, more recognition errors occurred between syllable-tokens
and templates incorporating the same vowel nucleus than occurred between
syllables having different vowel .nuclei. Moreover, a larger number of
syllable identity errors was associated with the longer of the two vowels.
This evidence strongly suggests that the errors arose because the vowel /m/,
constituting a substantial portion of the syllable, made a larger contribution
to the distance measurement than did the flanking consonants. In other words,
the presence of long vowels tended to "dilute" the consonant discriminability.

Table 3 also shows that if the cross-vowel errors involving /EV are
expressed as a proportion (P%) of all errors involving W, this proportion is
smaller than the corresponding proportion for the vowel /I/. This ks true for
both subjects and all dictionaries with the exception of B where, against the
background of a small total number of cross-vowel errors involving /1/, the
proportions (P%) exhibit the opposite relationship because this total is

exceeded by an isolated set of confusions peculiar to the speech of LL. Thus,
taken as a whole, the number of errors involving long vowels tends not to
include a substantial proportion of cross-vowel errors. Since long vowels
constitute a prominent proportion of the syllables they occupy, they offer
more information about their spectral structure and, hence, provide greater
inherent protection against cross-vowel error.

Finally, Table 3 prompts the observation that if cross-vowel errors from
dictionaries B, C, and S only are considered in that order, the number of
those errors involving the vowels /a/ and /1/ increases at a roughly equal
rate despite the differences in vowel duration. The major reason for this
result probably stems from the properties of the dynamic warping algorithm
whose nonlinear adjustment of the time axis has a tendency to provide some
compensation for differences in vowel duration.

1 I
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Table 3

Syllable errors classified by dictionary type and vowel.

Recognition by Computer

(summed over speaker, stress and precisioa level)

Dictionary B
t

Dictionary C Dictionary S Dictionary D

/m/ /1/ P% /m/ /1/ P% /m/ /1/ P% /m/ /1/ P%

/33/ 86 14 14.0 170 21 11.0 295 33 10.1 308 53 14.7

/I/ 9 67 11.8 19 100 16.0 40 220 15.3 122 166 42.7

Total 176 Total 310 Total 588 Total 649

Recognition by Listeners

(summed over speaker)

Stressed Destressed Totals

/m,/ /I/ P% /m/ /1/ P% // /1/ P%

/m/ 42 6 12.5 50 5 9.1 ' 92 11 10.7

/I/ 8 15 34.8 21 136 13.3 29 151 16.1

1 Total 71 Total 212 Total 283

Key: Symbols /m/ and /I/ at the left of the table refer to vowel

nuclei of misidentified syllable tokens while the same symbols

located at column heads refer to the nuclei of syllable

templates that were mistakenly selected.

P% refers-to:.the proportion of crossvowel errors expressed as

a percentage of all errors involving that vowel.

\
Comparison with Human LiIteners

The lower section Of Table 3 shows the listeners' data classified by

vowel and stress level. An examination of the crossvowel errors shows

agreement with the bulk of the computer error data (upper section) inasmuch as

11 r'4 )
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the largest proportion of the human errors also involved /1/ as compared with
/m/. The result suggests, of course, that the listeners were also able to
make good use of the greater amount of vowel information available in the
stimuli containing long vowels. The closest agreement with the listeners'
overall performance is offered by dictionary C; here, both the proportion of
cross-vowel errors (P%) and the total number of errors are of similar
magnitude (listeners, 283; dictionary C, 310). However, the listeners' data
differ from the computer results by posting a higher total of errors involving
the vowel /I/ (i.e., listeners, 180 vs. dictionary C, 119). Hence, the data
provide evidence that the listeners' abilities to recognize the consonants of
a syllable were not impaired by the presence of a long vowel and suggest that
the recognition processes in . the two cases are quite different. This
conclusion is further supported by a comparison of listener and computer data
in respect to the ten most frequently-made consonant errors. These data
reveal that virtually no consonant confusions were shared in common.
Furthermore, a classification of these errors in terms of voicing, manner, and
place of articulation (occurring either alone or in combination) showed no
systematic differences--they appeared in both groups of data with roughly
equal frequency.

Further results from the listening ,experiment are given in Table 4,
classified by speaker. The table shows that the syllables produced by LL were
more accurately recognized by listeners than those produced by DZ--a result
that is again at variance with that obtained by computer. In addition, for
both speakers, and contrary to our expectations, the error percentages
indicate that the overall human recognition performance was somewhat worse
than the best computer performance (i.e., at PL2).

Table 4

Syllable identification errors classified by speaker.

Comparison of Listener Recognition and Computer Recognition

Recognition Percent
Metnod Speaker Error

Listening DZ 10.0
Listening LL 7.5
Computer DZ 1.4

Computer LL 3.0

Computer data obtained using parameters at PL2 and dictionary B.

IL;
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Errors Classified by Stress

A more revealing comparison of the listeners' recognition results with

the computer results, and of the effects of dictionary type on computer

performance, can be obtained if the errcrs are separately calculated for

stressed and destressed tokens. Turning first to the computer data, Figure 4
indicates that the difference between stressed and destressed error rates was

smallest when the 8 and C dictionaries were in use--notwithstanding the
relatively larger difference that emerged from the speech of LL. A comparison

of the listeners' recognition data with the computer data also reveals some
marked speaker-dependent effects. While the listeners' error rate for

stressed-token recognition of LL's speech is closely comparable to the error

rate turned in by the computer, their corresponding error rate on DZ's

stressed speech shows a three-fold increase over the computer error rate. A

reason for this difference was revealed by a detailed examination of the

listeners' errors on stressed tokens. This showed that 38 percent of the
errors could be accounted for by two confusions, namely, those between DZ's

articulation of Emm] versus (mat] and (his) vers9s [dis]. In the destressed

syllable data, however, no -similar pair of cOnfusions accoUnted for a

comparably large proportion of the errors and the listeners' overall error
rate consistently exceeded that delivered by the computer. Thus, in summary,

there was evidence that on the stressed tokens, the listeners tended to

perform only slightly worse than the computer, while on destressed tokens

their performance was considerably below the computer using dictionary B.
\

A review of the composition of the four dictiOnaries can assist in

explaining a substantial proportion of the error-rate differences appearing in

Figure 4. In the case of the B and C dictionaries, the computer error rates
for stressed and destressed tokens differed from one another by small amounts

relative to the correspoqing differences for dictionaries S and D, with the B

dictionary evidencing a lower error rate on both stress types. Since only the

B and C dictionaries contained bOth stressed and destressed information, their

overall superiority was certainly to be expected. Meanwhile, using the S

dictionary, the error rate for "stressed tokens emerged as being nearly

identical with that obtained when using the 13 dictionary. Destressed tokens,

on the other hand, fared about four times worse when using dictionary. S than

when using dictionary B, a direct consequence of the lack of destressed

information in S dictionaries. Conversely, when dictionary D was in use,

errors involving destressed tokens occurred at roughly the same frequency as

they did when using dictionary B, while the stressed tokens submitted to

dictionary D yielded, as expected, an extremely aigh error rate.

The foregoing analysis ignored stress assignment as long as a syllable's

identity was found correctly. Dictionary B provides the only opportunity to

analyze stress-only-errors and Table 5 presents these data. The results show

that, summed across both speakers and precision levels, errors in stress

assignment occurred with 3.7 times greater frequency than did errors in

syllable identity (cf., column B=649 and column C=176).
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RECOGNITION ERRORS CLASSIFIED BY STRESS
Computer data obtained for precision level 2
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Figure 4. Comparison of error rates for human and computer recognition of
syllables supplied by speakers LL and DZ. Results labeled H were

r obtained from listeners. Labels B, C, S and D refer to the four
types of computer dictionary formed from coefficient data computed
at PL2 (see text for explanation). The computer employed a dynamic
warping and recognition algorithm with each dictionary in turn to
recognize a closed set of unknown tokens.
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Table 5

Recognition scores using dictionary B.

Classified by speak", precision level and stress of token

Speaker Token A B C Totals

DZ PL1 Stressed 495 63 25 588

Destressed 439 105 21 564

PL2 Stressed 521 61 7 588

Destressed 473 82 9 564

LL , PL1 Stressed 445 110 33 588

Destressed 442 75 47 564

PL2 Stressed 499 79 10 588

Destressed 470 69 25 564

Totals 3784 649 176 4608

Key: A Correct syllable identity and stress.

B Correct syllable identity but incorrect stress.

C Incorrect syllable identity.

Examination of Recognition Rank

An analysis was made of ,the number of times that the correct syllabl@

appeared in second, third, fourth, and fifth positions in the rank of ordered

distance measures obtained during the recognition computations. The results

showed that about 70 percent of the ullables that failed to occupy the first

rank (and, therefore, be "recognizedq!lappeared in the second rank. Overall,

the third rank captured about 18 percept of the unrecognized syllables and the

fourth rank accounted for a furtheri 5 percent. Speaker differences were

another major feature of these data. In the case of LL, the proportions of

syllables appearing in the various ranks did not vary significantly as a

function of precision level. Speech data from DZ, on the other hand, showed

higher proportions of unrecognized syllables entering the second rank in runs

employing PL2. The magnitude of this shift was particularly prominent in the

data for dictionary B, whidh indicates that this effect was related to the

lower number of errors arising under PL2 conditions.

Geometry of the Stress Distance Space

The more significant features of the results just described can be

explained by reference to the concept of a syllable distance space. Within

this space, five possible configurations of the stressed and destressed tokens

can be intuitively expected. Four of these are shown in Figure 5. The fifth

configuration (Asymmetric Clusters; Equal Discriminability) shares features

illustrated by configuration types (II) and (IV) and has been omitted. In
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THEORETICAL CLUSTER PATTERNS

IN A SYLLABLE DISTANCE SPACE

0 Concentric Clusters: Equal DiscriminabNity

H) Orthogonal Clusters: Equal Discriminability

III) Symmetrical Clusters: Unequal Discriminability

IV) Asymmetric Clusters: Unequal Discriminability

®
® I

X@

Figure The symbol (X) represents the spatial location of an unknown token:
NFour types of cluster patterns for A and B are 3hown. Types (I),
(1d,), and (III) are so distributed that a single decision boundary
woulaN,serve for recognition of both stressed and destressed syll
ables and would lead to the classification of (X) as a member of
the. class "destressed A." For type (IV), different boundaries are
required for'Ntnbiased decisions between stressed and destressed A
and B. Hence, ,the token (X) is potentially classifiable as a

"destressed B" or'stressed A."
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each case, Figure 5 shews the theoretical relationship of two phonetically
' ' close syllables A and B occurring in both stressed (A') (B') and destressed

(A) (B) forms. The heavy vertical bar that bisects an imaginary line linking
the mid-points of the A and B distributions marks the position of the decision
boundary between distributions A and B, which are assumed to be of similar
size and conformation. (X) represents an unknown token. The first.case, type
(I), assumes that destressed syllables have the same central tendency as
stressed sylliebles and form a large (noisy) cluster surrounding a smaller,
more dense cluster of stressed tokens. This pattern would predict that a

dictionary of stressed syllables (S) should serve Iell with both syllable
types and, therefore, outperform all the other dictionaries. However, the
data we have reported do not fit this prediction. Types (II) through (IV)
postulate different formations of separate clusters for stresssed and

destressed syllables. Type (II), consisting of four symmetric and orthogonal
clusters, would suggest that stressed and destressed syllables should be found
to be equally discriminable. 'Type (III) might arise when the discriminability
of destressed pairs is Less than that of stressed pairs but a single deciiion
boundary can still serve to determine whether token (X) belongs to A or B.
The fourth cluster configuration, type (IV), 'also giies rise to uneqUal
discrimination but additionally requires the adoption of a second decision
boundary to ensure the proper classification of the unknown (X).

To determine which of these theoretical models best fits the,data, the
distances obtained during recognition calculations were assembled in matrix'
form and input to the multidimensional scaling program KYST (Kruskal, Young, &
Seery, undated). This program enabled us tO generate graphic displays of the
actual cluster structures of stressed and destressed syllables under a variety
of dimensional constraints. The first observation to note is that, viewed
overall, the clusters of destressed tokens consistently appeared to be only
slightly less compact than the clusters of stressed tokens and, therefore, to
possess a different but almost equally distinct acoustic form. In the two-
dimensional case, the results contained examples of clusters that fitted each
of the last three cases shown in Figure 5. For example, Figure 6 shows some
actual distributions for both speakers obtained from data accumulated over all
their speaking sessions. The spatial distributions are for the syllables
(dig], [dij) and [drs],- chosen because they represent minimal pairs (i.e.,
pairs of syllables that differ by a single phoneme). For the speaker LL, the
uPlIer half of the figure provides an example of orthogonal clusters resembling
type (II) of Figure 5, while below is shown an equivalent group of clusters
for the speaker DZ. In the latter case, the clusters tend to be asymmetrical
,and to resemble type (1=V-).- In fact, by far the largest proportion of examples
studied could be classified as type (IV). Thus, overall, the fourth case
emerged as the best general model for the recognition data.

The type (IV) configuration (Figure 5) illustrates that, if a destressed
token (X) is submitted to an S dictionary, the difference in location of the
stressed decision boundary (upper vertical bar) will result in (X) being

recognized as belonging to the class A. This makes it clear why poor
recognition performances were obtained when the tokens were of different
stress than the available templates. The diagram can also offer an explana-
tion as to why a dictionary containing the combined templates was found to
give better results and why better performance will always '.)e achieved by

using both stressed and destressed templates. To follow the explanation

7s4P-1
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offered in this case, we must assume that the clusters representing the
combined templates for A and B will lie midway alOng the axis joining the
centers of the stressed and deStressed distributions. Therefore, the decision

. boundary (dotted vertical line) will now move to a point midAy between the
original stressed and destressed boundaries and (X) referred to this new
boundary would now be correctly classified as belonging to class B.

CONCLUSIONS

Summary and Comments

We have conducted an investigation into the effects of stress and vowel
duration on the performance of a recognition algorithm and we have compared
some aspects of this performance with data gathered Prom listeners. In an
effort to gain better control over our speech data, we chose to examine a form
of stress variation that, while present in continuous speech, mas sufficiently
constrained that it could not be claimed to be representative of the more
extreme forms that stress reduction can take. We deliberately'omitted those
types of stress reduction that result in (1) the syllabic vowel being
pronounced as a schwa and, (2) the consonantal features being severely
attenuated. Nevertheless, despite the relatively motdest amount of stress
variation present, its effects on recognition performance were quite large.

Our results showed that recognition accuracy for stressed and destressed
syllables can be improved in three mays; these are, ln increasing order of
effect, (1) by increasing the resolution of the acoustic parameters as

exemplified by exchanging PL1 for PL2, (2) by combining the acoustic features
of stressed and destressed syllables into a single temOlate dictionary or, (3)
by doubling the size of the dictionary to include'templates for both stressed
and destressed syllables. Moreover, the results .indicate thalmhen computa-
tional economy is at issue, the nature of the .trade-off between parameter
resolution and dictionary size promises greater gains.in recognition accuracy
per bit of-information from dictionary enlargement (the inclusion of individu-
al stressed aixl destressed templates) than from increases in parameter
precision.

We also examined the cluster structure adopted by pairs of linguistically
- different stressed and destressed syllables and found that the bulk of them

can be classified as asymmetric distributions offering unequal discriminabili-'
ty for stressed and destressed forms. Moreover, we found that destressed
tokens form clusters that are only marginally less compact than their stressed
counterparts. This observation was confirmed by the fact that the overall
.recognition rate for destressed tokens submitted to a tlictionary of destressed
templates was veri similar to the rate observed for stressed tokens matched
against a dictionary of stressed templates.

The reason for the unusual compactness of the destressed tokens must .

almost certainly be sought in the environments in which these syllables were
produced. The restrictions that were placed on the amount of stress reduction
we wished to permit imposed strict limitations on the number of syllables and

, lexical environments that were available. Thus, the fact that any given word
containing a target syllable appeared in only two different sentence environ-
ments provided little opportunity for a variety of coarticulation effects to
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extend from neighboring phones- to the target syllables. Moreover, the
experimental conditions fostered the likelihood that the magnitude .of any
coarticulatory interaction would vary according to a target syllable's posi
tion within a word. For example, as seen in Table 1, destressed Ayllables
occupied wordinitial, midword, and wordfinal positions on,a rouihiy equal
basis, whereas stressed syllables appeared prominently in wordinitial posi
tion. Hence, to the extent that the strongest coarticulatory influence was
likely to occur between target syllables and immediately adjacent phones, it
may be assumed that, by virtue of the ccnstancy of their immediate environ
ment, apprw.imately one third of the destressed syllables were produced with
substantially the same coarticulation.

In addition, we confirmed that the phonologically short vowels were,
according to our measurement criteria, shorter than phonologically long
vowels. We also found that the shortening of vowel length and syllable length
that accompanies stress reduction is greater in the case of the shorter vowel.
Since some degree of time normalization is an intrinsic feature of the warping
algorithm, one might expect that Lny bias in favor of longer vowels would be
offset. Certainly this is suggested by the fact that crossvowel error rates
for shortand long vowels increase at an approximately equal rate across
dictionaries B, C, and S. However, the study arso indicates that long vowels
have two important advantages and suffer one disadvantage when subjected to
warping and recognition procedures. First, among the advantages is the fact
that identification errors involving long vowels ter, to include a mall"
proportion of crossvowel errors than is found to be included among the
identification errors involving short 4owe2s. Second, long vowels tend to be
associated with lower vowelerror rate4 than short vowels. The 4isadvantage
that long vowels face is due to the preponderant contribution they make to the
distance measure. This contribution is so large that It masks or "dilutes"
consonant information to such a degree that syllable identity errors increase.
We must therefore conclude hhat in future attempts to develop improved
distance metrics, an effort di:ected at enhancing the contribution made by
consonants should be given priority.

Another group of observations made in this study centered on the

similarities and differences between recognition performances delivered by
listeners and those produced by the computer. Evidence indicated that
listeners could achieve a recognition accuracy on Stressed tokens that is
roughly comparable with that achceved by computer. On the other hand,
computer recognition rates for destressed syllables unaer the most favorable
conditions are found to be superior to the rates achieved by listeners. One

tentative explanation for this possibly surprising observation rests on the
notion that the listeners tend to be biased (or preprimed) for stresseditem
recognition by the phoneticallyspelled syllable transcriptions displayed on
their response forms. Yet another explanation acknowledges the fact that
listeners must carry in their heads many more syllable templates than were
listed on the response form. Given this fact, an unknown destressed tokeh X
may not be directly identified with the neareft syllable (A') listed on the
response form but can be identified instead with template (C), not included in
the response list, because distance D(X,A')>D(X,C). Subsequently, X havihg
lost its own acoustic identity (by decay of shortterm memory) and assumed
that of C, a search for the nearest template identified in the response list
leads to the incorrect selection of template (BI) because D(C,BI)<D(C,AI).
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Finally, it .reght be noted that the recognition of strested syllables is a

highly practiced task"whereas the recognition of destressed syllables is not.
.-.This is because, in continuous speech, destressed syllables are normally

recognized with the aid of their context. To recognize them in isolation is a
relatively unfamiliar task ad4 consequently poorer performance is to be
expected. Of course, the present data provide no opportunities to examine
these alternative hypotheses properly. In the final analysis, it has to'be
conceded that the behavior of listeners and the behavior of the computert

algorithm are -3d...different as to mike ft obvious that the recognition

principles employed by both are-quite different.
#

Our findint that the spatial distributions bf ou0 stressed and destressed
syllables do not greatly differ in size 'suggests that it might be possible to
derive tHe acoustic properties of each destressed syllableo.by applying a warp
in both the time and frequency domains to fts approPriate stfessed counter
part. Moreover, if warps of this kind proved to have properties that were
common to-a lainge'class of syllables, say. all CVCs of a given vowel type, this
would, be of considerable help in controllinA the rate of dictionary growth.
One -way of 'applying such a warp would be Ay means of a matrix that would
vovide the Opportunity to compute a composfte or standard warp for a given
syliable class-Joy averaging together the warps obtained from many CVCs.

Stress effects are among the most difficult of the many obstacles that
jip, in the path of achieving a, practical continuous speech recognition

capability. In this study, we have begun a systematic approach to this

problem .by attempting isto generate ccntrolled, yet realistic, data and to

qbserve their interaCtion with recognition variables such as dictionarY

composition, parameter precision ana widely used recognition techniques such
ps dynamic_pattern matching. We have succeeded in identifying many of -the
interaCtiona that take place and in several'cases have been able to point out
their boundary conditions. Future work on the problem of stress variation
should involve the gradual relaxation of sothe of the input conitraints adopted
here, thern collection of additional observations, and the development of new
and better algoritHms.
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FOOTNOTES

lIt is the 'complex nature of the coarticulatory interaction between
phones (particularly within syllables) that has proved to make segmentation
strategies based on phonemic units so difficult to develop.

2Many linguiats (Pike, 1945; Trager & Smith, 1951) have drawn attention
to the:fact that English speech has more than two levels of stress.

Furthermore; the comments of our colleagues and reviewers have made it obvious
that there is insufficient agreement on a terminology for stress designation .
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to permit uS to use the words "stressed" and "destressed" without the

following explanatory remarks: The syllables employed in this study were
obtained from words in which they customarily receive contrasting degrees of
lexical stress. These stress contraSts were potentially subject to

enhancement or reduction by the sentential context although the most obvious
syntactic influences such as wordfinal lengthening were avoided. Therefore,

a syllable labeled as "stressed" did not necessarily bear the primary or
highest sentential stress. Syllables labeled as "destressed," on the other
hand, always bore less stress than their stressed counterparts but were never
so severely reduced as to cause the nuclear vowel to be produced as a schwa.
In general, experience leads us to expect that the stress reduction exhibited
by syllabies incorporating /1/ to be greater than the reduction for syllables
fhcorporating /m/.

beCause syllables in phraseTfinal position tend to undergo lengthening
and because syllable lengthening is one of the principal correlates of stress
(Fry, 1955), it was particularly necessary to avoid the interaction of such
position effects with the syllables chosen for this study.

4Errors occurred primarily in the syllableduration category and were due
to a failure of the segmentation algorithm-Ito include released bursts in final
position as an integral part of the preceding syllable.. A secondary problem
was the occasional omission of destressed syllables. Such errors were not
acceptable for the purposes of the present study.
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PHONETIC AND AUDITORY TRADING RELATIONS BETWEEN ACOUSTIC CUES IN SPEECH
PERCEPTION: FURTHER RESULTS*

Bruno H. Repp

Abstract. The series of studies begun by Repp (1981), with the
purpose of exanining whether trading relations between acoustic cues
are obtained within phonetic categories, is continued with three
experiments. Despite some unexpected complexities, the results tend
to support the hypothesis that the trading relations studied are a
consequence of phonetic categorization.

Whenever two or more acoustic cues contribute to the perception of a,
phonetic distinction, a trading-relation among the cues can be demonstrated in
categorization, given that the speech stimuli are phonetically ambiguous.
That is, a change in one cue can be compensated for by a change in another
cue, so as to maintain the same degree of perceptual anbiguity. In a previous
paper (Repp, 1981) I asked whether cues would continue to engage in trading
relations when the stimuli are phonetically unambiguous. An affirmative
answer to this question would mean that the trading relation exanined is
either psychoacoustic, in origin or that it derives from a phonetic mode of
processing that extends beyond the mere assignment of category labels. A

negative answer, on the other hand, would imply that the trading relation is
either tied to phonetic categorization or that it is a psychoacoustic
phenomenon specifically limited to the phonetic boundary region. Thus, while
these answers do not distinguish between all possible hypotheses, they
usefully restrict the set of alternatives. Further argunents and experimental
evidence may then be adduced to arrive at the most likely explanation for a
given trading relation.

Phonetic classification of unambiguous stimuli evidently does not yield
the kind of information sought. In my earlier experiments, I employed instead
a fixedstandard samedifferent discrimination paradigm with stimuli that
either straddled a phonetic category boundary or came from within a phonetic
category. Four different trading relations were exanined. Cbe of them,
suspected to be of psychoacoustic origin, held up regardless of phonetic
ambiguity; tm) others, suspected to be byproducts of phonetic categorization,
disappeared for withincategory stimulus comparisons; the reaults of the
fourth experiment were inconclusive. The three experiments to be reported in
the present paper supplement and extend my earlier research using exactly the
same methodology.

Acknowledgment. This research was supported by NICHD Grant HD01994 and BRS
Grant RR05596. I am grateN1 to Sharon Manuel for assistance in running the
experiments.
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GENERAL METHOD

iA graphic illustrat;ion of the paradigm in the form of a geometric analogy
is provided in Figure 1. The two acoustic cues whose tradeoff is to be
investigated are depicted here as the height and width of rectangles. The
dimension resulting from the perceptual integration of the two cues, analogous
to the phonetic percept (though without any clearly defined category bounds

_ry)-,---is the area of the rectangles, a measure of which (in drbitrary units) is
given by the nunbers in Figure 1. The subjects' task is to discriminate a
standard, which occurs first in each stimulus pair, from a limited set of
alternative stimuli. A series of practice trials is presented' first, with
subjects having fore owledge of the correct responses. Half the stimulus
pairs are "same" tria cthich the standard is paired with itself; the other
half are "different" trials in which the standar& is followed by a stimulus
that differs in one (th "primary") cue dimension (height in Figure 1) by a
fairly large amouit. Diree blocks of test trials follow. In each of these,,
there are three types Of trials occurring with equal frequency: "same"
trials, 1cue "different" trials in which the difference is only in the
primary cue, and 2cue "different" trials in which. the comparison stimulus
differs from the standard on both cue dimensions. The difference in the
second (the "secondary") ue dimension (width in Figure 1) is fairly small and
chosen so as to coutteract the difference in the primary cue with respect to
the integrated percept; thus, in Figure 1, increased height is coupled 'with
reduced width. The size of the primary cue difference (height) decreases
across the three test biocks, whereas the secondary cue difference (width)
remains constant.

PRACTICE\
(48 TRIALS)

BLOCK 1
(72 TRIALS)

BLOCK 2
(72 TRIALS)

BLOCK 3
(72 TRIALS)

COMPARISON STIMULI ON
'tIFFERENr TRIALS

STANDARD 1-CUE 2-CUE

40
.1111116

40

1111111

35 28

SECONDARY
CUE

Figure 1. Schematic d\iagram of the experimental paradigm.
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If listeners discriminate the stimuli on. the basis of an integrated
property derived from both cues (area), then the' prediction is that, paradoxi
cally, 1cue differences should be easier to detect than 2cue differences:
In Figwe 1, the standardcomparison difference in area is larger on 1cue
th-m on 2cue trials. If, however, subjects do not integrate the two cues and
instead either focus on a single cue or divide attention between two separable
cue dimensions, then there should either be no difference between 1cue and 2
cue trials (if only the primary cue is attended to), or 2cue trials should
yield higher detection scores than 1cue trials. In the latter case, a

dividedattention strategy may be distinguished from a secondar.ycue focus by
gauging the extent of the advantage for 2cue trials and the extent of the
decline in 2cue discrimination performance over test blocks.

Each experiment has two conditions, a betweencategory (Between) and a
within-:category (Within) condition. Each- condition includes the complete
paradigm shown in Figwe 1; the difference lies solely in the values chosen
for the primary cue dimension. In the Between condition, they are chosen so
that the standard stimulus is close to a phonetic boundary and the comparison
stimuli tend to fall even closer to, or on the opposite side of, the bouldary.
This enables listeners to make use of phonetic category distinctions and thus
encourages the phonetic strategy of deriving a single integrated percept from
the two cue dimensions and of basing samedifferent judgments on a comparison
of these percepts (i.e., categorical perception). This condition should yield
the expected phonetic trading relation (revealed as a superiority of -1oue
over 2cue trials) and thus serves as a control. In the Within condition, the
primary cue values are chosen so that all stimuli fall well within a phonetic
category. Here, listeners presumably can no longer make phonetic distinctions
and have to rely on perceived auditory differences between the stimuli. The
critical result is the relative performance on 1cue and 2cue trials. If

this relation is significantly different from that observed in the Between
condition, the conclusion is warranted that a different (presumably nonphonet
iè) pei-ceptual strategy was used in withincategory discrimination. It should
be noted that, although the clearest result W3 uld be 1cue superioritY in the
Between condition and 2pue superiority in the Within condition, a significant
change in the 1cue versus 2cue relation across conditions (i.e., a signifi
cant ales by Conditions interaction in an analysis of variance) is sufficient
to permit conclusions about differing perceptual strategies. The results may
not always be ideal because, as in many other tasks concerned with categorical
perception of speech, phonetic and auditory strategies may be used simultane
ously in varying degrees, particularly in "betweencategory" discrimination.
(See Repp, 1981, for presumed instances in the present paradigm.)

The experimental setup in the present experiments differed from that of
my earlier studies in several minor respects. First, the nunber of test
trials was increaied by onesixth to 84 per block. Second, the nunber of
practice trials was reduced to 28, and instead of following a random sequence,
they alternated between "same" and "different." As before, during practice the,
subjects checked off the correct responses printed on the answer sheet.',

Third, a change in the direction of primarycue differences was introduced in
parts of Experiments 2 and 3 and is described later. Fowth, more eitensive
identificatjon data were collected than in -the earlier studies. These data
were always obtained after the discrimination tasks or in a separate session
(or from different subjects altogether), to avoid biasing the listeners too

I
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strongly toward use of a phonetic strategy. Ch the other hand, the Between

conditions always preceded the more difficult Within condition, to permit

subjects to get used to the stimuli and to the task. This, finally,

constituted another change from my earlierstudies, in which the Within
condition was presented twice, both before and after the Between condition.
Since there were no significant differences between these two presentations in
any of the four previous experiments, the present use of a single run
following the Between condition was fully justified, even though the total
number of responses obtained was thereby reduced.

EXPERIMENT 1: "SAY"-"STAY"

The purpose of this study was to supplement my earlier Experiment 1,

which was concerned with the stop manner distinction ,in "say" versus "stay."
This distinction is of special interest because Best, Morrongiello, and Robson
(1981) have reported results that suggest a phonetic basis for the 'trading
relation between the two cues of silent closure duration and first-formant
(F1) onset frequency. In my earlier study, I employed stimuli composed of a
natural-speech "s" noise followed by a variable amount of silence (the primary

cue) and one ,of two synthetic vocalic portions differing in F1 onset (the
secondary cue). The results were encouraging but statistically weak, due to
high variability (an aspect of the data that was also encomtered in the
present experiments, unfortunately). Although the expected trading relation
was apparent both in the Between condition (as 1-cue superiority) and in the
post-discrimination labeling data, it did not reach significance in either set

of data. However, there was a significant 1-cue superiority in the Within

condition, and a significant CUes-by-COnditions interaction confirming the

reversal. Clearly, then, the phonetic trading relation was absent when the
subjects could not draw any category distinctions, which supported the

conclusion of Best et al. (1981) that the trading relation may be specific to
phonetic perception.

The weakness of the phonetic trading relation in the earlier Between
condition may have been due to a mixture of phonetic and auditory strategies
in discrimination; however, the similar weakness in the labeling data cannot

be so explained. Rather, it suggests that the stimulus materials were not
optimal. The original purpose of the present study was to provide a

replication with improved stimuli. All-natural stimuli were envisioned for

that purpose. Since F1 onset frequency is difficult to manipulate directly in

natural speech, it was planned to take vocalic portions from utterances of
"say" and "stay," which were thought to contain the required difference in F1.
Pilot tests (of a limited nature, to be sure) suggested, however, that the two
vocalic portions--the particular tokens used, in any case--had no differential
effect in perception and did not generate any trading relation. Although I

could have extended my efforts at finding stimuli that "worked," I decided

instead to vary a different, but equally relevant, secondary cue: the'release

burst that occurs immediately following the closure in "stay" but is absent in

Method

The utterances "say" and "stay" were recorded by a female speaker.end

were digitized at 20 kHz. In order not to bias perception too strongly toward
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.
"stay," the fricative noise portion of "say" was employed in the experimental
stimuli. However, to couiteract a possible bias in the opposite direction,
the final lowaaplitude portion was trimmed off, leaving a noise waveform of
157 msec duration. The experimental stimuli were created by following this
noise with a- variable silent interval and one of two waveforms derived from
the 4 00msec postclosure portion of the "stay" utterance. Originally, this
"day" portion began with a powerful release burst of approximately 25 msec
duration, more than sufficient to cue perception of "stay" even when immedi
ately preceded by an "s" noise without closure silence (Repp, 1982). To

obtain stimuli that would permit perception of "say" in the same situation,
the onset of the "day" portion was cut back by 20 and 29 msec, respectively,
resulting in stimuli that, in analogy to Best et al. (1 981), may be called
strong "day" and weak "day" (relatively speaking). The strong "day" retained
the last 4 msec of the release burst, which were of rather low amplitude. In

the weak "day," this residual burst was eliminated together with the first 5
msec pitch period, which was of very low amplitude and was overlaid with some
aspiration. noise. Essentially, then, -the Strong and weak "day" differed in
the presence versus absence of a residual release burse at onset.

In ,the Between condition, the fixed s,:andard consisted of' the "s" noise
immediately followed by the strong "day"--a stimulus expected to be perceived
as "say." The comparison stimuli in the three test blocks had silent closure
intervals of 40, 30, and 2 0 msec, respectively. In the Within condition, thS-
standard, which again contained the strong "day" portion, had a closure
interval of 40 msec (expected to lead to the perception of "stay"), and the
comparison stimuli had silences of 100, 80, and 60 msec. A separate
identification tape contained ten random sequences of 14 stimuli generated by
following the "s" noise with either the strong or the weak "day," separated by
silent intervals ranging from 0 to 6 0 msec in 10msec steps. The subjects
were nine paid volunteers, mostly Yale undergraduates. For details of method
not mentioned here, the reader is referred to Repp_11 981).

Results and Discussion

Figure 2 displays the average postdiscrimination identification results.
Percent "stay" responses is shown as a function of silence duration. It is
evident that the stimuli containing the strong "day" portion generated an

orderly labeling function, with the category boundary at 25 msec of silence.
The stimuli that served as standards in the discrimination task, with 0 and 110
msec of silence, received 2 and 9 1 percent "stay" responses, respectively,
which confirms, that they had been appropriately chosen as instances of "say"
and "stay." The labeling function for the stimuli containing the weak "day,"
howver, was unexpectedly gradual, reaching not even 5 0 percent "stay"

responses at the longest silence. (Only two of the nine subjects reached 100
percent "stay" responses.) This was surprising, for exactly the, same stimuli
had been used in another study (Repp, 1982) where many more "stay" responses
were obtained. The resulting exaggerated trading relation (if it still can be
called that) between the silence and release burst cues has implications for
the discrimination tasks: Cn one hand, an especially clear trading relation
should emerge in the Between condition; on the other hand, the failtre of the
weak "day" stimuli to reach 100 percent "stay" responses (presumably even at
silences longer than 6 0 msec, judging from Figure 2) gave subjects an

tnex;sected opportunity to detect phonetic distinctions in the Within condition

1 25
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Figtre 2. Identification results of Experiment 1.
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Figtre 3. Discrimination results of Experiment 1.
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as well. Here, however, a phonetic-strategy should lead to higher scores on
2-cue than on 1-cue trials. (Consider the 40-msec strong "day" standard and
the two 60-msec comparison stimuli in Figure 2.) Therefore, a reversal in the
relation between 1-cue and 2-cue discrimination scores is predicted on
phonetic grounds, alone, which complicates (but still permits) an interpreta-
tion of the discrimination results.

These results are shown in Figure 3 as d' scores (heavy lines). Me
pattern is very clear: In the Between condition there is a large advantage
for 1-cue trials, F(1,8) = 31.7, < .001, While, in the Within condition,
there is a strong trend in the opposite direction that, however, failed to
reach significance, F(1,8) = 3.3. The Cues-by-Conditions interaction is high-
ly significant, F(1,8) = 25.2, 2 < .002. In addition, performance declined
across test blocks, F(2,16) = 24.5, < .001, except for blocks 2 and 3 in the
Within condition, where scores remained constant.

The results of the etween condition confirm the expected trading
relation and bolster the somonat weak results obtained in the same condition
of the earlier "say"-"stay" study (Repp; 1981). The thin lines in Figure 3
indicate the results expected if subjects had relied on phonetic labels alone.
These expected d' values were deriVed after predicting individual hit and
false alarm rates according to the classic "Haskins model" of categorical
perception. It can be seen that performance was a good deal better than
predicted; this may be attributed to anchoring or contrast effects due to the
fixed standard (Repp, Healy, & Crowder, 1979). The smaller gain for 1-cue
trials may be attributed to a ceiling effect (d'max = 4.64). Thus, the data
are consistent with the hypothesis that, in the Between condition', subjects
relied primarily on phonetic labels in discriminating the stimuli. They are
also consistent, however, with the alternate hypothesis that a psychoacoustic
trading relation localized in the phonetic boundary region is responsible for
the effects seen.

The results of the Within condition are less straightforward. Predicted
d' values were computed .for the last test block and are shown in Figure 3. It
can be seen that performanse on 1-cue trials was better than predicted
(predicted d' was near zero)/ while performance on 2-cue trials was worse than
predicted. As a result, the obtained difference between 1-cue and 2-cue
discrimination was smaller than predicted. If the assumption is accepted that
subjects used primarily a phonetic strategy even in the Within condition, the
depressed scores on 2-cue trials may indicate that a psychoacoustic trading
relation favoring 1-cue trials (as in the Between condition) cotnteracted the
trends generated by the phonetic strategy. That purely auditory discrimina-
tion played an additional role is clear', at the very least, from the elevated
scores in the first test block; note that the predicted scores must be lower
in the first than in the last test block, as indicated by the arrow in Figure
3. (This can easily be verified with the aid of Figure, 2.)

In the hope-of clarifying the situation, the Within-condition results of
individual subjects were inspected. All of the five subjects who gave very
few "stay" responses to the weak "day" stimuli showed the predicted 2-cue
superiority. So did, however, one of the two subjects whose "stay" responses
reached 100 percent at or before the 60-msec silence duration (and whose
predicted scores were, therefore, zero throughout) and one of two subjects

1.31.
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%those labeling results indicated that 100 percent "stay" responses might have
been reached somewhere beyond 60 msec. These results suggest the 'use of an
auditory strategy favoring 2-cue trials, which implies that there was no
psychoacoustic trading relation favoring 1-cue trials. en the other hand, one

of the two subjects with reasonable labtling scores showed (as the only
subject) a substantial advantage for 1-cue trials in the Within. condition.
The other one of the two subjects with excellent labeling scores performed
near chance throughout (as predicted), which suggests that he was a strictly
categorical perceiver and failed to make any use of auditory information.

In summary, the results oi the present study, while not crystal-clear, do
lend some support to the phonotic/localized-psychoacoustic pair of hypotheses;
they tend not to favor the generalized-phoneticipsychoacoustic pair. Within

the favored pair, the distinction rests' on uhether the postulated psychoacous-

tic interaction and its spcific location, can be supported by independent
argunents or evidence. At present, such evidence is in short supply; however,
some negative argunents will be presented in the General Discussion.

EXPERIMENT 2: "SLIT"-"SPLIT"

All the experiments up to now (including the four studi.es in Repp,' 1981,
and the present Experiment 1) had in common that the primary cue was temporal
in nature, and that the Within condition used 1.onges values on that temporal
dimension than the Between condition. This was so out of necessity, since the
category bouldaries were located at relatively short durations of the temporal
cue and did not leave sufficient "room" for a full discrimination paradigm
(Figtre .1) at the short end of the continuum. Also, to the extent that the
bouidary coincided with a psychoacoustic threshold of some sort (cf. Miller,
Wier, Pastore, Kelly, & Dooling, 1976; Pastore, Ahroon, Baffuto, Friedman,
Puleo, & Fink, 1977; Pisoni, 1977), one might have expected discrimination to

be at chance berow that threshold, i.e., at the very short end of the
continuum. Nevertheless, it becane increasingly' ev ident that ah application
of the present paradigm to the short end \of a temporal dimension might be a
desirable strategy to pOrsue. After alA, few psychoacousticians would be
surprised by'the finding that an interacti\on between cues occurring in the
vicinity of some hypothesized threshold disappeared at long temporal szpara-
tions of signal components; Temporal proximity may be a prerequisite for the
interactions (be they Masking or integratio) that are thought to ulderly a
trading relation. If so,\however, then the p\sychoacoustic interaction should
become even stronger ;then \temporal separation is further reduced. 01 the

other hand, if the stimuli ;iith these short temporal values all fall in the
same phonetic category, then the phonetic hypothesis would predict a disap-

pearance of- the trading relation. Moreoverl finding that subjects can

discriminate these stimuli at alr\would cast d ubt on the hypothesis equating
category bouldaries with auditory thesholds.

To pursue this possibility, it is necessar to find a stimulus continuum

on vthich the boundary is at somevthat longer durations of a temporal cue. The

"slit"-"split" distinction seems to fit the\bill. In a recent study by Fitch,

Hawes,. Erickson, and Liberman (1 980), the average boundary on a continuum of

varying silent closure durations was somewhere between 50 and 80 msec,

depending on the precise characteristics of the stimuli. This gives rise to
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the hope of obtaining above-chance discrithination scores strictly within the
" it" category. /

Experiment 2 was conducted in two parts. Part a included the Betweencondition and the Within ("slit") condition just described. Part b included
the same conditions but with a different choice of standards, as described
below, plus a second Within ("split") condition using long values of the
temporal cue dimension.

Method

Me stimuli were creysted in a similar way as those of Experiment 1. 'Afemale speaker recorded th utterance "split," which was digitized at 20 kHz.
,The pre-closure "s" noise, 141 msec in duration, was separated from the post-
closure "blit" portion, which consisted of an initial 15-msec low-anplitude
release but-st followed by a 230-msec voiced portion, a 137-miec "t" closure,and a final "t" release burst. TWo versions were derived from this portion bywaveform editing: a strong "blit" that retained the final 12 ,msec of the'release burst, and a weak "blit" that had no release btrst left.

In the Between condition of Part a, the standard had a closure silence of
40 msec preceding the strong "blit." Me comparison stimuli in successivetest blocks had silences of 80, 70, and 60 msec. In the Within ("slit")
condition of Part a, the standard had no silence preceding the strong "blit,"
while the comparisons had silences of 40, 30, and 20 msec. In the Within("split") condition of Part b, the standard had 140 mSec of silence preceding
the strong "blit," while.the comparisons had silences of 200, 180, and 160
msec. The Between and Within ("-slit") conditions of Part b essentially
reversed the standard and comparison stimuli of the corresponding conditionsin Part a. In the Between condition, the standard initially had 80 msec ofsilence followed by the weak "blit," and the comparisons had 40 msec ofsilence. Over successive test blocks, the silence of the standard decreased
from 80 to 70 to 60 msec, while that of the comparison remained constant. Inthe Within ("slit") condition, the silence in the standard decreased from 40
to 30 to 20 msec (followed by the weak "blit"), while that of the comparison
remained fixed at 0 msec. The reason for these changes will become apparent
below.

The identification test included ten random sequences of 20 Stimuli.
Silences ranged from 30 to 120 msec in 10-msec steps; stimuli included either
the weak or the strong "blit." The identification test was taken by nine
subjects, only four of whom also took Part a of the discrimination tests.
Eight of the nine paid volaiteers in Part a had- also been subjects in
Experiment 1. Seven new subjects were run in Part b. The subjects in Part
listened to the Within ("split") tape at the end of the session.

Results and Discussion

The average results of the identification test are shown in Figure 4.
They proved to be very orderly. The category bot.ridaries were at 149 and 70
msec for the strong and weak "blit," respectively. Note that the standards

-used in the Within "slit" (Part a) and "split" (Part b) conditions, with
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silences of' 0 and 140 msec, were mambiguous instances of "slit" and "split,"respectively, as intended.

Me average results of the discrimination tests of Part a are show: inFigtre 5. The Within "slit" condition is show: in the left panel and /the
Between condition is shown in the right panel. In the Betwen condition, theexpected trading relation was initially absent but emerged in the second andthird test blocks, F(2,16) . 2.< .05, for the Wes-by-Blocks interaotico;
F(1,8) = 3.3, .2) .05, for the Cues main effect. The reason for hisinteraction is not known. Me Within data are surprising in that they, too,reveal) the tr...ading relation in form of a consistent 1ctie- superiority, F(1,8)
= 8.1, < .05. The Conditions-by-Cues interaction was not significant,F(1,8) 1.7, indicating similar patterns of results in the two conditions.
Me cverall alvantage for 1-cue trials was significant, F(1,8) = 9.9, .2 < .02,and so'was, of course., the decrease in scores across.test blocks, F(2,16) =21.7, 2 < .001. The performance levellin--tbe, Within condition was remarkablyhigh and similar to that in the Betueen condition of Experiment:1 (Figure 3, .left panel), which had einployed the same silence durations. \

At first blusli these results look exactly like those expedted if thetrading relation had 'a purely psychoacoustic basis. Oowever, the highperformance level in the Within condition gives rise to suspicion. Indeed;the 'author's observations as a pilot subject suggtht an alternative interpre-tation: It seems that the consistent presence of the 0-msec standard on everytrial may have acted as an anchor that shifted the phonetic boundary toward.
rather short values, so that tokens with only 40, 30, ,and even 20 msec of 'silence began to sound like "spkit." If so, the trading relation evident-in
the Within condition may derive from phonetic perception, rather than from apsychoacoustic interaction. It was for thig reason that Part b of theexperiment was rm. By using standards. with silences closer to the boundary
and different standards in each test block, it was 'hoped that anchoringeffects might be reduced. Me Within "split" condition was added to gather
additional information comparable to that obtained in Experiment 1.

The results of Part b are shown in Figure 6. The conditions in the two
panels on the left correspond to those in Figure 5. fhe change in standardshad a quite dramatic effect. In the Between condition, performance was better
than prey iousl y and ex hib ited a clear trad ing relation , F(1, 6) = 8. 0, < .05.Performance in the Within ("slit") condition, on the other hand, was much
poorer than previously and showed no significant trading relation, F(1,6)1.2. Me poor performance suggests that the subjects could no longer rely ona phonetic criterion. Consequently, the absence of any trading relation maybe interpreted as supporting the hypothesis that the trading relation in the
Betwen condition had a phonetic, rather than psychoacoustic origin.

We possible objection Ito that conclusion, however, which cannot be
dismissed at present, is that the secondary cue (the brief release btrst at
the onset of the strong "blit") was effectively masked by the precedingfricative noise in 0-msec silence stimuli. Since all comparison stimuli in
the Within ("slit") condition :ere of that kind, the secondary cue may simply
.have had no opportunity to produce any perceptual ,effects, be they phonetic or
psychoacoustic. This objection cannot be raised against the results of the
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Within ("split") conditiiin (right-hand panel in Flg,..re 6), however, which
strongly resemble those of. the Within ("slit") condition: Again; performance
was very poor,, and there was no difference at all between 1-cm and 2-cue,
trials. _Thus it appears that subjects- did not pay any attention to the
secondary, cue, unlike the Between condition, where that cue made a large
difference (cf. also the labeling data in Figure 4). It seems po'ssible that
the lack of any secondary-cue effect in the Within ("srif") condition_ was
likewise due to lack of attention, although the possibility of masking_
remains.

1

EXPERII-ENT 3: "GA"-"KA"

In the final experiment of this series, another attempt was made to
--assess within-categorl discrimination at the short end of a temporal continu-

um. This time, I chose a voice-onset-time (VOT) contingurn for stops with a
'Velar place of articu1, on, whose phonetic boundary tends to lie at relative-

- ly'long malues of VOT (Lisker & Abramson, 1970). Since the secondary cue, was
to be the onset frequency of the .F1 transition (cf. Lisker, Liberman,
Erickson, Dechovitz, & Handler, 1977;, Summerfield &-Haggard, 1977), I returned
to synthetic stimuli.

Method

The stimuli were created on the Haskins Laboratories parallel resonance
synthesi zer . 1 All stimuli were 250 msec in duration, had a linearly falling
flmdamental frequencsy contour and. linear 50-msec formant transitions that, in
the case of F2 and F3, went from 1764. to 1230 Hz and from 2025 to 2527 Hz,
respectively. The primary cue varied was VOT, i.e., the duration of the
initial aspiration phase during which F1 was turned off. The secondary cue
was the linear F1 transition , whose onset freqdency, duiation, and extent
differed between two versions: In short-transitioh (high .F1 onset) stimuli,
F1 started at 407 liz ard reached 765 liz after 50 msec; in long-transition (low
F1 onset) stimuli, it started at 279 Hz and reached 765 Hz after 70 ms.pc,
given a VOT of 0 msec. At longer VOTs, F1 started at correspondingly higher
values. The two F1 trajectorie's, were chosen so as to have the same slope,
making the tnagnitude of the secondary cue difference constant for different-
values of the primary cue (VOT). ,

Because Experiment 2 had revealed strong effects of the choice of
standard, the present experimental- tapes Isere immediately recorded in two
versions. In the Between condition, version A, the standard had 20 msec'qt
aspiration and a short F1 transition, and the comparison stimuli had VOTs of
401 35, and 30 msec. In version B, the standard had 50 msec of 'aspiration and
.a long F.1 transition (of utlich only the last 20 ynsec remained, o.f course), and
the Comparisons had VOTs of 30, 35, and 40 msec. In the Within ("ga")

/ condipon, version A, the standard had no aspirationNand.--a---Short F1 transi-
tion, while-4he comparisons had VOTs of t20, 15, and 10 msec. In version B,
the standard) had 20 msec of aspiration and a _long F1 transition, .and. the
compariso.ns had VOTs of 0, 5, and 10 msec. tiote that the B 1.4rsions differed

, ft.= the corresponding condition's- in Experiment 2, Part b; in that the
standards were held constant through all test blocks, while the comparisons

1
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changed from block to block; this resulted in some differences in the precise
VDT comparisons used in versions A and B. A Within ("ka") condition could not
be included with these stimuli, for the F1 transition did not extend
sufficiently into the "ka" category.

A separate identification test included 10 random sequences or long and
shorttransitl1on stimuli with VOTs ranging from 0 to 50 msec in Smsec steps.
Ten paid volulteers participated, four of %tom had also taken Part b of
Experiment 2. Five Subjects took version A, and five took version B. The
data of' one additional subject were discarded because he apparently wrote
"same" for "différent" (and vice versa) during, part of the experiment and
responded randomly elsehtfere.

Results and Discussion

Figwe 7 shows the identification results. The expected trading relation
was clearly present, with category bouldaries at approximately 23 and 36 msec
of VOT Tor high and low Fl onsets, respectively.

The results of the discrimination tests are shown in Figure 8. They are
plotted separately for versions A (top panels) and B (bottom panels) of the
tests, not only because the VOT comparisons were slightly different but also
-because one of the strongest effects in the overall analysis of variance was
the ales by Versions interaction, F(1,8) = 26.9, .2 < .001, which suggested
that the relationship between .scores for 1cue and 2cue trials changed across
versions. No other interaction with Versions was significant. The overall
analysis also revealed a highly significant Conditions by Cues interaction,
F(1,8) = 33.6, .2 < .001, which indicates that the pattern of results was
different for the Within and Between conditions.

Both these effects are evident in Figure 8. Overall, performance was
better on 2cue trials than on 1cue trials in version A, while the opposite
held in version B, 4ocue trials enjoyed a relative advantage in the Within
condition, while V-icue trials were favored in the Between condition. The

lastmentioned finding, of course, is the expected phonetic trading relation;
because of the strong Cues by Versions interaction, it was small and

.nonsinificant in version A but large and significant, F(1,4) = 12.4, 2 < .05,

in version B. In the Within condition, on the other hand, there was a large
2cue superiority in version A, F(1,4) = 52.9, .2 < .01, but no difference
vbatsoever in version B. hbte also the unexpectedly high level of performance
in the Within condition in both versions.

These data present some problems for interpretation, but they are quite
clear on the main point: 'There was no sign of any trading relation in the
Within condition. When the trading relation was presen't in the Between
condition, it disappeared in the Within condition (VePsion B); when it was
absent in the Between condition, a large advantage for 2bue trials emerged in
the Within condition (version A). This pattern of results suggests that the
trading relation between F1 onset and VOT is not psychoacoustic in origin
(cf. 3.1mmerfield, 1982).

1 38
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Cne aspect of the present experiment that has not been considered so far
is that, in contrast to the previous studies in this series, the primary and
secondary cues were not independent. As VOT increased, the effective onset
frequency of F1 rose and the F1 transition got shorter. A quick calculation
shows that, in all conditions, the differences in Fl onset frequency betheen
the standard and comparison stimuli, were larger on 1-cue trials than on 2-cue
trials. In fact, the stimuli on 2-cue trials should have been nearly
indistinguishable on the basis of F1 onset or dtration alone. This contrasts
with the large advantage for 2-cue trials in the Within condition,_versión A,
sugpsting that these stimuli were discriminated on a basis other than F1

onset. Note also the absence of a decline in 2-cue -discrimination scores over
test blocks in tpat condition, which suggests that the secondary cue that
caught the subjects' attention was independent of T. The only aspect of the
secondary -cue that was indeed independent of VOT in the short range was iti
final portion---the point at wtich F1 reached asymptote relative to the higher
foments. This aspect of the stimuli may have been auditorily salient in the
Within condition, even though it is apparently not an important factor in
phonetic. classification (Summerfield & Haggard, 1977). Why it was so much
more salient in version A than in version B, where subjects seemed to attend
only to the temporal aspect of 1,3T, is still a mystery. Considering the small
number of subjects, however, it may simply have been a difference .in listener
strategies that was unrelated to the particular arrangement of stimuli.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The present three studies extend the fotr experiments reported, by Repp
(1981). Although each experiment in this series has its owl individual
problems, the cumulative evidence does favor the hypothesis that most trading
relations between acoustic cues in phonetle perception are phonetically
conditioned. That is, they are a direct consequence of distinguishing between
members of phonetic categories that are defined by a multiplicity of acoustic
attributes. Mere is no convincing evid\ence for any significant psychoacous-
tic interactions between any of the cues varied, with the sole exception of
VOT and aspiration amplitude (Repp, 1981i\ Exp. 3), which also was the only
case in unich a trading relation was expected to be psychoacoustic in nature.

To summarize the present findings: Ex riment 1 investigated the trading
relation between silence duration and prese ce/absence of release burst as
cues to the stop manner contrast. While the t ading relation was obtained in
the Between condition, it war reversed in the Within condition. Beeause of
the unexpected magnitude of the trading relation in identification, subjects
may have -applied a phonetic strategy in both conditions. The reversal in the
trading relation across conditions was shom to be consistent with that
hypothesis. The results are also consistent with the hypothesis that the
subjects followd an auditory strategy in the Within condition, different from
the, phonetic strategy used in the Between condition. 1bwever, the results are
not consistent with the hypothesis that the same auditory strategy was
followed in both conditions, for in this case the pattern of results should
have been similar in the the conditions. It may be concluded that the trading
relation is either phonetic in origin or, if due to a psychoacoustic
interaction, specifically limited to the 'phonetic boundary region.
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Experiment 2, varying similar cues, focused on the within-category region
at short values of the primary, temporal cue. At first, a similar<_trading
relation was fouid in the Between and Within conditions. While this result
seemed to lend support to ne psychoacoustic hypothesis, it was argued that it
may have resulted from a phonetic bouidary shift due to anchoring in the
Within condition, which thereby becane another Between condition. Indeed, a
change in stimulus arrangement eliminated the trading relation in the Within
condition. An. added Within cqndition using long values of the primary cue
likewise yielded no trading relation. These results support the hypothesis
that the trading relation is of phonetic origin.

Experimant 3 focused on the trading relation between VOT and F1 onset
frequer,y as cues to the voicing contrast, using short values of VOT for the
Within condition. Although' the results showed some striking effects of
stimulus arrangenent, overall the trading relation was obtained in the Between
condition but was reversed in the Within condition, thus lending further
support to the phonetic hypothesis.

In the Introduction, it was pointed out that the phonetic hypothesis,
which maintains that trading relations are a byproduct of phonetic categoriza-
tion, cannot be clearly distinguished from a versicin of the psycboacoustic
hypothesis that postulates that trading relations are due to auditory interac-
tions occurring only at the phonetic bouldwy. However, this second hypo-
thesis is weakened by at least two considerations. Crie emerges from the data
of Experiments 2 and' 3, which suggest that the trading relations-studied
disappear not only at relatively long values of the temporal dimension (which
may suggest the involvement of a temporal threshold or masking) but also at
the shortest values of the- same dimension. A psychoacoustic explanation of
these findings would have to be quite involved, although it is perhaps not
impossible. The second, more serious problem for the bouldary-specific
psychoacoustic hypothesis is, however, that it rests on the ,assumption that
the placement of the phonetic bouldary is itself psychoacoustically conditi-
oned--i.e., that it represents an auditory threshold of some sort (Pisoni,
1977; Pastore et al., 1977; Schouten, 1980). However, there is now ample
evidence that linguistic category bouldaries, while limited in certain ways by
auditory acuity, are placed in accordance with the acoustic-phonetic charac-
teristics of a particular language and, moreover, are flexible wider a variety
of conditions (Repp & Liberman, Note 1). That is, the location of the
bouldary is itself phonetically conditioned and therefore cannot be part of a
purely psychoacoustic hypothesis.

In conclusion, then, the present data lend support to the classic dual-
process view of speech perception (in the laboratory), as proposed by Fujisaki
and Kawashima (1969, 1970) and Pisoni (1 973) and reaffirmed by such recent
authors as Samuel (1 977), Soli (in press), and Repp (in press). Within the
confines of the auditory perceptual system, these tvo_processes represent the
bottom-up and top-down components. (143de15 of sord recognition typically lump
both together under the heading of bottom-up.) The phonetic component is top-
dorm because it represents the contribution to perception of the past
experience of the individual--of the phonetic category prototypes established
through speaking and listening. The auditory, bottom-up component, which
includes interactions and nonlinearities of various sorts, merely provides the
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raw material on t-thich the interpretive phonetic component operates.

Therefore, to say that, a specific trading relation is phonetic in origin is
quite analogous to saying that the word "apple" refers to the edible object
not because of its acoustic (or even phonetic) -properties but because the
listener- knows the word and its meaning. Cnce this is acknowledged, phonetic
trading relations become merely one of many byproducts of categorical percep-
tion in the laboratory whose detailed investigation promise's few new insights.
Rather, the important questions for theoretical and empirical study become the
acquisition of phonetic categories and how to conceptualize their internal
representation.

REFERENCE NOTE

1. Repp, B. H., & Liberman, A. M. Phonetic category boundaries are flexible.

Paper in preparation.
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FOOTNOTE

1To the best of my knowledge, these ;ere the last stimuli created on that
distinguished instrunent before it bent out of -commission in May 1982. A

serial synthesizer was avoided because of the anplitude changes consequent
upon changes in F1 frequency.
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LINGUISTIC CODING BY DEAF CHILDREN IN RELATION TO BEGINNING READING,SUCCESS

Vicki L. Hanson, Isabelle Y. Liberman,+ and Donald Shankweiler+

Abstract. The coding of printed letters in a task of consonant
recall was examined in relation to the level of success of prelingu-
ally and profoundly deaf children (median age 8.75 years) in

beginning reading. sAs determined by recall errors, the deaf chil-
dren who were classified as good readers appeared to use both speech
and fingerspelling (manual) codes in short-term retention of printed
letters. In contrast, deaf children classified as poor readers did
not show influence of either of these linguistically-based codes in
recall. Thus, the' success of deaf children in beginning reading,
like that of hearing children, appears to be related.to the ability
to establish and make use of linguistically-recoded representations
of the language. Neither group showed evidence of dependence on
visual cues for recall.

To be able to comprehend text, a reader must hold several words, and
:their order, in short-term memory long enough for sentence interpretation.
'The nature of this short-term memory store is a matter of considerable
interest. For hearing children, research evidence suggests that success in
beginning reading is related to ability to make efficient use of a speech-
based code.1 In tebts of short-term memory; hearing second graders who are
good readers have been found to be more sensitive to this information than
those who are poor readers. For example, in a test of the recall of printed
consonant strings, the performance of second grade good readers was found to
differ significantly for rhyming and nonrhyming strings (Liberman,
Shankweiler, Liberman, Fowler, & Fischer, 1977). For the poor readers, in

+Also University of Connecticut.
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contrast, performance was similar in the two cases. The difference in error
pattern was attributed to the Ood'readers' greater or more efficient use of a
speech-based code. This result has been ottained.not only with printed letter
presentation, but also len the letters' names were spoken (Shankweiler,
Libbrman, Mark, Fowler, a Fischer, 1979). Similar results have also been

obtained in tasks of recognition memory for words. Good readers are more
likely than poor readers to make errors in recognizing words that rhyme with
earlier-occurring words, whether the words are heard (Byrne & Shea, 1979) or
read (Mark, Shankweiler, Liberman, & Fowler, 1977). These findings have

suggested that for hearing .children in the process of acquiring reading
skills, the poor readers may be deficient in the use of a speech-based code.

The present research examines short-term memory coding as it relates to
the beginning reading success of prelingually, profoundly deaf'children. The

most comprehensive work that,has been done to date on reading in deaf

populations is an extensive study by Conrad (1979) of older hearing-impaired
students (ages 15-16.5) in England and Wales. In that study, three factors

were found to be determinants of reading success: degree of hearing loss,

level of intelligence, and use of a speech-based code. Of these factors, the
latter is of particular relevance here.

The use of a speech-based code was assessed by Conrad by means of a
short-term memory task in which the students were presented short lists of
rhyming words (e.g., do, blue, and through) and nonrhyming words (e.g., bean,
door, and farm). Studehts were considered to be using a speech-based code if
they made more errors on rhyming lists than on nonrhyming lists. Degree of

hearing loss was found t6 be related to reading achievement (those persons
having a loss of 85 dB or &eater showing a marked deficiency in reading
achievement), but success in reading for a given degree of hearing loss was
largely determined by the use of a speech-based code. Individuals who made

use of this code tended to be better readers than those who did not. Although

the ability to use a speech-based code was correlated with degree of hearing
loss and intelligence, use of a speech-based code was also an independent
determiner of reading success.

It is of further interest to note that the majority of the profoundly
deaf students in 'Conrad's study had not acquired the use of a speech-based
code and, moreover, that those profoundly deaf students who had acquired it
were using it less efficiently than their hearing counterparts. This latter

finding accords .well with results obtained with deaf college students (Hanson,

1982). The question therefore arises as to whether alternative coding

strategies might be in use by deaf readers. The most obvious available

alternative strategy is a manually-based code. Its use could not be assessed

in Conrad's study since the schools from which he drew his subjects were

strictly oral in their educational approach.

Research with deaf subjects has indicated that internal representations
based on manual language systems can be used in short-term memory. Studies

using American Sign Language (ASL) have shown that when sign stimuli are
presented to skilled users, short-term recall is mediated by a sign-based

code. It has been demonstrated that, for deaf adults, intrusion errors in

sign recall tend to be formationally related to sign parameters (Bellugi,

Klima, & Siple, 1975). Thus, for example, an error in the recall of the sign
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NOON might be the word tree. The ASL /sign for TREE is similar to the sign
NOON in handshape and place of articulation and differs only in movement.
Deaf subjects have also been found to have more difficulty in recalling lists
of signs that are formationally similar,than lists of unrelated signs (Hanson,
1982; Poizner, Bellugi, & Tweney, 1981; Shand, 1982). Similarly, ,deaf
children tested with a continuous recognition memory procedure tended to-
recognize formationally similar signs falsely (Frumkin & Anisfeld, 1977). -

However, the important question of how a manual short-term memory code-ra

might relate to the acquisition of reading in young children has remained,
largely unexplored. Research with deaf teenage and adult signers has examined
short-term memory coding of written letters and words, but these studies have
not examined how coding strategy relates to reading success. The results have
been somewhat inconsistent in their indications; some stud/es finding evidence
for speech-based coding (Hanson, 1982; Locke & Locke, 1971; Novikova, 1966;
Wallace & Corballis,' 1973) and'others 'finding eVidence of manually-based
coding (Conlin & Paivio, 1975; Locke & Locke, 1971; Moulton & Beasley, 1975;

lrOdom, Blanton, & McIntyre, 1970; Shand, 1982). Such variety in outcome is
understandable given the differences in subject background characteristics
\(e.g., degree of hearing losS, educational achievement, and age) and the
\varied methodologies employed.

Short-term memory coding has been examined in deaf children (Frumkin &
Anisfeld, 1977; Liben & Drury,. 1977), but once again not in relation to
'refiding success. Deaf children receiving oral education, tested in a task of
recognition memory for printed words, have been found to make semantic errors
in\ a task of recognition memory for printed words, as well as making
vqual/phonetic errors (Frumkin & Anisfeld, 1977). Since visual ahd phonetic
simparity were confounded in the study (as in their stimuli TOY-BOY, MAKE-
TAKE), it is impossible to know whether it was phonetic similarity or visual
simirlarity, or both, that led to the errors. Deaf children educated with the
Ro"ster Method,:which uses simultaneous speech and fingerspelling, have been
observed using simultaneous speech and dactylic rehearsal in a task of short-
ten:5 memory for printed letters (Liben & Drury, 1977).

The present research examines stort-term memory for written material by
yo g children just beginning to acquire reading skills. Though it derives
it4 motivation from Conrad's (1979) seminal work, it departs from that work in
twd major respects. First, the children under study are beginning readers,
whfreas Conrad tested students about to graduate from high school. Secondly,
tle children have been instructed with simultaneous speech and manual communi-
c tion, whereas Conrad's subjects had received only oral instruction.

The procedure follows the format of previous studies of short-term memory
n which printed strings of letters, varying in their phonetic similarity
(rhyming or nonrhyming), are presented for recall by good and poor beginning
readers (Liberman et al., 1977; Shankweiler et al., 1979). The task here is
expanded by also including stimuli varying in their manual and visual
similarity. In selecting items for the manually similar strings of letters,
it was, of course, necessary to base similarity on the handshapes of
fingerspelling, not on the signs of ASL. That is because the signs of ASL
correspond, not to lettere, but very roughly to English at the whole-word
level (see Klima & Bellugi, 1979). Fingerspelling, as its name implies, is a
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dactylic system based on a manual alphabet. In the American/manual alphabet
there is a one-handed configuration for each of the 26 letters of the English

alphabet. Words are manually spelled out in fingerspelling by the sequential
production of each letter of the word. Fingerspelling thus provides a manual

system for representing the orthography of English.

In .the present research, the recall of strings of consonants that are
phonetically, manually (dactylically), or visually similar was compared to

recall of unrelated (control) strings. Differential ability to recall a given

experimental set will be presumed to.reflect coding strategies in short-term
memory. In short-term memory studies, similarity typically produces pertor-

mance decrements compared with a control condition in which the stimulus items

are dissimilar (e..g., Baddeley, 1966; Conrad & Hull, 1964). To,anticipate our

results, we should note that the procedure of the present experiment differs

from the typical short-term memory task in one,respect: Each experimental set

of letters was limited to only four consonants; moreover, all four consonants

of a set were presented on each trial of testing with a set. It might be

expected that such a procedure would influence the pattern of results. As

will be seen, this was indeed the case. With this repeated presentation of

the same sets of consonants, similarity produced improvement in performance

relative to the control set, instead of a decrement in performance.

METHOD

Subjects

Background information necessary for subject selection was obtained from

\, the detailed records kept by the school for the deaf where the subjects were

'enrolled as students. In order to,be accepted as subjects, the cEildren had

to meet several stringent selection-criteria. The eriteria requiredthat a
\ .

child be both prelingually and profoundly deaf (hearing loss of 85 dB or

greater in the better ear) and of average or above average intelligence.
Children with handicapping conditions other than hearing loss were excluded.
The number of children meeting these criteria even at a school for the deaf

was limited. A further limiting factor was that only children returning

parent permission fdrms could be included in the study. The experimental

subject group Ilnally included 17 children. One was dropped from the study

due to um(illingness to complete the task. The remaining 16 subjects were

distributed\as follows: four children were in a Preparatory class, three in

first grade,,, three in second grade, and six in third gradn. The school

attended by the subjects uses a Total Communication approach to instruction.

An additional prerequisite for subject
1

selection was that the child know

the names of le,tters of the printed alphabet and know the correspondence

between each printed letter and its dactylic representiltion. The students'

teachers were consUlted in this regard.

Ilhe ratings by the school's Reading Diagnostician were used to differen-

tiate groups of good and poor readers. These ratings were based on the

children's measured reading achievement in relation to their ages. The

reading achievement rasults were from the Woodcock Reading Mastery Test'for

_ther four youngest children and from sthe Stanford Achievement Test - Hearing

Impaired for all other children. By these criteria, ten of the children were
! .4
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classlfied as good readers, six as poor readers. Although averaging over
results f om two different tests is not strictly legal, for purposes of
providing a descripton of the reading abilities of these children, such
averaging Was undertaken. For the good readers, the mean reading achievement
was grade .2; for the poor 4Taders, grade 1.8. By an analysis of covariance
with age. is the covariate, this difference in reading ability between the two
groups was'sinificant, F(1,13) = 12.12, < .005.

Additional background information was obtained regarding each subject's
age, speech production skills, and.; parents' . hearing status. The speech
intelligibility of each child was based on the ratings of a Speech Pathologist
at the sdhool on a scale of 1 to 5 in which 5 represents speech that is
completel intelligible and 1 represents speech that is completely
unintelligikle. The subjects in the good and poor reader groups did not
differ significantly in their rated speech intelligibility, t(14)=.36,
II >..20.

A summary of these background characteristics of the subject groups is
given in Table 1. For the children in the Preparatory class and in first
grade, the IQ score was a combined measure based on the Hiskey-Nebraska Test
of Learning Aptitude and the.child's chronological age. For the children in
the Second and third grades, the IQ score was a combined measure based on the
performance section of the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children (Revised)
and the child's chronological age. Since scores for age and IQ were markedly
skewed, median scores are presented. Median levelm of hearing loss are also
presented since mean averages of such scores woup be nonsensical.

1 ,

Four of
L

the subjects had deaf parents; all four were classified as good
readers. On subject, classified as a poor reader, had an ol0er deaf sibling.

Good reade s
Score
Range

Poor reade s
Score
Range

(Note:

Table 1

Characteristics of good an2 poor readers

Hearing loss (dB)a

101

87-110+

103.5
85-107

m dian score; bmean score)

Speech
Age.a Ica Intelligibility.12

8.5
6.25-11.0

9.3
7.5-11.33

105 2.3

88-143 1-4

97 2.1

87-111 1-4
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Stimuli

The stimuli were individual letters of the alphabet. To examine the

possible effects of phonetic, dactylic, and visual similarity, sets of

consonants related along each of these dimensions were constructed. In

constructing sets,that vary in similarity along three dimensions, it is to be
expected that the degree of similarity between dimensions may vary. Thus, it
may be argued, for example, that the visually similar items are not as similar

as the phonetically similar items.. Such potential disparity in relative
similarity would be difficult to'assesd reliably and, for now, will not be

considered.

Due to the limitations of a 26-letter alphabet and a need to manipulate
phonetic, dactylic, and visual similarity independently, it was necessary to
modify the procedure of earlier studies somewhat (Conrad, 1972; Liberman et

al., 1977; Shankweiler et al.; 1979). The major modifications were that sets

were limited lo only four consonants each and that the same four consonants

were presented on each trial using each set,.
,V

The phonetically similar set donsisted of four rhyming consonants, B C P
V, which have been rated as phonetically similar (Wolford & Halingsworth,

1974) and which are a subset of the stimuli used by others to investigate the

use of a phonetic code (e.g., Liberman et al.; 1977). The dactylically

stmilar set consisted of fhe four letters M N S T. The manual handshapes for

tYlege letters, which, are pictured in Figure 1, have been lebund to be

dactylically similar as rated by adult native signers of ASL (Richards &
Hanson, Note q. The visually similar.set consisted of.the letters K W X Z,

which have been rated as visually similar (Wolford & Hollingswortht 1974) and

are a subset of letters previously used to measure visual coding (Cadrad,

1972). In addition, a control set of four letters, G J R L,.was constructed.

The letters of this set-are dissimilar along 'all three dimensions studied

here.

As much as possible, letters of each set were selected to be similar only

along the relevant timension. That is, for example, the letters of the

visually similar set were selected to be dectylically and phouetically

dissimilar. There were unavoidably some confoundings, however, if sets truly

high in phonetic and.dactylic similarity were to be used. .Tha aiphahet does

not permit a comple.,e independence of phonetic, dactylic and visual similari-

ty. As a result, in the phonetically similar set the letters B and-P are also

visually similar (Wolford & HollingswOrth, 1974), and in the dactylically

similar set,the letters N and M are also phonetically and visually similar

(Wolford & Hollingsworth, 1974).

While these stimuli were chosen on the.basfs of judged similarity in

sorting tasks (Wolford & Hollingsworth, 1974; Richards & Hanson, Note 1),

their similarity can be evaluated on the basis of confusability scores from

other studies on.auditory, dactylic, and visual perception. rs shown in Table

2, the measurdd auditory confusability is highest for the phonetically similar

set, the measured dactylic confusa bliltY. is highest for the daqtylically

similar.set, and the measured/visual confusability is highest:for the visually

similar set. The confounding of phonetic aimilarity and dactylic similar ty

on the letters M and N is apparent in these. confusability .ra The
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C

Phonetically Similar Set

DactYlically Similar Set

Visually Similar Set

Control Set
Figure 1. The handshapes of the letters in the fc:r experimental sets.
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I.

similarity of M and N account fc9 86% of the auditory confusability of the

dactylically similar set. Thus, the relatively high auditory confusability of

the dactylically similar set results from the confusability of these two

letters. The auditory confusability of these two letters with the other

letters of the dactylically similar set, however, is low.

Table 2

Auditory, dactylic,
previous studies.

Phonetically
similar set

and visual confusions of the four stimulus sets based on

Auditorya Dactylicb Visualc

Confusionsn. Confus ions .Confusions

BCPV 1321 (45.2%) 2 ( 1.4%) 8 (18.6%)

Dactylically
similar set .

MIST ...,989 (33.8%) 121 (86.4%) 8 (18.6%)

846 (28.9%)]

Visually
similar set
KWXZ 294 (10.0%) 16 (11.4%) 21 (48.8%)

Control set 10e
GJLR 321 (11.0%) ( .7%) 6, (14.0%)

Total

aFrom Conrad (1964)
bFrom Weyer (Note 2)

2925 (100%) 140 (100%) 43 (100%)

cFrom Fisher, Monty, & Glucksberg (1969), 400 msec presentation

The test consisted of 16 trials--four presentations of each of the four

sets of stimuli. Each letter of a set appeared once-in each of the four

possible serial positions. Trials were randomized with the constraint that

the same stimulus set was not tested on consecutive trials.

Each letter was typed in uppercase and slides of the individual letters

were made..

Proced'Are

Stimuli were presented -at the rate of one consonant every 2 sec. That

is, each slide wad displayed for7.144_with a 1 sec blank interval following.
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The children, who were tested individually, were instructed that on each
trial they would see four letters, one after the other. They were to watch
carefully as each of the four letters was presented and try to remember the
letters in order. Following presentation of the items, they were to write
them in correct order in their answer booklets. The answer booklets were
prepared so that answers to,each trial could be written on a.,separate page.
On each page, four lines were drawn to indicate that four letters were to be
recalled. Twc practice trials were presented, using letters not appearing in
the four stimulus sets. Instructions were simultaneously signed and spcken by
the experimenter.

RESULTS

Responses were scored in two ways: order-strict scoring, in which a

response was considered correct only if the correct letter appeared in the
correct aerial position; and order-free scoring, in which a response was
considered correct if a correct letter for that trial was written, regardless
of serial position. The mean number of errors for the two reader groups in
each condition for both scoring procedures is shown in Table 3. The two
scoring prccedures produced a similar pattern of results; An analysis of
variance performed on the number of errors for the between-subjects factor of
group (good or poor readers) by the within-subjects factors of stimulus set
(phonetic, dactYlic, visual, or control sets) and scoring procedure (order-
strict or order-free scoring) produced no significant interactions involving
scoring procedure (2>.25). ,There was, however, a main effect of scoring
procedure, F(1,14)=55.40, 11.<.001, with significantly more errors occurring in
th& order-strict than in the order-free scoring.

Table 3

Mean number of errors (out of 16 possible) for good and poor readers. Given
in parentheses are the standard deviations.

Good readers

Phonetically
Similar Lists

Dactylically
Similar Lists

Visually
Similar Lists Control Lists

Order free 3.5 (3.1) 3.6 (3.1) 5.8 (3.8) 5.8 (3.8)

Order strict 5.7 (4.1) 6.0 (4.4) 8.2 7.5 (5.7)

Poor readers
Order free 7.5 (4.6) 6.7 (4.2) 6.5 (3.6) 7.3 (3.7)
Order strict 10.0 (7.5) 9.3 (5.2) 9.2 (4.2) 11.0 (5.1)

Good and poor readers were found to be differentially affected by the
four stimulus sets as evidenced by a significant interaction of group by
stimulus set, F(3,42)=3.71, 11.<.025. Post hoc tests were conducted to deter-
mine the basis of this interaction. An analysis on the simple effects
indicated a significant effect of stimulus 'set for the good readers,
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F(3,42)=7.71, 11.<.001, but no significant effect-of stimulils set for the poor

readers, F(3,42)=1.20, .2 > .25. Thus, performan_qe of the poor readers did not

sifnificantly vary as a function, of stimulus set. For the good readers, in

contrast, accuracy for the phonetically and dactylically similar sets was
sifnificantly greater than accuracy on the control set (Dunnett's t-statistic,

1<.05, two-tailed). Performance of the good readers on the visually similar
set was not significantly different from the control (Dunnett's t-statistic,

> .05, two-tailed).

An analysis wail also Alindertaken of the types of errors made by good and

poor readers. For the responses on the phonetically similar trials, the

number of responses that rhymed with the target set was tabulated. These

responses were the five letters D, E, G, T, and Z. Using the order-free

scoring procedure, 55% of the errors made by the good readers on the

phonetically similar set were responses that rhymed with the target set. For

the poor readers, only 27.2% of such errors rhymed with the target set. Since

a chance response with one of the 22 letters not from the phonetically similar

set would produce rhymes for five of the letters (22.7% of the responses), it

is apparent that the poor readers were responding randomly when they made an

error, while the good readers tended to respond with a letter related to the

target set. The dactylically similar set is less suitable than the phoneti-
cally similar set for such an analysis because the only two letters that are
manually very similar are A and E, both vowels (Richards a Hanson, Note 1;

Weyer, Note 2). Since vowels never occurred in the experiment, it might-be

expected that subjects would have a reluctance to respond with vowels. The

pattern of results with the dactylically similar set was, however, consistent

with the results of the phonetically similar set: With chance at 9.1%, the

errors of the good readers were dactylically related to the target set 22.2%

of the time, while the errors of the poor readers were, again, exactly at

chance, with a related letter only 9.1% of the time. Thus, the error analysis

on the phonetically and dactylically similar sets indicates that only the good

readers made errors based on the linguistic similarity of the target sets.

An analysis of the individual responses of good readers is relevant to

the question of whether the improved performance of the good readers on the

dactylically similar set can be attributed\primarily to the phonetic similari-

ty of the letters M and N in that set.\ This analysis revealed that the
improvement was not due solely to better rSC11 of only these two letters.

Using the order-free scoring procedure, it was found that the good readers

recalled an M on 20% of their responses on dactylically similar test trials,

an N on 16% of their responses, an S on 21% of their,responses, and a T on 22%

of their responses. Thus, it is clearly not the caSe that the M and N are

solely responsible for the improved performance.
N

Since the good readers vary in age from 6.25 to 11.0 years, it is of

interest to determine whether the tendency to use speech-based and manually-

based codes changes with age. For hearing chiLLan, use of a speech-based

code has been shown to increase throughout this age span (Conrad, 1971). For

each of the good readers, an index of speech-based and dactylically-based

encoding was obtained as the ratio of number of errors with the phonetically

or dactylically similar set to the number of errors on the control set. Thus,

for example, if a subject made three errors on the phonetically similar sets

and four errors on the control sets, the speech encoding index for the subject
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would be .75. By this measure, the lower the index, the greater the
indication of speech encoding. A correlation of -.47 was obtained between age
and the speech encoding index, and a correlation of -.56 was obtained between
age and the dactylic encoding index. Both of these correlations are in the
expected direction in finding that the older the child, the greater the
evidence for both speech and dactylic encoding.

Analysis of recall accuracy indicated that use of linguistic coding
strategies affected the ability of subjects to recall information about the
order in which items were presented. Because a valid comparison of recall
accuracy between the two reader groups can only be made on the control sets,
these analyses of accuracy were confined to the control sets. It was found
that the poor readers were relatively more penalized by order-strict scoring
than were the good readers, as demonstrated by a significant interaction of
scoring procedure by group in an analysis of the errors, F(1,14)=5.02, 1.<.05.
To determine the basis of this interaction, additional analyses were undertak-
en of the accuracy of the two reader groups for the control lists. Since the
poor readers were somewhat older than the good readers, an analysis of
covariance was performed with age as the covariate. The analysis indicated a
significant difference between the groups for order-strict scoring,
F(1,13)=5.08, II< .05, but not for the order-free scoring, F(1,13)=2.17,
2 > .15. These results suggest that poor readers have relatively more
difficulty than good readers in the recall of order information.

DISCUSSION

The results indicate that the good readers differed from the poor readers
in their use of linguistically-based recall strategies. This was shown by th6
good readers' improved performance on the phonetically and dactylically
similar lists as compared with the control lists. In contrast, the perfor-
mance of poor readers did not vary aa a function of stimulus set. Thus, in
keeping with results obtained with hearing beginning readers (Byrne & Shea,
1979; Liberman et al., 1977; Mark et al., 1977; Shankweiler et al., 1979),
deaf children who are good beginning readers are able to make greater or more
efficient use of linguistically-based codes in short-term recall than are deaf
children having difficulties in acquiring reading. It should be noted that
the better performance of.the good readers on the phonetically similar set
could not be simply a reflection of differences in speech production capabili-
ties of the good and poor readers. The speech production skills of the two
reader groups were not significantly different. This suggests that it is not
differences in speech ability, per se, that differentiate good and poor
readers, tut rather the good readers' more effective use of a short-term
memory code based or linguistic features.

The lack of significant influence of linguistic similarity for the poor
readers was not due to individual differences among the poor readers obscuring
group tendencies. Inspection of the recall errors of the poor readers
indicated a consistent pattern--for each of the poor readers, the recall
accuracy across the four stimulus sets was comparable. The failure of the
accuracy of the poor readers to vary as a function of stimulus set is in

marked contrast to the performance of the good readers. The recall accuracy
for each of the good readers consistently showed an improvement in both the
phonetically and dactylically similar sets as compared with the control.

\
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In the present experiment, phonetic and dactylic similarity were manipu-

lated to investigate potential differences between good and poor readers in

linguistic coding. It must be borne in mind that linguistic similarity will
facilitate or hinder recall ability depending on task demands. In poetry, for

.example, as in certain phort-term memory tasks (see Watkins, Watkins, &

Crowder, 1974), phonetic similarity aids recall. The recall accuracy of the

good readers in the present study benefited by the rhyning set, whereas in

earlier studies with hearing children the performance of the good readers was

penalized by the rhyming set (Liberman et al., 1977; Shankweiler et al.,

1979). Since other investigations with deaf subjects have found decrements in

serial order recall when sets of words are phonetically similar (Conrad, 1972,

1979; Hanson, 1982; Locke & Locke, 1971; Wallace & Corballis, 1973), it cannot

be the case that phonetic similarity affects deaf and hearingi subjects

differentially. The explanation for the discrepancy between the present

results and earlier studies would seem to be differences in procedurel. On any

given trial in a typical short-term memory experiment, the subject\is shown

only a subset of the set of stimulL. In the present experiment, however, the

constraints imposed by the need to manipulate independently the i3honetic,

dactylic, and visual similarity of the consonant sets limited the available

stimuli for each set; on any given trial an entire set of confusable stimuli

WAS presented. If subjects in this situation could determine the similarity
principle used in stimulus selection, they could use that principle to aid

recall. The finding that good readers, but not poor readers, made errors that

were consistent with the target%set in the phonetic,;and dactylic similarity

conditions provides strong evidence that the good readers did abstract the
linguistfc similarity principles used in stimulus list construction and that

they then used this principle to aid recall. It is just this ability to

establish and make use of linguistically-based codes in the recall of letter

strings that distinguishes the two groups.

The phonetically similar set densisted of letters whose names were

auditorily confusing, but not dactylically or visually confusing. In the

construction of the dactylically similar set, however, some confounding was

unavoidable. The two letters M and N were also high in auditory confusabili-

ty. The data nonetheless suggest that this phonetic similarity was not the

sole reason for the improvement of the good readers on the dactylically

similar set: Though this phonetic similarity applied to only two of the four

letters of the dactylically similar set, analyses showed that the improved

recall applied to all four letters.

Some comment should be made about, the failure to find evidence of the use

of visual coding strategies that have so often been considered to be the

preferred strategies for deaf individuals (see, for example, Conrad, 1972;

Frwikin ScAnisfeld, 1977; MacDougall, 1979; Wallace & Corballis, 1973).

Caution must always be used in cases of failure to find that the experimental

manipulation produces an effect. It is possible that the present experimental

situation was inappropriate for detecting a visual strategy, and that such

strategies may have been present but were not detected. Although we cannot

rule out this possibility altogether, such a possibility does not diminish the

major finding of the present study that the good readers differed from the

poor readers in their use of linguistically-based codes.

1 5 5
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The fact that no evidence was obtained for the poor readers' use of
phonetic, dactylic, or visual codes in the present study is consis*t.with
recent findings for hearing children who are' poor readers. Although these
poor readers are able to recall the letters with better than chance accuracy,
when they make an error, their error pattern is random. These findings with
poor readers have been interpreted as indicating that poor readers have
linguistic codes available to them, but that they make less efficient use of
these codes than do good readers (Wolford & Fowler, in press).

In line with such an interpretation, two features of the present study
should be noted. First, as indicated earlier, one criterion for subject
.selection in the present study was that the subjects know the names and

handshapes of the letters of the alphabet. Thus, all subjects in the

experiment had thi3 linguistic information available to them. Second, the

experimenter here observed that nearly all the subjects, whether good readers
or poor readers, simultaneously produced the spoken names and the handshapes
of the printed letters as each stimulus item was presented. Only the good
readers, however, appeared by their performance to have abstracted the system
underlying these linguistic peiformances and to make use of this information
in recall. The failure of the deaf poor readers to make effective use of a
linguistic representation after deriving the letter names is olosely paral-
leled in research with hearing children. This was demonstrated with hearing
beginning readers in a conionant recall task similar to the one used here, in
which the children spoke aloud the letter name for each printed letter as it
was presented (Wolford & Fowler, in press). In that study, as in the present
one, good readers, but not poor readers, displayed errors related to linguis-
tic recall strategies.

The difference between good and poor readers in the use of short-term
memory codes was also associated with differences in serial recall ability.
The analysis of the control sets demonstrated that the poor readers were
relatively more penalized than the good readers by the order-strict scoring
procedure. Thus, the poor readers were less able than the good readers to

retain information about the order in which items were presented. These
results are in accord with research with hearing children in finding that poor
'readers exhibit specific difficulty in the retention of order informatiou,
(Katz, Shankweiler, & Liberman, 1981). This difficulty may be understood in
terms of the,cleficient use of a linguistically-based code. It has been
hypothesizedl-that a speech-based code is particularly well-suited for carrying
information about item order (Baddeley, 1978; Crowder, 1978; Healy, 1975).

Indeed, the bility of deaf persons to recall information about order has been
found to v ry as a function of use of a speech-based code (Conrad, 1979;

Hanson, 1982). As the good readers in the present study were found to use
both speech-based and manually-based codes, it is not possible here to

determine whether it was the speech code alone that was related to ability to
recall order information or whether the manual code contributed also. It must

remain for future research to determine whether a manually-based code can
retain thia information as well as a speech-based code.

In summary, the present findings are important in the indications they
provide that deaf children need not be limited to reading strategies that
involve visual retention; instead they are able to make use of linguistic
strategies--derived, it appears, from both spoken and manual language--that
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could mediate comprehension. Although the language system is accessed via

different modalities in the speech-based and manually-based codes used by the
good readers, both provide the reader with a means of representing the

internal structure of words (see also Hirsh-Pasek, 1981), and, specifically,
in terms of the present study, provide a linguistic basis for holding

information in short-term memory. These results argue that successful deaf
beginning readers differ from their poorly reading deaf counterparts in the
use of these linguistic recall strategies. This suggestion is consistent with

research on hearing children in indicating that differences in the use of

linguistically-based representations in working memory are a relevant factor

in learning to read.
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FOOTNOTE

1The use of the term "speech-based code" here is not meant to imply that

the code need be based on auditory or articulatory concomitantd of speech, but

rather may be an abstract representation of the phonetic or phonological

features of the language.
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LINGUISTIC STRUCTURE*
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Abstract. The extent to which ability to access linguistic regular-
ities of the orthography is dependent on spoken language was

-investigated in a two-part spelling test administered to both
hearing and profoundly deaf college students. The spelling test
examined ability to spell words varying in the degree to which their
correct orthographic representation could be derived from the lin-
guistic structure of English. Both groups of subjects were found to
be sensitive to the underlying regularities of the orthography as
indicated by greater accuracy on linguistically-derivable words than
on irregular words. Comparison of accuracy on a production task and
on a multiple-choice recognition task showed that the performance of
both deaf and hearing subjects benefited from the recognition
format, but especially so in the spelling of irregular words.
Differences in the underlying spelling process for deaf and hearing
spellers were revealed in an analysis of their misspellings: Deaf
subjects produced fewer phonetically accurate misspellings than did
the hearing subjects. Nonetheless; the deaf spellers tended to

observe the formational constraints of English phonology and mor-
phology in their misspellings. Together, these results suggest that
deaf subjects are able to develop an appreciation for the structural
properties of the orthography, but that their spelling may be guided
by an accurate representation of the phonetic structure of words to
a lesser degree than it is for hearing spellers.
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Those who do research on the psychology.of language have not, until

recently, displayed much.interest in spelling. As long as it is regarded as a

low-level, isolated ability that feeds chiefly on rote learning and visual
memory, spelling seems remote from alconcern with language. Only now is it

llb.

becoming generally recognized that to Understand how people learn to spell
an interesting and challenging problem both linguistically and cognitiveI
(Frith, 1980). There appears to be a growing tendency to progress beyond the
notion that the orthography of English is a highly inconsistent system.
Rather, it is a mulitileveled system containing regularities that penetrate
deeply into the morphophcnemic and lexical aspects of language (Chomsky, 1970;
Klima, 1972; Venezky, 1970). For the\speller who lacks sensitivity to these
regularities of the orthography, the\ spellings of many words must appear
arbitrary and opaque.

How the consistencies that the orthography captures actuallY affect the
speller of English is, of course, Ian empirical question. For present
purposes, it will be assumed that there exists a linguistic speller in the
same sense that it has been assumed that there exists a linguistic reader
(Mattingly, 1972, 1980). The ideally proficient reader-writer is,sensitive to
various kinds of linguistic information that are contained in the orthographic
representation of words in the lexicon. Accordingly, the linguistic reader-
`writer can unpack this information in the act of reading, and can fully and
correctly package it in the act of spelling.

The question raised in the research presented here is to what extent the
acquisition of linguistic principles of the orthography is dependent on the
spoken language. To examine this question, the pattern of spelling errors for
prelingually and profoundly deaf college students is compared to -that of

hearing college students.

To put this issue in perspective, the research literature that pertains
to interpretation of -spelling errors both for hearing land deaf persons will

first be briefly examined. In general it may be said that hearing spellers
appreciate that the orthography maps the phonetic structure of words,1 lout
that they sometimes fail to appreciate the other regularities that the

orthography captures. _Thus, there is much evidence that the predominant fom
of spelling error for hearing children and adults consists of misspellings
consistent with the words's phonetic representation, i.e., their misspelling

can be read as phmietically equivalent to the target word (Alper, 1942; \

Fischer, 1980; Masters, 1927; 'Sears, 1969). These phonetic misspellings '\

appear to stem from a failure to appreciate fully the phonological and \

derivational factors that English spelling preserves.

Evidence that some structural principles of the orthgraphy are acquired

and used in spelling was found in a study by Fischer (1980). Fischer

constructed a spelling test designed to assess spellers', sensitivity to the
underlying linguistic structure of words. Hearing college students had little

difficulty with words in which the spelling was straightforwardly.related to
the phonetic structure (e.g., zebra), but had difficulty on words for which
the correct spelling could not be fully derived from morphophonemic informs-

tioh sergeant). Good spellers, more than poor spellers, were found to

be able to make use of linguistic regularities to spell words.

1 61
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Some investigator have suggested that,rote memory and/or visual reten-
tiv ness may be a maj , factor in skilled spelling with spellers relying, at
le t in part, on sto ed word images (Baron, Treiman, Wilf, & Kellman, 1980;
Ba ron, 1980; Ehri, 980; Sloboda, 1980). If success in spelling is highly
r lated to retention-- f visual patterns, then good spellers would be expected
o make more efficient use of such a strategy than poor.spellers. It is not
he case, however, that good spellers exceed poor sbellers in visual. reten-
tiveness of every kind of material; Fischer (1980) found no difference between
good and poor hearing spellers on a test of memory for nonword abstract
patterns, the Recurring Figures Test of Kimura (1963). There is some
evidence, however, that spellers can benefit from tKelpresence of visual forms
of the word. When the test offers choices among printed alternative spellings
of a word, performance has been found in some cases to improve (Simon & Simon,
1973; Tenny, 1980). Whether it does so or not seems to depend on the type of
word being tested. Fischer (1980) found that multiple-choice recognition
performance iS more accurate than spelling to dictation for both good and poor
spellers, but that the advantage/ of the recognition format is limited
primarily to words whose spellings are not linguittically derivable (e.g.,
sergeant).

It is possible that the importance of rote memorization and/or visualiza-
tion for spelling ability may be greater for deaf spellers than for hearing
spellers. The absence of normal experience with the sounds of the spoken
language may make-abqui-iltion of linguistic regularities difficult. Indeed,
early work implicated visual retention as a factor important to spelling
success for deaf children (Gates & Chase, 1926), but no comparison between
production and multiple-choice recognition with deaf subjects has been carried
out to date.

A few studies have examined the ability of deaf subjects to ake use of
phonetic structure of woras during spelling. One such study was carried out
by Dodd (1980)-on,orally-trained deaf children in England. The children (mean
age 14.5 years). were required to lipread pseudowords. Analysis of their
spoken and-written produCtions indicated that if\ a consonant was correctly
represented in the spoken response, it was generally also correctly represent-
ed in the written response: The implication is that these deaf children had
acquired the ability to use the alphabet analytically.

nonetheless, there is evidence that deaf spellers Misspellings are often
quite unlike those of hearing persons. In contrast to the misspellings of
hearing persons, fewer of the misspellings produced by deaf children and
adults can be considered phonetically equivalent to the target word (Dodd,
1980; Hanson, 1982; Hoemann, Andrews, Florian, Hoemann, & Jansema, 1976). The
unanimity of the stuaies is especially striking in that the studies have
tested deaf subjects With backgrounds that are quite heterogeneous with regard
to many factorsdegree of hearing loss, age,.ana type of schooling, to name a
few.1 The implication lifrom this finding is that the spelling process for deaf

persons may be fundamentally different from the spelling process for hearing
persensr

Although a studyiby Cromer (1980) would seem somewhat at odds with this
interpretation, since he found that the majority of misspellings by deaf

/
children were "phonon/graphical" errors, it must be noted that Cromer's phono-
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graphical errors are not the same as pnonetic misspellings. According to
Cromer, a phono-graphical error occurs when the "mis-sPelied word resembles in
some respect the sound of the target word when pronounced" (p. 412). Errors
such as as basking for basket and amanals for animals were, as a result,
scored as phono-graphical errors. Clearly, as these examples indicate, this
classification system does not distinguish between lhose responses that are
phonetically consistent with the target and those responses that are not.
Thus, no direct comparisons between Cromer's study and the other spelling
studies with deaf subjects is possible.

For the present study, Subjects were chosen who are profoundly dear from
birth. In order to examine dear and hearing subjects' access Ito linguistic

__structure, the tasks of 'Fischer (1980) were adapted for the present study.
These tasks allow for a determination of spelling abilify as 'a function of
phonological and orthographic structure. If subjects rely on linguistic

structure, then the more orthographically transparent the word spelling, the
greater ease subjects should have in spelling the word. Thus, if deaf persons'
have acquired knowledge of the structure of words and they use this knowledge
in spelling, then their spelling accuracy should vary as a function of level
of orthographic transparency. As such, words whose spellings are derivable
from linguistic principles should be more accurately spelled than irregular
words whose spellings are not thus derivable. If.deaf persons rely primarily
on rote memorization or visual memory in spelling, then, other things being
equal, words with linguistically-derivable spellings should.be spelled no more,
accurately than irregular words.

Studies of spelling with hearing subjects most commonly rely onldictated
word lists. For deaf subjects, results from this method of presentation would
necessarily be ambiguous since errors of spelling would .be inextricably

confounded with errors of lipreading. To avert this-confounding, the spelling
test used in the present study provided written cues to elicit tie subjects'
responses. Thd performance of the deaf subjects was compared with that of a
group of heariag subjects.

METHOD

Subjects

A group of deaf subjects and a group of hearing subjects were tested in a

one-ifour experiment. Neither group was preselected on the basis of spelling

ability.

The deaf subjects were 27 profoundly dear college students from Gallaudet
College and from California State University", Northridge. All were prelingu-

ally deaf and had a hearing loss of greater than 85 dB in the better ear.
They had no other handicapping conditions. /The educational background of the

subjects varied as to particular instructional method. All were'proficient in

the use of sign language (American Sign Language and signed English) and
fingerspelling. Fourteen had deaf parents.

1

The hearing subjects were 3.7 college students from the University of
Connecticut and from Central Connecticut State University.
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Procedure

A reading comprehension test and a two.-part spelling test (consisting of
a Production Task and a Recognition Task) were adMinistered to all subjects.
The reading test was always given first, followed by the spelling Production
Task and finally by the spelling Recognition Task.

Reading Test. The reading achievement of each subject was tested on the
.comprehension subtest of the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Test (1969, Survey F,
Form.,2). Survey F of the test is designed for grades 10 through 12. This
testing level was chosen as previous work had indicated that deaf college
students could tot expected to read at the ninth- or tenth-grade level
(Reynolds, 1975). For each Of the subjects, a standard score on-the reading
comprehension test Wh9 obtained for grade level 10.1. A standard score of 50
on the test represents the mean performance for grade 10.1. Each 10 points on
the Atandard score represents one standard deviation.

Spelling Test. The spelling test required the spelling of 45 English
words. Three.different classes of words were defined according to criteria
framed by Fischer (1980). The classes ranged from Level I, in which the
spellings were most transparent and related very straightforwardly to phonetic
struCture, to Level'III, in which the spellings were opaque,. In order to
ensure that the words were not ones having,highly overlearned spellings, all
stimulus words were selected to be low in frequency of occurrence in written
,English. There were 15 words per level.

For Level I words,*the correct spelling fairly straightforwardly reflect-
ed the phonetic structure: Success with these words requires that the user
know the basic conventions of orthographic 'mapping including, 'for example,
conventions for representing long and short vowels. In addition, the spelling
patterns had a high frequency of occurrence in written,English. The Level I
words were as follows: explode, hardware, harpoon, migrate, plastic, refund,
regret, reptile, _rodeo, splash, splinter, stampede, tadpole, torpedo,
transplant. Mean frequency was 2.27 occurrences per 1,014,232 words of
natural language text (Kaera & Francis, 1967).

For Level II words, the correct spelling was not completely reflected in
the phonetic structure, but could be obtained by reIlance on linguistic
principles. In eight of the fifteen Level II words, the phonetic structure
reflected the morphophonemic structure, but knowledge of how to form suffixes
was required for correct spelling: The words fitting this pattern were the
following: beginner, desirable, galleries, heroes, ninety, noticeable,
picnielers, thankful. In the /Other seven of the- Level II words, the
underlying morphophonemic relation'was ambiguously represented in the phonetic
structure. For these words, segment(s) were unstressed and thus ambiguous in
the phonetic representation of the word and could be disambiguated by
reference to a related word that stressed the segmek (e.g., grammar-grammat-
ical and digestible-digestion). - The following stimuli fit this pattern:
condemn, digestible, grammar, imaginary, janitor, permissible, repetition.'
For the Level II words, mean frequency of occurrence in written English was
8.60 (Kusdera & Francis, 1967).

6%.
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For Level III words, the correct spelling could only be partially derived
by use of phonetic and morphophoneMic structure. These included some borrowed

words that contained spelling pat*ns infrequent in English. The following
words were in the Level III categoit: ache, cantaloupe", champagne, chauffeur,

Fahrenheit, mortgage, moustache (mhstirt'a71;), neighbor, plagiarism, plumber,

receipt, sergeant, vacuum, vinegar, 'zacht,. Mean frequency of occurrence was
13:53(Tutera & Francis, 1961-)7----

In the Production Task, subjects were asked to spell the 45 words using a
Cloze procedu,e, in which a wrktten 'sentence context was provided for the
target word and the first letter of the target word was presented. This

procedure had two advantages over spelling from didtation tasks. First, it

was advantageous with deaf subjects in that it did not require that stimuli be
lipread. Second, for both subject grouO it assured that all misspellings
were misspellings of words in the subjects/\ vocabularies. The following is an

example of a test sentence:

(1) Temperature is measured in\degrees F

Since this experiment was concerned o4ly with spelling processes, not

with world knowledge, it was decided thatsubjects would be provided with
additional cues if they were unable to figure out the target word from the
sentence context. The following written instructions were given to subjects:

This experiment is concerned with spelling. For each sentence

below, complete the spelling of the word that fits im the
blank (the first letter of/the omitted wdr.d is always given).
>If ydu are not sure what word fits in the sentence, ask the
experimenter. PLEASE'PHINT!!

If subjects had questions about a word to be spelled, the experimenter

provided an alternative definition of the word. The word was not spoken for

hearing subjects. If Aa sign existed for the target word, that sign was

produced for deaf subjects.

The samp 45 words were also used in the RecognitionTask; Words were

tested in the same order as in_the Production Task. On each trial there were

three alternative spellings o the target word plus the choice "None of,

these." The written instructiona were as follows:

Circle the correct spelling for each of thefollowing words.

If the correct spelling is not listed, circle "None of

these." (These are the same words you just spelled.)

The alternative choices were generally phonetically consistent with the

target. Also, since deaf adults sometimes make ordering errors when spelling

(Hanson, 1982), an attempt was made to include misspellings that deaf subjects

might choose (e.g., roedo for rodeo).

Scoring

A disadvantage of the Cloze procedure is that sometimes the sentence cue

fails to elicit the desired word, or it may fail to elicit any word at all.
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Since it is inappropriate to score such responses as spelling errors, they
were scored as omissions. The following criteria were adopted for classifica-
tion of a response as an omission:

a) no response.

b) a response that was a correctly spelled word, but was not
the target word (e.g., sliver for splinter).

c) a response that did not contain at least 1/2 of the letters
of the target word (e.g., phorgery for plagiarism).

d) a morphologically incorrect form of th,.) target in which,the
target word wap not completely represented in the response
(e.g., hero for heroes and digestive for digestible). (This
was done so as not to confound grammatical abilities with the
current test of spelling proficiency.) A morphologically in-
correct form in which the target was completely represented in
the response was not scored as an omission (e.g., splinters
for splinter).

Analysis of the Production Task was based on only those trials that were
not scored as omissionS. Since the purpose of the Recognition Task was to
examine whether subjectswaild benefit in spelling accuracy from having
visually presented alternatives available, analyses in the Recognition Task
were based on only those: trials that had been analyzed in the Production Task.

RECULTS

Spelling Production Task\

Nearly all subjects \failed to respond with the correct word on at least
one occasion. Because data based on too few responses in each portion of the
test are unstable, it ,was 'Oecided to exclude from further analysis the data of
those subjects who had asmany as 15 responses scored as omissions (i.e., one
third of the total number\ of items). This criterion excluded eleven deaf
subjects and no hearing subjects. Those excluded tended to_ be the poorest
readers, but not necessarily the poorest spellers. Indeed, it is the case
that the excluded deaf subjects scored significantly worse on the reading
comprehension test than did 41e included deaf albjects, t(25)=4.41, 1,<.001,
two-tailed, but did not differ significantly in spelling proficiency from
those included, t(25)=1.82, 1?:,05, two-tailed.

One'hearing subject was excluded for'failure to complete the Recognition
Task. The analysis of spelling proficiency in relation to orthographic
transparency was based on the remaining 36 hearing college students, and 16
deaf college students.

Results of the Spelling ProdOction Task for these subjects are shown in
Figure 1. An analysis of varianOe was performed on the'percentage correct
responses for the two subject grOups at the three levels of orthographic
transparency. Of major concern tb the present rtudy was the finding that
there was a Significant main effeOt of level of orthographic transparency,

-16G
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F(2,100)=107.82, 11.<.001, MSe=126.36, that did not interact with subject
population, F<1. Post hoc analyses demonstrated significant differences
between each level of orthographic transparency (Newman-Keuls, 1.<.01). These
results indicate that words of different orthographic types differed greatly
in difficulty of spelling; in this the present findings are in complete
agreement with Fischer (1980). Words of high orthographic transparency are
consistently more often spelled correctly than words of low transparency or
exception words. What is newly demonstrated is that, by and large, parallel
differences in effect of orthographic transparency are shown by deaf and
hearing subjects.

Comparison of Production and Recognition Tasks

Results comparing performance on the Production Task and the Recognition
Task are shown in,Figure 2. An analysis of variance was performed on the
percent correct scores with the between-subjects factor of subject population
and the within-subjects factors of orthographic transparency and task (Producr

ition Task vs. Recognition Task). A significant main effect of task,
'F(1,50)=62.63, 11.<.001, MSe=90.82, indicated that spelling performance was more
accurate on the Recognrilon Task than on the Production Task. In addition,
subject population interacted with task, F(1,50)=5.28, 11.<.05, M5e=90.82. This
interaction reflected a greater improvement in performance on the Recognition
Task for deaf subjects than for the hearing subjects, although a post hoc
analysis revealed that there was a significant improvement in the Recognition
Task for each group individually [for hearing subjects, F(1,50)=25.62, 11.<.001;
for deaf subjects, F(1,50)=37.66, 20001].

There was also a significant interaction of task by orthographic tran-
sparency, F(2,100)=17.88, p<.001, M5e=43.15. Since performance on the Level I
words was so accurate, even for the Production Task, this interaction probably
reflects to some extent a ceiling effect. The high level of performance on
Level I words dramatically illustrates a major point of the present study--
that spellers are influenced by orthographic transparency. Orthographically
transparent w ..ds are not often misspelled by either hearing or deaf spellers.
To eetermine whether there was an interaction of task by orthographic
transparency for Level II and III words, neither of. which are at ceiling, an
additional analysis of variance was performed on these two Jevels of ortho-
graphic transparency alone. Again a significant interaction was obtained,
F(1,50)=14.99, 11.<.001, MSe=57.62. The source of this inter Ition, as shown in
Figure 2, is that there is more improvement with the Re ,,nition Task for
Level III words than for Level II wori..s. A significant three-way interaction
with population, F(1,50)=7.17, 2=.01, MSe=57.62, indicated that deaf subjects
improved more on Level ITI words 4-11an did hearing subjects.

To summarize, the comparison of performance on the Production and
Recognition Tasks revealed that.spelling performance was more accurate on the
Recognition Task than on the Production Task, but the advantage of having the
printed alternatives available was limited primarily to Level III words.
Although both hearing and deaf spellers benefited from the recognition format,
deaf spellers appeared to benefit somewhat more.

4
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Error Types

Examination of misspellings can be used to gain insight into the spelling
process. With groups of deaf and hearing "subjects matched for overall

proficiency in spelling, this allows us to ask, given a particular level of

competence in spelling, whether it builds on the same underlying cognitive
ability for deaf and hearing spellers. This analysis was therefore,based on
subsets of the two subject populations matched in overall spelling ability on
the Production Task. These matched groups consisted of nine subjects each,
with the subjects drawn from the deaf and hearing subjects included in the
preceding analyses. The spelling proficiency and reading achievement of the
resulting subgroups are shown in Table 1. These matched groups did not differ

significantly in spelling accuracy on this task, t(16)..1.10, 1t>.05, two-

tailed, but did differ significantly in reading achievement, t(16)=4.(16,

ja<.001, two-tailed. These results indicate that the deaf subjects weTe poorer
readers than the hearing subjects of comparable spelline proficiency.

Table 1

Characteristics of the subject groups matched for spelling proficiency. Shown

is the mean accuracy on the spelling Production Task and the mean standard
scores on the Gates-MacGinitie reading comprehension test.

Hearing Deaf

(N=9) -(5579)

Spelling 70.5% 69.1%

SD 2.5 3.0

Reading 61.3 49.3

SD 6.0 6.5

Each misspelling was scored in terms of whether or not the misspelled
segment(s) of the word constituted a substitution (e.g., janiter for janitor),

omission (p.g.4 chamagne for chauagne), or insertion (e.g., torpedeo for

torpedo). If \multille errors occurred within a given word, each error was

scored separately. For example, two errors were scored when vinegar was
spelled as viniger and when digestible was spelled as disgestable. By this

analysis, only two misspellings were unclassifiable (the response tad pole for

tadpole by a hearing subject and the response puglarism for ]..Epiari_22 by a

deaf subject).

Each segment substitution error was further scored in two respects.

First, it was asked whether or not the substitution was a "phonetic"

substitution (e.g., vineger for vinegar) or a "nonphonetic" substitution

(e.g., redeo for rodeo). Determination as to whether or not a substitution

was phonetic was based on Hanna, Hanna, Hodges, and Rudorf's (1966) listing of

alternative patterns for the spelling of English phonemes. Using this

analysis, spellings were scored in terms of spelling patterns rather than
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individual letters. Thus, if condeMn was spelled as condem, it was scored as
a phonetic substitution since mn and m are both legitimate spelling patterns
for im/ in final position. Other mcn-iples of phonetic substitutions include
grammer for grammar, vacume for vacuum, and champane for champagne. Examples
,of nonphonetic substitutions include torpado for torpedo and champagne for
champagne. Secondly, it was asked whether the substitption was a vowel
segment substitation (e.g., digestable for digestible) or a consonant segment
subsitution (e.g., plummer for plumber and chaufeur for chauffeur).

This analysis indicated that the groups of deaf and hearing subjects
matched for spelling proficiency differed considerably in the types of errors
they produced. As can 'be seen from Table 2, segment substitutions predominat-
ed for both deaf and hearing spellers, with only a small-percentage of the
misspellings for either group resulting from segment insertions. However, the
deaf subjects made more errors that were not substitutions than did the
hearing subjects. For the hearing subjects, only about 9% of the errors were
omissions and insertions, while for the deaf subjects 29% of the errors were
omissions and insertions. This difference in the percentage of nonsubstitu-
tion errors for the two groups was statistically significant, t(16)=4.45,
2<.001, two-tailed. Since substitution errors represent an awareness of the
number of phonemic segments of words, this finding suggests that the number of
segments in words was not apprehended as accurately by the deaf subjects.
Moreover, for those substitution errors that did occur, the deaf subjects had
less tendency to produce errors that were phonetically acceptable renderings
of the target segments. More than 80% of the errors by hearing subjects were
phonetically acceptable substitutions, as compared to fewer than 50% of the
errors of deaf subjects. This diffelence between the two groups was statisti-
cally significant, t(16)=7.90, 2<.001, two-tailed.

1

Table 2

Mean percentage of each error type for the matched subject groups. Standard
deviations are given in parentheses.

Substitutions

Omissions

Insertions

Total

Phonetic

Hearing

Phonetic

Deaf

Nonphonetic Nonphonetic

81.6%

81.6%

(9.1) 9.0%

6.4%

3.0%

18.4%

(7.6)

(5.6)

(3.6)

46.3%

46.3%

(9.8) 24.7%

20.1%

8.9%

53.7%

(13.9)

(7.8)

(5.2)
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Both deaf and hearing subjects were found to make more substitutions on:
vowel segments than on consonant segments: Hearing subjects made 70.0% of the

substitutions on vowels, deaf subjects made 70.6% of their substitutions on

vowels. Thus, these hearing and deaf subjects did not differ significantly in

their tendency to make vowel substitutions, t(16)=-.11, 2.>.05, two-tailed.

The greater difficulty on spelling vowel segments here and elsewhere kith

hearing subjects (Fischer, 1980; Masters, 1927; Seymour & Porpodas, 1980)

underscores the greater complexity 3f vowel representation than consonant

representation in English orthography.2

Consistent with previous findings (Hanson, 1982), several of the misspel-

lings of the deaf subjects contained an error in ordering of one or more
letters of the word, resulting in misspellings that did .not preserve the

phonetic representation of the target word. Thus, for'example, a misspelling

of vinelar was vinlear, a misspelling of janitor was jaintor, a misspelling of

reptile was retkple, and a misspelling of cantaloupe was cantapole. Of the

words misspelled by deaf subjects, 13.0% contained such an ordering error. Of

the misspellings by hearing subjects, only .9% contained this type of error.

The misspellings were further scored to examine whether or not they were

orthographically regular. Only those responses that were Pronounceable and
had legal letter sequences were considered to be orthographically admissible.

Two judges independently scored the responses. Of the 208 misspellings

considered in this analysis, the judges agreed on the classification for

94.2%. On those responses for which they triginally disagreed, the two judges

discussed the misspelling until a classificatim was agreed upon. Results of

this analysis indicated that 91.7% of the misspellings of hearing subjects

were considered orthographically regular and that 96.0% of the misspellings of

the deaf subjects were considered to be so.

The results of this error analysis thus suggest that deaf spellers are

sensitive to structural constraints of the orthography. That they are able to

appreciate these constraints is shown by their production of misspellings that

are permissible letter sequences in the language, and by the tendency of their

substitution errors to be predominantly vowel substitutions.

In spite of their general conformity with the principles of English

orthography, the misspellings of deaf subjects were generally not phonetically

equivalent with the target words. Inconsistency with the phonetic representa-

tion was revealed by the analysis indicating fewer phonetically acceptable

substitution errors by deaf than hearing subjects and by the analysis

indicating that a few of the misspellings of the deaf subjects represent an

inaccurate ordering of the segments of a word. These findings suggest either.

1) that deaf spellers have less accurate representations of the phonetic

structure of individual words in their lexicons than do hearing spe.L.,ers, 2)

that they do not use the phonetic information in their lexicons when spelling,

or 3) that they use this information less accurately than do hearing spellers.

Research by Dodd (1980) with deaf children is relevant in distinguishing

between these alternatives. Dodd found that the deaf children tended to spell

consonant segments accurately that they pronounced accurately. (No analysis

of vowel segments was undertaken in that study.) This suggests that the first

of the three alteruatives presented here may best explain the performance of

de-f spellers; that is, the nonphonetic spellings they make may tend to
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reflect a difficulty in incorporating into their lexicons accurately specified
phonetic "mpresentations of individual words.

Spelling Proficiency in Relation to Other Language Factors

For the purpose of examining the relationship between spelling and
reading, subjects' scores on the reading comprehension test and their percent
correct on the spelling Production Task were compared. This analysis was
based on the data of all 37 hearing subjects tested and all 27 deaf subjects
tested. Table 3 shows the mean percent correct in the spelling task for deaf.
and hearing subjects together with the mean standard scores on the Gates-
MacGinitie Reading Test. Recall that a standard score of 50 on the Gates-
MacGinitie test represents a reading level of grade 10.1. Overall, the
hearing subjects were more proficient readers, t(62)=10.22, 11.<.001, and
spellers, t(62)=3.23, 11.<;01, than the deaf subjects. For hearing subjects, ,

the reading scores correlated, although only weakly so, with spelling perfor
mance, r=.356, t(35)=2.25, n<.05. The direction of correlation suggests that
the greater the subject's reading ability, the greater the spelling proficien-
cy. The same trend was true for tha deaf subjects, although the resulting
correlation was not significant, r=.275, t(25)=1.43, p.05.3

Table 3

Mean accuracy on the Spelling Production task and mean standard scores on the
Gates-MacGinitie reading comprehension test.

Hearing Deaf
(N=37) (I-1:7)

Spelling 77.5% 69.6%
SD 9.7 9.7

Range 47 - 98 53 - 92

Reading 64.8 45.9
SD 7.4 7.2

Range 42 - 78 33 - 60

A question of interest is how the speech production capabilities of the
deaf subjects relate to reading achievement and spelling proficiency. To
address this question, speech intelligibility ratings were obtained for the
deaf subjects from Gallaudet College. (Scores were not available for the five
deaf subjects from the other university.) The ratings were based on a scale
of 1 to 5, in which a score of 1 represents speech that is readily undeistood
by the general public and a score of 5 represents speech that cannot be
understood by listeners. For the 22 deaf subjects whose data were involved in
this analysis, the mean speech intelligibility score was 3.89 OD=.96; Range=
2-5). These speech intelligibility ratings were not significantly correlated
with either reading achievement, r=-.002, or spelling proficiency, r=.398,
t(20)=1.94, p.05.
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DISCUSSION

As in earlier work, deaf spellrs in the present experiment were by no
means always inferior in spelling accuracy to their hearing counterparts
(Cromer, 1980; Gates & Chaee, 1926; Templin, 1948). _Although the hearing

subjects, overall, were somewhat more accurate than the deaf subjects on the
spelling Production Task, both groups displayed .a wide range of ability

levels. The degree of overlap ia the distribution of scores for the groups
was notable in light of the degree of auditory impairment in the deaf group:
All of these subjects were selected for prbfound deafness extending from
infancy. The results provide a convincing demonstration that it is possible
for persons with such a background to learn to spell as accurately as many
hearing persons at the college level.

To examine the extent to which apprehension of the linguistic regulari-
ties of the orthography is dependent on the spoken language, the error

patterns of.deaf and hearing subjects were coppared. In earlier research with

hearing adults, Fischer (1980) has shown that a word's difficulty from the
sta d 'zit of spelling is chiefly a reflection of the word's formal properties
and only secondarily a reflection of its frequency of occurrence.- The results
here are n complete agreement with Fischer's in that spelling performance was

heavily in Cdnced by level of orthographic transparency for both daaf and
hearing spellers. Consistent with this evidence that deaf spellers are able
to appreciate the s. .ctural constraints of the orthography, we found that the
misspellings of deaf subjects tend to be orthographically regular in the sense
that only legal strings are produced (see also Hanson, 1982). In sum, these

data indicate that it is possible for prelingually, profoundly deaf individu-
als to develop a sensitivity to the phonological and morphological constraints

of written English.

Deaf and hearing spellers further exhibited a similar pattern of results
on the Recognition Task in that the greatest benefit occurred on irregular

words. These were the words in which the correct spelling could not be
completely derived by linguistic principles (the Level III words). Thus,

consistent with Fischer's findings (1980), these results suggest that visually
presented alternative spellings are cf primary benefit in allowing the speller

to access rote and/or visual informatlon that is otherwise difficult to

retrieve.

Thus far, ways in which deaf and hearing subjects resemble each other
have been discussed. Now, how they differ must be considered. First, they

differ in that deaf subjects appear to benefit more than hearing subjects from

having the visual alternatives presented. It appears, therefore, that deaf

spellers to a greater extent than hearing spellers, have stored Visual

knowledge about a word's spelling that they are not able to retrieve in

productive spel)ing, but which they can access when visual alternatiVes are

available.

The groups differ in a major way in the kinds of errors they produce.

Our findings strongly confirm earlier indications that deaf subjects, unlike

hearing subjects, produce many strings that are not phonetically equivalent to

the target word, i.e., nonphonetic misspellings (Dodd, 1980; Hanson, 1982;

Hoemann et al., 1976). In the present research, nonphonetic errors occurred

17,-
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nearly three times more frequently with deaf subjects than hearing subjects,
even when the comparison was restricted to groups of deaf and hearing subjects
matched on overall level of spelling performance.

It is important to note that the misspellings made by the deaf subjects
in this study differ markedly from error patterns that are often labeled
"visuar or "orthographic"; that is, misspellings iri which the letter strings
only grossly approximate the target word and that indicate a failure to
appreciate the syllabic and segmentarstructure of words (see, for example,
Boder, 197(3; Bub & Kertesz, 1982; Seymour & Porpodas, 1980; Wapner & Gardner,
1979). Such misspellings retain some of the characteristics of how the target
word looks, as in the rample of misspelling broom as beoom (Wapner & Gardner,
1979). The prgsendeSbf such an error suggests that the speller does not'
appreciate how the orthography maps onto the spoken language. In contrast,
deaf spellers have been fqund to be able to perform a phonemic analysis of
words (Dodd, 1980), and their misspellings here and elsewhere have been Shown
to be consistent with the structural constraints of English morphology in
preserving the rules governing syllable structure within words (Hanson, 1982).
Moreover, if the deaf subjects here had not been sensitive to variations that
exist in orthographic transparency, they would have performed with comparable
accuracy on Level I, II, and III words. It would deem, then, that the,
nonphonetic misspellings of the deaf subjects arise not because these spellers
are unable to appreciate the mapping betwen the written and spoken language,
but rather may aribe from difficulty in the establishment of an accurate
phonetic representation of specific words.

The suggestion here that deaf spellers may have difficulty in the
establishment of an accurate phonetic representation of words is in contrast
to their ability, so apparent in the findings of this study, to appreciate
phonological constraints of the language. Several factors may contribute to
such aWareness for deaf spellers, of which the most likely candidates are
speech-related factors, reading, and fingerspelling.

Turning first to speech-related factors, speech production skills were
examined here. The speech intelligibility ratings of the present subjects
indicated that, as a whole, they had speech that was judged by skilled
listeners to be nearly dntelligible. Although the skills of the indifidual
subjects varied, the present study found that speech production skills were
not significantly correlated with spelling proficiency. Since subjects with
poorly intelligible speech were often good spellers, this suggests that
acquisition of linguistic sensitivity may not necessarily require an ability
to produce speech that listeners can readily understand, but only a mSans of
analyzing word structure that the individual can use for acquiring the
linguistic principles relating to that structure. Such a means.of analysis
might also be provided by lipreading (Dodd & Hermelin, 1977) and/or by
whatever residual hearing each profoundly deaf person might possess:

Alternatively, just as hearing persons, through experience in reading,
may induce phonological and morphological structure from the orthographic
representation of written words (Liberman, Liberman, Mattingly, & Shankweiler,
1980), so might deaf readers similarly induce these structural facts. The
relationship between the level of performance in reading and spelling is a
matter of some interest. The compw.ison between reading comprehension and
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spelling proficiency indicated only a tenuous relationship in either popula-
tieni. The low correlations obtained were not artifactual, however. Both deaf

sand hearing subjects displayed a considerable range of talent on both reading
and spelling measures, sufficient to permit a valid assessment-of correlation.
Moreover, fcir the hearing subjects the results obtained here are consistent
with correlations obtained between reading comprehension and spelling reported

for standard'zed tests (Dunn & Markwardt, 1970). Higher correlations between

reading and spelling tend to be obtained when the reading measure is word
-recognition, particularly for persons in the process of acquiring reading,

such as chil ren in the primary geades and adults enrolled in literacy classes
(Dunn & Markwardt, 1970; Jastak & Jastak, 1965; Perin, 1982). The low

correlations reflect the possibilty that reading comprehension and spelling
rely, in part, on different cognitive/linguistic abilities. For example, the
reader can manage with a rather tacit knowledge of structural features of the
orthography because context at various levels is provided in the text. The

speller, on the other hand, must make explicit use of these features.

For the deaf subjects, in particular, there was a dissociation between

reading achievement and spelling proficiency. Not only was there no signifi-

cant correlation obtained between the two tasks, but, a's shown in Table 1, the

deaf subjects tended to be much poorer readrs than the-hearing subjects of
comparable spelling skill. Thus, while deaf persons appear to be at a

disadvantage in acquiring reading when compared with hearing persons, it is of

interest that no comparable disadvantage seems to occur for spelling.

_For deaf persons with experience in manual communication, reliance on

fingerspelling might also provide a means of acquiring an appreciation of the
structure of the orthography. Fingerspelling is a manual communication system
in which words are spelled bUt by the sequential production of letters of a

manual alphabet. Much as readers might induce phonological -rules from

reading, deaf persons might also induce these rules from fingerspelling.

Fingerspelling may also serve deaf spellers as a productive system. The

deaf subjects were observed to fingerspell extensively during the experiment

as a way of trying out spellings on their hands before writing their answers.

The role of fingerspelling in writing words cannot be inferred with certainty

here, but two possibilities may be suggested. First, fingerspelling may

provide visual feedback that could be used much like the alternative spellings

of the Recognition Task. The fact that subjects sometimes fingerspelled under

the table (thus blocking their view of their hands) suggests, however, that

the feedback may not always, or even mostly, be visual. It suggests that

kinesthetic feedback may be used instead. This feedback could serve both as a

check of a particular word's spelling against a stored representation of the

word, and also to monitor legal letter sequences.

In summary, deaf spellers in the present research were found to display

an ability to appreciate the structure of English orthography. This finding

is inconsi,Jtent with the krpothesis that deaf spellers are limited to rote

memorization or visual retention as spelling strategies. Obviously, it cannot

be assumed that all deaf spellers (or hearing spellers) are sensitive to the

linguistic structure reflected in the orthography. It is relevant here that

the present subjects were all college students; it might be expected that

persons with little education would rely on different atrategies. The present
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results are important, however, in indicating the extent to which acquisition
of linguisje structure is possible given liMited acquaintance with the spoken
language./

'doper,
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FOOTNOTES

1The levels of structure described here as "phonetic" denote a level
considerably more abstract than sound. ,IInfortunately, linguistic disciplines
offer-no terms that have won general acceptance to capture differences in
level of abstractness. It must be noted at the ogtset, however, that
alphabets do not map Sound as .such, and could,not, if they are to function as
intended; i.e., no writing system in general usage captures details of the
speech sdund pattern associated with dialect and idiolect, or those associated
with coarticulation and environment (see Klima, 1972, and Liberman, in press,
for discussions of these.points).

2The greater number of substitutions on vowel segments than consonant
segments in spelling is consistent with research on misreading; this research
on misreading has shown that (hearing) readers are much more likely to have
difficulty in correctly reading vowel segments, th"an in correctly reading
consonant segments (Fowler, Liberman, & Shankweiler, 1977; Liberman,
Shankweiler, Orlando, Harris, & Bell-Berti, 1971; Shankweiler & Liberman,
1972).

3Althoggh the present study was not designed to assess differences
between deaf subjects with deaf parents and deaf subjects with hearing
parents, this question is of some interest as.it is generally found that deaf
children of deaf parents outperform deaf children of hearing parents on
reading tests (Meadow, 1968; Vernon & Koh, 1971). No significant difference .

was obtained here as a function of parents' hearing status for either reading,
t(25)=.78, 1>.05, two-tailed, or spelling, t(25)=.48, 1>.05, two-tailed,
probably due to the fact that the present sample was restricted to college
students--those persons who, by definition, are already the more academically
successful deaf persons.
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A DYNAMICAL BASIS FOR ACTION SYSTEMS'

J. A. Scott Kelso,+ and Betty Tuller++

1. INTRODUCTION

Students of the'neuraI basis of cognition-might well take as their dictum
the first phrase in the gospel according to St. John: "In the beginning was
the word." In this chapter we beg to differ and side instRad with Goethe's
Faust who, not satisfied with tha accuracy of the biblial statement, proposed
a rather different solution: "Im anfang war die tat"--"In the beginning was
the act."1 Certainly, if there is a lesson to be learned from the field of
neuroembryology, it is that motility precedes reactivity; there is, a chrono-
logiCal primacy of the motor over the sensory.2 Although one of our main
premises is that any distinction between "sensory" and "motor" is an artifi-
cial one (cf. Kelso, 1979), this brief sojourn into developmental embryology
affords what we\take to be a main contrast between the topic of concern in
this chapter--the control and coordination of movement--and the subject matter
of the rest of this book.

Our goals in this 'chapter are twofold. First, we want to describe some
of the main developments in the field of movement control (as we see them)
that have occurred in the last six to seven years. The developments hinge
around a central problem that has continued to plague the physiology and
psychology of movement almost since its inception, viz., the identification of
significant units of coorOnation and control. In the last Neurosciences
Research Program Bulletin that tlealt specifically with motor control, Szenta-
gothai and Arbib (1974) suggested that:

"While the term synergy has not been explicitly defined here, it is
evident that the traditional Sherhingtonian usage is too restrictive
to capture the coneepts...Onemow awaits a redefinition of synergies
to revitalize motor systems research along the behavioral lines of
investigati-- successfully used in the 1, sual system." (p. 165)

'Chapter to appear in M. S. Gazzaniga (Ed.), Handbook of cognitive
neuroscience. New York: Plenum, in press.
+Also University of Connecticut.

++Also New York University M.:dical Center.
Acknowledgment. This work was supported by NINCDS grant NS-13617, BRS grant
RR-05596, and Contract No. N0014-83-C-0063 from the U.S. Office of Naval
Research to Haskins Laboratories, NINCDS Grant NS-17778 to Cornell Universi-
ty Medical College, and by an NIH Postdoctoral Fellowship to the second
author. Wr thank Carol Fowler, David Ostry, and Elliot Saltzman for helpful
comments. _

[HASKINS LABORATORIES: Status Report on Speech Research SR-73 (1983)]
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Much earlier of course, the Soviet school under Bernstein's dominant

influence (cf. Bernstein, 1967) had advocated the synergy as a significant

unit, and the idea was taken up seriously in this country by Greene ,(1972),

Boylls (1975), Fowler (1977), Turvey (1977), Kelso, (1979), and Saltzman

(1979), among others. In fact, Boylls (1975),, provides an elegant definition'

of synergy (or, "linkage" in his terms), which contrasts sharply with the

traditional Sherringtonian concept: A "linkage" is a group of muscles whose

activities covary as a result of shared afferent and/or efferent signals,

deployed as a unit in a motor task. 1

A number of laboratories, including our own, have been working out the

details of functional synergies (or, synonomously, muscle linkages or coordi-

native structures). In the first part of this chapter we shall explain

briefly why the synergy concept is necessary, how synergies can be identified

in many different activities, what their chief charactristics are, and hcy4

they are modulated by various sources of contextual information. All along we

will try to show that there is a subtle and mutually dependent relationship

between the small scale, neural, informational aspects of the system, and the

large scale, powr producing machinery--the muscle dynamics. -The first part

of this chapter is largely review, with a feW novel nuances, but some of the

organizational features that emerge are worthy of note in that they compare in

an interesting way to recent theorizing about neuronal assemblies and brain

functions (cf. Edelman & Mountcastle, 1978). At the end of the chapter, we

shall make these comparisons explicit because they suggest a common ground for

understanding the coherent behavior of muscle and neuronal ensembles.

Although we can supply a solid justification for the
concept, and although we can provide hints--f. - the motor

for how synergies can be regulated to accompliso particular

basis is still required for understanding how the many fr

motor system can be harnessed in the first place. How do

ral organizations arise from a neuromuscular basis of many

And what guarantees their persistence and stahility? What

the cooperative behavior among muscles that is evident

activity?

use ofAhe synergy
control literature--
acts, a principled

ee variables in the
stable spatiotempo-
degrees of freedom?
principles underlie
during coordinated

In the second part of the chapter we take up these and related questions

seriously. In contrast to "machine theories," which consider the many degrees

of freedom to be regulated as a 'curse" (cf. Bellman, 1961), and nonlineari-

ties as a source of complication (cf. Stein, 1982), we advocate a set of

"natural" principles gleaned from systems that require many degrees of freedom

and in which nonlinearities are requisite conditions for the emergence of

ordered phenomena (cf. Kelso, 1981; Kelso, Holt, Kugler, & Tu-vey, 1980;

Kugler, Kelso, & Turvey, 1980, 1982; Turvey, 1980; see also Carello, Turvey,

Kugler, & Shaw, in press). This "natural" perspective (Kugler et al., 1982)

takes its impetus from (and is parasitic upon) contemporary physics,3 and

views the problems of coordination and control as continuous with, and a

special case of, the more general problem of cooperative phenomena (cf. Haken,

1977). In this view, autonomy, self-orgaaization,.and evolution of function

are stressed as system attributes. Our guess is that these attributes will

prove difficult--in the long run--for the student of action to ignore, and, to

the extent that they pertain to a theory of brain functioni the cognitive

neuroscientist as well.

.16u
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2:\ A FUNDAMENTAL PROBLEM: THE SELECTION OF UNITS
,

2.1 The General\Problem of Units

It is the time-honored thesis of claa;ical physics that macroscopic
states can be explained through microscopic analysis. The basic structure of
nature is thought to be understood, first and foremost, through recourse to
elementary units.4 With the addition of a set of derived concepts (the laws
of nature), natural phenomena can be explained. Biology has largely followed
this paradigm by partitioning living systems into atomistic entities and laws
of combination. Witness, for example, the dramatic successes in genetics,
molecular biology, and neurophysiology: in some circles, units such as genes,
molecules, and neurons, when synthesized appropriately, are thought to provide
the basis of biological otder.

One problem with this ew, pointed out by Goodwin (1?70), is that tire

analytical reductionist progr m with its accompanying resynthesis works only
when there is a simple and dir ct relationship between the units of a system
and its higher level behavior. In biological systems, however, the units
themselves are complex and thus t re are many ways for higher order phenomena
to arise. The scientist is then f ced with the mammoth task of exploring all
possible interactions among units an \discovering those that could produce the
observed higher order behavior. Even',if this dubious strategy were possible,
the problem of explaining the 'macro" trom the,"micro" is not simply one of,

specifying interactions among elemental Units. This is because at each level
of complexity novel properties appear whose,behavior cannot be predicted from
knowledge of component processes. Paraphrasing Anderson (1972), there is a

shift from quantitative to qualitative; not o 2y do we have more of something
as complexity increases, but the 'more' is dif ,erent. This is a physical fact
(but eminently applicable to biology and psychelogy) arising from the theory
of broken sn.....mietsi: As the number of mictoscopic degrees of freedom
increases, matter undergoes sharp, discontinueus phase transitions that
violate microscopic symmetries (and even macroscopic\equations of motion), and
leave in their wake only certain characteristic behaviors. As ,a shall see,
symmetry breaking is a natural property of systems whose constraints are
subject to change. We shall make much of this later on, because it is a

central theme that may allow us to envision how coordination might arise in
systems with many degrees of freedom. That is, how we can take a

multivariable system and control it as if it had just one or a few degrees of
freedom.

2.2 Units in Action Versus Units of Action,

A great hindrance to the development of a theory of motor control and
coordination has been the confusion between units in and units of. The unit
is analyzed as if it were a piece in a puzzle or Eal ingredient in a cake,
rather than in terms of its relational properties. For example, a pendulum
consists of a number of components that can be thought of as the units in a
pendulum system, but it is the relations among components that define the

function of the pendulum system (cf. Ghiselin, 1981, for an informed discus-
sion of units). With a few notable exceptions, students of action have
classified units in terms of their anatomy rather than their function. Yet if
there is a 6ruism about action, it is that significant units ere differentiat-
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ed according to their function rather than according to the neuromuscular

machinery that constitutes them.

Witness, for example, Gallistel's (1980) "new synthesis of the organiza-

tion of action", in which tile reflex arc is.chosen as a major building block

or unit of behavior because it contains "...all the elements necessary to

explain the occurrence of muscular contraction or relaxation'or glandular

secretion." According to Gallistel, "...the necessary elements are those

Sherrington recognized: an effector, a conductor, and an initiator" (1980,

p. 399). Would that this connectionist metaphor provided the necessary

criteria for units of action! Gallistel's Cartesian attitude of decomposing

the system into its parts'(configured in a fixed arrangement) and his offering

some glue (in the form of neural potentiation and depotentiation) to stick

them together again must, if our discussion of units is relevant, be off the

mark. Admittedly, Sherrington was the main figure in reflex physiology, but

even he recognized that the reflex was a "probable fiction" or at best a

"purely abstract conception" (Sherrington, 1906). Aside from the recognition

that a pure reflex is seldom, if ever, observed as a unique part of an act,

few of us would want to build a theory of movement's control with fictions as

the substrete (cf. Kelso & Reed, 1981).

Decomposing the system into arbitrarily defined analytical units evokes

serious consequences for measurement. In all likelihood, the physical decom-

position obscures the system's dynamics so that the unit's observable proper-

ties are no longer relevant. A good example is the three-body problem in

physics (cf. Rosen, 1978), such as the earth-sun-moon system. Decomposing the

System into analytically tractable single and two-body subsystems brings us no

closer to an analytic solution for the original three-body problem. To solve

the three-body problem, new sets of analytic units must be discovered that are

defined by new observables, such that the partitioning respects the original

dynamics. These may look nothing like the units that we have chosen for so-

called "simplicity," or that we refer to as basic "building blocks." The

functional units of behavior that we shall discuss are not anything like

simple ceflexes, and, only in certain very restrictive cases do they corres-

pond to other proposed units cf analysis such as ",...eingle muscles or

groupings of muscles acting normally around a joint" (Stein, 1982). Moreover,

the criteria underlying their selection are not at all like those employed by

Gallistel--or Sherrington, for that matter. As Reed (in press) points out,

the units of action are not triggered responses that can be chained together

by central or peripheral processes, but postures (which he calls "persistences

in an animal-environment relation") and movements (transformations of one

posture into another). In fact, one of the claims we shall try to substanti-

ate is that a unit of action at any level of analysis must be so designed that

persistence of function is guaranteed.

3. UNITS OF ACTION IN, MULTIVARIABLE SYSTEMS

3.1 The Concept of Coordinative Structure

A3 we have already intimated, the problem of identifying units of action

has long been a thorny issue, and continues to be debated in both the neural

and behavioral literature. The elegant remarks of Greene (1971), made over a

decade ago, still seem to apply in many cfrcles:

.

l

lso

,
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"The masses of undigested details, the ,lack of agreement and the
inconclusiveness that mark the long history of investigations of
=tor mechanisms arise from our limited ability to recognize the
significant informational units of movement." (Greene, 1971)

There are signs, however, that some consensus is being reached concerning
the units of action. This may reflect a growing appreeation of the
fundamental problem of control and coordination identified by Bernstein
(1967); namely, that of regulating a system with many degrees of freedom.
Bernst2in's key insight was that the large number of potential degrees of
freedom et the skeletomuscular system precludes the possibility that each is
controlled individually at every point in time. He then proposed,a scheme
whereby many degrees of freedom cOuld be regulated through the-direct,
execUtive control of very few. In this view, individual variables 'of the
motor system are organized into larger functional groupings called "linkages"
or "synergies" (Boylls, 1975; Gurfinkel, Kots, Pal'tsev, & Fel'dman, 1971),

"collectives" (Gel'fand, Gurfinkel, Tsetlin, & Shik, 1971), or "coordinative
structures" (Easton, 1972a; Fowler, 1977; Kelso, Southard, & Goodman, 1979;
Turvey, 1977). During a movement, the internal degrees of freedom of these
funtional groupings aro not controlled directly but are constrained to relate
ammng themselves in a relatively fixed and autonomous manner. The functional
group can be controlled as if it had many fewer degrees of freedom than
comprise its parts, thus rAucing the number of control decisions required.

One example of a functional constraint on movement, a coordinative
structure, is exhibited by people performing the task of precision aiming.
When a skilled marksperson aims at a target, the wrist and shoulder joints do
not change independently but are constrained to change in a related manner.
Specificglly, any horizontal oscillation in the wrist is matched by an equal
ands. opposite oscillation in the shoulder, thus reducing the variation around
the target area (Arutyunyun, Gurfinkel, & Mirsky, 1969). In an unskilled
marksperson, movement at the wrist joint is unrelated to movement at the
shoulder, allowing the arm to wander.

As the foregoing example reveals, coordinative structures are units of
action, emphasizing the functional asiSects of movement. Constraints are
thought to arise temporarily and expressly for particular behavioral purposes
(Boylls, 1975; Fitch & Turvey, 1978). The same degrees of freedom may be
constrained in different ways to achieve different purposes, and different

degrees of freedom may be constrained to achieve the same goal. Thus,

coordinative structures are significant units not by virtue of 'their shared
degrees of freedom, but by their capability of achieving a common goal. In

this,regard, the way we use the term "coordinative' structure" differs from
that of Easton (1972a), who views them as reflex based. Indeed, there is
evidence that even reflexes exhibit functional specificity, adjusting to the
phase of movementthe animal is in when the reflex is elicited. For example,

Forssberg, Grillner,.and Rossignol (1975, 1977) examined reflex behavior in
the spinal cat. A tap to the paw during the stance phase of stepping wao
associated with increased activity in the extensor muscles; a tap applied
during-the transfer phase enhanced activity in the flexor muscles. Such

behavior is significant in that it performs an adaptive function for the
animal, lifting the paw over an obstacle (see also, Fukson, Berkenblit, &
Fel'dman, 1980) Thus, movements are seldom simply reactive; they are adaptive,
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functionally specific, and context sensitive (for many motor examples in the
ethological literature, see Bellman, 1979; Reed, in press).

Note also that the coordinative structure perspective differs from open-
loop models of control, which give privileged-Status to efference, as well as
from closed-loop models, in which afference is dominant. The state of the
marksperson's wrist joint, for example, is not only viewed as providing

information about its own position (afference), but also as specifying the
appropriate positions of the linked elements (efference). Thus, afference and

efference both prov4-1e-4nformation relevant to the linkage, and neither one
has priority over the other (Kelso, Holt, Kugler, & Turvey, 1980; Kugler,

Kelso, & Turvey, 1980).

3.2 Coordinative Structures as Dynamic Linlrages Defined Over Units of Action

Although constraining skeletomuscular variables results in an increase in

control, it does so at the expense of range of motion. The number of possible

trajectories of the limb is reduced, but the individual trajectory is not

uniquely determined by constrainti. When free variables are linked to perform

a function, balance exists between the linkage's flexibility, or freedom to
undergo change, and limitations on its flexibility (Pattee, 1973; see also

Fowler, 1977;- Fowler, Rubin, Remez, & Turvey, 1980). Systems that do not

perform functions are either too tightly constrained (e.g., rigid objects) or
hardly constrained at all (e.g., an aggregate of grains of sand). Systems

that perform functions are selectively limited in their actions, not uniquely

determined.

In our earlier discusuion of units (Section 2.1) we pointed out that

complex systems exhibit discontinuities in structure and behavior (broken
symmetry); that is, new modes of organization and behavior appear that are not
easily predictable from the precedina modes. These new spatiotemporal struc-

tures are sometimes referred to as emergent iloperties,. In the domain of
movement, there is a tendency to account for the appearance of new phenomena--
such as a novel movement pattern to a000mplish some goal--by reference to the

generativity embodied in a generalized motor program (e.g., Schmidt, 1975),

motor engram (e.g., Heilman, 1979), or schema (cf. Head, 1926; Pew, 1974;

Schmidt, 1975).

Rather than adopt this latter strategy, it may be better to recognize
that all that's really happened is that our mode of description has failed at

the point at which the novelty appears, requiring us to adopt a new mode of

description that may be quite unrelated to the old one6 (cf. Rosen, 1978).

The main difficulty with an analysis of emergent properties lies, as Rosen

(1978) cogently remarks, "...in the tacit assumption that it is appropriate to
describe a natural system la a single set of state7-Tp. 91, italics hisT

This strategy necessarily restricts the observables that are possible and

eliminates the possibility for new ones. However, when dynamical interactions

occur, either among the s'ates of a system, or when the system interacts with

its environment, new observibles are possible that were meaninglesS or

invisible in the absence of coupling. As a consequence, an entirely new set

of state descriptions of the system is possible because the observables have

changed.
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Let us bring these abstractions down to earth and back to the domain of
movement. A coordinative structure, as if. have defined it, is a functional
linkage among previously unrelated entities--it is a prototypical example of
an em0Tent phenomenon. By the arguments given above, a coordinative struc-
ture ofTers an alternative description uf a system because it is defined on
observables that bear little or no relationship to those of its components.
By being'a dynamic coupling among component variables, its state space offers
a much richer set of trajectories than is possible in a system having the
identical set of components'but described by a single set of states.

3.3 Coordinative Structures as Nonlinear Vibratory Systems

Dynamical linkages (equations of constraint) selectively reduce the
number of independently controlled degrees of freedom, thereby allowing a rich
set of trajectories. But what kind of system is produced when elements of the
motor apparatus are _linked dynamically? Recent work on motor systems has
identified functional units of action with nonlinear mass-spring systems. An
attractive feature of such systems (among some others) 4s 'that they are
intrinsically self-equilibrating: When the spring is stretched or compressed
and then released, it will always equilibrate at the same resting length-.
Thus, the final equilibrium position is not affected by the amount that the
mass is displaced--a property called equifinality (cf. von Bertalanffy, 1973).

In its more detailed (but we would add, unevenly interpreted) version, a

given joint angle may be specified according to a set of muscle equilibrium
lengths (cf. Fel'dman, 1966a, 1966b). Once these are specified, the joint
will achieve and maintain a desired final angle at which the torques generated
by the muscle sum to zero. Such a system exhibits equifinality in that
desired riositions may be reached from various initial angles and in spite of
unforeseen perturbations encountered during the motion trajectory. Thus, if
the length of a muscle at a joint is currently longer than the equilibrium
length, active tension develops in the muscle; if the current length is

shorter than the equilillrium length, the muscle relaxes. We can see how this
concept is akin to a coordinative .structure. Control of many variables (e.g.,
degree of activation in various muscles at a joint)' is simplified by
establishing a constraint: Given a set of muscle equilibrium lengths, the
torque generated by tension in each muscle is dependent on its current length.

,Recent support for this account comes primarily from work on limb and
head movements. For example, Kelso (1977) and Kelso, Holt, and Flatt (1980)
have shown that normal and functionally deafferented humans are more accurate
in reproducing the final position of a limb from varying initial positions
than in reproducing movement amplitude. In addition, Bizzi and his colleagues
(Rizzi, Dev, Morasso, & Polit, 1976; Polit & Bizzi, 1978) have shown,that
normal and rhizotomized monkeys can reproduce learned target positions of the
head or arm even when the movement trajectory is perturbed by application of a
load. Similar results have been found in humans (Kelso & Holt, 1980), and

predictable effects of changing effective mass of a limb have also been
observed (e.g., Fel'dman, 1966b; Schmidt & McGown, 1980). The findings are
not easily accounted for-by traditional motor control models. For example,
closed-loop models could account for the accurate rewoduction of final
position in slate of changes in initial position of the limb, or perturbations
of the limb trajectory, but they could not explain why equifinality holds when
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the limb is deafferented. In theory, openloop programming models could
handle the deafferentation findings but--at least in conventional form--are
unable to explain satisfactorily adjustments to unanticipated perturbations.

A fundamental point, from our perspective, is that considering final limb

position as the equilibrium state of a constrained collective of muscles
allows for the independence of final position from initial position without
roquiring processes of measurement and comparison. Although we could describe

a dynamical system like a massspring in terms of externally imposed reference

levels, and though we could mathematize it into canonical feedback form,

little would be gained by doing so (cf. Yates, 1980, for additional remarks).
A muscle collective qua spring system is intrinsically selfequilibrating:
Conserved values such as the equilibrium point are a consequence of the

systems' parameterization and consequently there is no need to introduce a

"representation" anywhere. Such systems belong to a generic class of dynami

cal systems called point, attractors, that is, those characterized by an

equilibrium position to which all trajectories tend.

3.4 The Importance of Dynamical Analogy

We should make our position clear on the identification of functional

units of action with nonlinear vibratoey systems such as masssprings. It is

obvious that a muscle has springlike properties (the lengthtension proper
ties of an isolated muscle, for example, are wellknown, e.g., Rack &

Westbury, 1969), and hence ,it is tempting to treat each individual muscle
participating in an activity as a separate massspring system. The resulting

system would likely require large lookup fables for the purpose of specifying

parameters such' as stiffness and equilibrium length for each muscle

(cf. Sakitt, 1980). Moreover, such a strategy emphasizes the model's material
embodiment--the structural characteristics of muscle--which, though quantifi
able and relatively easy to measure, tell us nothing about the nature of the

organization among muscles When people perform tasks. In the sblrit of

Rashevsky's (1938) relational biology, and its enlightening extensions by

Rosen (1978), we view the importance of the masssy.ing analogy,not in terms

of the system's material structure but as indicative of a particular

functional organization. The key insight for us is recognizimg the dynamical

analogy between a massspring system and a constrained collective of muscles

and joints in terms of their functionally similar behavior (Kelso, Holt,

Kugler, & Turvey, 1980; Kugler et al., 1980; Saltzman kKelso, in press). In

this respect, as Fel'dman (1966b) remarked:

"The motor apparatus...is similar to many physical systems, for

example, a spring with a load; althoUgh its movement as a who]e is

determinedby the initial conditions, the equilibrium position does

not depend on them and is determined only,by the parameters of the

spring and the size of the load" (p. 771).

Thus, if,ome,ignores the question of what oscillates (the material structure)

and instead asks what the,functional organization is, it becomes clear that

many physical and biological systems (including muscles and mass spriags)

admit common dynamical descriptions even though they consist of utterly

diverse structures. Their dynamical equivalenceto belabor the point--lies

not in their physicochemical likeness but in their sharing an abstract
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organization. Note that this dynamical description of the cooperative behavi-
.or among muscles has little to do with the individual behavior of a muscle or

open'to any natural science whose "ultimate aim" in Planck's words "[is] the
correlating of various physical observations into a unified system." (Planck,

its sarcomeres and fibrils. The power of the approach, however, is that it
allows one to see how a wide variety of different systemic behaviors can obey
the same dynamical laws. In fact, dynamical analogy may be a basic strategy

1926; cited in Saunders, 1980).

Nonlinear systems of masses and springs have been traditional characteri-
zations of many different phenomena ranging from the vibrational modes of
atoms to the behavior of vocal tracts and hearts. The deep relationship among
the behavior of all such structures is that they are realized by the same

functional organization. In a later section we shall explore this
1 regularity in more detail, for it can be argued that the principles governing

the cooperation of many subsystems are identical regardless of the structure
of the subsystems themselves (cf. Haken, 1977).

4. MODULATION OF COORDINATIVE STRUCTURES

4.1 Some Remarks on Functional Nonunivocality

A second fundamental insight of Bernstein's (1967) was the realization
that actors are mechanical systems, subject to gravitational and inertial
forces as well as to reactive forces created by movements of links in the
biokinematic chain. A consequence of this fact is that the relationship
between motor impulses and their outcome in movement must be indeterminate
(nonunivocal). This problem may be considered as the mirror image of a

problem that perceptual theorists have long recognized--that is, the lack of a
simple one-to-one relationshjp between a physical stimulus and a psychological
percept. In speech perception, for example, many'different acoustic patterns
may, in different contexts, be perceived as the same phoneme and the same
acoustic pattern may be perceived as different phonemes (Liberman, Cooper,

Shankweiler, & Studdert-Kennedy, 167; Rakerd, Verbrugge, & Shankweiler, 1984
among many others). In motor control, different contextual conditions may
require very 8ifferent patterns'of innervation in order to bring about the
same kinematic movement, whereas the same pattern IA' innervation may produce
very different movement outcomes. The different "contextual conditions" of a
movement depend not only on environmental changes, but alFo on the dynamic
state of component segments. This problem is magnified in biokinematic chains
(such as humans): The body segments have mass and, once impelled, gather
momentum and, develop kinetic energy. which may im turn provide force6 acting
on other segments in the chain.

Consider this anatomical/mechanical source of indeterminacy in a bit more
detail. The fact that a link in a biokinematic chain is accelerating does not
necessarily imply that the movement is under direct muscular control.
Acceleration of a link may also be a function of reactive forces contingent on
movements of adjacent links. Further, the force that one link exerts on

another is not only dependent on muscle forces exerted on the first link, but
also on the manner in which the first link is moving relative to the second.
For example, during locomotion the limb Lransi7Lion from hip flexion through
hip and knee extension is largely due to passive forces. The inertial torque
generated by flexing the hip is sufficient to continue the forward movement of
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the leg from the hip and to extend the knee
Orlovskii, Rodionov, & Shik, 1965; Grillner,

when the hip musculature Is slightly active, a
of other forces, would bring the leg, backwards

and ankle (Arshavskii, Kots,
1975). Such is the case even
condition that, in the absence

(Bernstein, 1967).

Another (very different) source of indeterminacy between central commands
and movement consequences is of physiological origin. Most fibera of the
pyramidal motor system of primates, once thought to synapse directly on the
motoneurons, actually synapse on spinal or brainstem interneurons (cf. Dubner,
Sessle, & Storey, 1978; Evarts, Bizzi, Burke, Delong, & Thach, 1970. The

"state" of the interneurons is dependent on the combined influence of

supraspinal descending pathways, spinal interactions, and afferent nerve

impulses. Thus, the interneuronal system may provide an excitatory or

inhibitory bias of the motoneurons. If the bias is such that the membrane
potegtial of the motoneuron is close to threshold, a very small additional
depolarization results in its firing. As Granit (1977) remarks, "...the

internuncial apparatus does what the gamma motor fibers do for the muscle
spindle by coatracting their intrafusal fibers; it determines the motoneuron's
bias from moment to moment as required by the task at.hand" (p. 162). Thus,

the same descending activity might encounter very different "states" in the
spinal interneurons, with considerable variation in the motor effect. Central

influences, then, are thought to serve an organizing function by biasing
lower-level systems toward producing a class of actions, but the lower-level
systems can adjust autonomously to varying contextual conditions. We consider

in more detail below some forms that modulation or tuning of coordinative
structures might take.

4.2 "Tuning" Coordinative Structures

Constraints--analogous to the grammar of a language--do not uniiuely

determine a movement's trajectory, but rather allow a rich set of controlled
trajectories. How then can actions be modulated according to changing

. environmental circumstances, yet still maintain their fundamental form? A 2

clue may be gleaned from Gel'fand and Tsetlin's (1'971) argument that well-

organized functions allow a mutable,partitioning of variables into those that
yreserve qua4tative aspects of a movement's structure ,(termed "essential")

and those that produce quantitative, scalar changes (termed "nonessential").

Bernstein (1967) argued along similar lines, noting that for living things,

qualitative characteristics of space configurations and of the form of

movement predominate over quantitative ones. For example, a birch leaf

differs from a maple leaf by qualitative properties of the first order,

whereas all maple leaves belong to the same class in spite of fne lajrge amonnt

of biometric variation among members'of the class.

Boylls (1975) has formalized a-set of constraints on the electromyograph-

ic (EMG) activity of linked muscles that could preserve relational aspects of

an action over scalar change. First, the timing of activity in components of

a functional unitwill be relatively in:lependent of the amplitude of activity.

Sacond, the ratios of EMG activity among muscles will remain roughly fixed

relative to the time frame and the absolute levels of individual activity.

Thus, according to Boylls, most actions can be partitioned into three

relatively independent descriptions: 1) a temporal description that refers to

the relative timing of activity in components of the linkage; 2) a structural
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1description that defines the ratio of activi y among linked variables and
changes slowly with respect to real time; and 3) a metrical specification that
operates as a scalar multiplier of activity in the linkage. As we shall see,
it is the relationships among muscles that persist (hence "essential") over
metrical variation.

The foregoing characterization of constraints immediately suggests three
impQrtant question?. First, can we see constanCies in the timing relations
among components of diverse activities across metrical changes? Second, do
these constraints hold only at the level of muscle activity, or do they also
describe the kinematics of movement? Third, what are the sources of meerical
modulation? With regard to the first question, because the timing of an act
is hypothesized to be independent of the force requirements, one should be
able to uncover timing constancies, by altering the metrics (e.g., to change
the speed or force of production). Those variables that are unaltered across
scalar change may prove crucial if a given motor pattrn is to be character-
ized as an instance of a certain class of actions.

This strategy has proved successful in uncovering coordinative structure
styles of organization in many different types of activities. The most well-
known and abundant data come from4studies of locomotion. For example, when a
cat's speed of locomotion increases, the duration of the "step cycle"
decreases (cf. Grillner, 1975; Shik & Orlovskii, 1976) and an increase in

activity is evident in the extensor muscles during the end of the support
phase of the individual limb (when the limb is in contact with the ground).
Notably, the increase in musc14 activity (and the resulting increase in
propulsive force) does not alter the relative timing of activity among.
functionally linked extensor muscles, although the duration of their activity
may change markedly (Engberg & Lundberg, 1969; MacMillan, 1975; Madeiros,
1978; see also Schmidt, 1980, and Shapiro & Schmidt, 1982, for further
reviews).

-

Constancy of timing relationships in muscle activity has been reported
for other obviously cyclical activities, such as mastication and respiration
(see Grinner, 1977, for review). More recently, however, the stability of
the timing prescription over metrical change has been shown to characterize
muscle activity associated with less obviously cyclical or stereotyoed activi-
ties, such as postural control (Nashner, 1977) and voluntary arm movements
(Lestienne, 1979). Limited electromyographic evidence exists as well that

this style of organization is characteristic of speedh production. Tuller,
Kelso, and Harris (1982a) found that the relative timing of activity in

various articulatory muscles is preserved across the large changes in duration
ana amplitude of activity that accompany suprasegmental variations in syllable
stress or speaking rate.

With regard to the qdestion of geneealizability to kinematics, there is a
groiing empirical base in which kinematic descriptiols of motor actions are
qualitatively similar to the electromyographic descriptioons we have been

discussing. For example in handwriting, a highly developed motor skill, (le

relative timing of major features within a word does not change with
variations in writing speed (Viviani & Terzuolo, 1990. In speech production,
the relative timing of articulatory movements in a given utterance is stable
across different speaking rates and stress patterns (Ttner, Kelso,'& Harris,
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1982b). A similar situation occurs in bimanual Movementsrelative timing
between the limbs is preserved even when they are performing different spatial
tasks with different force requirements (Kelso, Southard, & Gbodman, 1979a,

1979b). This organizational style may also apply to tne kinematics of

coordinated systems wth very different physical structures. For example,

when subjects are as(ed to produce a string of monosyllables while tapping a
finger, they have no trouble with the task. But when subjects are asked to

perform the tasks at different tates, they do so by small integir sub- or

superharmonics. A true dissociation in the timing of speech and manual

gestu37es does not appear to be possible whpn both tasks are involved (see

Kelso, Tuller, & Harris, 1983, fo'r details)./

It seems obvious that our first two questions can be answered in the
affirmative: Timing relations among electromyographic and kinematic events
appear stable over metrical change. But what are the sources of metrical

change? Can coordinative.structures be "tuned" by sources other than direct,

central nervous System command? Put another way, What can we get "Tor free"
or with minimal, computational cost before we burden the nerVous syatem with

sole responsibility for control? For example, turning the head seems to bias

the system for extension of limbs on the side to which the head is turned, and

for flexion or limbs on the opposite side. Similarly, 'Easton's (1972b)

experiments show that when cats look up, stretching their eye mUscles, ti(ere

is ipinal biasing that facilitates extension of- the- Torelimbs. /When the cat

looks down, there is a bias toward forelimb flexion. Such tuning relation-

ships may be exploited by athletes (Fukuda, 1961) or 'under' conditions of

fatigue (Hellebrandt, Houtz, Partridge, & Walters, 1956). The exploitation of

systemic relations may also help account for certain details of ipsilateral
eye-hand coordination in split-brain monkeys. Gazzaniga (1966, 1969) reported

that split-brain monkeys had to orient the eyes, head, and neck toward the

target food in order to'reach accurately, although the reach i'self did not

appear to be under moment-to-moment visual control. Although thits interpreta-

tion is ours and not Gazzaniga's, it may be that the monkeys were exploiting
-systemic biasing relations to facilitate arm extension.

Another source of physiological tuning that is currently receiving much

attention is the Wasing _of spinal organization that occurs before and during

voluntary movement:3 (cf. Gottlieb, Agarwal, & Stark, 1970; Kots, 1977). Such

experiments examine changes in excitability of motoneurpnal pools by eliciting

a monosynaptic Hoffman reflex and recording its amplitude pNer time. Gottlieb

et al. required subjects to track a visual target by controlling the amount of

force on a foot plate. Approximately 60 msec prior to any evidence of

voluntary EMG activity in the agonist muscle for the upcoming movement there

is a progressive increase in the agonist muscle's reflex excitability. In

other words the increase in reflex excitability acts to facilitate the

upcoming movement. Simultaneous with increased excitability in the agonist

muscle, the level of excitability in the antagonist muscle-is depressed (Kots

& Zhukov, 1971). Thus, prior to any actual movement, boUndary conditions

arise that predispose the nervous system to produce -me of a restricted class

of movements (see also Fowler, 1977; Kelso, 1979; Led, 1980; and Saltzman,

1979, 'nor a more expansivra reviaw.of preparatdry tuning).

The relationships among muscle systems are not the only sources of tuning

for movement, The diffpreni perceptual systems can be extremely rich sour*

/9
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of modulation. Diett and Noth (1978), for example, provide convincing
'evidence for optical information as a source of control in motor actions. In
their experiment, subjects were asked to fall-forward, hands first, onto a'
'platform that could. be tilted so that different falling distances were
required. Electromyographic aativity was monitored in the triceps brachii,
which were used to extend the arms for bracing against the When
subjects were able to see the platform, the onset of EMG activity began a
constant amount of time before impact (and thus a variable amount of time
After starting the fall), regardless of_how far away the platform was. When
the subjects were blindfolded,Lthe muscle response began at the *ginning of
the fall (see also Lee; 1976.,., 1978; Lee & Lishman, 1974).

Orientation-specifIc optical change can also _bias ah actor towards ,

performing a class of movements, although no movement actually occurs. For
example,,when a large disk of colored dots is placed in a cat's line af sight
and rotated to the left (optically indicating a tilt of the ca .'. to the right)
the extensor reflexes on the cat's right side and the flexor reflexes on the
left side are enhanced (Thoden, Dichgans, & Savadis, 1977). Zed the cat
actually been tilted in the direction specified by the optical flow, the
re-fTex changes would facilitate the cat's regaining an upright position.

The perceptual tuning of the action system is not tied to a particular
sense modality. For example, one vision substitution device,for the blind
transmits a pattern of intensity differences from a camera to a bank of
mechanical vibrators on the "viewer's" back. In this situation, rapid ,

expansion of the tactile array specifies a large, rapidly approaching surface
that the viewer moves to avoid (White, Saunders, Scadden, Bach-Y-Rita, &
Collins/ 1970; for details concerning how global expansion of the optical I

array Might specify movements of the observer, or of large objects in the I

environi4nt, see Gibson, 1950, 1966). Other sources of tuning of the action I
system may be vestibular (e.g., Melville Jones & Watt, 1971a, 1971b) or
auditory!, (Davis & Beaton, 1968; Pal'tsev & El'ner, 1967; Rossignol, 1975;
Rosiignll & Melville Jones, 1976).

In !sumMary, we have seen how constraints defining coordinative structures
preserVel relationships among components but still enable flexibility by
allowing variables to take on different'values. The chief characteristic of
coordinated activity, we have argued, is that it exhnits relational invari-
ance over metrical change. Metrical specificatio, as we have noted, amounts
to a tun ng of the coordinative Structure. As emphasized by Greene (1972) and
later by others (e.g., Fitch, Tuller, & Turvey, 1982), tuning an otherwiee
invarian structure is an efficient way of producing flexiblaity with' a
minimal mount of reorganization.

/
5. UNITS OF ACTION AS RATIONALIZED BY NONLINEAR SYSTEMSIWALYSIS

,

We 1ave noted that a chief feature of units of action rests in a mutable
(functtolally-specific) partitioning of component variables into those that
presorvejthe structural or "topological" (in the Bernstein se-se) organization
of movement and those capable of effecting scalar transformations on the
structurd. Here we address briefly--because it is laid out in more detail
elsewhere (cf: Kelsc, 1981; Kelso et al., 1980; Kugler et al:, 1980, 1982)--
the theoretCal framework that may best rationalize units of action.
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Moreover, the framewbrk that we shall elaborate allows us to identify other

criterial properties of action units that are crucial from a biological

perspective, though seldom if ever recognized. Fundamentally, a functional

unit at tny level can be defined as a cluster of elements of various kinds

that is just sufficiently organized to produce a persistent ,function

(cf. Iberall, 1978). Unlike currently popular theories that view control as
effected through a preestablished arrangement among component parts (a cyber-
netic machine) or due toi a set of prescribed orders (an algorithmic machine),

this definition recognites that first and foremost biological, systems belong

to a class of physical (systems that tre Open tb fluxes of energy, and tatter

with their surround. 1/1 contrast, cybernetic and algorithnlic machines are

closed to exchanges of energy and matter with their environment and hence are

likely to apply'to a very limited set of circumstances.1 The order and

(7#ularity observed in living organisms are brought about, in Bertslanffy's

1973) words, "by a dynamic inteeplay of processes," based upon the fact that

'living things obey the laws of open, irreversible thermodynamics. Unlike

tachines, open systems can actively evolve toward a state of higher organize-

Vion.

The recognition that the flow of energy through the system plays an

active organizing role and that stability can only be maintained at the price

of energy dissipation (e.g., Haken, 1977; IberS11, 1977; 1978; lberall &

Soodak, 1978; Katchalsky, Rowland, & Blumenthal,/1974; Morowitz, 1978, 1979;

/Prigogine & Nicolis, 1971; Yates, 1180), provide a key to understanding the

i
/ temporal stability that we have highlighted as a main feature of units/of

action. Energy dissipated, ofpourse, must be r placed if persistent function

is to' be possible; it is thAs. requirement that allows us to see, that the

stability is not a static one in the equilibrium sense, but a dynamic

stability consisting of stable periodicities and cycles. Morowitz's (1978,

1979) theorems offer a needed insight: Work is accomplished any time there is

a flow"of energy from a source of high potential energy to a lower potential

sink; this source-sink"flow will lead_to at least one cycle in the system (for

numerous biological examples, see Yates, 1980, and for a detailing of neural

periodicities, gee Iberall & Cardon, 1964). A clarification of the type of

cycle that characterizes biological systems affords a unique opportunity to

identify fundamental properties of action units. Specifically, we shall"se4

that action units are persistent, temporally stable, and autonomous entities

(cf. Iberall, 1975; Yates, 19,80; Yates & Iberall, 1973; Kugler et al., 1980,

for 4plications to movement).

) Consider the ideal, linear harmonic Oscillator as a class of device that

Ohibits repetitive motion. Once started, such a system can continue indefin-

itelywithout dissipative losses. But for that reason, it is not a realistic

physical entity, because all real systems dissipate energy. We can introduce

a disstpative, term (such as damping/ due to friction) into the following

equation of/motion:

(1) , 01+ bt + kx =0
/

where x=displacement, m=mass, k=stiffness, b=damping. However

that results will run down, because no means are provided to

energy loSses, To obtain persistence of motion in a dissipative

is, to compensate for energy losses due to friction, a nonlinear
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must be introduced. The latter constitutes an "escapement" forcing function
that permits apulse of energy, e, to be drawn from a continuously available
source of potential, and injected into the system at appropriate phase, es:

(2) mSt + b* +kx = e( 0 )

It is important to emphasize that the "escapement" forcing function (like the
escapement in a grandfather clock) is not strictly timedependent; hence it is
autonomous in the conventional mathematical sense; it is an intrinsic timing
mechanism in the sense that e(0 ) is drawn from a potential energy source
that is part of the system itself. There is no ghost driving the machine from
the outside or providing instructions to the oscillatory component
(cf. Minorsky, 1962; Yates, 1980).

Equaticn (2) can be rewritten to reveal that the escapement pulse exactly
offsets the energy loss averaged over each cycle, so that periodic motion is
assured:

(3) + kx = e( ) b* = 0

where the bar expresses an average. Systems described by nonlinear equations
such as (2) and (3) are called limit cycles because they will settle into
steady, near isochronous motion of fixed amplitude independent of sporadic
disturbances and initial conditions (see also Section 3.3). Thus, if an

oscillatory component is aisplaced with a push of large amplitude, its loss of
energy will be greater than the escapement pulse can provide to offset it.
The system will lose amplitude until energy balance (orbital stability) is
achieved. Similarly, a small change in initial displacement is associated
with smaller frictional losses than the energy pulse injected. Amplitude
therefore will grow until the system reaches a balanced state, characterized
by limit cycle behavior, that is, a closed cycle of events on the phase plane
(cf. Jordan & Smith, 1977; Minorsky, 1962). The limit cycle, then, consti
tutes a periodic attractor, in current terminology (see Gurel & Rtfssler,
1979, for many examples) to which all.deviated statea tend. Limit cycles have
been used to model many different neural phenomena, from EEG (Baser, Demir,
Onder, & Ungan, 1979; Freeman, 1975; Kaiser, 1977) to excitatory and
inhibitory interactions in neurons (cf. Wilson & Cowan, 1972). More fundamen
tally, however, the persistent, selfsustaining, autonomous, and orbitally
stable trajectories of nonlinear, limit cycle systems are manifestations of
thermodynamic engines. Such engines sustain cyclic motion by absorbing over
,the .course of each cycle an amount of free energy that just balances the
energy dissipated per 'cycle. Without this energy balance, the system would
simply decay toward a static equilibrium state (Iberall, 1977, 1978a, 1978b;
Yates, 1980; Yates & Iberall, 1973).

As far as the control and coordination of movement are concerned, the
implication of this discussion is that a unit of action at any scale of
analysis must fulfill thermodynamic criteria (cf. Kugler et al., 1980).
Moreover, the chief distinguishing features of a coordinative structure,
namely, the dissociation of power and timing and the fixed proportioning of
activity among elements (see Section 4), are neither arbitrary nor exotic. To
the contrary, the phasedependent energy input pattern guarantees that the
timing and duration of energy inputs will be independent of the magnitude
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within a fixed time frame (a period of oscillation). Also, the magnitude of
the input or 'squirt' will be a fixed proportion of the power supply. The
stability regime realized by a -nonlinear system such as a coordinative
structure is asymptotic and rbital; the limit cycle "quantizes" action
(formally, the product of energ and time, cf. Iberall, 1978a, 1978b) and the
system's conserved values or equilibrium operating conditions are specified in
the loose coupling among limit cycle processes (see for example Goldbeter,
1980; Kawahara, 1980; Smith, 1980).

Extending the foregoing identification of coordinative structures with
limit cycles may allow us to intuit how the dynamic organization of the action
system for a particular activity may constrain where and when perceptual
information can be most effectively "pickedup" (Gibson, 1950, 966, 1979).
We have seen that the design of the system, with its source of potential
energy, nonlinear escapement, and oscillatory compgent, determines when in
the cycle the energy source will be tapped. The mathematical description of

.---thia-4s an autonomous one'in which time itself is not fowiplly represented; no
"extrinsic" timing mechanism is required (see Fowler, MO, for a comparison
of models of "extrinsic" and "intrinsic" timing). Such a description fits the
work we have already mentioned on socalled "reflex reversal" (Forssberg et
al., 1977) in whiall the'same input can have very different behavioral effects
when it occurs in different phases of the step cycle. Similarly, in
Orlovskii's (1972) work on cat locomotion, neural stimulation of Deiter's
nucleus in the mesencephalon of a stationary cat results in limb extension.
Continuous stimulation of the same nucleii in a walking cat enhances extension
only during the extensor phase of the step cycle. Neural stimulation
(perceptual information?) is gated according to the nature of the systemic
organization, and limited to that phase of the cycle where its effect is
adaptive.

The identification of functional units of action, coordinative struc
tures, with limit cycle mechanisms offers a number of attractive features for
a programmatic approach to problems of coordination and control. Chief among
those undergoing empirical exploration (see Kelso, Holt, Kugler, & Turvey,
1980; Kelso, Holt, Rubin, & Kugler, 1981; Kelso, Tuller, & Harris, 1983) are
stability (in the face of unforeseen perturbations), persistence (as a

rhythmical pattern), mutual entrainment (between like and different anatomical
structures), and capability to exhibit new modal forms (see Section 6 below).
Our perspective interfaces nicely with earlier (e.g., von Holst, 1937/1973)
and newly emerging oscillator theoretic views of neural control (of. Delcomyn,
1980; Gallistel, 1980; Grillner, 1977; Stein, 1977) although it differs in
important and nontrivial ways. The attributes we have articulated here

arise--not necessarily because of special biological mechanisms (like central
programs)--but because living systems belong to a particular class of open,
physical system.

Currently dominant model constructs for movement control stress the
reflex arc and the servomechanism as basic building blocks. The reflex arc is
composed of effector, conductor, and initiator elements (Gallistel, 1980).

Modern servocontrol theory keeps the effector (output) and the initiator
(input, as referent level) and adds additional processes such as feedback,
comparison, and error correction. But in the present view, machine concepts
having to do with adaptive controllers, feedback, and programs are not likely

1 9ei
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to be useful to our accounts of the order and regularity displayed by
biological systems (cf. Kelso, 1981; Kugler et al., 1982,, for more detailed
arguments). Living things, as Yates (in press) cogently remarks, "...are not
hard-wired, hard-programmed, hard-geared, or hard-molded. They persist, as
ill-defined systems, marginally stable in a nonlinear sense (while being
linearly unstable)." As dynamical systems with active, interacting components
and large numbers of degrees of freedom, they are capable of spontaneous
organization and evolution of function.

Up to now we have been concerned with those principles that guarantee
structurally stable modes of coordination in the face of quantitative varia-
tion in control parameters. Now we address the other side of the coin,
namely, how do new forms of spatiotemporal organization come about? How do
old "kinetic forms" give way to new ones?7 Me first ,consider some examples in
nature that may allow us to intuit an answer (cf. Haken, 1977; Katchalsky et
al., 1974; Kugler et al., 1982, for more details); we then consider some
specific examples that are continuous with our earlier discussion of oscilla-
tory systems, and that are based'on our own and other's movement research. A
fundamental feature of all these examples is that qualitatively new modes of
organization emerge when certain parameters are scaled past critical bounds.
Importantly, these new modal behaviors may reduce the requirement for a priori
programs in the sense of a prescription for a phenomenon existing before the
phenomenon appears.

6. DYNAMICS OF NATURAL SYSTEMS

We are concerned here--as we have been all along--with systems of many
degrees of freedom that somehow cooperate witti each other to produce regular
and orderly behavior (at a macroscopic level). Cooperative phenomena are well
known in physical systems and have provided a basis for many technical
applications. Common to all of these (e.g., the laser, tunnel diodes,
ferromagnetism) is a transition from a disordered state to a more highly
ordered one. Unlike say, semiconductors, which achieve ordered states when
temperature' is lowered toward equilibrium, systems such as the laser undergo
phase transitions only when they are driven far from equilibrium--they are
dissipative or synergetic structures by virtue of degrading a good deal of
free energy (cf. Haken, 1977; Katchalsky et al., 1974; Prigogine, 1980; see
Kelso, Holt, Kugler, & Turvey, 1980, and Kugler et al., 1980, 1982, for
empirical and theoretical treatment of a dissipative struct,ure perspective on
action). Although it is a minor point, elsewhere (after Katchalsky et al.,
1974) we have preferred the term "dynamic pattern" to "dissipative structure"
because it removes any ambiguity between cfassical notions of the term
structure and Prigogine and colleagues' dissipative structure (Kelso et al.,
1983). Both terms, however, are synonymous and refer to a functional or
dynamic organization.

6.1 Physical Examples of Emergent Modes

Several examples will allow us to demarcate the main features of dynamic
patterns and the conditions under which they arise. Some of these attributes
have been considered already in Section 5. These examples will necessarily
sketchy from a mathematical point of view but they allow us to convey a flavor\
of the approach.

1 9 5
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Consider the simple example of turning on a fpcet. At low levels of
water pressure (flow through the nozzle), the flow of.water is nonturbulent,or.laminar. Although laminar flow seems well ordered, in fact the movement of
water molecules follows a random statistical law. As the tap is opened more,
and water pressure is increased, the flow may no longer be laminar in

appearance, In fact, at a critical point of pressure water takes on a

turbulent or "muscular" appearance (in accord with the theme of this chapter)
in which molecules now display coherence in the form of powerful streams. If

the tap is opened still more, other abrupt changes--vortices and the likeare
possible. The theme that emerges here is that the continuum of atomisms
(laminar flow) becomes unstable and, at a point at which inertial forces
greatly predominate over viscous ones (characterized by a dimensionless ratio
called a Reynolds number), gives rise to a new stability (observed as

turbulence).

The oonvection instability of Benard allows us to secure these ideas-more
firmly. When a fluid layer (such as spermacetti oil) is placed in a large
pan, heated uniformly from below, and kept at a fixed temperature from above,
initially--if the temperature gradient is small--the fluid will remain quies
cent. In this case, heat sgreads through the fluid by heat conduction, a

process in which molecules undergo thermal vibrations and transfer a part of
their thermal energy in collisions without, on the average, changing their
positions. As the temperature gradient is increased, a state of thermal
nonequilibrium is reached and convection occurs. At the beginning, small

convection streams (macroscopic motions) are suppressed, but as the tempera
ture gradient is increased to a critical value, fluctuations are amplified and
macroscopic motions occur. These take the form of rolls or hexagons,

depending on boundary conditions (cf. Koschmeider, 1977). The new ordered
states are themselves open to increased structuralization, because at higher
values of the temperature gradient further patterns, such as oscillatory

'spokes' are possible. Fluctuations play a vital role, because without them
higher order states cannot evolve. Moreover,.the nature-of the fluctuations
themselves significantly affects the new order that is eitablished (e.g.,

polygons, hexagons; cf. Koschmeider, 1977, for many more details of a much
more complicated story than that relayed here). One interesting aside to the
Benard effect that is relevant to our earlier discussions of equifinality in
the motor system and to dynamic patterns in general is that given patterns
need not relate to a unique mechanism; conversefy, different mechanisms may
generate a common pattern (cf. Katchalsky et al., 1974). Thus, biological

systems are not unique in displaying convergence (manytoone mappings) and,.

divergence4ondi4omany mappings) (see Section 7).

6.2 Summary 1

There are several lessons to be learned from the foregoing examges in
physical systems before we consider matters of biology. First is the,notion

mentioned earlier, that systems at many scales of magnitude exhibit transi
tions from one state to another that are discontinuous even though the /actors
controlling the process change continuously. Second, and relatedly, !transi

tions from one mode to another are discontinuous, not because there are no
possible intervening states but because none of them is stable. Thus, the
transition from one state to another is likely to be brief compared to the
time spent in stable states. Third, and in the PoincareThom tradition, for
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new modes to appear, all that need change mathematicallyis the qualitative
shape of the potential curve that occurs only when an equilibrium condition is
created or destroyed. A consequent implication is that there may be a
relatively large number of ways for a system to exhibit continuous change, but
only a relatively small number of ways for it to change discontinuously. We
associate the discontinuities with nonlinear properties that are revealed when
the system is scaled (putatively a continuous process) to some critical value.

6.3 Biological Examples of Emergent Modes

Let us see how the foregoing style of inquiry is relevant to matters of
greater interest to the motor physiologist and cognitive psychologist.
Consider first the forms of gait that an animal might display and the causal
basis for transitions among gaits. Relatively little is known about locomoto
ry patterns or the transitions among them. It is tempting, however, to assume
that a given gait is governed by a central program (or in noncomputer jargon,
a central pattern generator) that prescribes the kinematic details for
cyclical flexion and extension of limbs. Switching among gaits could be
accounted for by assigning a "gait selection process" to the animal (Gallis
tel, 1980). There are good reasons to be skeptical of Such a view, which
ranks in the "just so" category. A primary one stems from a remarkable
experiment by von Holst (1937/1973) in which he amputated the legs of a
centipede (Lithobius), leaving only three pairs of legs intact (see also von
Buddenbrock, 1921, for a similar but less drastic manipulation). Regardless
af how large an anatomical gap was left between remaining legs (up to five
segments), the centipede (which normally walks with adjacent legs about one
seventh out of phase) assumed the gait of a sixlegged insect. Furthermore,
the asymmetric gaits of the quadruped were displayed when all but two pairs of
legs were amputated. Von Holst (1937) used these experiments to argue against
"any fixed reflex locomotor relationship between the legs"--but the message
surely applies equally to central pattern generators. It is facetious to
suggest that the animal stored all possible reprE3entations of locomotory
patterns in anticipation of some innovative experimenter (or a small boy)
performing an amputation! It seems more likely--and a route for the scientist
to explorethat the design of the animal places considerable constraints on
which locomotory states are dynamically stable in the equilibrium sense and
which are not.,'

What then of gait transitions? In the case of the quadruped it is well ,

established that there are only a few modes of locomotion. At low speeds, the
common mode"ip,orte,of asymmetry-between limbs of the same girdle characterized
by a half period (180 degrees) difference in phase. At higher :speeds, the
limbs of the front and rear girdle snift--in a fairly abrupt:waito an in
phase, symmetrical mode. How might the gait transition be Interpreted? A
first clue comes from observations that horses (Hoyt & Taylor, 1981) and
migrating African gnus (Pennycuick, 1975) use a restricted range of speeds
within each gait that corresponds to minimum energy expenditure. In fact, for
the horse, the minimum oxygen cost per unit distance is almost the same for
walking, trotting, and galloping (cf. Hoyt & Taylor, 1981). As speed
increased, however, the locomotory mode (say walking) becomes unstable; it
becomes extremely costly to maintain that mode at a given rate. The walking
mode becomes unstable, aS it were, and "breaks" into a trotting mode.
Similarly, it is energetically expensive to maintain a trotting mode at slow
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locomotory speeds, a fact that appears to dictate a switch into the walking

mode. The discontinuous nature of these transitions suggests--like some of

the physical examples earlier--that when a_critical value is reached, the

system bifurcates, revealing a qualitative change in its topological struc-
ture. More generally, the different gaits 'may be interpreted as those few
stable modes that can arise as a consequence of scaling up on muscle power
(See also Kugler et al., 1980, .formore on topological approaches). The

stable range of speed for each modal gait corresponds to regions of minimum

energx dissipation. It should be emphasized that there is a good deal of
overlap between the locomotory modes (See Hoyt & Taylor, 1981, Figure 2) and

that the account given here is not that locomotory modes are hard-wired and

deterMinistic. Horses can trot at speeds at which they normally gallop, but
it is metabolically expensive to do so.

The account of gait shifts in terms of nonequilibrium dynamics would be

enhanced if qualitatively similar types of phenomena were observed in other

types of activities--activities perhaps of a less stereotypic kind.8 In our

final examples we discuss voluntary manual activities and speech. Consider an

experiment (reported briefly in Kelso, 1981) in which a subject is asked to

cycle the hands at the wrist using asymmetrical muscle groups. Thus,

direction of movement is the same for each hand; flexion (exiension) of one is

accompanied by extension (flexion) of the other. The only instruction to the

subject is to increase rate of cycling--provided either verbally (at approxi-

mately 15 sec. intervals) or by a pulsing metronome. An example of the data

is given in Figure 1, which plots the displacement-time profile of the hands

singly (top half) and against each other (bottom half). It can be seen that

the hands shift from an out-of-phase pattern (asymmetrical muscles) to an in-

phase pattern between points H and T. The shift is evident in the Lissajous

figure below, where it can be seen that within a cycle the hands 'kick' into a

different mode. The same data are shown in Figure 2, except that it is easier

to,see what is going on as one steps through the data file shown on the upper

left of the figure. It can be seen that the phase relations between the hands
1

are very stable in Figures 2A and 2B. Were the two motions perfectly

sinusoidal with phase = ff, a straight line would be observed. In Figure 2C,

the phase difference between the two hands has undergone a modest increase and

also become more variable, 'as evident in the widening of the Lissajous.

trajectories. However, it is also clear that a fairly abrupt change of phase

occurs; descriptively, the left hand "slips in" an extra half-cycle while the

right hand waits, and then both perform synchronously (symmetripal muscle

Igroups). FigiIe 3 representsthe,, same data on the phase plane in which

16sition isf416tted against-vgloeitY for each hand. It can be seen in the

center portion of the fieire "that the two hands start' out in different

quadrants of the phase plane but end up in the same quadrant (with approxi-

mately the same position-velocity coordinates for each hand; see figure

caption for full description).

Although :this example warrants more detailed analysis thrn that given

here, it is nevertheless quite clear that a similar qualitative picture

emerges for voluntary hand movements as for the gait transitions discussed

earlier. That is, a qualitatively new modal pattern emerges as a function of

continuously scaling on a single parameter (in this case rate). The eAange in

phase occurs relatively quickly compared to the time spent in the modes

themselves--often within a single cycle. Importan',1y, these data suggest
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SELF GENERATED PHASE TRANSITION

H HANDS. OUT OF PHASE
T = HANDS IN PHASE

LEFT HAND
4 4

4

RIGHT HAND
4

_

4

200ms

2500

2320 I

2140

1960

1780

1600 4

1600 1780 1960 2140 2320 2500

POSITiON (LEFT)

Figure 1. Displacement-time profiles of left And right hands (top) and
position of each plotted egainst each other (bottom) as a Lissajous
figure. "Hands out of phase" means that flexion of one hand is
accompanied by extension of the other and vice-versa. That is,
direction of movement is the same for each hand (ignore plotting
convention). "Hands in phase" means that both hands flex and
extend at about the same time. The figure shows a shift from out
of phase to in phase as rate increases (that is, as one examines
the data file from left to right).
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Figure 2. Same data as displayed in Figure 1, but Lissajous figure of left
vs. right hand is plotted as one steps through the data file (A-E).
For description see text.
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Figure 3. Same data as displayed in Figures
1 and 2, but plotted as, phase

plane trajectories for left and right hands. Position and velocity
are expressed as arbitrary units. Top third shows the phase plane
trajectories of the two hands prior to a phase transition. The
hands start and end in different quadrants Of the plane. Middle
third shows the transition itself with the trajectories sampled
over the same time window. It is clear that the left hand produces
an extra half cycle so that the hands end up in phase. Bottom
third of the figure overlaps with middle third and proceeds to end
of file.
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rather strongly that the new mode is revealed by scaling on a system sensitive,

parameter. It appears also that .only two modes Axe stable; other Phade---:-

relstions--at )east in unpracticed subjects--appear highly unstable.

We turn now to.a final example, one that offers' a potentially rich\ but

little explored domain for the style ofinquiry being advanced here. We refer

, to speech production and perception and ilvdoing so.draw principally from 411p

. obserVations and discussions by Catford (977) and Stevens-(1972, 1977).

Speech;# of course, .is a complex process arising from the interactions

among articulators at several level.s--respi -y, laryngeal, and supralatyn-

geal. A good deal of efrnrt has been direct, toward thi, identification of

distinctive acoustic attribute:3 as.theymay unaerlie the phonetic categories
described by linguists (e.g., Chomsky & Halle, 1968; Halle & Stevens, 1971;

Stevens, 1972; Stevens & Blumstein, 1978). For us, howeVer, the acoustic
attributes are of interest only to the extent that they shed light -on the

articulatory dynamics that produced them. If is important to recognize

immediately, however, that the postures and movements of the articulators

structure the soUnd but do not-themselves generate sounds. To return to h

recuring theme, articulatory configurations create the necessary aerodynamic

conditions, as a consequence of which sound generation is possible. In this

regard, our earlier discussion of turbulence as a highly ordered space-time

phenomenon is appropriate: The presence or absence of turbulence'in the,yocal
tract plays a significant role in the production of 4apeech sounds such as
fricatives. Below a certain critical velocity, airflow through an articulato-

ry channel such as an open glottis will be laminar and -noiseless (so-called

'nil' phonation, cf. Catford, 1977), as in the phonntion of [f, s, S]. Above

a critical yalue, turbulent, noi"ky. flow occurs, as in the phonation of

stressed initial voiceless sounds [ph,.th, .

P

The Reynolds number, .it will be recalled, depends on the diameter of the

channel (more generally, the various forms of constriction in the yocal

tract), the velocity of flow, and the viscosity of air: It is the ratio of

inertial to viscous forces. BeYond a certain value of the ratio, two types pf

above) and the other a vortex-producing ke turbulence. Wake turbulence
turbulence arise; one, a more general channel turbulence (discussed

occurs when ... high velocity jet* air is produced against the edges of the

upper and 'lower teeth, for example in productionA /s/ or /f./ as in 'sip' cr

'ship,' respectively, Wake turbulence also plays-a role in various laryngeal

modes') such as voneYess falsetto (or so-:called 'glottal whistle'), which

apPears to be due in part to periodic vortex formation that develops pact the

thinned edges of the vocal folds (cf. Catford, 1977).

The nonlinear distinctive effects of turbulence are only one aspect of

what may be a larger design principle, One in which gradual, linear RhangeSin

certain variables can lead to discontinuous, distinctive outcomes. dontinuous

adjustments of the vocal folds (e.g., in terms of t)jeir. positiOning in

relation to each other, effective mass, and stiffheall) 'also igive rise to

distinct modes that occur as 'discontinuous jumps. Like the gaits of the

quadruped, there seem to be relatively fefi stable. modes. Whisper, for

example, occurs at a much smaller critical flow velocity than the production

of yoiceless fricatives as a consequence of much smaller glottal constriction.

The voicing mode occurs when the ..ipcal folds, in a suitably te923 state,

,V
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form a narrow glottal chink, while the pressure drop across the glottis
creates a Bernoulli effect. As a result, the vocal folds are set into
vibration--they snap together and are forced open-again by subglottal pres-
sure, only to close once more becaude of their elastic properties and the
Bernoulli effect (at least according to myoelastic-aerodynamic theory, see
Titze, 1980, fer a good review). If the vocal folds are further constricted,
so-called creaky voice is evident (though not well understood), and then, when
the folds are constricted to a point at which subglottal pressure can no
longer drive them apart, the conditions for the production of glottal stops
are created. Thus, we see in these examples of laryngeal function that from
an apparent continuum of vocal fold maneuvers, a variety of modes arise.
These drEmatically different modes (and the story is actually much longer than
we can tell here) are indicative of 'preferred stabilities' (see Section 5 on
.structural stability, and earlier gait and hand movement examples),( and the
'transitions among the modes can be characterized as unstable.

To bring this diacussion into the realm of the speaker/hearer, if we know
anything about speech it is that "...the diverse, continuous and ,tangled
sounds are...perceived as a scant handful of discret'e and variously ordered-
segments" (Liberman, 1982). What befuddles the scientist is that there is no
apparently direct relationship--in a linear sense--between the parameters
responsible for, structuring the sound (the articulatory system) and the
acoustic output arising from the source. In certain cases, large changes in
articulatory parameters have minimal acoustic consequences, as in Kakita and
Fujimura's demonstrations that for production of the vowel /i/ a wide variety
of contractile values on the tongue puscles will yield relatively invariant
formant structure (Fujimura & Kakita, 1979; Kakita & Fujimura, 1-977; see Kelso
& Tuller, 1982, for fuller discussion). In other cases, small changes. in
relevant observablés, such as voice onset time (Lisker & Abramsbn, 1964), can
result in one phonemic class being replaced by another. The former constitute
structurally stable articulatory parameterizations; the latter refer to
unstable regio-ril.n the topologist Thom's terms, they belong to the catas-
trophe'set; Thom, 1975).

The.existence of these complex relations (apparently at every level of
the speech system and probably the ear ,as well) may only be a problem for the
scientist who seeks out one-to-one correspondences between particular acoustic
"cues" and that which is perceived. It seems ta us--if the parallels we have-,

-..

drawn among the various examples here are appropriate--that the issue is not
really one of specifying acoustic attributes that tap onto a linguistic
.featural description (e.g4, Halle & Stevens, 1971r,8tevens-& Blumstein, 1978).
As some phoneticians and motor control researcher's hitiid remarked, this is a
particularly Procrustean strategy in that it forces the data into some
preestablished linguistic categorization scheme. Rather, it seems to us that
the perspective offered here dictates the fairly unexplored strategy of
determining which articulatory parameterizations are structurally stable and
which are not (and why). More generally, it is to understand those dynamical
transformations among articulators that reveal, and ultimately 'freeze out,'
as it were, the modes7ihd phonetic segments cf a language.
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6.4 Summary 2 (with Due Homage to Haken, 1975, 1977).

In this section we have tried to provide a flavor for what we believe to
be deep analogies among many different subsystems when they cooperate to

produce coherent functi.ons. Characteristic of all the examples is that new
II modes" or spatiotemporal regularities emerge when the system is scaled on
certain parame:ers to which it is sensitive. [As an aside, if this view is
viable, we.suspect a goed deal of work will have to be devoted to identifying
what these parameters are--an enterprise that is closely affiliated to the
ecological approach to perception and action advocated by Gibson (1966, 1979)
and his school (Shaw & Turvey, 1981; Turvey & Shaw, 1979; Turvey, Shaw, &

Mace, 1978).] In .the various cases we have described, the initial modal
pattern.becomes unstable, and it is this instability that is a prerequisite
for the emergence of new modes. "Mode" ib a concept for the collective
behavior of many degrees of freedom; it is Ilaracterized by a macroscopic

description that is not known at a more microscopic level (see also Section
3.2). Thus, an oscillating string made up of 0022 atoms is described by
"macro" quantities like wavelength and amplitude, which are entirely different
from the desc'ription at an atomistic level (Haken, 1977). Similarly, the

relevant observables for coordinative structures (and we would argue the
control and coordination of movement) are relational in time and space; they
have little to do with descriptions of the firing properties of motor units.

Unlike machines that are designed by people to exhibit special structures
and functions, the functions and structures discussed here develop, as it

spontaneously--they are self-organizing. Importantly, during the scal-
ing up process there is no a priori specification or representation of the new
structure (Kelso, 1981; Kugler et al., 1980). In fact, a new mode often

emergespwhen a random event occumin an unstable region, when a fluctuation
becomes amplified. Such is the case, one suspects, in the gait of a horse
(and perhaps the singer at a particular point in the voice range--close to the
passagio, Teaney, Note 2). Near the unstable region--where it ia energetical-
ly costly to maintain a given mode--a small change in, say, walking speed,
will have 'dramatic effects: a new mode will arise. Literally, a phase

transition occurs.

When we see new forms of organization occur, we are addressing systems
possessing many degrees of freedom that are intrinsically nonlinear and

dissipative; systems that operate in "preferred" regions.of their state space;
systems that are structurally stable on the one hand, and capable of a fair
degree of flexibility on the other--in short, systems in which variance plays

on invariance. The bottom line for systems that display so-called critical
behavior is that the same fundamental principles pertain regardless of the
dimensionality of the system or its material structure, and that these

-4-6-i'incip1es are the ones that a theory of action might embrace to account for

the emergence of new forms of space-time patterns displayed by the cooperative

behavior of muscles and joints. The alternative--when push comes to shove--is

a hermeneutic devio.-.., that prescribes new orderings. If nothing else, the
approach offered here promises to try to reduce Hemes' role to a minimum.
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7. CONCLUSIONS: INTEGRATING PRINCIPLES 04 HIGHER BRAIN FUNCTION
AND PRINCIPLES OF MOTOR SYSTEM FUNCTION

Our discussion of units of action as displaying limit cycle behavior with
all their attractive features, and our focus on spontaneously organizing
systems with their inherent nonlinear, multimodal properties, offer potential-
ly,exciting possibilities for a deeper understanding of moVement coordination
and control. They represent a new and perhaps speculative development in the
theory of action systems. They lead to new research dirPctions (what are the
modes of the action system and their stabilities; how limited are they; what
conditions give rise to stability and instability; can transitional behavior
be classified, etc., etc.). In seating action systems in physical biology,
there is the pi4omise of adequate theory. What constitutes a "new direction"

-or an "interesting research problem" is obviously a matter of choice. All we
have done here is to make our biases apparent.

In our concluding remarks we want to end on a "tamer" note by bringing
some of the ideas expressed here (mostly in Part 1) into the more standard
nomenclature and conventions of neuroscience. Our vehicle is a comparison of
some of the principles we have elaborated in this chapter (which, as we have
intimated, have a long standing heritage) with some recently developed views
of higher brain function (Edelman & Mountcastle, 1978). Although we cannct go
into any great detail at this point, we will try to show by way of summary
(see Table 1) that many of the kernel ideas in Edelman's "group theory" of
higher brain function (Edelman, 1978) have been in the motor system's
literature for some time. Our view all along has been that nature operates
with ancient themes, and in Edelman's compendium, combined with certain
notions expressed here, we see some consensus emerging on what these themes
might be. We are encouraged to elaborate these themes in part because of an
awareness that several noted neuroscientists have become disenchanted with the
reductionist paradigm (e.g., Bullock, 1980; Schmitt, 1978; Selverston, 1980).
In the past it has been commonplace for the neuroscientist to talk of neural
circuits controlling behavior, but even in the simplest networks (and we use
the term "simple" guardedly here; see below) it has proved difficult to relate
specific patterns of nepal activity to, behavioral action. Surely there is a
message here: If the strategy is deemed questionable for small circuits in
terms of the number of ganglia involved--and there is informed consensus that
this is the case (see commehtary on Selverston, 1980)--then what hope is there
for understanding a brain complex of 15 billion elements?9 Even if we knew
all the parts and their properties, we would still not know how the system
operated. As Schmitt (19701 remarks:

Many theories of highe brain function have been proposed...These
theories usually rely \heavily upon processes subserved by spike
actkon po-u-entIal--wave-d -travelling in hard-wired oircuits....Such
circuits usually consist of neurons that are large enough to permit
easy impalement by midroelectrodes and that possess long axons
forming tracts connectng processing centers in general regions of
the brain that have be n characterized as sensory, motor, associa-
tional, frontal, tempor l, parietal, and occipital.

Theories based on partial systems are subject to the component-
systems dilemma that bedevils all attempts at biological generalize-

\
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Table 1

Some predictions of motor control metatheory compared with some predictions
of Edelman's group-degenerate11 theory of higher brain function

(Page numbers in the left column refer to Edelman, 1978.)

(1) "Groups of cells, not single
cells are the main units of
seleetion in highee brain
function." (p. 92)

(2) "Such cell groups will be found

to be multiply represented, de-
generate and isofunctionally
overlapping. Many-one inter-
actions...will be found, with
extensive divergence as a sign
of degeneracy." At the same
time, multiple inputs...will
be found to converge on the
same cell group leading to
abstract cell-group codes."11

(p. 93)

(3) "No pontificial neuron, or
single-neuron "decision unit"
will ever be found at the high-
est levels of a system of any
large degree of plasticity."

(p. 93)

(4) "Selection will be found to play
a large, but not inclusive role
in forming a first repertoire
-during- embr-yogenesis. .no__ size-

able, precommitted molecular
repertoire will be found to ex-
plain cell-cell interaction in
the developing nervous system."

(P. 93)

Ensembles of muscles and joints--
called coordinative structures or
<functional synergies--not single
muscles or joints are the signifi-t

cant units of control emd coordi-
nation of action (Section 3)

Motor equivalence/equifinality is a
property of action systems (Section
3). The same output can be achieved
using different muscle ensembles,
and different outputs can be ac-
complished using the same muscle
ensembles. One to many (diver-
gence, degeneracy) and many to one
(convergence, abstraction) are com-
mon features of multi-degree of
freedom systems (see (4) below).

Action systems work most efficiently
under assumptions of executive ig-
norance and addressless, distributed
control==a minimally intelligent ex-
ecutive intervening minimally.
(Sections 3 and 4).

Certain so-called fundamental pat-

terns of movement may constitute
a first repertoire for action sys-
tems. But fixed actions at a
joint, preassembled reflexes or cen-
tral pattern generators (programs)
are not the principal bases'of ac-
tion systems. The latter are dif-
ferentiated by their functional sig-
nificance, not by their anatomical
specificity. (Sections 1 and 2).

2 (I-,
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(5) "Correlations will be found that
suggest phased reentrant signal-
ing on degenerate neuronal groups
with periods of 50-200 msec."
(p. 93)

The behavior of muscle-joint ensem-
bles or coordinative structures ex-
presses a design that is fundamental-
ly cyclical in nature as a consequence
of which persistence of function, sta-
bility, autonomy, entrainment, and
emergence of function (e.g., modal
changes) are possible. (Sections 5
and 6)

Postscript

'According to Edelman (1978) "...the selective theory of higher brain
function requires no special thermodynamic assumptions and is free
of mentalistic notions" (p. 94). We welcome this, but stress that
the units of action must be motivated on the grounds of (irreversi-
ble) thermodynamics (see prediction 5). Indeed, any unit of brain
function (like any unit of action) must not only be defined in terms
of its neural structures but also the metabolic machinery that
supplies energy and removes bY-products. Many of the attractive
attributes of action systems elaborated here follow from a dynamic,
homeokinetic scheme in which the many degrees of freedom are
regulated by means of coupled ensembles of limit cycle, thermodynam-
ic engines (Iberall, 1978a, 1978b). It is this basic characteriza-
tion, with appropriate extensions, that may allow us, in Edelman's
terms, to "...avoid an infinite regression of hierarchital
states...to provide for planning' and motor output without a pro-
grammer...Eto] mitigate the need for programming" (p. 94). That has
been--and continues to be--the goal of so-called action theory
(e.g., iFowler et al., 1980; Kelso, Holt, Kugler, & Turvey, 1980;
Kugler et al., 1980; Reed, in press). Although there are obvious
differences between group theory and action theory, this shared aim
is not one of them.
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tion. Such theories fail to articulate and effectively deal with
the essence of the problem, which is the distributive aspect that
emerges from the complex interaction of functional units...in the
brain. (p. 1)

Although it is clear that much still remains to be known about the

parts--and we may have to wait for technology for much of this--it is equally
clear that the behavior of large and complex aggregates cannot be understood
in terms of extrapolations from so-called simple circuits. As we remarked

earlier in this paper, constructionism breaks down in the face of scale and
complexity (see Section 2.1). At, each level of complexity, novel properties

appear whose behavior cannot be predicted from knowledge of component

processes alone. This is why the form of reductionism that we have taken
here--advocated in contemporary physics and an emerging'physical biology--is a
reductionism to a minimum, but universal set of principles, rather than to

elemental properties. This is why we see an interesting link between

Edelman's theory10 and those ideas that have over the years emerged in the
area of motor systems. In this chapter, we have tried to reveal the rich
heritage involved in the movement domain--stemming from the Bernstein tradi-
tion--as well as the important syntheses by people like Greene, Boyllsy

Turvey, and others. Only in the search for common principles can we see a
true integration of very disparate disciplines--a true science of natural

systems.

Throughout this paper we have remarked on the qualitative likeness--in
terms of dynamical behavior--exhibited by complex, dissipative systems in

spite of dramatic variations in material composition and the scale at which
they are observed. Given this state of affairs, the overlap between some of

the main postulates of Edelman's theory (but not all of them) and those

expressed here is hardly surprisingr-at least to us. Thus, the principles

relate to the behavior of complex systems and cooperative phenomena rather
than to any particular structural embodiment. It is understanding coherent

behavior that takes precedence here--not whether that coherent behavior is of

ensembles of neurons, or muscles, or anything else.
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FOOTNOTES

.*
Nith due deference to the celebrated eMbrYologist V. Hamburgtx (1977).

., ._
2It is well established that the -basal plate, the .motor part of the

spinal cord, proliferates and differentiates long before the altar plate, or
dorsal part, that receives sensory input. This observation has led some to
speculate Con the primacy of motor function, in a way that might provoke the
cognitive neuroscientists: "The elemental force that embryos and fetuses can
express freely in their spontaneous motility, sheltered as they are in the egg
and uterus, has perhaps remainedi'throughout evolution the biological
mainspring of creative activity in animals and man and autonomy of action is
also the mainspring,of freedom" (Hamburger, 1977, R. 32)

Emerging primarily from Iberall and colleagues' Homeokinetic Theory
(e.gt, Iberall, 1977; 1978; .Soodak & Iberall, 1978; Yates, 1980) but drawing
also on Prigogine and colleagues' Dissipative Structure Thedry (e.g., Prigo
gine, 1980; Nicolis & Prigogine, ,.1977); Haken's Synergetics (Haken, 1977;
1978), Morowitz's Bioenergetics (Aorowitz, 1978; 1979), and Rosen's DynaMical
Systems' Theory (Rosen, 1970; 1978). .A synthesis of these theories appears in
Kugler, Xelsd, and Turvey (1982).

.

4Physical science still 'pursues this strategy with someviOr'in certain
circles, although not ,without its skeptici.. Thus, some have remarked:that

. "elemental units"--as the least divisible parts--are not necessarily "funda
mental units," 'and that indivisibility is no criterion for fundamentality
(cf. Buckley & Peat, 1979).

. 5A good example is that of a gas-,whose molecular kinetic ener can be
averaged to provide a macrostate observable such as temperatmra.

,

6In1 the case of perception, .:.or example, we find it hard to understand
how extensive, physical variabies (like decibels) give rise to intensive,
psychological effects (like roaring jets and rock-bands). As Shaw and_Cutting
(1980) point out, this is a "structurecreating" transfer :Unction that maps
continuous variation of inear 'variables onto discohtinu us categorical

4/1

changes that, by definition, are nonlinear. At least tmo solutions can b
offered tb this problem: One is to assuffie that the percep ual apparatus is
creative in' nature and gives meaning to meaningless sensations (much like a
schema for movement rearranges the spatiotemporal orderings of muScles in
creative, generative way); another is to adjust the basis of measurement

', that it is common to the perceiver (producer) and the perceived (that which
produced).

7The sentiment here follows that of' the great Canadian ice skating
champion, Toiler Cranston, who in a television interview (NBC, January 31

t
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1982) remarked that.he has always considered his work to be artistic .

"fundamentally as kinetic form." Of course the science of form conti:-.ues to be
a hotly pursued area of study (e.g., 1Gould, 1971; Roseno 1978; Thompson,

1917/1942).

8We balk, of course, at.the fairly common description (at least among
some psychologists) of locomotion as stereotypical and lowlevel. Many of the
examples we have given in this paper attest to the generativity and context
sensitivity of actions, ind locomotion is a prime example. We art still at
the tip of the iceherg as far as understanding these attributes is concerned--
in locomotion or any other "less stereotyped" activity.

9Sometimes number is sufficient to indicatesdegree of complexity and we
take .:the modularity idea of brain design to be--in part--an effort to come to
grips with the problem of dealing with individual neuronal elements. But, to

put it mi dly, number is only a small aspect of complexity. Lest, we think

otherwise consider the following list of factors, all of which aresiert of
the domaá of neuroscience:

1) Aside from elementary particle physics, neuroscience deals with the
molecular and ionic events in cells, aspects of which are the

mechanisms of molecular excitability and ion selectivity. The latter
involves understanding--among other things--the mechanisms of ionic
pumps, release and binding of neurotransmitters, growth of neurons,
the structure of membranes, and the conductance properties of membrane
channels.

2) Neuroscience attempts toti analyze membrane cirCuitry and the geometry
of cell membranes. (little is known about the detailed anatomy of the
cell being recorded in :physiological studies or the distribution and
type of conductance channels in cell membranes; cf. Pinsker & Willis,
1980).

3) The response properties of cells have been the staple diet of

neuroscience. These vary on many different dimensions includir3

threshold, latency, firing rate, tonic vs. phasic, brisk vs. sluggish,
receptive field, refractory period, filter properties, transfer func
tions, etc.

The list we have provided here refers only to events at the cellular level,
but it is enough to illustrate our point; namely, that number of elementS is
only oneand perhaps not the majordimension of complexity.

10We have made no attempt to provide all the details of Edelman's theory.

,We represent here only "the main predictions" (Edelman 1978, pp. 92-93)

because of their striking parallels, evolved independently, with principles
synthesized from the movement literature, and complex, multivaniable systems
in general. We should also Aress that the list of movement principles

presented in the table is far from clmplete (however see Sections 2 through
5), and that we view cooperative phenomena--of neurons, muscles, or whatever,

. in a much larger context (see Section 6).

11Roughly, degeneracy, refers to the capability of different structures or

elements to performsimilar functions.
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ON THE SPACE-TIME STRUCTURE OF HilMAN INTERLIMB COORDINATION*

J. A. Scott Kelso,+ Carol A. Ratnam,++ and David Goodman+++

Abstract. In three experim nts, using behavioral measures of move-
ment outcome as well as mo ement trajectory information and resul-
tant kinematic profiles, we show-that there is a strong tendency forthe limbs to be coordinated as a unitary structure even underconditions where the moirements are of disparate difficulty.
Environmental constraints ..(an obstacle Placed in the path of one
limb, but not in the -other) are shown to modulate the space-time
behavior of both limbs (Experiment 2). Cur results obtain forsynmetrical (Experiment 1) \ as well as asymmetrical movements that
involve non-homologous muscle groups (Experiment 3). These findingssuggest that in \multijointi limb movements, the many degrees offreedom are organized to Nnction temporarily as a single coherentunit that is uniquely specific to the task demands placed on it.For movements in general, 'nd two-handed movements in particular,such units are revealed in a partitioning of the relevant force
demands for each component (a force scaling characteristic) and apreservation of the internal topologyo of the action, as indexed by
the relative timing anong components. These features, as well as
systematic deviations from perfect synchrony between tihe limbs, canbe rationalized by a model that assumes the limbs behave qualita-
tively like nonlinear ;Ow ill tors.

\'
INTRODUCTION

Many of the actions that hudnans perform require the cooperation of the
upper limbs, but generally speaking, little attention has been devoted to

*To appear in a special issue on motor control, Quarterly Journal of
Experimental Psychology.
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seeking principles that might underlie human interlimb coordination. Although
some interesting studies of bimanual tapping performance have appeared recent
ly Peters, 1981; Yamanishi, Kawato, & Suzuki, 1980), by far the
greatest research effort has been directed toward understanding the mechanisms
associated with movements, most involving only one degree of
freedom (e.g., Bizzi, Bev, Morasso, & Polit, 1978; Cooke, 1980; Fel' dman,
1966, 1980; Kelso, 1977; Kelso & Holt, 1980).

Of course, there is a long history of work on the coordination among the
appendages of vertebrates and invertebrates, the results of which have been
especially impressive (for review, see Delcomyn, 1980). As an, instance,
Wilson's research on insect locomotion revealed; in principle, how the many
surface kinematic details of gait could be synthesized out. of a tonically
activated network of coupled oscillators (Wilson, 19 66; see also Grinner,
1975; Stein, 1977). Even here however, the nature of coupling processes anong
limbs remains somewhat obscure, a situation that may be remedied when
nonlinear oscillator theory is more fblly developed and. exploited
(cf. Pavlidis, 1973; Winfree, 1980). Indeed, some preliminary steps have
already been taken to apply this framework to an understanding of human
rhythmical movement (Kelso, Holt, Rubin, & Kugler, 1981; Yamanishi et al . ,
1980 ) .

Although the work on animal neurornotor systems is obviously important to
gain a fuller understanding of biological coordination in complex systems
possessing many degrees of freedom, it seems usefla to proceed with investiga
tions on the human ftont as well, in the hope that general principles may
emerge. With this in mind, in 1979 we introduced a paradigm that we felt
might have broad potential for exploring the processes underlying the control
of both limbs %%hen they work together to accomplish a task (Kelso, Southard, &
Goodman, 1979a, 1979b). The question that we asked was a very simple one:
How will' subjects respond if required to produce movements of the upper limbs
toward targets of widely disparate 'difficulty as quickly and accurately as
possible? A formulation developed for reciprocal tapping tasks by Fitts
(1 954) rel at ing mov went duration, movement an pl itud e, and targ et pre c is ion
demands allowed us to exanine the issue experimentally. The equation relating
these variables is:

MT a + b log2 (2A/W)
where A is the amplitude of movement

W corresponds to target width
a and b are constants, and
MT is movement time

For limbs operating singly, the obvious prediction &an the above
relationship is that movement time depends on the ratio of movement anplitude
to movement precision. But now consider a situation in which one limb, say
the left, moves a short distance to a large target (termed easy) while the
other moves a longer distance to a small target (termed hard). For the dingle
limb case, movement time in the easy condition, according to Fitts' Law, will
obviously be much shorter than in the hard condition. However, when the two
conditions are ccmbined, Kelso et al. (1 979a, 19 79b) did not find that the
limb producing a short movement to an easy target arrived earlier than its
more difficult counterpart as one might expect. Instead, there was a strong
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c.

tendency for both Movements to be initiated and terminated synchronously.
Indeed, an exanination of the movement times indicated that the hand moving to
the difficult target moved more rapidly in the combined, easy-hard condition
than its single limb control, while the easy hand obviously slowed down--as if
the limbs were adopting a common temporal metric.

It is important to point ,,out that tlie limb moving to the easy target did
not appear to "hover" over the target Br "wait" for its difficult counterpart,
but rather moved at a quite different speed. High-speed cinematography (200frames/se-' and consequent examination of horizontal displacement, iel8city,and acceleration patternS over time revealed that the limbs under easy-
difficult target conditions reached peak velocity and peak acceleration at
practically the same time during movements: Thus, alt4ough different spatial
demands for the two limbs affected the magnitude of forces produced by each
limb, the absolute timing and the segmental durations of movement components,
that is, the timing relations between the two limbs remained quite constant.

The idea that motor coordination involves a reduction of the degrees offreedom of the sensorimotor system, not into prefabricated sets of reflexes,
but into functional groupings of muscles constrained to act as a single unit
-(termed flinctional synergies [e.g., Gelfand, awfinkel, Tsetlin, & Shik, 1971;Sa].tanan, 1979] or coordinative structures [e.g., towler, 1977; Turvey, Shaw,
& Mace, 1978]) stems originally fran Bernstein (1 967) and has undergonetheoretical extension by Greene (1972), Boylls (1975), Thrvey (1 977) andothers. To paraphrase Eoylls (1975), functional synergies are collectives of
muscles, all of which share a common pool of afferent and/or efferent
information that are deployed as a unit in a motor task. In spite of powerfla
logical argtxnents .that they are the significant units of action, it is only
rece tly that rigorous analysis of muscle-joint collectives has taken place
(cf. Kelso, 1981, for recent review of their existence in activities ranging
fran posture and locomotion to speech and handwriting).I

I

Ihe Kelso et al. (1979a, 1979b) experiments reveal what appears to be thechief signature of a functional synergy, nanely that %ten a group of musclescooperate as a single, coherent structure to accomplish 'a -task, the internal
timing relations amon& muscles and kinematic components are preservedinvariantly over changes in the magnitude of activity in individual
compoilents. fbwever, it is fair to say that the kinematic evidence on which
this Claim is based is rather sparse. In the early experiments (Kelso et al.,
1979a, 1979b) we were restricted by limitations imposed by high speed
cinematography and tedious frame-by-frame analysis. In fact, only the kine-
matics on the horizontal plane were exanined over a series of six trials on a'
single, subject. One of the goals of the present experiments was to supplementthis ery preliminary evidence with a much more detailed analysis of the
moveme t trajectories of two limbs and their kinematic behavior on bothhorizontal and vertical planes. The first experiment reported here is a
'behavioral replication' of our earlier work, but used a pulsed light emitting
diode (LED) technique to capture the space-time trajectories of the limbs. A
second experiment explored more directly the influence of environmentalconstraints on the dynamical behavior of the hypothesized fbnctional unit. If
indeed the action system solves the two-handed task Ly controlling the limbs
as a single structure, then the introduction of an obstacle that one limb must"junp over" to reach the target, may have (at least initially) concomitant
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modulatory effects on the other mconstrained 11mb:1 The obstacle in this
case can be interpreted as placing a contextual constraint on the degrees of
freedom of the unit rather than the individual limb.

All oir experiments up to now have examined symmetrical movenents of the
Upper limbs primarily involving extension of the forearm-wrist-hand linkages
away fran the body midline (Kelso et al., 1979a, INPeriment 1), flexion toward
the body midline (Experiment 2) or forward reaching movements in the sagittal
plane (Experiment 3). The Symmetry constraint is a r. owerild one in human
movement, manifested, for exaaple, in the so-called "mirror moveaents"
exhibited by small children and certain braindanaged populations (cf. Woods &
Teuber, 1978). It is also omnipresent in the tm-handed signs of kaerican
Sign Language. According to Klima and Bellugi (1 979), "The symmetry
constraint specifies that in a two-handed sign, if both hands move and are
active, they must perform roughly the same motor acts" (p. 611). It would seem
an important extension of the work on synmetrical limb movenents to exaaine as
well the coordination of asyametrical movements that involve non-homologous
muscle groups. In Experiment 3, we show that they too exhibit a space-time
structure similar to that observed for symmetrical movenents.

EXPERIMENT 1

Method

Subjects. The subjects were seven right-handed unpaid volunteers ranging
in age between 18 and 25 years.

Apparatus. We have described the aivaratus in detail in previous papers
(Kelso et al., 1979a). It consists of a Plexiglas base moulted on a standard
table with two home keys and two movable target keys. The home keys are
centered in the base, 4.5 cm apart. In Experiment 1, two combinations of
target size by target distance were used. The easy target was 7.2 cm wide and
was positioned 6 cm from its corresponding home 'key. The hard target was- 3.6
am wide and was positioned 24 cm fran its corresponding home key. A single
target was used in one-handed conditions and two targets were used in the two-
handed conditions. Thus, four different tm-handed conditions were possible:
a) two-handed easy, b) two-handed hard, c) two-handed mixed, hard target on
right, easy on left, -and d) two-handed mixed, hard target on left, easy on
right. A red LED served as the warning light and the sound frcm a
Minisonalert provided the stimulus to move. The onsets of warning light and
stimulus tone were -controlled by a Digital Equipment Corporation PIP 8/A
computer that also collected initiation times, movement times, and total
response times. The targets were painted white and were perfectly visible
even though the experiment took place in a dimly lit room in order to
facilitate the collection of photographic data on movement trajectories.

LEN were firmly attached to the dorsal side of the index fingertip of
each hand. The LEDs were set to pulse synchronously at a calibrated fl'equency
of 200 Hz. In addition, two LEDs were attached to the target apparatus a
Imoval distance apart and within the field of view of the camera in order to
provide a linear scale and horizontal reference line. A 35 nm Yashika camera,
fitted with a Vivitar 50 nm lens (F stop 2.8) was positioned 2.0 m frcm the
target apparatus so that its optical axis was perpendicular to the plane
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containing the midpoints of the starting buttons and the targets. The canerawas loaded with Kodachr we color slide film (tungsten ASA rating 160). Tofilm each trial, the canera shutter (set on bulb stop) bias opened just priorto the start of each movement and was closed immediately after the targetswere contacted. As a result,, all LED flashes for the duration of any one
trial were exposed on a single frame.

Task. The subject's task was identical to the one used in our previous
studies of interlimb coordination (Kelso et al., 1979a, 1979b). Instructionsto subjects were to move their ind'ex fingers frail the home keys to the targetkeys as fast and as accurately as possible after receiving a stimulus to move.There were no instructions to move simultaneously in two-handed conditions.
The movements themselves primarily involved extension of the forearm-wrIst-
hand linkage in the lateral plane. For one-handed conditions, the subject
depressed the left home key with the left index finger, or the right home key
with the right index finger, and, on receiving the stimulus to move proceededto the designated target, touching it only with the index finger. For two-
handed conditions, the subject depressed both home keys with the index fingers
and proceeded to hit the respective targets following the onset of theauditory stimulus.

Procedure. As in our previous two-handed studies, eight experimentalconditions were used that varied depending on whether a single 'limb or bothlimbs were involved or whether the movement was easy or hard. All subjectsperformed 20 trials preceded by 5 practice trials in each of the eightconditions. The last four trials of each condition were photographed usingthe procedures outlined above. Each stimulus was preceded by a 1 - 3 secvariable foreperiod; there was an intertrial interVal 9f 5 sec. A 3 min restperiod was given between each condition.

A within-subject-design was used with all seven subjects performing in
all experimental conditions, whose order was randomized. From the 20 trials
in each condition, mean initiation time, movement time, and total response
time were computed for each hand. Individual trials initiated prior to orwithin 30 rnsec lof the stimulus to move were considered anticipations and
excluded fl'om the analysis. Similarly, trials with an initiation time greater
than 800 msec, or trials in vhich a target was missed, were also excluded.
There were four one-handed and four two-handed conditions, making a total of
12 separate means for each subject and each dependent variable.

For the kinematic analysis, each film frame was projected perpendicularly
on an opaque screen of a Graf/Pen sonic digitizer. The X and Y coordinates
were recorded from the image of the LEDs, each representing the location of afingertip at the end of successive 5 msec intervals. Each-XY coordinate was
scaled to the actual displacement and stored on tape. 'The digitized data Were
smoothed by fitting cubic spline flanctions to the horizontal and vertical
displacement-time data for each hand. An International Mathematical andStatistical Libraries subroutine called ICSSCU was used to perform data
smoothing. Finally, the smoothed displacement-time data functions were mathe-
matically differentiated every 5 msec to arrive at horizontal and vertical
velocity-time and acceleration-time flInctions.
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Results and Discussion

114o separate aspects ef: the data are addressed below. The first involves
an analysis of the behavioral data and speaks to the issue of vhether or notsubjects initiate and terminate movements simultaneously, especially under
conditions in which the task demands are quite different. The second aspect
concerns the kinematic analysis, which allows us to exanine the spacetime
trajectories of the movements themselves.

Analysis of the Behavioral Data

The mean initiation times, movement times, and total response tine areshom for each condition in Figure, 1. Preplanned contrasts using tunntsprocedure (Kirk, 1968, P. 79) were used to assess the contrasts of interest.
This procedtre consists of splitting up the alpha level anong a set of planned
comparisons and does not require a prior significant overall Fratio. Me
mean square error was computed for all dependent variables and then, depending
on the nunber of means (in this case 12), the nunber of desired comparisons(in this case 6) and the degrees of /freedom for experimental error (in this
case 77), a dvalue was calculated that must be exceeded by a given difference
between means to be significant.

a) Initiation time analysis. For initiation time, MSe was 318.8, d 26msec, .2 < .05. tio. significant overall hand differences (left versus right,
mean differences < 5 msec, > .05) were found'. In tmhanded coaditions of
equal difficulty, the hand's initiated the movements at approximately the sanetime, as revealed by the nonsignificance of all comparisons (all .2s > .05).
Me average time difference in initiating the movements of the separate handsin the twohand easy trials (5 versus 6) was 6 msec, while in the twohand
difficult trials (7 versus 8) 'it was only 3 msec. In the conditions in whicheach hand was performing tasks of varying difficulty, the easy hand wasinitiated 3 msec earlier on the average than the difficult one (9 and 1 2
versus 10 and 1 1), a finding that replicates our earlier work (Kelso et al.,
1979a, 1979b).

It is conceivable, however, that these small differences between the
hands are in part artifactual because they reflect algebraic differences that
may have cancelled each other out when the mean was calculated over 20 trials.
In a further analysis of the initiation time data, absolute time differences
between each hand were tabulated and placed into time bins. P. survey of Table
1 indicates that the hands were initiated within 20 msec of each other on over
9 3% of the valid individual trials, even in conditions Of mixed difficulty.

Further evidence for the cooperation of the limbs is provided by the
correlations between the two hands computed for each individual subject and
presented in Table 2. These correlations were extremely high with only oneout of a possible 28 below r = .97. Me similarity in initiation behavior of
the two limbs that we" have found has also been obtained by others. Peters
(1 981), for exanple, has shown in a high speed cinematographic analysis of
bimanual tapping that the hands are initiated near simultaneously, a result
that he interprets as evidence in favor of a common activation source for the
two hands.
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Table 1

Number of individual trials (and percent of -total trials)
in ibich the absolute time differences between hands was

less than the tabled value (in msec).

ABSOLUTE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN HANDS
PERCENT
INVALID

CONDITION <10 <20 <30 <40 <50 >50 TRIALS
INITIATION TIM

Eas,&-Easy 10 1(85) 1 1 7(9 8) 1 1 9(190.) 0(0) 6
Hard-Hard 9 7(79) 1 15(911) 1 21(9 8) 1 22(99) 1 23(10 0) 0(0) 8
Easy-Hard 9 6(77) 122(98) 123(99) 123(99) 12'1(10 0) 0(0) 1 1
Hard-Easy 89 (71 ) 1 11(8 8) 123 (9 8) 25 (9 9) 1 26(10 0) 0 (0 ) 10

MDVDENT TIM
Easy-Easy 77(63) 110(89) 120(9 8) 122(99) 123(10 0) . 0 6,
Hard-Hard 58'..(49 ) 8 7 (7 3) 10 3(8 7) 1 12 (911) 1 1 6(9 8 ) 3 (3
Easy-Hard 311(2 8) 6 3(5 1) 8 8(7 2) 10 9(89) 1 1 9(9 7) 5(4) 1 1

Hard-Easy 33(27) 59 (48) 8 6(6 9) 108(87) 1 1 6(94) 9(7) 10
TOTAL RESPONSE TIM .

Easy-Easy 99(81) 11 8(96) 1 23(100) 123(100) ,123(10 0) 0 6
Hard-Hard 611(50 94(79) 1 19(92) 1 111(9 6) 1 16(9 8) 3(3) 8
Easy-Hard 38 (37 ) 7 7 (6 2 ) 89 (7 2) 1 10 (8 9) 1 17(9 4 ) 7 (6 ) 1 1
Hard-Easy 42(33) 8 0(611) 106(80 1 15(91) 1 1 8(911) 8(6) 10

Table 2

Correlations of\left versus right hand for .each subject over the
valid trials in each of the four two-handed conditions.

SUBJECT

EASY-EASY HARD-HARD. EASY-HARD HARD-EASY

ITa reb Iwo T\ MT TRT IT Mr TRT IT Mr IRT

Si ..99 .84 .98 .99 48 .98 .97 .67 .95 .97 .92 ,.98
S2 .99 .50 .98 .99 .78\ .95 .97 .83 .95 .98 45 87
S3 .99 .98 .98 .98 .94 N.98 .99 .82 .97 .99 .59- .98
S11 .97 .56 .74 .99 .67 :97 .99 .72 .98 .99 11 .67
S5 .99 .77 .99 ..99 .96 .98, .92 .28 . 89 . 99 .76 .82
S6 .99 .88 :99 .99 .65 .93's .99 .49 . 97 . 99 .75 .97
S7 .99 .75. .99 .99 .75 .93 .98 .51 . 96 . 97 .76 .94

a = Initiation time in msec.
b = Movement time in msec.
c = Total response time in msec.
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b) Movement time analysis. The pre-planned contrasts of the movementtiMe data produced-7;sults
consistent with our previous findings (Kelso etal., 1979a: 1979b). MSe was 227.2, d = 22 msec, 2 < .05; d = 26.6 msect <.01 for single mean compa-Asons. One-handed easy movement times (1 and 2)were much faster thah their difficult counterparts (3 and 4) as Fitts'formulation (Fitts, 1954) predicts (mean difference = 67.5 msec, < .01).

This effect was also evident when examining two-handed movements of the samedifficulty (5 and 6 vs. 7 and 8, mean difference = 74 msec, 2 < .01). As
expected, the movement times of each hand when performing two-handed tasks of
similar difficulty were not significantly different (mean difference for theeasy-easy task = 5 msec, > .05, and for the hard-hard task = 7 msec;> 405). Moreover, the mean difference of 23 msec between the two hands when
performing tasks of differing difficulty was also nonsignificant (2 > .05),although there is a, clear tendency for the easy hand to reach its target
first.

Some insight into the i'itefloretation of the null effect under miixed
conditions is obtained by noting that the movement time of the hand perfbrming
the easy task of the mixed difficulty task (9 and 12) is considerably elevated
over the easy-easy counterpart (5 and 6) (mean difference 36 msec, < .01).
In contrast, When examining the hand perfbrming the hard task in the same
conditions, the movement times, While not significantly different (mean
difference 14.5 msec, > .05), are reduced cornered to, their hard-hard
counterpart movements. As in .our previous experhnents, these data suggest
that it is, not only the easy hand that slow* to the levea of its more
difficult counterpart, but rather, both hands adjust, admittedly to varyingdegrees, as if the motor system were adopting a common time scaling for two-
handed movements.

As with the initiation times, the absolute difference between movement
times for each hand in the paired movements was tabulated (see Table 1). The
proportion of trials in which movements were made within 10 msec of each other
was someWhat lower for the condition of mdxed difficulty (27%) than for the
conditions of equal difficulty (62% for easy-easy; 49% for the hard-hard).
'However, even in the conditions of mixed difficulty, approximately 70%.of the
movements were made within 30 msec of each other. The movenient time
correlations for each hand in the two-handed condition are presented in Table
2. Although not as high as the correlations for initiation times, 20 of the
28 individual correlations were significant (2 < .05), with no significant
differences across the four conditions.

c) Total response time. The outcome of the total response time analysis
was very simdlar to that of the movement time data. All significant effects
in the movement time analysis were also significant in the total response time
analysis. For the combined condition, the mean time difference between easy
and difficult targets was '20 msec, Which mirrors our earlier data (Kelso et
Al., 1979a) and is not significant at the .05 level (MSe 628.0, d 36msec,
< .05). Coordinating the movements of both hands in the combined condition

eliminated 80% of the difference in .total response time found between the
easy-easy and hard-hard conditions.

--With respectIto the tabulation of the absolute time differences of each
hand (see Table 1), since the initiation times for each hand were so similar,
the total response time effects were almost identical to those of the movement
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times. As expected, the individual athject correlations for response times
hire high (see Table 2), and all were significant at the .05 level.

Kinematic Analysis

The last four trials of each subject in each condition were filmed as
described previously. We have chosen to illustrate the results of 2 subjects,
although we used mean data (over all 7 subjects) for the analysis of kinematic
features. The trajectories for subjects MB and PH are show in Figtres 2 and
3, respectively. These trajectories, with minor exceptions, %ere typical of
all subjects. 'Although he have male no attenpt to quantify the shape of the
trajectories themselves, it is clear that the patterns for each limb are
extremely reproducible fran trial to trial. Moreover, the trajectories
between limbs are very similar under conditions in tthich the target difficulty
is tidentical- for each limb. Even in the combined' easy-hard condition,
although the paths of the two trajectories are obviously different, their form
looks remarkably alike as if one here an.exparxled (or contracted) version of
the other,. A further notable feature of all the trajectories is tfi-at they are
smooth and continuous (as judged by the relative spacing between dots) and
exhibit no evidence of any "feedback" corrections, an observation that fits
the rapid movement times in this experiment.

Knowing the time,course of the trajectc;ies, the horizontal and vertical
components of the displacement, velocity, and acceleration over time here
derived as described in the Methods Section. These are depicted in Figtres 4 .
and 5, again for the sane two subjects (see figure legerxls for plotting
conyention). In both conditions in tthich the left and right hands perform the
sane task, it is apparent,that the kinematics are quite similar. Of greater
interest, however, are the conditions of mixed difficulty. Note in Figures 4
and 5 that there is remarkable similarity in each of displacement curves,
as if one curve is scaled to the other. There are a nunber, of other kinematic
parameters that remain relatively invariant between the limbs. the is the
time of peak velocity in the horizontal direction, i-.e., the time at vitich the
movement changes fran positive to negative acceleration (the sane temporal
locus as the zero crossing of the acceleration-time curve), which i$ almost
coincidental for both hands in each separate condition. Thus the limbs.start
their braking aCtion at approximately the sane time (dee also Lestienne,
1979).

A second kinematic descriptor is the point Of maximun vertical displace-
ment that corresponds to. the transition between the ascent and descent of*e
movement and the time of zero vertAical velocity. Mate in Figures 11 and 5 that
once again this point in tinie is also virtually coincident for both hands. ,

TWo flArther kinematic.descriptord of interest are the times of peak vertical
velocity in the positive (upward) andt negative (downward) directions. Cnce
again,-We see a relatively tight correspondence in timing across both limbs.

The mean times-to-peak of the four Idnematic variables discussed above
are presented in Table 3. Note that in the single hand conditions the times
to peak of these parameters are quite disparate from each other. As expected,

the difference i$ albo apparent in two-handed movements of equal difficulty.
However, when the hands move to different targets, the time differences
between tht two hands are reduced considerably. For instance, the time to
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peak vertical velocity difference is reduced from 21.0 msec in the single hand
condition to 8 msec in the two-handed condition. Like the behavioral data,
the two limbs exhibit a kind of "mutual synchronization" under mixed difficul-
ty conditions, with the easy hand slowing down to a much greater degree than
the hard hand speeding up.

Table 3

Mean times to peak (in msec) of kinematic descriptorsa

MOVEMENT VERTICAL

KINEMATIC DESCRIPTOR

VERTICALHORIZONTAL VERTICAL
CONDITIONS DISPLACEMENT VELOCITY VELOCITY 1 VELOCITY 2

-

'Single-Easy 47 33 21 72
Single-Hard 90 64 42 137
Two-Hand Same

Easy 43 39 19 68
Easy 53 40 24 74
Hard 90 62 43 139
Hard 91 62 43 139

Two-Hand Mixed
Easy 68 42 30 106
Hard 82 57 38 129

aRefer to text for details.

EXPERIMENT 2

One obvious test of.the claim that the limbs, under certain conditions,
are coordinated and controlled as a single unitary structure is to manipulate
a part of the structure to determine if the behavior of the unit or only the
part is modulated. We have examined this idea in other work on rhythmical
hand movements (Kelso et al., 1981) by perturbing one limb mechanically (a
torque that changed the direction of motion) and then observing if the phase
relations of the limbs were affected by the perturbation. Quite remarkably,
both limbs returned to synchrony almost immediately. The tack in the present
experiment was a little different. Rather than introducing a perturbation, we
placed an obstacle in the path of one limb while requiring both limbs to move
to their respective targets. Although obstacle height was somewhat arbitrari-
ly chosen (about the height of a beer bottle), and was the same for all
subjects, we predicted nevertheless that the obstacle would exert a mutual
influence on both limbs, that is, the unit as a whole.
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Methods

Subjects. Seven subjects, all of %%tom had participated in the previous
experiment, served as subjects in Bcperiment 2.

Apparatus. The apparatus used in the first experiment was also employed
in this experiment with the following two modifications. First, only one
target size by target distance was utilized (3.6 cm target, 24 cm 'from the
hore keys). Second, a barrier (18 an high by 7.5 an wide) was placed mid-way
between the home key and the target key. (We will refer to this as the
'bIrdle' condition.) As in the first experiment, LEDs were attached to the
fingers in order to provide trajectory information.

Task. Instructions to the subject were to move &an the home key to the
target key as quickly and, as accurately as possible, without touching the
barrier, following the onset of a stimulus to move. Again, nothing was said
to the subject regarding simultaneity in the dual-limb case. Mere were two
conditions: a) a single-hand condition over the barrier, and b) a two-hand
condition, with the barrier erected only on one side.

Procedure. All subjects performed both of the conditions in a random
order. Four of the subjects had the hurdle on the left side, while the other
three had the hurdle on the right side. Wenty trials, which were not

preceded by any practice trials, were performed in each of the conditions.
The first two trials, two of the middle trials (trials 8 and 9), and the final
two trials were filmed in the two-handed condition. For each trial there was
a ready light followed b'y a 1 to 3 sec variable 'foreperiod, and the stimulus
to move. Each trial was separated by a 5 sec inter-trial interval.

Results and Discussion

As in Experiment 1, first we present the behavioral findings followed by
the kinematic data. Mean initiation time, movanent time, and total response
time are shom for the four conditions in Figure 6. In two-handed movements,
the limb moving over the hurdle was initiated slightly before the contralater-
al limb (mean difference = 9.5 msec). This early departure, however, was
offset by a longer movement time for the limb traversing the hurdle (mean
difference = 54 msec, < .01), which was reflected in a significant total
response time difference of 45 msec, .2 < .01.

Thus, while we find that the imposition of a hurdle in the movanent
trajectory of the limbs disrupts the simultaneity effects we had witnessed in
Experiment 1 and in our previous studies (Kelso et al., 1979a, 1979b), it is

also apparent that there is a compensatory effect on the non-hurdle limb.
This observation comes about by comparing times in the hurdle condition to
those in the non-lurdle conditions of Experiment 1. For instance, the
movement times and total response times of the non-hurdle hand in the hurdle
conditions were elevated 38.5 and 57 msec, respc.ctively, over the counterpart
conditions of Experiment 1 (7 and 8 in Figure 1).

Further observation of each subject's data (see Table 4) reveals a large
disparity between the timing relationships of the limbs across the different
subjects. Me mean difference in total response times for the hurdle versus
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the non-hurdle limb ranged frau a low of 10 msec (subject IS) to a high of 99
msec (subject HO. This suggests that at reast some subjects (e.g., TH, GH,
and especially PH) may have adopted a rather different strategy frail the one
adopted by subjects in OLT earlier studies (Experiment 1 and Kelso et al.,
1979a, 1979b). As indicated in Table 4, initiation times for PH show a
sizable temporal disparity between the hands, with the hurdle hand beinginitiated some 19 msec before its non-birdle coUnterpart. Rather than
initiating the movements simultaneously, subject PH appears to perform the two
movements in a 1-2 manner rather than as a wified pair.2 This may be one ofthe reasons for the differences observed anong subjects. In addition, the
movement times of subjects TH, GH, and PH are sufficiently different betteen
the hurdle and non-hurdle limbs to suggest that the parameters for the two
limbs may be specified separately. Me movements required by 'the task may
have been perceived as sufficiently different from each other that the
poverfIll symnetry constraint betteen the limbs no longer holds, hence the two
hands may not participate in the sane coordinative structure.

Table 11

Individual mean data in msec for hurdle and non-hurdle trials.

Hurdle
on Right

Initiation Time

Non-hurdle Hurdle,

Movement Time

.

Non-hurdle Hurdle

Total Response Time

Non-hurdle Hurdle

3

SP 280 274 204 233 484 507 i

).RH 287 277 258 2 92 545 570 /
TH 215 203 188 245 402 11117
GH 233 229 1 65 244 398

Mean 254 246 204 254 1157 499
Hurdle

2119 239 2110 261 1189 499

on Left
113

SB 332 331 255 290 587 621
PH 272 253 163 280 11311 533

Mean 284 274 219 277 503 551

On the other hand, other subjects do appear to coordinate the limbs as a
single unit. The movement time and total response time differences between
the limbs are much smaller for subjects SP, RH, MB, and SB (means = 32 msec
and 23 msec, respectively) than for PH, GH, and TH (means = 81 msec and 73

,msec, respectively). Although the trajectories of both limbs are modified by
the hurdle, the effects are much stronger for the former grouping of subjects
than the latter. To illustrate, the limb trajectories and consequent kinemat-ics are presented for athjects PH and MB in Figures 7 and 8. Mere are
dramatic differences betteen the two displays. For PH, shown in Figure 7, the
non-hurdle limb reaches a maximal: vertical displacement of less than one-half
of the limb traversing the hurdle. Even so, and especially on the first
trial, the vertical displacement for the non-hurdle limb is anplified more

2 4 1
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than usual (compare Figure 5 for th same subject performing under hard-hardconditions). In contrast, for subject NB, show: in Figure 8, tle trajectories
of both limbs are very mtrh alike ac oss trials, and the kine atic similari-
ties between both limbs are striking). apparent.

EXPER tENT 3

Because all the palished experim nts using this paradigin have exanined
symmetrical movements of limbs, and bec use the symmetry con traint sedins to
be such a pouerfUl one in movement (see Introduction), we fel that it Irrauldbe usena also to exanine asymmetrical rkovenents that involve mologbiusmuscles. Cm the face of it, there ar not too many reasons to predi!ctdiffer' nt results for alch movements. SIled pianists, for exanple, appearto be nd. ble to move their has in the sane or different directions with eqUalfacili y. It is still possible, houever, that non-homologous muscle groUps
may be 3ess effectively controlled as a fun tional unit in ow task, or indeed
that ttAj are controlled in a more independ nt way. We explore this issue' in
the arf.rial experiment of this series. ,

- 1

Methoda
i

Silbjects. albJects were ten right-handed
23 and 32 years, none of whom had participa
handed experiments.

volunteers between the age's of
ed in any of the previous two-

task. flie two-handed apparattis described previously was modified some-
what fo this experiment, which involved asmetrical.movements 'of the imbs.
The base of the apparatus was split into two
housed 1 home key and a target key that was po
the' hon4 key. The two bases._ uere then placed
that the home keys were located opposite the 1
the target---Wdys extended laterally to the ri
hands were always to the right, and involved pr
and extension of the right. As in ow wev
target sizes were used, resulting in both
centered 6 an fran the home key) and a hard t
an fran the home key). Filming was not conduc
than these modifications, the apparatus remaine
ment 1.

All combinations involving single and two
were pe'rformed by each subject. Instructions

r those siscribed previously. In each of the eig
were 2 trials; the first five bere conside
excluded fran statistical analysis. One half
task such that \the right hand was always assoc
key ar angenent closest to the body, while the
home ki y-target key farthest fran the body. This assignnent was reversed for
the reriaining subjects.

entical halves, such that each
tioned either ,r.it^ or fa, from
side by side- and oriented 33

ft shoulder of the subj t, and
ht. Thus, movements of both

arily flexion of the I ft arm
ous studies, two dist'nce by
n easy task (7.2 cm /target,
k (3.6 cm target, centered 24
ed for this experiment!. Other

identical to that ofi Experi-

hands and easy and/ hard' targeiS'
to subjects uere identical to

ht resulting conditions, there
"ed to be practice tr-i-s and
of the subjects performed--the
iated with the home key-target
left hand was assigned to the
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Results and DiScussion

Mean initiation times, movement times, and total response times are strum
for each condition in Figtre 9 . Cur main concern was whether the findings'of
simultaneity of initiation and termination of movement fotmd in otr previoUs
work extended\ to asymmetrical movements in bhich non=hanologous muscle group'i
were used. ,The basic findings were indeed replicated. Nm significant
differences in initiation times were tound between hands, the largest mean
difference = Vmsec, > .05 (MSe = 395.2, d = 23 mtec, <

As expected, movements to the hard target took longer than movements to
the easy targt, both in the single hand conditions (mean difference = 6 4
msec,.2 < .01), and the two hand conditions in which the moveinents were
identical (mean difference = 66.mseci < .01, MSc = 912.2, d.oi = 4 8 msee).
This, rather large difference in !novement times between .the easy and hard
conditions was reduced considerably when-the two movenents were executed tmder
conditions of .mixed difficulty (mean difference = 1 5 msec, > .05). These
results then mirror the major aspects of ow earlier vmrk on synmetrical
movenents, and provide little reason to assume that the organization for
asymmetrical movernents is 'qualitativctly.different.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

ar intent in these experiments was to elaborate the processes underlying
the control and coordination of both limbs when they cooDerate together in 'a
task that places very different spatial demands on each limb A featurie
of the approach was to combine behavioral measures of movement outcome (e.g4,
initiation time, movement time) with information about space-time trajectO-
ries, followed by a kinematic analysis of the movenent trajectories thein-0
selves. Althotgh there is a lohg history of work on the analysis o'f hu90
motion (e.g.., Marey, 1894), only quite recently have engineers and netroscien-.
tists come to recognize its importance for understanding the logical opera-
tions through which the nervous system participates in the. organization -Of
skilled movements (e.g.,- Abend, Bizzi, & Morasso', in press; Soechting
Lacquaniti, 1981).

.'
A central and ongoing aspect of ow worlf, following the lead of 60h-stein

(1 967), is to exa-ine movements in which many degrees of freedom are involved,
in an attempt to identify the nsignificant functional wits" of coordination
(cf. Greene, 19 71). After Gelfand and Tsetlin (1971, see also Bernstein,
1967, Chapter 6.), we envisage the variables that 'define these ft:notional tmits
or coorC.native struc ures .as falling into two classes: essential variables
that determine the f m of the ft:notion (also referred to as the structural
prescription of mov ent, cf. Boylls, 1975; Kelso et al.., 1979a, 1979b; Turvey
et al., 19 78) and non-essential variables that specify marked changes in the
values of the ft.:notion, but leave its topological properties essentially
unchanged (the metrical prescription). '

A main way to discover the signature of coordinative structures is to
alter the metrics of the niotor activity (e.g., speed it up, do it more
force:Idly, alter its spatial requirements) and observ.e vhich variables ,are
modified and which variables or relations anong variables remain unchanged.
Note that changing the metrical properties of an action could obscure its
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basic form by altering properties f individual components that might other-
wise remain stable. Alternatively these changes may 'index the major ways
hat invariance can be observed: Some variables must change but others must
,remain the sane if the internal structUre of the action is to be preserved.
Ibis strategy his proved, successful in uncovering coordinative structure
styles of organization in many different types of activities (Boylls, 1975;
Fowler, 1977; Kelso, 1981; Kelso& Miler, in press; Kugler, Kelso, & Thrvey,
1980). The.most well-known exanples coMe frau studies of locomotion. For-,
example, when a cat's speed of locomotion increases, the duration of-tha "step
cycle" decreases (cf. Grinner, 1975; Shik & Crldvskii, 1976). Changes in the
speed of locomotion are known to be accomplished by distributing more force
into the support or stance 'phase of the cycle. That is, there is an increase
1.n the activity of extensor muscles in an individual limb when it is in
contact. with the grotEd. Significantly, an increase in propulsive force
during the stance phase does, not disrupt the relative timing anong linked
extensor muscles, even though their absolute magnitudes and &rations change
considerably (Engberg & Lundberg, 19 69; see alsp tiddeiros,. 1978, and Shapiro,
Zernicke, Gregor, & Diestal, 1981, for harnan evidence).

(:onstancy of timing relationships across scalar changes in rate has been
reported for other activities of a cyclical kind, such,as mastication and
respiration (see Grinner, 1977, for review). However, the stability of
temporal 'relationshiPs over metrical change has also been:shown to character-
ize less obviously' cyclical actichties inOluding postiral dmirol'(Nashner,
1977), voluntary ann movements (Lestienne, 1979) end handwriting (Viviani &
Terzuolo, 19P,('). Similarly, Freuld and Budingen <1978 ) demontrate that the
rise time of voltEtary contraction in rapid, discrete movements ih const/ant no
matter how strong the contraction is or how far, the limb has td movp.
According to FretEd and EUdingen (1 978), "...the independence of the time of
contraction of skeletal, muscles free the final force level. or angle of
movement is regarded as a necessary condition for the synchron'y df synergistic
action" (p. 2).

From the overall results of the experiments reported here there is good
',reason to believe that the motor system solves the problem posed in the
\present task by constraining the limbs to fbnction as a single, synergistic
unit within 4-doh component elements vary in a related manner. The behavioral
data in Experiments 1 and 3 indicate that the large and highly significant
differences in movement time found between easy and hard conditions are
reduced considerably when the hands are combined. The small but consistent
tendency for the easy limb to strike its target first was further reduced when
total respons( time was the dependent measure.

Although their experimental conditions were rather different from ours
(10 and 3 0 cm movements with a weighted stylus to a 1 m target), Marteniuk
and MacKenzie' s (1 980) results are similar to the present findings as well as
our earlier studies. Their data also reveal a significant slowing of the easy
hand and a speeding up of the difficult one under mixed conditionis compared to
two-hand controls. Although they make much of the statistical/fact that the
easy hand reaches its target earlier, the average difference between the two
limbs was only 2t, msec, which is In sharp contrast to the difference between
the two-hand control conditIons (mean difference = 68 msec, see Marteniuk &
MacKenzie, Table 2).3 In addition, Marteniuk and -MacKenzie (1980) report a
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"dramatic overshoot" in terms of spatial error for the easy hand under mixed
conditions compared to its control, further suggesting a strong coupling
between the limbs both spatially and temporally.

The picture of' interlimb coordination becomes clearer in the present work
when the space time trajectories and consequent kinematic characteristics areexanined. A :limber of features of the kinematic data enierge that are worthyof note and implic:ate certain underlying processes. In Experiment 1 it isobvious that the net forces produced in the horizontal direction are different
in magnitude for each l'imb under conditions of varying spatial demand, asrev ealed by peak acceleration s. Mo re ov er , there is con sid erab le nter-tri alvariability in these values. Even though the metrics change, however, timesto peak velocity and acceleration are quite stable; the temporal structure
remains remarkably invariant (cf. Figures 4 and 5). When an obstacle is'
placed in the way of one limb (Experiment 2), there is still a strong tendencyfor the limbs to preserve their .relative timing although it is clear thatthis is not absolutely mandatory for some subTects. It seems apparent,nevertheless, that the scaling requirements on one limb influence the other;
what we cannot provide at present is a principled reason for why the effects
are greater for some subjects than others. Cne idea, which we are exploring,is that there may be a critical scaling value on obstacle height to whichsubjects are perceptually Sensitive, that influences whether the limbs aretreated as a sr:metrical unit or not. The analogy here comes fran recent work
on locomotion, in which it can be shown that at certain critical values of
velocity (related to minimun energy criteria) horses shift from one locomotorypattern to another, e.g., walking tO trotting (Hoyt & Taylor, 1981). In our
experiments, there may be a critical value of obstacle height in relation tothe limb dimensions of' the performer that specifies which coordinative
structures are to be marshalled.

Although we have not paid much attention to the initiation time data(since it was not the main concern here) , it is interesting that there is' a
general elevation in initiation time in the obstacle experiment, particularly
when two limbs are involved. Recent work in this area (see Keele, 1981, fcr
review) suggests that the time to prepare a movement (as reflected ininitiation' time) is a flmction of the upcoming movement's complexity(cf. Henry & Rogers, 19 60; Sternberg, Monsell, Knoll, & Wright, 1978).
Moreover, Keele .(1 981, p. 14 10-1 1) suggests that preparatory time increases
when.two elements are timed differently. To the extent that Nthis occurs in
the present iExperiment 2, there is support for Keele's (1 981) view; certainlythe effects on initiation time are much smaller when the limbs share common
timing (cf. Kelso et al., -1979a, 1979b).

The strong tendency for the temporal structure of two-handed movements to
be preserved in the face of scalar variation in kinematic values provides
strong support' flor the Bernstein view that it is not individual muscles that
are controlled, but rather muscle linkages that govern the interaction between
limbs in a relatively autonomous 'way. As. we have emphasized elsewhere, these
are neither flied motor programs nor prefabricated reflexes; they are modul-
able and flinctional units of action directed toward accomplishing particular
goal s .
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In" a remarkable, but not widely lalown treatise on cerebellar fbnction,
Boy lls (1 97 5) argues that the structural aspects of movement--as indexed by
qualitative ratios and relative timing anong linked muscles and kinematic
even*L-are specified in terms of the relative amounts of activity distributed
ancng*4escending tracts fran the anterior cerebellar lobe. Absolute activi-
ties in these tracts specify values on metrical parameters. Cbviously we
cannot measure netral activity in our paradigm, but we do have some data that
are consistent with Boylls' theory. In a study identical to Experiment 1,
'haler and Kelso (Note 2) exanined interlimb coordination in split-brain
patients. A1thou0 the movenents were slower overall than in normal subjects,
the relative timing between the limbs in the easy-difficult conditions was
again near synchronous (mean movEment time difference. = 13 msec). These data
suggest that the details of timing may not be prescribed at higher cortical
levels, but rather arise fran the fbnctioning of autonanous structure's,
perhaps at the level of cerebellun and below. Interestingly, Crlovskii's
(1 972) research has shown that cerebellar stimulation during cat locomotion
affects only the magnitude of muscle contraction, leaving the timing anong
muscles unchanged relative to the step cycle (cf. Sail< & (rlovskii, 1976, for
review).

The discovery of coordinative structures (or muscle linkages) and their
rigorous analysis continues to be the goal of much of the Russian work on
motor control (e.g., Gelfand et al., 1971) and seems crucial if we are to
uriderstand how the many degrees of freedom of the motor system are regulated.
Investigations have begu: of the space-tithe characteristics of single limb
movenents to targets (e.g., Abend et al., in press; Soechting & Lacquaniti,
1981) and the present work is an extension to the localization behavior _of
both limbs. It seems reasonable to propose that in our task the equilibriun
positions of both limbs can be defined independently as a function of the
spatial demands of the task (Kelso et al,., 1979a, 1979b; Marteniuk &
MacKenzie, 19 80). Recent work on single-limb movements suggests that final
position can be specified in terms of a balance (or equilibrium point) between
the length-tension ratios of agonist and antagcnist muscles (e.g., Bizzi et
al, 1978; Cooke, 1980; Fel' dman, 1966, 1980; Kelso, 1977; Kelso & iblt, 1980;
Lestienne, Polit, & Bizzi, 19 81). In loCalizing limbs, the muscle-joint
ensemble behaves dynamically like a nonlineascillatory system with specifi-
able parameters of equilibriun length and stiffness (cf. Bizzi et al., 1978;
Fel'dman, 19 66; Kelso', 1977; Kelso, Iblt, Kuglei & lbrvey, 1980). The fact
that, in our task, the magnitude of force produced by each limb is different
adds support to the notion that stiffness and equilibrium length are poten-
tially modulable parameters of two-handed movements.

We strongly suspect, however, that the relativelyN invariant timing
relations between the limbs arise fran parameter specificatiOnof the muscle-
joint linkage system rather than special timing mechanisms. h identifying
the behavior of muscle collectives with autonancps nonlinear oscillators,
observables such as time and trajectory are not explicitly represented.
Instead, they are a consequence of the system's dynamic parameterization
(e.g., equilibriun lengths, stiffneeses).

In olir final remarks let us consider how the oscillator-theoretical
f?amework might accommodate the present data on the cooperative behavior of
two limbs producing_ movements of different anplitude. 114o main claims would
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seem to require evaluation. The first strong claim (one that we have notactually made) says that the behavior of the tw3 limbs is perfectly synchronized. The second claim (one based on empirical fact) says that there aresmall, but systematic departwes fram synchrony that are often not statistically significant. That is, there is a tendency in our data for the limbmoving to the near target to 3rrive slightly earlier than the limb moving tothe more distant target. These small departures frail perfect synchrony may beamplified uhen high accuracy demands are placed on subjects (e.g., Marteniuk &MacKenzie, 1980) or if the movements are of widely different amplitudes.
However, both claims of perfect synchrony between the limbs and of nearsynchrony between the limbs may be accounted for in a principled way by thesame type of model.

Consider the perfect synchrony claim first. Let us assume that each limbcan be treated as a singledimensional system and that the stiffness parameterization is the same for each limb. The equilibrium points, however, mustbe differentially specified to conform with task requirements. In this case,if both limbs behaved as linear systems, they would necessarily produce
identical movement times. In linear massspring systems, for exanple, amplitude and flequency are independent. Thus, assuming constant stiffness overthe range of motion, small and large movements must have the sane period; themovements will be perfectly isochronous.

Deviations from isochrcny can be explained if one makes the additionalassumption of stiffness nonlinearity, that is, that the average stiffness isnot absolutely constant throughout the motion. In "s3ft" nonlinear springs,for example (e.g., Jordah & Smith, 1977), stiffness actually decreases withincreasing distance fran the equilibrium point. Extrapolating to the presentcase, movements of large amplitude will be slightly slower than those of short
amplitude, because they have smaller average stiffnesses over the range ofmotion. Moreover, the greater the amplitude difference between the tw3 limbsthe greater should be the deviations frail isochrony. Thus, if the limbs are
viewed as behaving like linear oscillatory systems, perfect isochrony ispredicted. Consistent deviations from isochrony, however, can be accommodatedby the assumption that the limbs in this case behave as "soft" nonlinear
oscillators in which stiffness is defined differentially for short and long
movements.

In conclusion, the present data reveal i dissociation between forcescaling and timing that is indexical of musclejoint ensembles when they aretemporarily constrained to flanction as a single unit. Slch units appear toshare the same abstract functional organization as autonomous nonlinearoscillatory systems.

REFERENCE NOTES

1. Marteniuk, R. G. Personal commulicatiOn, Cetober 1980.
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FOOTNOTES

iWe do not claim that the types of constraints observed in our two-handed
movement task cannot be broken down with practice, or by instructional
strategies, or by loading the limbs differentially, or by removing visual
information, etc. We do claim that, faced with \the task of controlling many
muscles in the two-handed task, the perceptual-motor system tends to solve
this particular problem naturally, by coordinating the limbs as a single wit.
Thes.e experiments are directed toward an understanding and classification of
natural constraints on multidegree of freedom systems. They do not speak to
the many apparently arbitrary activities that subjects can perform in labora-
tory situations.

2It is worth noting that subject PH had considerable ballet experience;
as a consequence, she may have been more capable of controlling the limbs
independently in this task.

3As a relevant aside, none of ow. subjects (and we have tested over 7 0)
in the original Kelso et al.. (1 979a, 19 79b) studies and' in the present
Etperiments 1 and 3 perceived that the movements were non-simultaneous under
combined conditions as revealed through post-experiment interviews. The same
has been the case in Marteniuk's work (Note 1), suggesting further that the
small differences between the limbs, though occasionally statistically differ-
ent, are hoe meaningflally different.
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SOME ACOUSTIC AND PHYSIOLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS ON DIPHTHONGS*

Rent Collier ,+ Fredericka Bell-Berti,++ and Lawrence J. Raphael+++

Abstract. This paper presents an analysis of some articulatory
properties of (Dutch) diphthongs, attempting to correlate articula-
tory inferences based on perceptual and acoustic data with more
direct physiological measurements (recordings of EMG activity).
Evidence is presented that supports a distinction between "genuine"
and "pseudo" diphthangs: the two classes ap)lear to differ (1) in
openness and advancement at their onsets and offsets, (2) in the
harmony of tongue position between the beginning and ending configu-
rations, and (3) possibly also ih the nunber of articulatory
gestures involved.

INTRODUCTION

It has long been customary to transcribe diphthongs using two phonetic
symbols that, used separately, represent simple vovnl and semivowel segments.
To judge from these impressionistic transcriptions, any two diphthongs may
differ minimally in either their onset or offset qualities. For exanple, in
Dutch the diphthong /ei/ is said to end with a high front vowel, whereas the
diphthong /aj/ is said to end with an acoustically similar semivowel. In such
instances one might ask whether these transcriptions--that reflect perceptual
differences between two sounds--also reflect measurable differences in
acoustic structure and articulatory strategy. Furthermore, we might ask
whether the symbols used in the impressionistic transcription of the
diphthongs have the sane acoustic and articulatory values as do the simple
vowel and semivowel segments that they represent. Finally, does conventional
transcription practice reflect the perceptual impression that these sounds are
composed of two separate segments and, if so, are they produced as a sequence
of two articulatory gestures? These questions may best be addressed in a
language containing the simple vowels and semivowels used in transcribing its
d iphthong s.

We have chosen to study Dutch because it is a language containing a
sufficient :umber of diphthongs to allow one to answer the questions we have

*Also Language and Speech, in press. e

+University of Antwerp and Institute for Perception Research (IPO).
++Also St. John's Lhiversity.

+++Also Herbert H. Lehman College, The City University of New York.
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raised above. In fact, it is claimed that altch has two types of diphthongs:
',genuine" (/ei, Ay, aU/) and "Pseudo" (/aj, oj, uj, iw, ew/) diphthongs.1
There has been little consensus among altch phoneticians and phonologists as
to what characterizes each class of diphthong. Matters have been flirther
complicated by the existence in_tutch_o.f "long" or "tense" vowels that tend to
be diphthongized as well, [ei, y, ou], possibly in still a different Way
(Koopnans-van Beinun, 1969; 't Hart, 1969).,

A good survey of how iihoneticians and phonologists have interpreted the
nature of Cutch diphthongs is given in Zonneveld and Trommelen (1 980). lt
appears that from the end of the nineteenth century until about 19 40,most
phoneticians did not make a principled distinction between diphthongs and
(long) vowels, and--a foRiori--did not differentiate between genuine and
pseudo diphthongs. Yet they realized that diphthongs consist of two (or more)
elements and can be classified according to the relative openness of theft'
first component and (or) the frontness vs. backnesa of their second. There
was also some discussion as to whether the components correspond to vowels
that can occur in isolation. The structural phonologists of the thirties
raised the question of wheth,er diphthongs should be given a monophonemic or
biphonemic represintation. They tended to agree that the genuine diphthongs
are single phonemes whereas the pseudo ones consist of two phonemes each.
This point of view was still endorsed by Van den Berg (1 959), vinereas Cohen,

Eringa, Fokkema, and van Holk (1 959) considered all diphthongs to be
bipInnemic. Generative phonologists, too, have generally preferred a bipho-
nemic underlying representation for the Cutch diphthongs, but they have shown
a wide divergence of opinion as to the nature of the two segments involved.

In recent years, better instrunental and experimental techniques have
produced a more reliable phonetic specification of the genuine Cutch
diphthongs. A perceptual analysis has resulted in the following
characterization:

(ei] is the Cutch vowel [e], followed by movement in the direction
of [i]; [Ay] is the English vowel [A] (as in "cup") -- and not the
Dutch [oe] -- followed by movement in the direction of [y]; [au] is

the Cutch vowel [a] not [3] followed by movement in the
direction of [u]. The endpoints [1., y, u] are reached only in
careful, isolated pronunciation, with no final consonant. Usually
the endpoints are [1,], DS] and [o]. ('t Hart, 1969, p. 172. Cur

translation, his italics)

Thus, we find a new emphasis on the dynamic character of the genuine
diphthongs and a shift away from the traditionally assumed importance of onset
and offset qualities. Spectrographic analysis has revealed that the genuine
diphthongs are mainly characterized by a relatively unchanging F2 and an
avalanche-like decrease of F1 (Mol, 1969).

Cohen (1971, p. 288) summarizes the results of these acoustic and

perceptual studies as follows:

There are a nunber of argunents...for accepting the diphthongs of
the Cutch ei, aU type as vocoids, recognizable as such and
distinguishable from the other vocoids of the long and short

classes, on account of their peculiar, dynamic character.

f
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Pols (19779 P 103) summarizes his own recent findings by noting that:

"A diphthong can be described as quite a long steadystate onset
part followed by a fast specific transition to an offset area where
no steadystate part is necessary. The diphthong [au] starts at [a]
and terminates at (c, o]; [ei] starts at [e] and goes to [ L, e]; and
[Ay] starts at [a] and goes to Coe, 63.. So, none of the three
Dutch diphthongs reaches the vowel position indicated in its phonet

,ic transcription.

Pols also notes that the acoustic variability of these diphthongs is very
large. This variability correlates well with the fairly large .perceptual
tolerance observed by Slis and van Katwijk (Note 1), who studied the
acceptability of twoformant synthetic diphthongs having a great variety of
beginnings and endpoints in the F1F2 plane.

As for the pseudo diphthongs, there has been little or no controversy
over their essintial characteristics. They have been and still are considered
to be sequences of a"tense" Vowel and a semivowel. The-y Waft' wThra vowel

' whose quality is the same as that of the separately occurring vowels [a, e, o,
y] and move into the glides [j] and (14). Fhonetically they are the sum of

their components.

Comparing the characteristics of the genuine and the pseudo diphthongs,
we find that they differ in a nurnber of' respects, including: (1) the degree
of "openness" at onset; (2) the degree of change in tongue advancement between
onset and offset; and (3) the degree of harmony between lip position at onset
and offset. For exanple, each of the genuine diphthongs starts with a
relatively open vocal tract and ends with a relatively closed one. A pseudo
diphthong, on the other hand, may start with an open, half open, or closed
vocal tract, before ending with a semivowel. Furthermore, leach of the genuine
diphthongs ends with a vocal tract shape .in Vnich tongue advancement and lip
position are approximately the -same as they were at the beginning of the
diphthong. Each pseudo diphthong, however, ends with a vocal tract shape in'
which tongue advancement and, usually, lip position are different than they
were at the start of the d-iphthong.2 In addition, the genuine diphthongs are
characterized by relatively continuous and gradual changes in formant struc
ture, whereas the pseudo diphthongs are produced with more abrupt changes in
formant structure (Figure 1).

Since there were no physiological data on the production of Dutch
diftithongs, the available acoustic and perceptual. information led us to
hypothesize that there must also be significant differences between the -two
classes of diphthongs in the articulatory domain.Therefore,, the primary aim
of our study was to explore how changes in vocral tract configuration are
brought about in each of these diphthongs, in order to determirct whether
physiologital descriptions %Could support their traditional separation into two
classes on the basis of acoustic, perceptual, and articulatory phonetic
descriptions. To this end, we have, necessarily, described their production
in some detail, to provide a base for making the relevant comparisons.
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ei aj
F gure 1. Single token exanples of the genuine diphthong [ei3 and the pseudo

diphthong faj3, spoken in isolation.

PROCEDURES

We simultaneously recorded both acoustic and electromyographic (EMG)
signals from one speaker of Dutch.3 The EMG potentials were recorded from
four muscles known to affect the position of the tongUe and the mandible: the
genioglossus, styloglossus, mylohyoid, and anterior belly of the digastric.
Previously reported physiological data have led Us to three groups of
assumptions.

Assumptions concerning the functions of the muscles stUdied. The geniog
lossus is the only muscle knotm to contribute 'significantly to tongue
advancement (AlfonSo & Baer, 1982; Kakita, 1976; 'Smith, 1971). It has also
been implicated in tongue bunching/raising gestures, although its activity in
this regard accompanies activity of other intrin6ic and extrinsic tongue
muscles (Miyawaki, Hirose, Ushijima, & Sawashima, 1975; Raphael & BellBerti,
1575; Raphael, BellBerti , Collier, & Baer 1 979 ). The styloglossus is
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primarily responsible for retraction of the tongue body (Raphael & Bell-Berti,
197 5; Smith, 1971). 'Both genioglossus and styloglossus act with the mylohyoid
to elevate the tongue, with the mylohyoid providing the greatest portion of
the vertical thrust (Raphael et al., 19 79). The mylohyoid may also act to
stabilize the hyoid bone, in .conjunction with the activity of the anterior
belly of the digastric, which assists in lowering the raandible (Raphael etal., '1979).4

Assumptions concerning the between the acoustic signal and
vocal tract shape for vocoids. It is possible to calculate formanb frequen-
cies from a given vocal tract shape and, given a set of' formant frequencies,
to infer characteristics of the vocal tract shape that produced it (Chiba &
Kajiyama, .194 1;.Delattre, 1951; Fant, 197 0; Stevens & House, 1955, 1961). The
methods of calculating forMant frequencies have been sufficiently refined over
the years to generate a near-unique solution for any tract shape. Althoughthe inference* of tract characteristics from formant frequencies is less
certain, it is widely accepted that the frequency of F1 is primarily dependentupon the degree of vowel openness, and the frequency of F2 is primarilydependent upon the length of the front cavity (Fant, 1970; Kuhn, 1975;r4Stevens
& House, 1955, 19 61). Thus, for instance, a more open vowt...will have a
higher F1 than a more closed one, a fronted vowel will tend to have a higher
F2 than a retracted one, and a rounded vowel will tend to have a lower F2 than
an unrounded one.

Assumptions concerning temporal relationships between ETC potentials and
movement. EMG potentials precede their mechanical effect (cf. Harris, 1981).
The "contraction times" for the muscles included in this study are on the
order of 70-10 0 insec; that is, movements associated with EMG potentials begin
about 7 0-1 00 msec after the electrical activity begins.

Pairs of bipolar hooked-wire electrodes were inserted into the.
genioglossus (anterior fibers), mylohyoid, styloglossus, and anterior belly of
the .digastric muscles, using standard procedures that are described elsewhere
(Hirose, 1971; Raphael & Bell-Berti, 197 5). The nonsense test utterances were
of the form (da,pDpapa), where D=laj, oj, uj, ew, iw, ei, Ay, au/, and
CalpVp], where V=/i, u, e, ei a, a, y, oe, 4, 3 /. The subject read from
randomized lists of the utterances until he had produced 16 tokens.of each.
The recordings of all tokens of each of the eight utterance types were aligned
with reference to .the onset of vocal fold vibration in the diphthOng. The EMG
potentials were rectified, integrated, and 4omputer sampled, .and ensemble
averages of the EMG potentials were then calculated for each channel for each
utterance type. The BAG data processing systen is described in greater detail
in Kewley-Port (1 973). I

0

1

i
s

In addition to the EMG analysis, we performed acoustic analyses with a
digital waveform and spectral-analysis systeM. aisemble aver.a.steis of both the
amplitude envelope of the audio waveforms and Of digital spectrograms were
also calculated.

"RESULTS , 4,k

We shall describe the EMG and acoustic data in relation to the traditonal
articulatory phonetic, perceptual, and acoustic descriptions;,provided above,
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concerning the differences between the genuine and pseudo diphthongs. As we
have explained above, there is no one-to-c.,e correlation between articulator
position and muscle ptitentials, nor may a tmique vocal tract shape be derived
from a set of formarit values. Hence, we will not attempt to specify absolute
articulator position (i.e., vocal tract shape) on the basis of our acoustic or
physiolo3ical data. Rather, we will compare the data on the diphthongs among
themselves and with the data on simple vowels, to infer relative differences
in the articulatory parameters. We shall consider first the hypothesis that
the two groups differ in openness and advancement at their onsets and offsets.
In addition, the onsetS and offsets of the genuine diphthongs diMr in
openness Lind advancement from the simple vowels and semivowels described as
their starting and ending positions, vthereas the pseudo diphthongs do not.
Me second hypothesis is that the groups differ in the harmony of tongue
position between the beginning and ending configurations.5 Finally, we shall
examine the hypothesis concerned with %tether or not the two groups of
diphthongs are specified as different nunbers of discrete gestures; that is,
that the genuine diphthongs a7e specified as single gestures whereas the
pseudo diphthongs are specified as two discrete, concatenated gestures.

A. Hypothesis 1: Openness and Advancement

1. Openness

'fraditionally4, the genuine diphthongs of Dutch were described as proceed-
ing from relatively open to relatively close articulatory positions, whereas
the pseudo diphthongs proceed from various degrees of open to close articula-
tory positions. Thus, the articulations of the genuine diphthongs were said
to begin with relatively open positions (similar, to those ofye, 3, oe/) and
to end with the close, positions of [i,u,y], respectively. In contrast, the
articulations of the pseudo diphthongs were said to begin with the appropriate
degrees of openness for the vowels /a,o,u/ and /e,i/, and to end with the
close positions of *the semivowels /j/ and /w/, respectively.

a. Genuine diphthongs. As stated in the introductiOn, perceptual
analyses of the genuine diphthongs have revealed that these diphthongs--
especially [au] and [Ay]--tend to be more open at their beginnings than are
the simple vowels used in former transcriPtions. This point is fairly well
supported by ow acOstic and physiological data. Me acoustic data in Figure
2a and Table 1 indicate that [au] and [Ay] have higher F1 values at their
onsets than the simple vowels [3] and boe]. Hence they are likely to be more
open, at their beginnings. In fact, [au] ha the same F1 onset value as
[a].6 On the other hand [ei] has about the same onset F1 value as [e]. M
far as the EMG data for Lei] are concerned (Figure 3), there is more anterior
belly of the digastric activity at its onset than for [e], 6ut this tongue
lowering action may be compensated for by strongerigenioglossus activity. At
the onset of [Ay] there is far tore anterior belly of the digastric .activity
than for [oe]. The tongue lowering effect of this action is only partly
counterbalanced by the high peak in mylohyoid activity, because this comes
late, mainly associated with the later portion of the diphthong. Therefore
[Ay] is likely to have a more open onset position than [oe]. Me onset of
[au] is very similar to that of [a]: the peaks of mylohyoid and anterior
belly {) f the digastric activity are roughly the. same..

,
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Fig tre- 2. Formant trajectories, in F1F2 plane, of genuine diphthongs (a) and
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Table 1

Averaged Formant Values (One Speaker, Sixteen Repetitions)
and Five Pseudo Diphthongs, Recorded During the experiment
Based. on Sections at Cnset, Midpoint, and Offset, and
Formant Values of Simple Vomls Recorded Luring the Same at

A. Genuine Diphthongs

Onset Midpoint

for Three Genuine
Measurements Are

Are Compared With
perimental Session.

Offset

[ci] [e] [ci] [c] [1]
F 1 400 400 525 550 300 200
F2 1700 1450 1800 1500 1950 2000

[Ay] [oe] [Ay] [oe] [Ay] ix)

400 250 500 350 450 250
F2 1400 1400. 1500 1400 1550 1650

[au] [a] [0] Lau] [a) to] [au] [u]
F1 450 450 400 600 550 450 350 250
F2 1050 950 800-1150 950 750 900 800

B. Pseudo Diphthongs

[aj) [0] [aj] [a] [aj] [i]
F1 475 500 600 600 300 200
F2 1100 1150 1350 1350 1900 2000

[0,j) So_A . [0,j] [0] [osj] [i]

F1 300 , 350', 400 400 200 200
F2 900 950 900 900 1800 2000

[uj] [u] [uj], [u] [uj] [i]
F 1 200 150 250 250 150 200
F2 650 800 750 800 1850 2000

[iw) [iw] [iv:] Eu]

F1 200 200 200 200 200 250
F2 2000 1900 2000 2000 900 800

[ew] (e) '[ew] [e] [ew) [u]

F 1 200 300 300 300 250 250

F2 1650 1750 1950 1950 1100 800

264.,
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At their ends, the first formant frequencies of the genuine diphthongsreflect degrees of openness greater than those of the simple vowels [i, y, u].
Interpreting the EMG data, we must assume that the strong, early, jawandtongue lowering activity of the anterior belly of the digastric is not
entirely compensated for by the strong, later, tongueraising activity of the
genioglossus, styloglossus, and mylohyoid. In other words, [ei, Ay, au] do
not terminate with the target vowels suggesteth. in teir transcriptions. This
finding is in agreement with the perceptual analysis by 't Hart (1969).

b. Pseudo diphthongs. The pseudo diphthongs appear to achieve relativ,e
ly stable first formant frequency values (Figtres 5b and 5c), which reflect
openness positions equivalent to those of the simple vowels said to begin them
(Figure 2b). The DIG data (Figure 11), while somewhat less straightforward, do
not contradict the inferences dram from the acoustic measurements. At the
onset of [aj], the EMG values are very similar to those for [a], except that
genioglossus activity begins later for the diphthong. [ew,iw,oj] appear to
begin with the same balance of tongue raising and lowering activity as [e],
[i], and [o], respectively. For instance, at the onset of [iw3, there is less
tongue fronting and raising activity in the genioglossus than for [i], but
much stronger mylohyoid contraction. Similarly, the antagonistic forces of
styloglossus and anterior belly of the digastric are reversed at the beginning
of [oj] as compared to [o]. At the beginning of [iw] the earlier and stronger
mylohyoid activity probably compensates for the reduced genioglossus activity
in comparison with DJ. Only in the case of [uj] is there no apparent
compensation for the reduced activity of the mylohyoid when compared with [u],
but possibly the early onset of genioglossus contraction (associated with [j])
contributes to early tongue raising for this diphthong.

2. Advancement

a. Genuine diphthongs. Acoustically (in terms of F2 values), thegenuine diphthongs [ei] and [ au) appear to begin with a more fronted tongue
position than do the simple vowels said to begin them ([e] and [a]) (Figure
2a). The second formant frequency of [au] indicates that it ends with
slightly more fronted tongue position than does the simple vowel [u]. Cn the
other hand, F2 measurements imply that [ei] and [Ay] end with slightly more
retracted tongue positions than do [i] and [y]. That is, all the genuine
diphthongs appear to be centralized at their endpoints, when considered in
relation to the simple vowels [i,y,u].

The EMG activity (Figure 3) of the genioglossus and styloglossus support
the acousticallybased observation that the tongue is more fronted at the
beginning of [ei] and [au] than (e) and (a): genioglossus activity is
stronger for the early part of [ei] then it is for [e], and styloglossus
activity (Mich retracts the tongue) is weaker for [au], especially in its
earlier portion, than for [a]. The EMG data also support the acoustically
based inferences about tongue position at the ends of these diphthongs:
genioglossus activity is much weaker for [ei] than [i] and for [ny] than [ y],
implying less extreme fronting for the diphthongs. In parallel with this
difference is the slightly weaker styloglossus activity for [au] than. for [u],
impl ying sl ightl y less tong ue retraction ( i .e . , more fr on t ing ) for this
genuine diphthong.

26,,
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b. Pseudo diphthongs. The acoustic analyseS, in particular the F2
values, indicate that the first portion of each pseudo diphthong reaches the
formant frequencies of the simple vowel said bo begin it, but that the second
portion of each falls short of its expected senivowel endpoint: the "front
ing" diphthongs [aj,oj,uj] fail bo reach the second formant frequency valuesof [i] (Figure 2b), and the "retracting" diphthongs [ew,iw] fail bo reach
those of [u] (Figure 2b).

Electromyographically, relative activity of the genioglossus and stylo-
glossus for the early part of the fronting diphthongs [aj,oj,uj] is essentially the same as found for the simple vowels [a,o,u] (Figure 4a). The relative
activity levels of these muscles for [ew,iw], on the other hand, might lead
one to expect slightly less fronting than is inferred for [e] and [i],
respectively (Figure 4b). Th greater activity of the mylohyoid (which raises
the tongue) at the beginnings of [ew] and [iw], than of [e] and [i], suggests
that the genioglossus is devoted primarily to .tongue advancement, although
contributing secondarily to tongue raising.

All five of these diphthongs end 'short' of the F2 values for [ .] or [u],(Figure 2b), and this, too, is reflected in the relative EMG activicy level of
the genioglossus and styloglossus muscles (Figures 14a and 14b).

Kakita, Hirose, Ushijima, and Sswashima (1976) have observed that there
is less genioglossus activity for [j] than for [i], and their Xray data
indicate that the tongue root is indeed less advanced for the semivowel. In
our own data this more centralized tongue position for [j] may explain Wny
there is less genioglossus activity for the offset of [aj] and [oj]. Of the
fronting diphthongs only [uj] has genioglossus activity as strong as that for
[i]; this activity is comparatively brief, however, and follows shortly after
strong retracting action by the styloglossus. hnong the retracting di
phthongs, styloglossus activity is not nearly so strong as that found for [u].
lhat [iw] and [ew] probably end with a relatively retracted tongue position
despite the low level of styloglossus activity at their offset may be due to
the fact that the tongue has been strongly raised in their first part (fbr [i]
and [e]), so that it requires less styloglossus action to pull the tongue back
for their second part. In short, the EMG data suggest that all the pseudo
diphthongs end more centrally than the vowels [i] and [u].

Finally, let us\consider the observations made above, in so far as they
relate to the basie distinction between diphthong types, viz., that the
realization of fixed tangets is essential for the pseudo, but not for the
genuine diphthongs. We take this bo mean that there should be acoustic and
EMG differences between the patterns of the genuine diphthongs and those of
the simple vowels that, at least in older phonetic transcriptions, are said to
compose them Further, such differences should not be found between the
purported simple vowel components of the pseudo diphthongs and the pseudo
diphthongs themselves.

Looking for these differences in the acoustic data for the various
vowels, we fibd spine support for this distinction between diphthong groups.
As we have already seen, the averaged F1 and F2 values for the genuinediphthongs differ from those of their simple initial "components," whereas
there is a very close correspondence between the F1 and F2 values of the
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pseudo diphthongs and their simple initial components (just before the abrupt
change in second foment frequency).

-Comparing the offsets of the pseudo diphthongs with their simple compo
nents yields data sets that are not strictly canparable,, because,, these
diphthongs end in semivowels, of sthich there are no other exanples in our
data. In Table 1, however, we have inclixled the frequencies of the first two
formants at the midpoints of the vowels [i] and [u] on the assumption that the
semivowels [j] and [w], respectively, might well approximate these simple
vowels acoustically. We find no exact matches and, in several instances,
considerable discrepancies in foment values, particularly for the second
foments. That is, the second formant frequencies of the pseudo diphthongs
fall short of those of [i] and [u], suggesting that the diphthongs are more
centralized than are these simple vowels. Cr, the other hand, with the
exception of [aj], the first formant values for four of the five pseudo
diphthongs are equal to or smaller than those for [i] and [u], suggesting a
degree of opening at least as small as that of the most closed vowels.

The acoustic data for the genuine diphthongs, on the other hand, suggest
that they end with a more open and central articulation than [i,y,u],,

supporting the claim that the genuine diphthongs do not match the qualities of
the simple vowels that conventional transcriptions suggest as their initial
and terminal components. The pseudo diphthongs, in contrast, do match the
qualities of the simple vowels that are said to initiate them, although the
greatest acoustic similarities occur near the midpoints of the diphthongs and
the simple vowels, and not at their onsets. Their offsets approximate the
semivowels [j] and [w] rather closely in terms of openness, but tend to be
more centralized.

With few exceptions, the EMG data support the inferences drawn fran the
acoustic data about the differences in starting and ending positions between
the genuine and pseudo diphthongs. It is wtrth noting that the strong
correlation between the acoustic and physiological data holds not only for
rather gross differences between the two groups of diphthongs. Details of
these data support the differentiation of the members of each diphthong class
as well. For instance, the F1 values at the end of the fronting pseudo
diphthongs indicate an increasing degree of opennes's fran [uj] to [oj] to

[aj]. This gradation is reflected in decreasing levels of genioglossus
activity associated with the semivowel. Also the formant values for the

offset of Ciw] suggest that this diphthong ends with a somealat higher and
more retracted tongue position than [ew]. This correlates with the more
pronounced second peak of styloglossus and mylohyoid activity for the former.

These detailed correspondences between the acoustic and the physiological
parameters lend support to our assumptions concerning the fbnctions of the
muscles studied.

B. Hypothesis 2: Harmony

The claim that there is harmony of tongue advancement for the genuine,
but not necessarily for the pseudo, diphthongs is also substantiated by both
acoustic and EMG data. The second formants of [El.], [Ay], and [au] display
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minimal changes in frequency, indioating an absence of extreme changes in
tongue advancement (Figures 2a and 5a). In contrast, tha second formants for
[ail, [oj], luj], [iw], and [ew] show dramatic frequency shifts, implying the
presence of considerable .horizontal tongue movement (Figure 2b)'.

The activity of the muscles responsible for tongue fronting
(genioglossus) and backing (styloglossus) also indicates that there is less
horizontal tongue movement for the genuine than for the pseudo diphthongs.
The genioglossus is moderately active throughout [en, while the styloglossus
exerts almost no backward pull; for [Ay] both muscles are relatively inactive,
suggesting a predominance of vertical movement (uhich is positively indidated
by mylohyoid and anterior belly of the digastric activity); and for [au] the
styloglossus is moderately active throughout, while the genioglossus is
relatively inactive. In contrast, among the pseudo diphthongs we see patterns
of activity in which the genioglossus and styloglossus muscles are alternately
active. Thus, for [aj], [oil, and [uj], we find early peaks of styloglossus
activity and late peaks of genioglossus activity, indicating fronting of the
tongue &cm a backed position; for [iw] and [ew], we find the reverse sequence
of genioglossus and styloglossus activity, indicating that the tongue is being
retracted from a fronted position.

In summary, we find that our data support claims that distinctions
between genuine and pseudo Dutch diphthongs include differences in harmony
between the first and second .ements with regard to tongue advancement.

C. Hypothesis 3: Single or Concatenated Gestures

Let us turn next to the description that maintains that a genuine
diphthong is best characterized by a single articulatory gesture whereas a
pseudo diphthong is best characterized as a sequence of two articulatory
gestures. The EMG data suggest that there is a difference in the nunber of
gestures for each of the two types of diphthongs. The data cited above,
concerning the alternation of genioglossus and styloglossus activity for the
pseudo diphthongs, are also relevant here. They depict articulations con
trolled by two muscles, acting successively first to retract and then to front
the tongue ([aj], [oj], [uj]) or to front and then to retract the tongue
([iw], [ew]). The reciprocal timing in activity of these muscles reflects a
sequence of opposing motor commands. Further, each pseudo diphthong is

produced with two discrete peaks of rnylohyoid activity (only in the case of
[uj] is the second peak somewhat less pronounced). Each of these peaks is
closely aligned in time with a peak of activity in either the genioglossus or
the styloglossus muscle, suggesting that the mylohyoid muscle discretely

----supports- the-successivefronting and retracting tongue gestures.

In. contrast, we would conclude from the EMG data that the genuine
diphthongs are characterized as single gestures dominated by the activity of
the genioglossus in the case of [ei] or by the styloglossus in the case of
[au], supported by mylohyoid activity. This supporting activity is less
evidently "double peaked" than with the pseudo diphthongs. In the case of
[Ay], where both muscles, as we have noted earlier, are relatively inactive
and vertical movement predominates, the mylohyoid muscle displays a single
peak of activity, suggesting, once again, a single articulatory gesture.
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narther research, using articulatory synthesis techniques, is neeeded to
strengthen this hypothesis. Meanwhile, some support for it can be derived
fran the acoustic data.

The acoustic analysis reveals abrupt changes in second formant frequency
of the pseudo diphthongs. For instance, over the first half of its diration

the F2 of [aj] shows a jgradual rise in frequency of 250 Hz; over the second
half of its duration t e increase is 550 Hz, suggesting a rapid movement of
the articulators. The a alogous frequency changes for [oj] are 100 Hz and 800
Hz; for [uj], '100 Hz and 200 Hz; for [iw], no change over its first half, and
then a decrease of 1100 H ; and for [ew], an increase of 300 Hz over its first

half, and then a drop of 850 Hz. The genuine diphthongs show no such rapid
shift in formant frequency in either half of their duration (Figure 5a).
Acoustically, then, we do find support for the notion that the psewlo

diphthongs are sequences of articulatory gestures.?

DISCUSSION

The articulatory data tend to support the acoustic and perceptual
separatiOn of the diphthongs into two groups. The genuine ones are character
ized by a gradual increase in the activity of those muscles that either cause
or support the smooth movanent of the tongue in an upVard and forward or
backdard direction. The pseudo diphthongs are characterized by a rather sharp
increase in the activity of those muscles that either cause or support the
abrupt movement of the tongue fran a vowel into a semivowel in uhich the
tongue moves horizontally across the vowel space. .1'n other words, genuint
diphthongs behave more like "ulitary" segments, while pseudo diphthongs behave
like sequences of two segments.

The observal articulatory differences cannot be expkai-ned by the differ
ence in the distances an articulator must move between the beginning and the
end of the diphthongal. gesture in the two groups of diphthongs. Rather, we
find that in [ei, Ay, au], tongue movement is primarily vertical, while in the
pseudo diphthongs', tongue movement is primarily horizonta1.8 In terms of
"articulatory distance," therefore, the two classes are not necessarily very
different. Fbwever, the "closir" gesture of the genuine diphthongs is

achieved through synergistic action of the mylohyoid and genioglossus or
styloglossus, whereas fronting or backing gestures of the pseudo diphthongs
are achieved through the sequential antagonistic actions of the genioglossus
and styloglossus. This synergism versus antagonism is reflected in the

differences in temporal pattern of formant frequency change between the two
classes of dipht'nongs. In the genuine diphthongs, formant frequency change is
nearly continuous throughout the entire course of the diphthong; in the pseudo

diphthongs, ,p nearly stable initial portion of substantial. &ration is

followed by a period of rapid formant frequency change (especially in F2).

The contrastive muscle activity patterns associated with genuine and

pseudo diphthongs lends support to Cohen's (1971) proposal to treat [ei, Ay,
au] as "unitary segments, requiring a feature specification of their own,
rather than allow for this problem to be circunvented in a treatment which
results in a phonetically arbitrary segmentation by assigning one part as

dominated by a vocalic and a second one by a scnorant (i.e. nonvocalic, non-
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Figure 5. Single tokens of each of the diphthongs studied, pronounced in
isolation. Note difference in the rate of formant frequency change
in genuine diphthongs (a) and pseudo diphthongs (b and c).
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consonantal) feeture" (p. 288). A biphonemi:linterpretation only seems plau-
sible for the pseudo diphthongs.
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FOOTNOTES

iPossible occurrences of these diphthongs in Eutch words:

/ei/ kei ( pebble) /aj/ maai (mow)
/Ay/ lUi (lazy) /oj/ mooi (beautiful)
/au/ rauw (raw) /uj/

/ew/

/iw/

snoei

leeuw
nieuw

(trim)

(lion)

(new)

Another pseudo diphthong,
utterance set.

/yr,/ as in duw (push), was not. -included in our

2Although /.kj/ is said to begin with the low front vowel (a), the data we
offe r below impl y a substantial back-to-front movement during this d iphthong .

3Our subject, the senior author, speaks the Belgian variant of Standard
Eutch.

11We recognize, of course, .that more than four muscles, are involved in
positioning and shaping the tcingue, and that the articulatory deicription
provided here is, of necessity, a simplified one.

Ne will not address the question of whether the genufne and pseudo
diphthongs differ in maintaining harmony of lip position between starting and
end ing configuration s.

2
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Elde *are unable to compare the relative openness, or fYontness, of: the
heginning of (Ay] with (A] because of the absence of this latter vowel in
Altch.

?This difference in the rate of change of the formant frequencies is

perceptually less relevant than the correct timing of\the onset of that change
(Collier & ' t Hart , in press) . ,

ad e should note that even in the case of (aj) our acoustic and EMG data
indicate that (a] is articulated more similarly to Joack vowels, such as (a],

than to front vowels, such as [e]. Indeedt the change in F2 for. (aj] is more

than twice as great as the largest change in F2 for the gehuine diphthongs.
Thus, a more accurate transcription, of our subject's version would be (ad].

.,
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RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PITCH CONTROL AND VOWEL ARTICULATION*

Kiyoshi Honda

INTRODUCTION

It is widely recognized that phonatory functions of the larynx are
primarily ,reNated by the intrinsic laryngeal muscles. The extrinsic muscles
of_the tongue 44 the larynx, hoiever, play an essential role in ensuring a
wide range of laryngeal function by directly and indirectly influencing the
position of the hyoid-larynx complex and the intra-laryngeal configuration.
These extrinsic muscles function, in addition, as speech muscles to produce
articulatory gestures. Hence, articulation and phonation inevitably interact
with each*other.

The present study is focussed upon hyoid bone movement associated with
pitch control and articulatory gestured. There is little information on the
mechanism controlling hyoid bone movement in the literature. This may be due

_partly to the complexity of its supportive structures, and partly to the lack
of interest Rngendered by its ambiguous function. There are more than ten
pairs of muscris attached directly and indirectly fo the hyoid bone. These
muscles fiave links with articulatory organs such as the mandible and the
tongue. In addition, the ligaments and membranes connecting the hyoid bone,
the thyroid cartilage, and the surrounding tisiues and organs to each other
act like a network of springs. The hyoid bone, as a supportive structure of
the larynx, is influenced by these forces, and its position ie affected by
both pitch control and articulatory gestures.

Pitch raising mechanisms have been attributed traditionally almost exclu-
sively to cricothyroid activity, which creates an angular change between the
cricoid and the thyroid cartilage. EMG studies-of the extrinsic laryngeal
muscles have been concerred with their' effects on the tilt of the thyroid
cartilage or the lowering of the entire larynx, even though the mechanism of
larynx elevation is not cleP". Recently, a few physic ogical studies have
reported an association be' .en geniohyoid activity and fundamental frequency
(F0). Erickson,' Liberman, and Niimi (1977) note that geniohyoid activity
during sentence reading with _several different intonations is positively
correlated with fundamental frequency and/or cricothyroid activity. Sapir,
Campbell, and Larsen (1981) report, in an animal experiment using rhesus
macaques, that electrical stimulation of the geniohyoid muscle causes a
substantial increase of the voice fundamental frequency. in addition, some

*A version of this paper was presented at the Vocal Fold Physiology Confer-
ence, Madison, Wisconsin, May 31 - dune 4, 1981.
Acknowleugment. This work was supported by NIH grant NS-13870.

[HASKINS LABORATORIES: StatUs Report on Speech ReseSrch SR-73 (1983)]
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radiographic studies have noted a positive correlationbetween fundamental
frequency and forward translation of the hyoid bone (Colton & Shearer, 1971;

Sapir, 1978). These obnervations suggest that in high pitch the geniohyoid

pulls the hyoid bone forward and thus helps to tilt the thyroid cartilage
forward.

Figure 1 shows a schematic representation of the relevant anatomy. The

role of the hyoid bone in the pitch ,control mechanism can be explained as

follows. The effect of any forward shiftlof the hyoid bone is passed on to
the thyroid cartilage and the intra-laryngeal tissue through the muscles and

connective tissues: the thyrohyoid muscle, the lateral and median thyrohyoid
ligaments, the hyoepiglottic ligament and the thyrohyoid membrane. The hyoid

bone also functions to support-th-etingue base, and it moves with articula-

tion. The posterior fibers of the genioglossus, +those action is to draw the
tongue root forward, have some connections with the hyoid bone, and the effect

of its contraction also moves the hyoid bone forward. The median fibrous

septum, the hyoglossus muscle, and their related structures may also be

involved in pulling the hyoid bone forward. Furthermore, the inferior fibers

of the genioglossus, in eldition to the posterior fibers, ere inserted

directly into the body of the hyoid bone (illyawaki, 1974). Because of these

connections, contractions of the geniohyoid and the genioglossus may tilt the

thyroid cartilage forKard and help increase the longitudinal tension of the

vocal folds by drawing the hyoid bone forward.

Genioglossus (GG)

Geniohyoid (GH)

Median

Thyrohyoid Ligament

Lateral I nyrohyoid Ligament

Thyrohyoid Membrane

Cricothyroid (CT) Cricothyroid Joint

Figure 1. Schematic view of laryngeal framework
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METHOD

Electromyographic (EMG) signals from some external laryngeal muscles and
movement data of the hyoid bone were, collected from a Japanese subject. The
utterances used in this experiment wer4 Japanese nonsense two-mora words that
consisted of a combination of a high vowel /i/ and a low vowel /a/, with and
without intervocalic /m/ (e.g., /ai/ and /ami/). These words were spoken in
isolation with three different pitch accent patterns: flat (constant F0),
rising (low-to-high step), and falling (high-to-low step). This experiment
was performed in two sessions. In the first session, EMG recording alone was
performed for ten repetitions of the utterances so that ensemble averages
could be calculated. In the second part, EMG recording and measurement of the
hyoid bone movement were performed simultaneously, and analyzed separat,Jly for
each token. Audio signals were used to extract pitch contours by-computer
using an auto-correlation method.

The EMG signals from the genioglossus, the geniohyoid, and the cricothy-
roid were used as data. Since, in the first part of the experiment, the data
varied in timing, four tokens that have the most similar utterance timing were
selected for ensemble averaging for each utterance type. Audio envelopes and
the EMG signals from other muscles, the orbicularis oris, the anterior
digastric, and the sternohyoid, were used as timing indicators for selecting
these tokens. EMG recording was performed by insertions of paired hooked-wire
electrodes, which were prepared by a modification of Miyata, Honda, and
Kiritani's (1980) method: the insulation of the wires was thermally removed
by an electrically heated nichrome string to obtain a relatively wide
electrode area. Paired wires were glued together to stabilize inter-electrode
distance. The length of exposed area was approximatory 1mm at the cut end of
each wire, and the inter-electrode distance was about 1mm measured from edge
to edge of insulation.

The movement of tne hyoid bone was measured by an optical tracking system
similar to Sel Spot (Lindhclm & Oeberg, 1974). Figure 2 shows a sc:ematic
diagram of the measuring method. An infra-red LED was attached to the notched
end of a plastic tube. The subject held the other end of the tube so that the
notch remained fixed to the lower edge of the body of the hyoid bone. Tve LED
is driven by current pulses from the main unit. A two-dimensional diode photo
detector outputs currents corresponding to the position of the focussed light
spot. The analog operational circuit of the main unit returns DC signals
corresponding to the X and Y coodinates of the position of the LED.

REfiULTS

EMG of the Geniohyoid and the Cricothyroid

The average EMG of the geniohyoid and the cricothyroid muscles in falling
and rising accent patterns is shown in Figure 3. While the cricothyroid
muscle shows comsistent EMG activity with each pattern and shows no effect of
articulation, the geniohyoid muscle has two components: continuous activity
in high pitch and relatively low, trahsient activity in jaw opening. The
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activity of the geniohyoid associated with jaw opening tends to rise syner-
gistically with the antprior digastric and the sternohyoid when pitch remains
flat or rises with jaw opening (e.g., /ia/ and /i'a/), and rise after a
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Position Sensing Detector

r,Plastic Tube

Optical Tracking System'IMPX LED Driver,)
Main Unit

1 Etch

YrY2

Ylsy,

Y,-Y3

Y,+

Y Position

Position

deMPXer

1-8ch

EMG ;imp

Data Recorder

Figure 2. Method for measuring hyoid bone movement. The infra-red LED is
driven by current pulses from the main unit, which can drive up to
eight LEDs simultaneously by time multiplexing. The light beam
from the LED is focused on the position sensing detector, which
consists of a photo diode plate with registive surfaces and pairs
of edge electrodes. The focused spot causes a depletion of the
diode and induces pairs of currents on each surface toward opposite
edges depending on the distance from each electrode to the spot.
The analog operational circuit of the main unit ccnverts each pair
of currents into DC voltages corresponding to the X and Y coordi-
nates of the position of the LED:
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Figure 3. Comparison of average EMC activity of the geniohyoid (GH) and the

cricotbyroid (CT) in falling and rising accent patterns. Vertical
lines indicate voice cnset and triangles (A) represent voice'
offset.
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Figure 4. Hyoid bone movement (Hx), fundamental frequency (Fo) and EMG of the
geniohyoid (GH) in different accent patterns. PositiV,. slopes of
the thick line represent forward movement of the hyoid bone in
arbitrary units.
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suppression associated with the peaks of the anterior digastric and the

sternohyoid when the pitch falls with jaw opening (e.g., /'ia/). The overall

pattern of geniohyoid activity resembles that of the cricothyroid, and does
not appear to have a consistent correlation with vowel quality in the steady-
state portion of the vowels. Both muscles show peak activity associated with
voice onset' in falling accent patterns, but, in rising accent patterns, the
geniohyoid tends to start earlier than the cricothyroid.

These data suggest that the action of the geniohyoid is to draw the hyoid
bone forward when the mandible is fixed, and help to depress the mandible when
the hyoid bone is fixed. This muscle shows consistent activity with the
cricothyrojd during pitch change. However, in jaw opening, it appears that
the geniohyoid acts cooperatively with other muscles to stabilize hyoid bone

poPition. From the temporal relations between two my7cles, it seems that the
geniohyoid starts with the cricothyroid in voice initiation, and anticipates
cricothyroid activity in pitch raising.

Movement of the Hyoid Bone

(a) In different accent patterns with the same vowels. Figure 4 shows
single token data of horizontal movement of the hyoid bone, fundamental
frequency, and EMG of the geniohyoid must,le in different accent patterns with
the same vowels. While the position of the hyoid bone is stable during
utterances with flat accent patterns, its movement follows the curves of the
fundamental frequency in utterances with falling and rising accent patterns,
moving.forward in high pitch and backward in low pitch. Horizontal movement

of Ce hyoid bone tends to precede the changes in fundamental frequency
slightly. During falling and rising accent patterns, the EMG activity of the
geniohyoid is consistent wj.th pitch accent patterns. If the accent pattern is
flat, its activity depends on jaw activity, probably compensating the effect
of jaw opening on hyoid bone position.

(b) In vowel change with different accent patterns. Horizontal position

of the hyoid bone changes with vowel quality. Figure 5 shows data for the

utterances /ai/ and /ia/ with "flat" acceni patterns.1 The high-front vowel

/i/ is accompanied by forward position of the hyoid bone and the low-back
vowel /a/ is accompanied by back position. Figure 5 shows that the position
of the hyoid bone is not affected by geniohyoid activity. In vowel articula-

tion, hyoid bone movement is affected by the activity change of the tongue
muscles, most significantly the posterior fibers of the genioglossus. The

function of the genioglossus posterior is to raise the tongue dorsum for high
vowels by drawing the tongue root forward. Thus, high vowels are associated
with forward position and low vowels with back position of the hyoid bone due

to anatomical connections with the tongue root. The low-back vowel /a/,
however, probably involves other muscles to retract the tongue body, in

addition to the lack of genioglossus activity. These may also affect hyoid

bone position.

When there is both pitch and articulatory change, the position of the

hyoid hone is affected by both. Figure 6 shows the data for the utterances

/ai/ and /ia/ with two different accent patterns, falling and rising. In the

utterances Pail and /i'ai, the movement of the hyoid bone is nearly flat.
,The horizontal position of the hyoid bone is almost the same in high-pitched
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Figure 5. Hyoid bone movement (Hx), fundamental frequency (Fo) and EMG of the
geniohyoid (GH) in vowel changes.
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/a/ and low-pitched /i/, and the effects of pitch control and vowel articulaT

tion are counterbalanced. On the other hand, the utterances /a'i/ and /'ia/
show the maximum displacement of the hyoid bone. The effects of pitch control

and vowel articulation reinforce each other in these utterances. The large

displacement of the hyoid bone may be related to the fact that activity of the

genioglossus increases ,in high pitch. Figure 7 shows average EMG of the
geuioglossus and the geniohyoid in the utterances /ai/ and /ia/ with different

accent patterns. Genioglossus activity for the vowel /i/ is increased in high

pitch compared with that in flat accent patterns. In this experiment,

increased activity of this muscle in high pitch was observed only in the vowel

/i/. However, Sawashima, Hirose, Honda, and Sugito (1980) note that the

genioglossus muscle shows remarkable activity for high pitch in the vowel /a/.

These differences seem to depend on the position of the electrode in the
muscle, although differences in speaker may also be important. From these

results, it is inferred that a high vowel in a stressed syllable has the
maximum longitudinal tens:on of the vocal folds if other factors are the same.

(c) Vertical movement of the hyoid bone. In this experiment, vertical

movements of the hyoid-bone were also measured. -In pitch change, there is a

tendency for the hy6id tone to rise with fundamental frequency. In rising

accent patterns (e.g., /i'i/ and /a'a/), the hyoid bone rises with fundamental

frequency. However, in falling accent patterns, it does not consistently fall

with fundamental frequency. With respect to articulation, its position is
higher in the vowel /a/ than in the vowel /i/, in agreement with other studies

(Menon & Shearer, 1971; Perkell, 1969). The extent of the vertical movement

was found to he larger in vowel change than in pitch change. The hyoid bone,

as a whole, moves forward and slightly upward (ventro-cranially) in pitch

change and moves forward and downward (ventro-caudally) in vowel transition of

the utterance /ai/.

DISCUSSION

The geniohyoid and thR genioglossus muscles, in animals, function clearly

as laryngea4. elevators because of their vertical (cranio-caudal) insertion and

because of direct connection between the hyoid bone and the thyroid cartilage,

and they play an important role in swallowing (Hirano, 1975; Shin, Hirano,

Maeyama, Nozoe, & Ohkubo, 1981). In humans, °these muscles run rather

horizontally and their action turns to pull the hyoid bone forward.

Furthermore, larynx position is lowered and the pharyngeal cavity is elongated

in humans. These changes in anatomical configuration increase the freedom of

tongue movement, which is also ensured by the detachment of the hyoid bone

from the thyroid cartilage. Thus, the separation of the tongue and the larynx

provides the ability for a wider range of independent control over phonation

and artic4lation. Still, there are interconnections between the tongue and

the larynx, and articulatory movement of the tongue can influence phonatory

function, and viae versa.

In this study, we are concerned with forward movement of the hyoid bone,

its muscular control, and its effect on laryngeal functions, in particular

voice pitch change. The results obtained in this experiment may be summarized

as follows:
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Figure 7. Average EMG of the genioglossus (GG) and the geniohyoid (GH). The
genioglossus shows increased activity during high-pitched vowel
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Figure 8. Intrinsic pitch (above) and EMG of the posterior genioglossus

(below) in English vowels. In this figure, the data of intrinsic
pitch are taken from Lehiste and Peterson (1961), and average
fundamental frequencies of the vowels with preceding consonants
/p/,/t/ and /k/ are shown. The EMG data were collected from a
native speaker. of American English. The peak values of the
integrated and averaged signals sluring /epVp/ utterances are plot-
ted.
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1. The geniohyoid muscle shows increased activity in pitch raising and
produces forward translation of the hyoid bone.

2. Horizontal position of the hyoid bone is influenced by tongue root
position, which is determined by the activity of the posterior fibers of the
genioglossus. A high vowel has a forward position of the hyoid bone.

3. The effects of pitch control and vowel quality are superiniposel to
determine the overall pattern of the hyoid bone movement in utterances
containing both pitch change and articulatOry. movement.

Considering their effects on the "external frame," it is likely that the
geniohyoid and the genioglossus pull the hyoid bone and rotate the thyroid
cartilage forward. Both muscles seem to participate i pitch raising by
increasing the longitudinal tension.of the vocal folds. This assumption
suggests that the longitudinal tension of the vocal folds may be increased by
forward shift of the tongue root to produce high vowels. This is related to
the mechaniSm of the intrinsic pitch of the vowel-.

It is generally acknowledged that there is a consistent relation between
vowel quality and average fundamental frequency associated with it

(Lehiste, 1970; Peterson & Barney, 1952). High (close) vowels such as /i/ and
/u/ have higher fundamental frequency than low (open) vowels such as /a/ and
/ae/. This phenomenon, the "intrinsic pitch of the vowel," tends to correlate
with tongue height. If we assume active participation of the hyoid bone in
the pitch raising mechanism, the intrinsic pitch is determined by the activity
of the posterior fibers of the genioglossus. The relationship between the
intrinsic pitch and the activity of the posterior fibers of the genioglossus
is shown in Figure 8. The dF.ta for the intrinsic pitch in English were taken

from Lehiste and Peterson (1961); the EMG data were obtained in.-a recent

experiment at Haskins Laboratories. This figure shows that posterior geniog-
loAsus ENG activity and intrinsic pitch are grossly correlated. However, this

relationship is less obvious for the vowel /ae/, which implies that other
unknown mechanisms also exist.

'In the present study, the effects of the extrinsic muscles of the tongue
and the larynx are discusaed in relation to moveepts of the external frame.
However, these muscles also influence the intra-laryngeal configuration. The

erticulatory movements of the tongue may affect other infra-laryngeal events,
such as the tension of the aryepiglottic folds via the "functional chain"
described by Zenker (Zenker & Zenker, 1960; cited in Sonninen, 1968), or the
vertical tension of the vocal folds .(Ohala, 1977). Figure 9 summarizes the

possible factors that can affect the tension of the vocal folds. The first

factor is the force on the external- frame as hypothesized in this study:

forward movement of the hyoid bone rotates the thyroid cartilage forward. The

second and the third factors are derived from the position of the epiglottis,
which is determined by the positions of the tongue root and the hyoid bone.
The tension of the arYepiglottic folds may apply a force to pull the apex of
the arytenoid cartilage up and forward, although it is not clear whether its
effect is to lengthen the vocal folds, enhance medial compression, or

stabilize the position of the arytenoid cartilage. The vertical tension

theory is based on the X-ray finding that the' ventricular size is wider in

hign vowels than in low vowels. It is likely that movement of.the epiglottis
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/'

Genlohyold Hymd Bone ----.Thyroid Car age

GG PoM.

/1 L.Apex of Arytenold ---(D
Tongue Root

FMse VocM Folds

Figure 9. The possible effects of the tongue movement on the larynx.
1. Anterior pull of the thyroid cartilage. 2. Tension of the
aryepiglottic folds. 3. "Vertical tension" of the vocal folds.

a-I
-/

Figure 10. Postulated movements bf the laryngeal frAmework. Thc.se figures
illustrete the speculated laryngeal frame movements: !the cricoid
cartilage moves vertically, and the thyroid cartilage rotates
around the cricothyroid joint. Activities of the cricothyroid and
the thyrohyoid muscles are not considered.
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increases the vertical tension of the intra-laryngeal tissue, but there is

little physiological evidence on this point.

Vertical movements of the hyoid-larynx complex are associated with pitch
change, and the larynx tends to rise with. fundamental frequency. The effect

of the ventical movement of the entire lsrynx on the external frame is not yet

clear. However, the cricopharyngeus muscle, a sphinter of the esophageal,
orifice, may explain the relationship between vertical movement of the larynx
and- pitch change (Sanninen, 1956, 1968). When the cricopharyngeus is con=
tracted, it produces a torque around the cricothyroid joint that rotates the
posterior cricoid plate upward to reduce vocal fold tension, as long as the
functional center of the cricothyroid joint does not change substantially. As

larynx position deviates further froe the neutral position towards the lower
extreme of its total,movement range, the effect of the cricopharyngeus becomes

significant. The sternohyoid muscle, which is sometimes considered as a/pitch
lowering muscle, may realize this function by1 pulling the entire larynx

downward.2 However, during natural speech, its activity does not always show

a close relation with the fundamental frequency, but shows consistency only at

the lower 'extreme of pitch range (Sawashima, Kakita, & Hiki, 1973). The

cricopharyngeus cannot easily explain the relationship between larynx eleva-/
tion and pitch raising unlessa...considerable sliding of the criCothyroid joint

is. taken into account. (It may/ be reasonable to speculate that larynx

elevation results from thyrohyoid activity to approximate the thyroid carti-
lage to the hyoid bone, so that hyoid bone movement may be transmitted more
'efficiently to the laryngeal framework.)

Vertical movements of the larynx are also.associated with vowel articula-

tioil. There is a tendency , for larynx position to be lower for high vowels
than for low vowels, although this is a controversial point.3 Larynx/elevation

in low vowels is suggested to be due to hyoglossus muscle/ activity.

Contrarily, larynx depression might be caused indirectly by the transformation

of tongue tissue. Contraction of the posterior fibers of the genioglossus

raises the tongue dorsum and at the same time pushes the hyoid bone and the

tongue base downward, .ince the insertion point of the posterior fibers of the

genioglossus is just above the hyoid bone. The volume of the tongue mass
being constant, decreases in the horizontal dimension of the tongue result in

increase in its vertical dimension, bath raising the dorsum of the tongue and

lowering its base. This transformation of the tongue seems to be primarily
relevant to vertical movement of the larynx in vowel articulation.

Figure 10 represents a summary of ,these yarious factors by showing

postulated typical movement of the laryngeal framework associated with differ-

ent pitches and dowels. The ditection of the movement of each component is

schematically represented: The.thyroid cartilage is assumed to be suspended

from the thyoid bone and tlie effects of the contractions of the cricothyroid

and the thyrohyoid are not considered. The relative,mbvemcnt of the hyoid

bone and the thyroid cartilage ,is supposed to be most .resvricted ,at the

lateral thyrohyoid ligament. The information of hyoid bone til: was obtained

from x-ray films of a different subject. In summary, this fivre suggests

that pitch control and vowel articulation ,have an,interaCtive effect on the

laryngeal framework.
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1 I FOOTNOTES

lIn Japanese (Tokyo dialect), the "flat" accent loattern is phonetically
retiized as a low-to-high pattern in pitchr Whereas when the first mora is
acc nted (as in /'ima/), the pitch pattern is high-to-low. However, in this
.experiment, the flat accent pattern was produced as a physically monotonous
pattern in fundamental frequency, neglecting such phOnetic reality.

2The data in the literature are not in good, agreement on sternohyoid
activity in pitch change. Atkinson (1978) reports that the sternohyoid shows
a high, consistent, negative correlation with funda7hiental frequency. However,
such a good correlation has not been obtained in ratural speech by many other
investigators. Sawashima et al. (1973) note that these discrepancies may
result from differences in the test words and individual differences in speech
gesture. In the present experiment, the sternohyoid showed a transient
activity in transition of pitch lowering and sporadic low-level discharges in
the following steady-state period of low pitch. This EMG pattern indicates
that sternohyoid activity is not monotonically related to pitch lowering. The
transient activity of this muscle seems to be coupled with the offset of pitch
raising'muscles to'guarantee the degree or the rate of pitch lowering.

3According to Perkell's data (1969), larynx height is inversely correlat-
e'd with vowel height, and higher vowels have lower position than low vowels.
However, .Ewan and Krones' data (1974) show that larynx height is not
consistently correlated with vowel height, and larynx height for the vowels
/i/,and /a/ is sometimes reversed. In addition, Amenomori (1961) notes that
hyoil bone position is influenced by pitch, vowel, and intensity. His data on
Japanese vowels during sustained phonation indicate that the hyoid pnsition is
usu0.1yAhigher,in the vowels /i/ and /e/ than /a/, /o/, and /u/; and sometimes
lowest in the Vowel /a/. Larynx height associated with vowel articulation is
affected by several faetors: head position, degree of jaw opening, neutral
position of the larynx (the degree of laryngeal descent associated with age),
mode of phona4on, and so on. This implies that the articulatory system has
redundancy. For example, tongue height,for the vowel /i/ may be accomplished
by a predomihant contraction of either the genioglossus muscle or the
mylohyoid musple. Acoustic characteristics of the vowel /i/ can be enforoed
by widening the pharyngeal cavity using genioglossus activity Or elevating the
tongue base by mylohyoid activity.
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LARYNGEAL VIBRATIONS: A COMfARISON BETWEEN HIGH-SPEED FILMING AND GLOTTO-
GRAPHIC TECHNIQUES*

Thomas 133er, Anders U3fqvist,+ and Nancy S. McGarr++

Abstract. This study was designed to compare information on laryn-
geal vibrations obtained by high-speed filming, photoglottography
(PGG), and electroglottography (EGG). Simultaneous glottographic
signals and high-speed films were obtained from two subjects produc- .

ing steady phonation. Measurements of glottal width were made at
three points along the glottis in the anterior-posterior dimension
and aligned with the_ other records. Results indicate that PGG and
film measurements give essentially the same information for peak
glottal opening and glottal closure. The EGG signal appears to
indicate vocal-fold contact reliably. Together, PGG and EGG may
provide much of the information obtained from high-speed filming as
well as potentially detect horizontal phase differences during
opening and closing.

INTRODdCTION

High-speed films are most commonly used to monitor details of the glottal
cycle. 1-bwever, this technique is not only difficult and expensive, but it
cannot be performed under natural conditions because a laryngeal mirror must
be used. It is therefore desirable to use glottographic monitoring techniques
such as photoglottography and electroglottography in place of the more
difficult and more invasive technique of high-speed filming.

Photoglottography (PGG), or transillunination, is a semi-invasive techni-
\que for monitoring laryngeal behavior. Briefly, transillunination involves
directing a light' source toward the glottis from above or below and measuring

*To appear in the Journal of the Acoustical Society of America.
+Also ,Cepartment of Phonetics, Lund University, Sweden.

++Also Center for Research in Speech and Hearing Sciences, Graduate School and
ltiversity Center, The City ihiversity of New York.
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glottal width by monitoring the intensity of the light source on the other
side (Sonesson, 1960). This technique has proven extremely useful for

studying the coordlnation of glottal movements with those of the supralarynge
al articulators (Löfqvist & Yoshibka, 1981; McGarr & Löfqvist, 1982). For

studies of phonation, PGG may supply measures of opening and closing time

during the glottal cycle that may be clinically or pedagogically useful.
Transillunination may also be useful for monitoring glottal activity prepara
tory to phonation or at its initiation. In comparison with filming--

especially highspeed filming--transillunination can be performed more easily
and under more natural conditions, including natural speech. Perhaps more
importantly, the transillunination signal is more easily analyzed in parallel
with other instrunental measures of vocal fold activity,. In combination with
these other measures, such as electroglottography and EMG, we believe transil .

lunination can be valuable for ex-anining the relationship between vibratory
performance and acoustic output on one hand, and between glottographic signals
and those sucn as BIG that can be obtained more invasively on the other hand.

Although photoglottography has been in practical use for several years,
there is some question about its reliability and validity. Notably, many
authors seem to agree that it can reliably indicate timing of peak glottal
opening and closure, although there may be some uncertainty about the monent
of glottal opening (Hutters, 1976; Kitzing & Sonesson, 1974). In studies
comparing glottal area variations measured by transillunination and from high
speed films, Harden (1 975) found good correspondence during most of the
glottal cycle. 1-bwever, in a similar study, Coleman and Wendahl (1 968)
challenged the reliability of the technique. The different results obtained
In these two studies may be due to different apparatus and techniques employed
in the two investigations. For exanple, differences in the size of the sensor
and its placement may be significant. A comparison between glottal width
measures obtained by transillunination and from simultaneous fiberoptic film
ing during voiceless obstruent production showed that temporal information
supplied by the two methods was virtually identical (Löfqvist & Yoshioka,
1980; Yoshioka, 113fqvist, & Hirose, 1981). To compare smaller, faster
movements during phonation, however, a highspeed filming system is required
in place of the fiberoptic endoscope.

While photoglottography, or transillunination, carries information about
the pattern of glottal opening, electroglottography (EGG) is thought to convey
information about the patterns of vocal fold contact. Briefly, the technique
involves the transmission of an electrical field between electrodes placed
bilaterally on the neck of the subject so that the electrical impedance is
expected to vary as a function of the degree of vocal fold contact. That is,

impedance should decrease as the area of vocal fold contact increases, other
factors remaining the same. While it is clear that the pattern of electro
glottographic signals is related to the patterns of laryngeal vibrations,
there has been some disagreement whether the EGG signal accurately represents
vocal fold contact area. Most studies indicate good agreement bettJeen

apparent vocal fold contact and deflections of the EGG signal, with either
normal (Baer, Titze, & Yoshioka, in press; Childers, anith, & Moore, in press;
Fant, Cndrgkovg, Lindqvist, & Sonesson, 1966; Fourcin, 1974; Kitzing, 1977)
or excised (Lecluse, Brocaar, & Verschurre, 1975) larynges. C11 the other

hand, &fifth (1 981) argues that the EGG registers acoustic and mechanical

effects and that the conventional interpretation of the EGG signal is
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untenable. This evidence is, however, unconvincing and not very well docu-
mented. We thus believe that the conventional interpretation is still valid
until disproven in a more convincing way.

In general, the EGG and PGG signals provide information about complemen-
tary parts of the glottal cycle--PGG about the open period and EGG about the
closed period. As noted by Rothenberg (1981), however, the glottis rarely
either opens or closes abruptly over its entire length. Rather, for part of
the cycle, the folds are likely to be in,contact or separated over only part
of their length. Thus, EGG and PGG signals are likely to overlap. Baer et
al. (in press) argued that by obtaining both glottographic signals in paral-
lel, and observing the overlap, the usefulness of each is increased because
horizontal phase differences can be detected. A comparison between high-speed
film and these measures is still needed to validate this assertion, ,however.

It therefore seemed appropriate to perform a validation study using our
own equipment and techniques for transillunination and electroglottography in
collaboration with the high-speed filming systeM provided by colleagues at the
National Technical Institute for the Deaf. Specifically, the validity of
glottographic techniques, namely photoglottography (PGG) and electroglottogra-
phy (EGG), are exanined to assess comparable information available in high
speed filnis.

METHOD

The subjects were one female and one male with no evidence of laryngeal
pathology. Because of the requirements for effective glottal illunination,
each of the subjects was asked to produce steady phonation of the vowel /V.

During these productions, high speed laryngeal films at 4000 frames/sec
were taken using procedures described by Metz, Whitehead, and Peterson (1980).
Briefly, this system provides a xenon arc light source coUpled with an optical
system to project a high intensity light beam on the vocal folds. Reduction
of infra-red and ultra-violet radiation in the light source is accomAished by
filtering. The cold light is then projected paraxial to the camera lens to
intersect on a laryngeal mirror positioned in the oropharynx of the subject.
During the positioning and filming, the subject was able to view the vocal
folds by means of extrinsic mirrors mounted on the equipment housing.
Similarly, the view of the vocal folds could be monitored throughout the
filming by means of a reflex viewfinder installed on the camera lens.

High quality acoUstic recordingS were obtained at the time of the
filming. The microphone was positioned on the shaft supporting the laryngeal
mirror so that the subject maintained a lip-to-microphone distance of about 7
an. The acoustic propagation delay between the glottis and the microphone was
thus expected to be about 0.7 msec. Noise from the camera and optical-filming
system was virtually eliminated since the subject was isolated in a sound
treated room separate from the equipment.

Glottographic signals--transilltxnination and electroglottographywere
obtained simultaneously with the high-speed films. Light from the filming
system passing through ttle glottis was sensed by a phototransistor placed on
the surface of the neck just below the cricoid cartilage and coupled to the
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skin by a light-tight enclosure. aectroglottographic signals were obtained
from one subject (34) using the FJ Electroglottograph, and from the other
subject (KH) using the Fotrcin Laryngograph. According to Lecluse et
al. (1 975), there is no substantial difference between the signals recorded
with those two instrunents. The electrodes were placed on the neck at the
level of the thyroid prominence. An glottographic signals were recorded on
FM Channels of an instrunentation tape -recorder with a bandwidth of 2.5 kHz.
Audio and timing codes were recorded on parallel direct channels. The timing
codes were also recorded photographically on the film and were subsequently
used for synchronization.

Using a computer-assisted measuring System, frame-by-frame measurements
were made from the films during those portions vtiere the film speed was
constant at about 4000 frames/sec. Measures of glottal width (WID) were made
at the widest point along the anterior-posterior dimension of the glottis for
each frame for purposes of comparison with the other glottographic records.
Three additional measures of glottal opening were made along the anterior-.
posterior dimension as follows. The first (ANT) was made as close to the
anterior commissure as possible. Since the view of the anterior commissure
was sometimes blocked, the exact location of the point used for measurements
differed slightly between films. The second measurement (MID) was made in the
middle of the membraneous glottis, and the third (POS), close to the vocal
processes.

Audio and glottographic signals as well as timing codes were sampled and
digitized at 10K samples/sec. Records from each of these were aligned with
the film measurements.

RESULTS

Figtre 1 shows data for about 3 cycles of steady phonation at 1115 Hz for
the male speaker (KH). Records are, from top to bottom, the film measure-
ments, photoglottography (PGG), electroglottography (EGG), .and the uclio
signal, respectively. First, measures of glottal width from the films and'

--transillunination (PGG) are shorm to be practically identical. Both signals
produce the same measures of onset (line A), peak glottal opening (line B),
and glottal closure (lir. C). The EGG signal is plotted with increasing
transconductance upwards. As expected, the EGG signal is complementary to the
other records. Deflections in the EGG signal correspond roughly with glottal
closure indiCated by the other two methods. ale to technical problems, the
EGG signal, for this subject, is someWnat noiSf. Simultaneous audio has:been
sampled with pre-,enphasis and has been shifted.hy 0.7 msec to compensate for
the delay due to acoustic propagation from the glottis to the microphone. It
can be noted that acoustic exCitation appears to correspond with the end of
the open period.

Looking in more detail, deflection in the EGG signal occtrs slightly
before the glottis is completely closed, as evidenced in the film records and
the PGG signals. Peak deflection, corresponding to maximun area of contact,
appears to occtr about the manent of glottal closure. In exanination of the
films, the period of overlap in the three records corresponds to the interval
when the region of contact between the folds moves from the anterior-posterior
ends towards the center for this speaker. As indicated by line D, the descent
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Figure 1. Results for subject KH. The curves represent, from stop to bottom,
glottal width measured from film, photoglottogram, electroglotto
gram , and audio signal.
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Figure 2. Results for subject %I . Curves as in Figure 1.
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of the EGG becomes rapid at the point of glottal opening, producing a knee in
the curve. Exanination of the film shows that glottal opening propagates from
the center to the anterior-posterior end s during the interval between the knee
in the EGG curve and its return to baseline (cf. also Figure 3 below).

Figure 2 shows about 4 cycles of steady phonation at 250 Hz. for the
female speaker (a). The manents of opening (lines A and D), peak opening
(line B), and glottal closure (line C) as indicated by the film measurements
are mar..ked. As with the other speakers the ma/lents of peak glottal opening
(line B) and glottal closure (line C) indicated by the film records and PGG

are similar. However, the correspondence between the film records and PG,G for
this speaker is more subtle. That is, the relative slope of glottal opening
in the interval D-E, is greater when measured by glottal width of the films
than when indicated by PGG. In the PGG signal, the onset is so gradual- that
it is difficult to identify a single point as the manent of opening. Further,
the EGG signal does not show a knee as in Figure 1. Thus, correspondence
between the film and PGG, as well as PGG and EGG at opening, indiA:ates that
the glottal opening was gradual and showed large horizontal phase differences
in these records (cf. also Figure 4 below). This gradual opening could
explain the absence of the "knee" in the EGG. Again there is acoustic
excitation at t.he end of the open period.

Figure 3 shows the glottograms and the three measurements from the film
(Allf, MID, and POS, respeCtively), as well as the measures of glottal width
(WI15) for speaker 101. From the film measures, two observations are apparent.
First, the glottis does not_ open simultaneously along its entire length,
Opening occurs Slightly earlier in the medial region,and then propagates to
the anterior and posterior ends. Glottal closure, on the 'other hand, occurs
almost simultaneously along the entire length* of the glottis. Second, the
relative duration of, the closed phase of the glottal cycle is longer
anteriorly than posteriorly. The transillunination signal reflects the longer
cfcised phase, and corresponds fairly well to the rise-measured in the ANT

portion of the film,measures.

This,CorrespondAnge is again illustrated in Figure 4 for speaker Bd. In
the photoglottographfc signal, the lower portion of' the trace begins to rise
at about the' same time as the trace in the ANT film.record. lblike speaker
al, opening of the glottis occurs slightly, earlier in the anterior and
posterior portions than in the medial. For this speaker, the anterior part of
the glottis was not visible. The film image suggested that the opening was
occurring earlier in the ante'rior portion than was reflected in the film
measures. Fbwever, both speakers are alike in that glottal closure again
occur-s almost simultaneously along the entire length of the folds as shom
across all of these measures.

DISCUSSION

The results concerning the reliability of transillunination confirm that
the PGG and film measures give essentially the same information about peak
glottal opening and glottal closure in normal phonation. We also confirm the
obServations of other investigators, in that there is-more uncertainty about
the moment of glottal opening, and this uncertainty appears to arise from the
fact that glottal opening is more gradual than glottal closure. It is well
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Figure 3. Wbject KM, comparison between glottograms and glottal opening
measured at different points along the glottis. The curves repre-
sent, from top to bottom, EGG, PGG, ANT, MID, POS, WID.
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Figure 14. Subject BW, comparison between glottograms and glottal opening
measuresi at different points along the glottis. Curves as in
Figure 3.
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known that the depth of glottal closure is
while it becomes quite large immediately af
greater horizontal phase differences dtrin
therefore occtrs at different times along t
glottis.

uite small just prior to opening,
er closure. There also tend to be
openirig than closing. "Opening"

e anterior-posterior extent of the

Concerning the relationship between ph toglottography and high-speed film
measurements, it appears that the PGG signa , can be thought of as representing
a weighted sum of the widths along the len th of the glottis. The weighting
function depends on the location of both ,the light sotrce and sensor with
respect to the glottis. When the weights Eare high near the portion of the
glottis that opens first, the agreement is better than ttten the weights are
relatively low. We believe that the, weighting functions in our experiment
differed for the two subjects. Thus for! subject KH, the PGG signal was in
agreement with the opening measured at th anterior portion of the glottis.
For subject %I, on the other hand, t e PGG appeared to be relatively
insensitive to the opening movement at t e anterior and posterior ends, and
the slope of the PGG signal thus incr ases after the mid portion of the
glottis opens.

Considering the EGG signal, its c rrespondence with other measures of
glottal activity appears to confirm itc ftalidity as an indicator of vocal-fold
contact. Although it is not possible tq obtain independent measures of vocal
fold contact area, it is plausible th the EGG represents a measure of this
quantity. The EGG signal reaches p ak amplitude at about the mcment of
glottal closure indicated by the othe measures, suggesting that the depth of
-glottal contact is maximun at this tme. The I-ate of deflection of the EGG
signal just prior to this maximun is very sharp, and it occurs over an
interval, that is comparable to the i terve]: between film frames (cf. Childers
et al., in press). This aspect of he EGG signal agrees with the interpreta-
tion that glottal closure is quite abrupt and denonstrates small horizontal
phaSe difference: The EGG signa is also consistent with the notion that
glottal opening is more gradual both the vertical and horizontal dimen-
sions. For the female subject, ottal opening cannot be clearly identified
in the EGG .waveform; for the m e subject, it corresponds only to a mild
increase in the rate-of-fall o the curve. A more gradual opening of the
glottis for female subjects ha also, been reported by Kitzing and Sonesson
"(1 974 ) .

In conclusion, glottogra hic signals appear to be capable of supplYing
much of the significant i formation svailable in high-speed films. In
comparison,, films not only rovide measures of glottal area, but also the
distribution of width alo the glottis. However, filming procedures are
prohibitively difficult and the introduction of the laryngeal mirror for this
procedure may have some ef ect on the phonations that are produced. While the
glottographic techniques have employed cannot detect the distribution of
width along the glottis., hey can be used to detect the presence of horizontal
phase differences during opening and closing and can be used under nearly
natural speaking condit4ons. It appears, therefore, that simultaneous photo-
and electroglottograph.c signals can be used to great advantage.in studies of

pebduction for onitoring the patterns of laryngeal vibrations.

2 9 t,
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"COMPENSATORY ARTICULATION" IN HEARING IMPAIRED SPEAKERS: A CINEFLUOROGRAPHIC
STUDY*

N. Tye,+ G. N. Zimmermann,+ and J. A. Scott Kelso++

Abstract;. Data from three hearing-impaired subjects were compared
to data from three hearing subjects to study the effect of
constraining the jaw during speech on tongue shape and position for
the vowels /i/, /ae/, and /u/. The results showed that although the
three hearing-impaired speakers produced more variable tongue shapes
and positions in both bite-block and nonbite-block conditions, the
bite block had little effect in altering the areas of maximum
constriction between the tongue dorsum and maxilla associat, with
the vowels studied. Iwo. of the hearing-impaired speakers showed
less differentiation in tongue shape and position for the vowels /u/-
and /ae/ in both jaw-fixed and jaw-free conditions. A third
hearing-Impeired speaker differentiated the vowels, but the tongue
positions observed were different from those of normal hearing
speakers. The bite block was shown to have no systematic effect on
intelligibility for any of the hearing-impaired speakers. These
findings are interpreted in terms of current thinking on
sensorimotor integration and movement control with particular
reference to "target-based" theories:

INTRODUCTION

A case can be made that the absence or loss of auditory information
produces effects on specific artislulators and kinematic parameters during
speech production. In a recent study Of movement kinematics, Zimmermann and
Rettaliata (1981) found that an adventitiously deaf speaker showed less
distinctive tongue shapes for I:rowels than expected, when articulatory patterns
were viewed relative to a mandibular referende. These findings suggested that
the loss of auditory information may lead to a breakdown in the coordination
of the tongue dorsum with other structures, and in the timing relations

*A similar yersion will appear'in Journal of Phonetics.
+University-of Iowa.

++Also UniverSity of Connecticut,
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between voicing and movement onset. in a vowel-consonant ',gesture. 4esults,

consistent with these conclusions have been reported by Monsen (1967), Hudgins

and Numbers (1942), and McGarr and Harris (1980; see also Osberger & McGarr,

1982, for review). Emerging from such work is a theme that the deaf, who may

be deficient in tongue din's= positioning, rely more heavily on jaw displace-

ment to distinguish between vowels than ,do normal hearing speakers who display

greater flexibility in tongue shaping and movement. If the hearihg impaired

do not (or cannot) distinguish between vowala on the basis of tongue shapes or

movements, but do rely on the jaw for their attempts at vowel production, then

it is possible that constraining the'jaw, say, by a bite block, would lead to

differences in vocal tract shapes and deficits in vowel intelligibility

compared to conditions in which the jaw is free'to vary.

'The study of bite-block speebh in the hearing impaired that we undertake

here not only allows a test of the foregoing hypothesis, but also may have

significant import with regard to recent theorizing in the area of speeeh.

production. For example, a principal assumption of contempbrary models is

that articulatory goals are defined in terms of "targets" of some sort.

Thoagh the exact nature of the "targets" has been left vague in most

discussions of speech production or a variety of reasons,1 there is increas-

ing consensus that targets have an auditory basis. For example, Ladefoglir

DeClerk, Lindau, and Papcun (1972) suggest that a speaker "...may be able' to

use an auditory image to arrive at a suitable tongue position" (v.. 73). More

recently, MacNeilage (1980) has also opted for the auditory nature of

"targets," mainly because the acoustic properties of sound. are "obviously

primary" sources of goals for acquisition of speech sounds. Finally, Gay,

Lindblom, and Lubker (1981), following an. X-ray examination of bite-block

vowels, define the "neurophysiological representation of a vowel target...in

terms of area function related information...specified with mspect to the

acoustically 1,, significant area function features, the Toiwcs of

coastriction along the length of the---..71 (p. 809, italics theirsT

According to Gay et al. (1981), their results support a kind of "indirect

auditory targeting."

Few would argue the importance of auditory information for speech

production, particularly at the acquisition stage (see Pick,.Siegal, & Garber,

1982, for review). We ask, however, whether auditory targets (direct or not)

are a necessary requirement for a talker's ability to adjust to novel

contextual conditions. Note that this is not the same question that has been

addressed regardingthe role of auditory information in the ongoing control-of

articulators. That'talkars can adjust the articulatorg' almost immediatelyt ag,

revealed in normal formant patterns at the first glottal pitch pulse, seezs to

negate a short-term auditory regulatory role (e.g., Lindblom & Sundberg,

1971). The issue we address here, however, is whether the "target" itself

must be auditory in narture.

In the present study we examine, via cinefluorographic and perceptual

analysis, the production of vowels in one congenitally and two adventitiously

deaf speakers. Overall, we show not only that the hearing impaired "compen-

sate" under the novel conditions created by a bite block but also that

intelligibility is relatively unaffected. These data suggest that "auditory

representations" of the kind recently proposed in the literature are not a

necessary condition for immediate adjustment. Nor, we suspect, are "auditory
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targets" a sufficient explanation for the phenomenon because they ignore the
problem of how.a group of muscles might actually attain the se-called "target",
positions or points of maximal constriction along the vocal tract. We take
these data to offer an alternative proposal that draws on recently emerging
concepts in the motor control literature. The latter recognize natural,
dynamic properties such as dampirg and stiffness that are inherent in
neuromuscular control systems. Typioally, muscle-joint linkages are viewed as
dynamically similar to a (nonlinear) thass-spring with, controllable equilibrium
states. The centrdl idea, promoted by a number of authors (e.g., Bizzi, Dev,

_ Morasso, & Polit, 1978; Fel'dman, 1966, 1980; Fel'dman & Latash, 1982; Kelso,
1977; Kelso & Holt, 1980), is that a system of muscles whose equilibrium
lengths are specifiable will achieve and maintain desired configurations when
the muscle-generated torques sum to zero. Such a system exhibits the
characteristic of equifinality (von Bertalanffy, 1973) in that desired "tar-
gets" may be reached fzom different initial conditions and in spite of
unnireseen perturbations encountered during the movement trajectory
(cf. Kelso, Holt, Kugler, & Turvey, 1980, for review). This view leads to an
interesting, but opposite prediction from thd one based on earlier kinematic
work on the hearing impaired (Zimmermann*& Rettaliata, 1981); namely, that the
tongue dorglIm will reach similar final configurations regardless of whether
the jaw is constrained by a bite block or not.

METHODS

Subjects

A 35-year-o1d, adventitiously deaf male (S1), a 24-year,old congenitally
deaf female (S2), and a 34-year-oid adventitiously deaf.male (S3) served as
subjects. S1 was diagnosed as having' a profound, bilateral, sensorineural
hearing impairment. He had suffered a progressiveshearing loss beginning at
age 12. S2 was diagnosed as having a bilateral, congenital, sensorineural
hearing loss. She has a'moderate-to-severe loss at 250 Hz and a profound loss
at 500-8000 Hz. A hearing deficit for S3 Was first reported'when he was 18
months. old. He has since ileen di gnosed as having a profound, bilateral,
sensorineural loss at 250-8000 4..,

...-d--
/

Three hearing adults, two males (N1 and N2) and one female (N3) also
served as subjects. These subjects served in an earlier collaborative study.
Preliminary data lave been reported by Kent, Netsell, and Abbs (Note 1).2 .

Speech Task

S1 was tested approximately_ one year before S2 and S3. Two different
speech samples were obtained. Si uttered the vowels (/i,u,ae/) embedded in
the context /h_d/ br /h t). S2 and S3' uttered the vowels (/i,u,ae/) in
isolation.3 The subjects were instructed t6 read .the sample at a normal
conversational rate. S1 read the sample a total of three times, two readings
with no bite block and one reading with the bite block. S2 and S3 each made
two readings with the bite block and,.two without it. The hearing subjects,
N1, N2, and N3, read the sentence "You heap my hay high happy." Each slibject
read this sentence twice in each condition.

\v§i.
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Apparatus

Cinefluorography was used to measure articulatory positions. The proce-

: dures are described in detail by Kent and Moll (1969). The cinefluorographic;

lIlm_rate was 100 frame, per second. Hemispherical radiopaque markers, 3.5mm

diameter at the base, were placed on the,tongue tip, tongue dorsum, and lower

lip. The subjects were allowed to adapt to the markers by speaking arid

counting prior to filming.

Bite Blocks

Before filming for the hearing-impaired subjects, a bite,,block was molded

from dental acrylic so that the edges of the upper and lower incisors were

separated by 10 mm. Care was taken to prevent the bite block prom contacting

the lateral aspect of the tongue. The_ subj.ects were instructed,not tc speak

with the bite _block in position until initiation of the filming procedures.

Spontaneous speech produced after filming with the bite block in place was not

judged to be adversely affected by three phonetically trained observers. The

normal hearing controls spoke with three sizes of bite block, but only the

data from the 16 mm condition will be presented here.

Analysis of Cinefluorographic Data

Tracings of weal tract shapes from frames of interest were made from the

cinefluorographic films. A vowel "target" was considered achieved when the

articulators stayed at the same position for at least three consecutive frames

(i.e., 30 msec). The tracings included the outline of the tongue, maxilla,

and mandible. Tongue positions were analyzed relative to maxillary and

mandibular reference planes (see Kuehn & Moll, 1976; Zimmermann & Rettaliata,

1981). The maxillary framework gives information about changes in tongue

position, but does not provide a distinction between changes due to tongue

movement and those due to jaw movement. A mandibular reference plane gives

information about tongue dAplacement independent of jaw displacement.

Perceptual Analysis

Tape recordings of utterances of 11 CVCs embedded in carrier phrases

produced by the hearing-impaired speakers were presented to eight phonetically

trained listeners. The disteners were instructed to rate each speaker on

"overall intelligibility" from 1 to 10 (1 being most intelligible). The

carriers for Si differed from those of S2 and S3.4 The eight listeners also

heard and transcribed two productions of /i/, /ae/, and /u/ produced in

isolation with and without the bite block. These were randomly presented to

the listeners in a free field in a quiet room.5

RESULTS

Vocal Tract Lnapes

Figures la and lb show the tongue shapes referenced to a maxillary plane

for the hearing-impaired (Figure ib) and normal (Figure la) hearing subjects

in t1 bite-block and nonbite-block conditions. The hearing subjects (Ni, N2,

N3) show more'consistency, between and within conditions, in achieving tongue-

jaw positions associated with the production of /i/, /u/ and /a9/:
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Ad 16e/

A N2

B

N3

----- Biteblock Condition
- Non-biteblock Condition

SI

S2

S3

/u/ /i/ 4/

--- Biteblock Condition
- Non- biteblock Condition

,

._

Figure 1. Tongue contours and positions relative to a maxillary reference for .

4 /u/, /i/ and /ae/ in the bite-block and nonbite-block conditions.
.(a) normal hearing speakers, (b) hearing-impaired speakers.
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In spite of the variability in tongue shape and positions, the hearing-

impaired speakers are, for the most part, as consistent across conditions as

they are within conditiDns in terms of the area of maximum constriction

between the tongue dorsum and maxilla. This finding, at least for the vowels

/u/ and /i/, suggests that they were able to produce similar vocal tract

shapes with and without the bite block. For-the production-of-lae/ in two of

the hearing-impaired subjects (Si and S3), the distances between the tongue

dorsum and maxilla at the region of maximum constriction are different in the

bite-block and nonbite-block conditions. The increased distance in the bite-

block condition reflects a larger jaw opening without a coincident increased

upward displacement of the tongue.

Although the outlines for the hearing-impaired are clearly more variable

than for the normal speakers, they nevertheless show a consistent (though not

constant) overlap in area of maximum constriction across conditions. Figure 2

shows the vocal tract cross-dimensions (in a manner similar to that employed

by Lindblom & Sundberg, 1971) for 52 and N3 in the bite-block and nonbite-

block conditions for the production of /i/, /u/, and /ae/. It is clear that

the minimum deviations occur at and near the points of maximum constriction, a

finding also reported by Gay et al. (1981). Cross-dimension deviation

increases with an increase in distance away from the points of maximum

constriction, particularly anterior to these points. It is obvious that the

cross dimension deviations between conditions are greater for the hearing-

impaired speaker than the normal speaker, suggesting differences in the

control of the anterior portions of the tongue during vowel production. Also,

it should be noted that the region of major constriction appears slightly

posterior in the hearing-impaired speaker. The vocal tract shapes in Figures

ia and b lend support to these findings.

Differentiation of tongue shapes and positions among vowels for the bite-

block and nonbite-block conditions are shown in Figures 3a (hearing speakers)

and 3b (hearing-impaired speakers). This figure shows the composite plots of

tongue shapes for /i/, /ae/, and /u/ referred to a maxillary plane. For the

/i/ production in both constrained and unconstrained conditions, S2 and S3

show vocal tract shapes that are distinct from those associated with the

production of /ae/ and /u/. In fact, they show more differentiation than do

hearing subjects. However, while the normal hearing speakers show a definite

distinction between the tongue positions for /ae/ versus those for /i/ and

/u/, S2 and S3 show more overlap between the shapes associated with /ae/ and

/u/. This is evident in the overlap of tongue contours for S2 in both

conditions and S3 in the bite-block condition.

The results displayed in Figures 4a and 4h and Figures 5a and 5b show

that the distinctions in tongue position evident in Figures 3a and 3b can be

accounted for by changes in the displacements of the tongue in relation to the

jaw, and are not due solely to changes in jaw disple,Dement. For example, in

the bite-block condition for S1 and S3 the tongue position for /i/ is shown to

be distinct from those for /ae/ and /u/ (Figure 3b). These contours, with

respect to the mandibular reference, indicate the tongue was displaced more

for /i/ than for the other vowels (Figure 4b). The increased displacement of

the tongue in the bite-block condition compared to the nonbite-block condi-

tion, combined with the results in Figure 3b fOr S3's production of /i/,

suggest that increased tongue displacement was associated with an increase in
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Non-bitebic)ck ConditionBiteblock Condition

NI NI

N2

N3

N2

N3

/u/ , o/1/, /se/

st\4.414

Non-biteblock Condition Biteblock Condition

SI

S2

SI

S2

/u/ , o/ I/ , he/

Figure 3. Differentiation between tongue contours and positions relative to
maxillary reference for /u/, /1/, /ae/ for the bite-block andf'
nonbite-block conditions. (a) normal hearing speakers, (b) hearing=
impaired speakers.
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Non-biteblock Condition Biteblock Condition

NI

A N2

N3

NI sefF:1;Z
k's

/u/, o/i/, A/ae/
Non-biteblock Conclitkpn

SI

S2

S3

SI

Biteblock Condition\
te;If

toe e 'L./
\els sik

AsIt

S2

,pf

S3

o/u/, o/il, &he/
Figure 4. Differentiation between tongue contours and positions relative to

mandibular reference for /u/, /i/ and /ae/ in the bite-block and
nonbite-block conditions. (a) normal hearing speakers, (b) hearing-
impaired speakers.'
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NI

/u/

N3

Biteblock Condition

Non-bitebIock Condition

SI

S2

S3

/u/ Iv

Bitebbck Condition

Non-bitebbck Condon

Figure 5. Tongue contours and positions relative to mandibular reference for '

/u/, /i/ and /ae/ for the biteblock and nonbiteblock conditions.

(a) normal hearing speakers, (b) hearingimpaired speakers.
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jaw opening for the bite-block condition. Figures 5a and 5b also show that
there were systematic adjustments in tongue displacement for both hearing-
impaired and normal hearing speakers when the jaw was constrained.

Perceptual Results

Each of the eight phonetically-trained listeners ranked the intelligibil-
Ity of the hearing-impaired speakers in an order that corresponded identically
with the judgments of the experimenters: S1 was consistently judged most
intelligible, followed by 52 and S3. The results of the_mowel transcriptions--
for S2 and Sa_ar_e_shown in Tab1e7-1. SCe S1 did not produce vomas_in
asolation,_so his- data -are-not-shown-in Table 1. There was no difference in
the percent judged errors in vowel production between the bite-block and
nonbite-block conditions for either S2 (33% and 35%) or S3 (54% and 52%). The
vowels were often judged to be neutralized in_ both conditions for deaf
speakers.The transcription-data also Showed tongue backing was prevalent in
the bite-block condition for the hearing-impaired speakers (e.g., /ae/ was
often perceived as /a/).

"Searching" or Oscillatory Behavior

In order to evaluate "searching" or oscillatory movement that may be
associated with error correction processes, and to see if there were effects
of practice in achieving observed tongue movement patterns, the kinematic
trajectories for the first word, "eat" in the carrier, were traced for the
first, third, and fifth utterances in the bite-block condition for S2 and S3.
Neither the vocal tract shapes associated with /i/ nor the trajectories of
movement of the tongue dorsum and jaw to this position were different across
trials. Also, the movements to these "vowel" positions were direct and did
not display any oscillatory behavior that could be interpreted as "searching"
or error correction.5 However, this is not to suggest that the kinematic
patterns of the hearing-impaired speakers-were identical to those of the
normal hearing speakers (see previous results section).

DISCUSSION

The most interesting result of the present experiment was that the
hearing-impaired exhibited so-called "compensatory" movements of the tongue
dorsum in the bite-block condition and that these movements generally resulted
in the preservation of areas of maximum constriction between the dorsum and
the maxilla that were similar for both constrained and unconstrained condi-
tions. ,

N

Although the hearing-iMpaired displayed similar "compensatory" patterns
to hearing subjectsNreported here and elsewhere (Gay et al., 1981; Lindblom &
Sundberg, 1971), differ'ehoes in tongue posturing were nevertheless apparent.
In both conditions, the hearing-impaired showed more variable tongue shaping\and positioning than the nor al hearing subjects. Furthermore, in spite of
'considerable overlap in region of maximum constriction of the tongue dorsum
in both groups, the positioning 'of portions of the tongue anterior to the
region of maximum constriction differed between conditions for the hearing-
impaired subjects, but not for heariniNsbjects.
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TABLE I. Contingency tables for vowels produced by and perceived for S2 and S3 for bite-block (BB) and
nonbite-block (NBB) conditions.

S2

Produced

i

m

u

NBB BB

Perceived Produced Perceived

i m u other i m u other

3 5 i 1 4 28

1 4 2 m 7 9

1 10 5 u 1 10 5

Judged errors = 33% Judged errors = 35%

S3

Produced

i

m

u

NBB

Perceived

i m u other

13 3

7 9

2 14

Produced

i

m

u

BB

Perceived

i m u other

13 3

7 9

3 13

Judged errors = 54% Judged errors = 52%
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Two of the hearing-impaired speakers showed less differentiation in
tongue shape and position between the productions of /uLand /ae/---than-the-

,

hearing speakers in both bite-block and unconstrainedConditions. The other 4'

speaker (S1), described -elseMiiie (Zimmermann & Rettaliata, 1931), showed
clearly differentiated tongue .positions for the vowels /i/, /ae/ and /u/,
which may well be related to the better intelligibility for S1 than the other
hearing-impaired subjects. Even so, the tongue positioning observed for SI
was markedly different from that of the ,hearing subjects.

The finding that all three hearing-impaired subjects showed relatively
normal tongue contours for the production of /i/ in both experimental
conditions, and that the contours for /i/ were the most dissociated from the
other vowels, is in accord with the findings of Zimmermann and Rettaliata
(1981). The position for the front vowel /i/ may be easiest to learn in the
absence of auditory information because it entails primarily a maximum
displacement of the tongue dorsum to the palate. That is, the speaker has
only to learn to move the dorsum to its greatest extent.

The present data certainly support the acoustic resultc of Lindblom and
Sundberg (1971), and Lindblom, Lubker, and Gay (1979) that indicate auditory
information is not critical to the "compensatory" changes in tongue behavior
observed when the jaw is constrained. But more important, our results also
suggest that "auditory representations" (Gay et al., 1981; Ladefoged et al.,
1972) of vowels are no/ necessarily required to achieve vocal tract configura-
tion associated with /i/, /ae/, and /u/ with the jaw fixed. One presumes that
at least the congenitally deaf speaker lacks auditory representations of
"vowel targets." Of course, our results do not p- ,:lude the existence of some
form of "auditory representation" of the targri sounds in normal hearing
speakers, nor, for that matter, do they negate the importance of auglition in
the development and maintenance of articulatory patterns.

As we noted in the introduction to the present article, "target-based"
theories emphasize the representational aspects of the localization problem
(e.g., as auditory or space-coordinate maps) but are mute on how a system of
muscles might be so organized as to exhibit targeting behavior. Recent work
on other motor activities indicates that learned limb positions can be
achieved when afferent information is completely removed. This is the case
even when the limb is perturbed during its trajectory to the target or when
initial conditions are changed (for relevant animal work 'see Bizzi et al.,
1978; Polit & Bizzi, 1978; for human work see Kelso, 1977; Kelso & Holt, 1980;
Kelso, Holt, & Flatt, 1980). These data have been interpreted to suggest that
the.limbs behave dynamically similar to a nonlinear oscillatory system (Kelso
et al., 1980a, 1980b; Fel'dman & Latash, 1982). Extrapolating from this
framework to that of speech (see Fowler et al., 1980; Kelso et al., 1980b),
achievement of a given vowel target or vocal tract shape may be accomplished
by specification of an equilibrium state between the component muscles of the
tongue dorsum-jaw system; an equilibrium state being established at a point at
which the forces in the muscles summate to zero (Fel'dman, 1966; Keleo & Holt,
1980). Introduction of a bite block may be viewed as altering the balance of
forces among articulatory muscles. However, the equilibrium achieved by the
tongue dorsum-jaw syStem during constrained production (i.e., with the jaw

fixed) could be achieved by changes in the length-tension ratios of the

synergistic muscles involved. That is, a number of combinations of articula-
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torY kinematics (e.g., tongue-jaw positions) may allow for the achievement of
the specified equilibrium configuration. The specification of the system's
equilibrium state is thcught to be determined at higher levels while the

details for accomplishment are attributed to lower level, peripheral interac-
tions among the muscles involved. Such muscle groups have been termed

functional synergies or coordinative structures to connote a functionally

specific set of muscles and joints constrained to act as a single unit

(Bernstein, 1967; Boylls, 1975; Greene, 1972; Fowler, 1977; Fowler, Rubin,

Remez, & Turvey, 1980; Kelso, Southard, & Goodman, 1979; Saltzman, 1979;

Turvey, 1977).

In terms of the present results we suggest that for both hearing-impaired
and normal hearing subjects the achievement of similar points of tongue
dorsum-maxillary constriction with and without a bite block may be an example

of the same dynamical principles derived from other motor activities that
involve targeting behavior. That is, even when the jaw is constrained by a
bite block, similar regions of maximum constriction or final positions are

achieved. While this effect has been termed "compensatory behavior" (Folkins
& Abbs, 1977; Lindblom et al., 1979; Lindblom & Sundberg, 1971), the framework
offered suggests that the "compGasation" is accomplished not through changes
in central programs (Lindblom al., 1979) or through error correction
processes based on afferent feedback (Lindblom & Sundberg, 1971; MacNeilage,
1970). Instead, it may be ac:omplished by a process in which an equilibrium
configuration is achievesd by virtue of tne dynamic characteristics of the

muscle-joint system.

The observation that the hearing-impaired display different xuid more

variable tongue positions and shapes than hearing speakers in both jaw-fixed
and jaw-free conditions is not inconsistent with the framework that we have
elaborated here. Hearing-impaired individulls are likely_ to have learned
different tongue posturing behaviors and difftrent strategies for achieving
them because of a lack of available auditory information. The fact that there

were changes in tongue contours for certain vowels between conditions although

the place of the tdhgue dorsum-maxillary conqtriction was held reaatively
constant in the two conditions suggests that the hearing-impaired have learned
toachieve a given point or range of points around the region of maximum
constriction for each vowel. The changes in contours for the hearing-

impaired, especially the congenitally deaf subject, may suggest that auditory
information is used in the learning process to allow fewer degrees of freedom
in vocal tract control. That is, in hearing speakers tongue contours may be
maintained relatively constant while tongue position is adjusted to distin-
guish among vowels (Kent, 1970).

The effects o loss ofraudition on speech kinematics are consistent withif

Fel'dman's (1974) work. He suggested that removal of afferent information
will result in an alteration of the dynamic properties of the muscle groups
involved and hence alter the nature of transitional processes without neces-
sarily affecting the achievement of final position. Although much work

remains to be done in order to illuminate the processes underlying the control

and coordination of speech articulators, we suggest that the theoretical

framework referred to here and elaborated in more detail elsewhere (e.g.,

Fowler et al., 1980; Kelso et al., 1980b; Kelso, Tuller, & Harris, 1985;

Kugler, Kelso, & Turvey, 1980) may provide the beginnings of an explanation
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,

for the equifinality phenomenon common to many, if not all, motor systems
including spee(111.

REFERENCE NOTE

1. Kent, R. D., Netsell, R., & Abbs, J. A cineflour9graphic study of bite-
block speech. Paper presented at Conference on motor control. Madison,
Wi., 1980.
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FOOTNOTES

1A dominant reason is "its apparent lack of testability" (MacNeilage,
1980, p. 615).

2 The data from this previous study were used so we would not expose more
subjects to radiation. Note that two hearing-impaired subjects produced
isolated vowels. The normal hearing subjects produced vowels in a sentence.
It was felt that the different contexts would not significantly affect the
results or conclusions, particularly since the major comparison was between
bite=block and nonbite-block conditions (within subjects) and not between
subjects or groups. Elsewhere it has been shown that the acoustic results of
bkte-block speech for vowels produced in isolation and vowels produced in a
dynamic speech context are near-identical (Kelso & Tuller, in press).

3S1 had been part of an earlier study ,(see Footnote 2). Plots for the
normal speakers are for the 16 mm bite-block condition. For the smaller bite-
block condition (8 mm) the jaW displacement was not increased over the
nonbite-block condition.

4Since 51 was part of an earlier study, his sentences differed from those
of S2 and S3. 51 produced CVCs in the carrier "eat that ..." while S2 and S3
produced CVCs in the carrier "that's a ...".

5Spectrographic analysis was not completed because of the small sample of
utterances and the difficulty with reliably measuring the spectrograms of
hearing-impaired speakers.
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REVIEW*

Pierre Delattre: Studies in comparative phonetics. Edited by
B. Malmberg. 'Heidelberg: Julius Groos Verlag, 1981.

Arthur S. Abramson+

Reviewing a posthumously published book imposes a special obligation on
the reviewer to take great care in interpreting the author. While feeling the
burden of such a responsibility, I take it to be important that archival
journals in our field call the attention of the reading public to what will
surely be the_last collection of papers by the late distinguished scholar
Pierre Delattre. This is my conviction even though my friendship with
Delattre and my intellectual debt to him vauld surely have prevented me from
accepting such a task in his lifetime.

The editor of this book, Bertil Malmberg, ,has carefully chosen four
previously published papers, two with co-authors, for reprinting, .and he has
prov.ided a very interesting intr:oduction of his own. Although Malmberg does
say that the papers have appeared previously, he does not give the sources.
This is an omission that I shall remedy in my comments on each of the papers.
In fact, all of them appeared in the International Review of Applied
Linguistics in the period 1968-71. The fact that this is a journal not
regularly followed by most phoneticians and other corkers in speech research,
makes this collection all the more useful. I found the original sources by
consulting the bibliography of Delattre's iorks in the book published in his
memory (Valdman, 1972).

It is important here to give some attention to Malmberg' s introduction,
"Pierre Delattre and tbdern Phonetics," since it was written by a person whose
views on the man and his scientific setting must be taken very seriously.
Although the reader will find this introduction stimulating and informative,
he, along with me, may be puzzled and even distressed by Malmberg' s insistence
that Delattre, in spite of earlier skepticism, had become "convinced of the
necessity of the two principles of economy and binarism." He goes on to make
much of a "fruitful and intimate collaboration" between Delattre and the late
Roman Jakobson. It is true that the two men 'mew each other and no doubt had
much respect for each other, as evidenced by the section entitled "To the
Memory of Pierre Delattre" in the recent book by Jakobson and Linda Waugh
(1979). In that passage (p. 81), Jakobson's three-day visit to Delatt-e in
Santa Barbara, California is said to have yielded "a plan for a joint,
systeRatic outline of the psychoacoustic correlates of the system of distinc-

*Also Phonetica, 1983, 40; in press.
+Also (kciversity of Connecticut.
Acknowledgment. This work was supported in part by NICHD Grant HD-01994 to
Haskins Laboratories.
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tive features." Such hearsay reports of private conversations and unrecorded
public statements notwithstanding; familiarity with Delattre's publications,
especially those within the covers of this volune, would not lead a disPassi
mate uncommitted reader to the belief that Delattre's attactment to the
notion of binary distinctive features was anything more than a willingess not
to ifismiss such argunents out of hand. That is, when he speaks of, for
example, "-Spread" or "backrotaided" vowels in French in the book under review
(p. 82), one might -bend over backwards to see binarism lurking between- the,
lines, but the- more obvious reading yields merely a traditional phonetic
descriptive 1 ab

Jakobson and Waugh (1979, p. 81) tell us that Delattre advocated the
slogan "economize and binarize" in his invited paper at the 1967 Si-xth
International Congress of Phonetic Sciences in Prague. Having been present
for this paper, I do recall that Delattre presented his talk with his usual
charming flair for the dramatic that Made his detailed studies of acoustic
cues so much more palatable. Frankly, I cannot recall t4hether he male such a
statement in his oral paper, but in neither the Fnglishlanguage published
version of tt-- paper (Delattre, 1968) nor in the proceedings of the congress
(Delattre, ,197-0) does such a sentiment appear! Instead, for this reader at
least, the Message seems to be that anyone playing the phonological gane of
distinctive features must be phonetically sophisticated enough o understand
that 'a posited distinctive feature is.not likely to be revealed either by the
articulatory behavior of the speaker or by his acoustic output. .1.hderly1ng
any such distinctive feature is considerable physical complexity. Summing up
the problem, he says ( 1970, p. 146), "...si les traits pertinents sont des
signaux pereeptuels qu'on ne peut pressentir qu'indirectement travers lews
corrélatifs acoustiques et arti.culatoires., et que les corrélatifs articula
toires ne peuvent etre specifies qu'llne fois accompli 1' isolement des correla
tifs acoustiques n' est peutetre pas possible de toucher les traits
pertinents qu' en arrivant %a une connaissance suffisante de ce qui est
distinctif dans 1 s signaux acoustiques." It is very tempting to interpret
this as a warning to the phonologist to make claims about distinctive features
only after having k found what features of the speech carry the communicative
burden.

I shall now make brief mention of the four papers one by one. Since
these papers have all appeared before, it may be enough just to give some
highlights and a few critical remarks. Wi&gtat, easy acdess at this time to
IRAL, I shall depend on Valdman (1 972) to provide bibliographical information
on- the original publications.

The first paper, written Atli Michel Monnot (Delattre & Marmot, 1968), i's
"The Role of furation in the Identification of French Nasal Vowels." This is
an intriguing expetiimental study of a trading relation between acoustic cues:
nasal resonance vs. vowel &ration. In French, as is well knbwn, the system,
of oral vowels is classically described as containing a small subset of vowels
minimally distinguished from nonoral counterparts by the simple phonetic
feature of nasality. In this paper we fInd strong analyt,ic support for
earlier observationi that concomitant with nasality is greater ,vowel duration.
Indeed, experiments with speech synthesis show that this difference in
dtration is a sufficient acoustic cue to the distinction. Short variants of
synthetic vowels with weak, simulation of nasal resonance were heard as oral,
and long variants, as nasal. The authors speculate in an interesting way
about the future of the distinction in French.
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The second paper, written with Margaret Bohenberg (Delattre & Hohenberg,
1968'), is "Duration as a Cue to the Tense/Lax Distinction in German Unstressed
Vowels." Traditionally, it has been observed that the German vowel system
contains two sets of vowels, exemplified by such wordpairs as biete/bitte and
Kehle/Kelle, said to be distinguished by relative length, although, at least
for some of the minimal pairs, there is also a discernible difference in
quality. Wishing to avoid assigning phonemic responsibility to either fea
ture, the authors use the terms "tense" and "lax" as cover terms but, at the
outset (p. 41, fn, 2), warn the reader that no implication about muscular
tension is intended. Anyway, it seems from the sources cited, that dissatis
faction with the, status of vowel duration as a satisfactory basis for the
distinction arose from the conviction that it was not present in unstressed
vowels. The research reported here, however, shows that even in unstressed
German vowels, a duration ratio of roughly 3:2 is to be found between the two
categories; furthermore, listening tests with synthetic speech, in which vowel
durations and vowel formant frequencies, as well as the durations of postvo
calic consonant constrictions, were experimentally manipulated, easily demon
strated the overwhelming importance of vowel duration as a perceptual cue to
the distinction. Regrettably, the authors appear to contradict themselves
(p. 60) by saying., under result nunber 3, that the two cues of vowel length
and vowel color contribute equally well to the distinction in unstressed
position, and then, under result nunber 4, by showing how much more striking
and reliable is the duration of the vocalic stretch! That is, the other
variables in question certainly have an effect, but they are rather easily
overridden by vowel length. A more forthright conclusion to this paper might.
have insisted on the dominance of duration as a physical underpinning to this
feature of German phonology. Indeed, with such results in hand, the authors
could have avoided the terms "tense" and "lax" in the tiple of their paper.
After all, it is commonly found in .the phonetic literature that clearcut
situations of distinctive vowel length by and large show concomitant differ
ences of vowel color in at least part of the vowel system. It seems very
Likely, as a matter of fact, that any phonemic distinction closely exaninedsby

... the experimentalist would reveal that even if a single phonetic dimension,
perhaps the one singled out by the phonologist, is dominant, others will also
carry perceptually useful information.

The third paper (Delattre, 1969) is "An koustic and Articulatory Study
of Vowel Reduction in Four Languages." Acoustic and articulatory data are
presented for medial vowels under weak stress in English, German, Spanish, and
French. This interesting study is marred by a failure to point out a major
difference between English and the other three languages. In such wordpairs
as disable/disability and abolish/abolition, orthographic a and o in the
.second menbers of the pairs-represent schwa, that is, reduction of the vowels,
if you will, of. he first menbers of the pairs and loss of contrast. The

dialect recorded is not mentioned, so it is possible that for at least some of
the unstressed ,English vowels in the sample, "full" vowels are used. It ig
not surprising, of course, that the plots of formant frequencies and xray
profiles show much more vowel reduction for English than for the other
languages. The results include some interesting differences across these
languages in the nature of the vowel reduction observed. It is, by the .e..iy,

misleading to say at the bottom of page 74 that the IPA charts show only
tongue height and fronting; rounding is also a dimension of the charts,
whether one uses the old separate charts of primary and secondary Cardinal
Vowels or merges them conveniently into one threedimensional chart.
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The final paper in the book, printed as Part I and Part II (Delattre,

1971), is "Consonant Gemination in Four Languages: ,An Acoustic, Perceptual,
and Radiographic Study." As implied by the title, this study, which draws
upon German, English, French, and Spanish for its material, is methodological-
ly very elaborate. It exanines gemination both at word boundaries ancr within
words. The latter condition, word-internal gemination, is not ,found in

English, and in the other three languages it applies only to /r/. (Of course,
in German, as in Beharrung/Behaarung, it should have been pointed out, with a
reference to the second paper in this book, that this gemination might best--
or at least conventionallybe viewed as part of the vowel-length distinction,
although in the other languages of concern here, differences in vowel duration
predictably co-occur with ,phonologically relevant consonant-length distinc-
tions.) The ctloice or languages having only /r/ for word-interior gemination
complicates the matter,- since, as sham in this paper, ,not only relative
duration but' also other articulatory differences play a role in a way that
might not be found in a language like Italian itere genination within the word
is fould in consonants in utlich apparently a closure or constriction can
simply be held longer. If, however, one makes allowances for phonologically
confusing statements here and there, it is possible to derive much enlighten-
ing information about the production and perception of this contrast.

Bertil Malmberg and Julius Groos Verlag are to be complimented for their
efforts in compiling and publishing this book. Had Pierre Delattre been alive
to edit it himself, even with the provocative essay by Malthberg included, no
doubt he would have wanted to clarify not only the points I have raised but
also many more that he himself would have wished to reconsider in retrospect..
This handy collection of some of his last research studies should certainly be
on the reading list of all students of experimental phonetics.
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